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FOREWORD

“H

ORIZONS 2016” is the second
annual book published by Maison du Futur after launching its activities
following years of absence in 2015. This
book almost acts like a mirror reflecting
the major events organized by the institution during the past year.
The major milestone was the celebration of the centennial of the Sykes Picot
agreement signed in 1916. In 2016, this
celebration occurred at a time when the
borders drawn by this agreement were violated and the entities established a hundred years ago within these borders were
threatened by wars and conflicts. These
clashes affected all the countries of the region, whether directly or indirectly, and
nearly had serious repercussions on Europe and the United States.
This centennial celebration was allocated an important chapter in “Horizons
2016” as the Maison du Futur yearly conference was a unique occasion to explain
the historical conditions accompanying
the conclusion of this agreement, to discuss whether the current conflicts widespread in the region were in fact the result
of this agreement, and to foresaw the possible prospects of these wars.
Amongst these conflicts shaking our
Lebanese borders, the Syrian war to
which Maison du Futur dedicated several
events in order to analyze different aspects of the topic: from the Al Fou’aa – Al
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Zabadani agreement (demographic swap); to the external players in
the Syrian conflict and the evaluation of the roles and interests of
Russia, Iran and the Hezbollah in this context.
“Horizons 2016” also highlights one of the major issues that
Lebanon is currently facing as a result of the war on the other side of
its eastern and northern borders, that is the refugees crisis; in addition to the terrorism and extremism and the possible means that
shall be exploited in order to preserve the youth from the scourges of
these threats.
The US presidential elections and their repercussions on the Middle East were also at the heart of Maison du Futur activities for
2016, and were also the topic of a policy paper issued by the institution and highlighting the thorny problems in Lebanon and the region. The publication of this policy paper was followed by a
discussion panel analyzing the impact of the US presidential elections on the region in general and more specifically on Lebanon.
La Maison du Futur also tackled internal topics having positive or
negative impacts on our country, so it dedicated a panel discussion to
transparency and accountability, and organized a cultural event paying tribute to late Lebanese playwright Raymond Gebara, a year after
his death.
“Horizons 2015” and “Horizons 2016” have already been published, and “Horizons 2017” will follow, under the title “The Limits
of Ambitions – External Interventions and the State System in
the Arab Middle East: Challenges, Alignments, Expectations”.
The upcoming book will also highlight the events to be organized
during 2017, including a conference on “Oil and Gas”, on the “Rule
of Law” and the “Two-State Solution”, that will all form one chain of
events reflecting the underlying objectives of Maison du Futur: good
governance, modern and efficient education, and a comprehensive
economic and social development.
With the hope of writing to you again in “Horizons 2017”
Amine Gemayel
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AL ZABADANI
AL FOU’AA
KEFRAYA
AGREEMENT:
CHANGES
ETHNIC ASPECT
MIDDLE EAST
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[MARCH 4th, 2016]

OVERVIEW

What is the significance of Al Zabadani –
Al Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement ? Is it the
beginning of a new ethnic distribution in the
Middle East?
Problems surrounding Al Zabadani – Al
Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement are not limited to
Lebanon’s role in its implementation, but are also
related to the identities of the signatory parties.
The agreement was not concluded between a Syrian governmental entity and another entity representing the armed opposition movements, but
rather between the government of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the “Ahrar Al Sham” movement supported by Turkey and operating under
the umbrella of the Islamic Front allied to “Al
Nusra Front” in the context of the” Fath army”,
under the supervision and with the participation
of the United Nations. This agreement leads to a
sectarian division within Syrian regions through
the evacuation of Sunni citizens from Al
Left: Spring in al Zabadani.
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Zabadani, and Shiite citizens from Al Fou’aa and Kefraya. It
seems that the new actor on the Syrian scene, i.e Russia, does
not consider itself bound to this agreement, since the Russian
air force bombarded sites in “Reef Idleb”, a region that should
have been subject to the truce stipulated in the agreement.
This is how a region was evacuated of Sunnis for the sake of
Shiites and vice-versa. We have previously witnessed this phenomenon in some Arab regions and countries, so where is the
situation heading in the region?
Regarding Lebanon, this agreement highlights the fact that
Lebanon is not an active player but rather a submissive party.
The expulsion of citizens and families from Al Zabadani, Al
Fou’aa and Kefraya took place through Lebanon, which is considered a clear violation of the country’s sovereignty.
“La Maison du Futur” will hold a round table to discuss
the nature of this agreement and its repercussions on all levels,
especially since it was concluded under the supervision and with
the support of the United Nations. The objective of this discussion is to evaluate the impacts of such an agreement and to determine whether it is a replicable model. Was it implemented
in order to ease the tensions and participate to the Syrian conflict resolution, or was it an unprecedented measure that might
be a first step towards a demographic redistribution that paves
the way for a regional path and a new approach in the region?
In this case what will be the repercussions over Lebanon?

y
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AFTER THE STORM

M

AISON DU F UTUR (MdF) in coordination with Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) held a seminar to discuss
the consequences of the Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement and the different issues revolving around it. Elements of
the agreement, such as its international sponsorship and parties’ signatories, thereto namely Iran on one hand and the
Ahrar Al Sham Movement sharing close ties with Turkey on
the other, were discussed. Among other topics of discussion
was the sectarian sorting brought along by the agreement
through the displacement of Sunni citizens from Zabadani
and Shia citizens from Fou’aa and Kefraya throughout the
Lebanese territory unbeknownst to the Lebanese government.
The discussion aimed at attempting to assess whether the purpose of the agreement was limited to humanitarian concerns,
or if it were to become a model that will repeat itself on a systematic track towards demographic redistribution in the region
on sectarian and ethnic grounds. Officials, diplomats and researchers from Lebanon, Iraq and Syria attended the seminar.

President Amine Gemayel opened the debate by welcoming the participants and thanking Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
(KAS) for its cooperation with Maison du Futur in organizing
such events to discuss the latest issues concerning the
Arab world.
Nils Wörmer, Director of the Syria and Lebanon Office
at KAS, extended his gratitude to President Gemayel and MdF
for organizing this seminar tackling a topic of great importance before giving an overview of the latest activities of the
Foundation in Lebanon.
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President Amine Gemayel stated that the Arab region is
currently experiencing a struggle with time, in light of the historic conflicts that it is witnessing and in accordance with their
repercussions on the region’s governments, geography and demography, not to mention the new entities that they may generate. He confirmed that the key topic of our discussion today
was demography, and especially demographic geography in
line with the waves of migrants and displaced caused by the
raging conflict, as clearly illustrated in the Zabadani, Fou’aa
and Kefraya agreement. Gemayel added that this agreement
is not secondary or fleeting, nor is it merely a ceasefire agreement to facilitate access of humanitarian aid or to solve an
issue in a particular region. He was rather concerned that such
agreement would become a new model for conflict resolution
to be later adopted in the region, laying the foundation for a
sectarian and ethnic demographic divide “against a backdrop
of animosity” and under international auspices. He added,
“We can only see in the agreement an indicator of a large displacement process laying the groundwork for a sectarian regional sorting,” creating a reality that is far below our
expectations as Arabs. Arab identity has always been a unifying factor rather than a segregation factor.
MdF director Sam Menassa explained that the seminar
will be based on interactive discussions. He then opened the
debate with a Skype call with Michel Kilo, member of the
Syrian National Opposition Coalition.
In his response to a question on current projects of territorial division discussed in Syria, Kilo clarified that nothing
stated in this regard is final, reminding the audience of UN
Resolution 2254 confirming Syria’s unity within its internationally recognized borders. He further emphasized that the
Syrian people, and despite disagreements among its components, is opposed to division. The old Syria is dead, according
to Kilo, and the new Syria will not be Assad’s Syria and will
not be divided, it will rather be focused around building a
sound democracy giving all denominations and ethnicities
their rights as citizens.
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Kilo also replied to a question on whether Syria was witnessing a systematic fragmentation process through this demographic sorting by mentioning the considerable foreign
interference in the ongoing conflict. He further explained that
the current demographic shift witnessed today is the result of
the conflict mechanism, and not the outcome of decisions
taken by the opposition or the regime, and that neither side
of the conflict is thinking of dividing the country.
Ali Dabbagh, former Iraqi Minister of State and
spokesperson of the Cabinet, commented on Kilo’s intervention by saying, Arab regimes that relied on religion or other
nationalist ideologies as a basis for governance were unable to
provide a unifying framework for all components of their societies. Therefore, when they were weakened, the genie was
out of the bottle. Such was the case with the Kurds in Iraq.
We need to find another model to convince these components
to remain together, and federal systems established under
sound circumstances may be a good solution in this instance.
When given the floor again, Kilo said that the options for
the future of a new Syria were many, and only those supported
by reality and not assumptions may be implemented and “our
reality says that we are not envisaging division”. He added
that the Kurds in Syria are not to be compared with the Kurds
in Iraq, since they never had a historical project of establishing
a Kurdish State, but rather actively contributed to the establishment of modern Syria. He further confirmed that the Kurdish civil society is actively demanding a national democratic
system where all citizens can enjoy their rights, unlike the
Iraqi Kurds who have a different project.
Menassa gave the floor to General Nizar Abdel Kader
who opened his intervention with an overview of the demographic situation in Syria as follows- Sunnis form 64% of the
total Syrian population, while Alawites form 10%, Kurds
15%, Christians 5%, Druze 5% and the Turkmen 1%. He
added that these percentages indicate that there is no preponderant majority within these minorities and confirmed that
Syria’s Kurds were not aiming at establishing an independent
State. While he agreed that the Syrian regime already started
with demographic partitioning before the Zabadani, Fou’aa
and Kefraya agreement, causing great oppression of the Sunnis, he also saw that the demographic partitioning model illustrated by the implementation of the agreement may be
repeated in light of the current developments in Syria. He also
reiterated that the current demographic division taking place
in Syria will not affect neighboring Lebanon since the
Lebanese were greatly sensitive to the issue of minorities.
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From left to
right:
Ali Dabbagh,
Roger Dib,
Mohamad
Obeid.

Lebanese politician and journalist Mohamad Obeid
pointed out the exaggeration in describing the displacement resulting from the Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya
agreement as mass evacuation or ethnic cleansing. He
clarified that the need for the agreement stemmed from the
attack of the regime and its allies against Zabadani and from
the opposition realizing that Fou’aa and Madaya were suitable
regions to counterattack and put pressure on the regime. Iran
interfered and asked the United Nations to find a suitable solution, and that is how the agreement was approached in Istanbul. He added that ousting armed factions and their
families from Madaya, does not mean ousting its citizens. He
gave the example of Al Waar neighborhood where the United
Nations interfered to oust armed militants under public pressure. 300 gunmen were deported but the final count with their
families was 700. This cannot be labeled as a mass evacuation
of Sunnis from the region, according to Obeid, since 70,000
people reside in the area of Al Waar, and it has the capacity
to host 700,000 residents. He finally confirmed that
Lebanon’s main interest is to protect its borders ; therefore
Hezbollah’s intervention in Syria was a preemptive move in
that direction.
The Director of Middle East Alternatives, Washington,
Hassan Mneimneh was next to speak over Skype. He said
that the issue around the Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement was not about the numbers exchanged but rather about
the nature of both the sides that were handling the negotiations to reach this agreement under international auspices ;
Iran on one hand, proclaiming itself the sole sponsor and protector of a supposed minority in rural Syria i.e. the Imami
Shia residents of Fou’aa and Kefraya and the political factions
of a clear and explicit sectarian Sunni nature. This Iranian tendency to claim custodianship over Imami Shia citizens is not
only limited to Syria but also applies to the entire Arab region,
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leading to the empowerment of the
developing concept of Sunni nationalism. Mneimneh considered that
Hezbollah’s interference to support
the regime further nurtured this
Sunni nationalism in Syria and is
threatening to spill over to Lebanon.
He added that describing Hezbollah’s interference in Syria of a preemptive strike to face the so-called
“Takfiri danger” is similar to justifying Israel’s proactive methods of
protecting its borders. He added
that the agreement is a mere attempt from international parties to
dismiss Syria and Lebanon as internationally recognized countries and usher in agreements
among sectarian parties for demographic redistribution as a
new equation in international relations.
Alia Mansour, the activist in the Syrian National Opposition Coalition, took the floor next and explained that the
Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement was not the first of
its kind when it came to demographic sorting. Mass evacuations and displacements started as early as 2012 in Homs and
Qussair where identity and civil status documents were
burned, and while she considered that the danger of division
is still real in Syria and may spread to the region in order to
justify the presence of a Jewish State. She also stated that a
systematic evacuation, destruction and impoverishment
process of Eastern regions is currently underway in order to
shift the balance in favor of the Western and coastal regions
known today as the “productive Syria”, but the number of
Sunnis on the coast is very high, and there is no area where
the Alawites or Druze form a majority. Mansour added that
our vision of Syria is that of a united democratic State granting everyone their rights. She revealed that the facilitating factor for a return of communications between the Sunnis and
the Alawites is the aversion of both parties towards Iran and
its role in the ongoing conflict. She also confirmed that the
Syrians refuse Islamic extremism whether Sunni or Shia, as
much as they oppose totalitarian regimes, and their goal is to
build a civil democratic State.
Dabbagh then took the floor again to say that the SykesPicot agreement drew the region’s borders according to the will
and interests of superpowers and not based on the polling of
its population, leading to the rise of totalitarian regimes. He
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added that the idea of the Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement may repeat itself in other regions besides Syria and Iraq
not witnessing any conflicts. Concerning Iraq, he reiterated the
necessity to find a new system of government to include everyone. The idea of one unifying State and one nation has become
a dream or obsolete politics. He also explained that religious
and nationalist thoughts did not enable Arabs to establish real
States and only produced regimes that reject the other and prevent minorities from expressing their identities.
Writer and researcher Mona Fayyad commented on Dabbagh’s words by saying that the Sykes-Picot agreement did
not come out of nowhere. It was rather based on existing
countries and cannot be considered as the mere product of
the will of two foreign parties establishing totally new states
in the region. Fayyad stated that the current situation is different, since the Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement was
a failed experiment to divide the region carried out by Iran.
She agreed with Alia Mansour that Iran’s blatant interference
in the region’s affairs strengthened Arab nationalist feelings
among its citizens, not in a chauvinist sense but rather from
a cultural perspective. Although, Fayyad preferred not to use
the concept of Sunni nationalism, she confirmed that there
are Sunnis and Shias who fear the wave of Iranian Shiism.
She concluded by saying that if there was a plan for division,
the war will be long and what happened was not a simple demographic division.
Ambassador Riad Tabbara said that we were not looking
today at the situation of two villages, but at the sectarian split
under process in Syria. He considered that this issue goes
beyond secondary players such as Hezbollah, the Free Syrian
Army or Ahrar Al Sham. It is about bigger players such as the
United States, Russia and Iran to a certain extent. He added
that Russians did not interfere in the ongoing war in Syria to
combat ISIS, since they are building four big military facilities
in a specific area and have concluded what seems to be an
eternal agreement with the Syrian regime. He stated that Russia knows that the Sunnis do not support its presence, which
only relies on Alawites and minorities. However, its strikes are
not targeting ISIS locations but the area extending from South
Damascus to the Turkish border and Aleppo aiming at
displacing them and that is why it intervened in the Syrian
conflict. He continued to say that the number of Sunnis displaced since the beginning of the Russian air strikes reached
one hundred thousand and civil status papers in Homs and
other areas were burned. If we are not careful about that fact,
we would be overlooking a crucial event taking place in Syria,
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i.e. a potential “Hundred Days War” that would certainly
affect Lebanon.
Iraqi MP Ahmed Jabbouri said that citizenship should be
the first concern in all our current initiatives and when we
speak of sects and minorities, we kill all hopes for citizenship.
He confirmed that Iraq never organized a sectarian census
throughout its history, so all given numbers and percentages
are assumed and inaccurate. He also pointed out some similarities between the situation in Syria and that in Iraq, wondering if that is the result of an international plan carried out
with the contribution of local populations, or is it unfortunately for Arab populations and their regimes that crumbled
without any care to what will come after. He considered that
the motive behind the Turkish-Iranian Zabadani, Fou’aa and
Kefraya agreement is a humanitarian one and does not reflect
the interests of superpowers. He finally confirmed the need
for a wise man in the Arab world because a big endeavor
awaits him.
General Khalil Helou then took the floor. He did not
consider the demographic displacement resulting from the
Zabadani, Fou’aa and Kefraya agreement as a pre-planned displacement as it cannot be compared to the cleansing process
taking place in many regions of Iraq. He further clarified that
this process aimed at saving the regime and ending the
Zabadani battle due to the blows that the regime was
receiving, which almost made it lose the Homs-Damascus and
Damascus-Beirut road. The proof to that was that the Russian
intervention came directly afterwards. Today, the regime
is empowered enough to prepare for an attack to reach Kefraya and Fou’aa and believes that it can break the siege. However, Russia cannot preserve the military momentum
employed today in Syria, just as the regime cannot expand
any further. Helou added that the matter today goes beyond
displacing populations based on sectarian grounds, since the
whole Syrian, Lebanese and Iraqi region has become a stage
for big players. The struggle is clear between Saudi Arabia and
Turkey on one hand and Iran on the other, reaching as far as
the Caucasus. He concluded by saying that after all these
events, nobody knows what will be the shape of the future
Syria. The question to be asked today is why do we fear federalism? International precedents show that ethnic and sectarian differences are mitigated when federalism is adopted as
a system of government. One could even say that federal
states are the way to reunite countries where different components coexist.
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When Secretary General
of the Democratic Renewal
Movement in Lebanon Antoine Haddad took the floor
next, he reiterated that the
war in Syria made us clearly
notice the demographic sorting in the Levant area. However, this forced sorting began
essentially and to a larger extent with the Iraqi crisis even
if it was through a different
mechanism using violence at
times and “softer” methods
at others. He added, “The
importance of the Zabadani
agreement is that it shed light
on the issue and its sectarian
nature and on the role of foreign powers in sponsoring the
agreement. Indeed, this is
only the tip of the iceberg
when it comes to displacement and sectarian sorting in
Syria, since it is a much bigger and more dangerous phenomenon affecting almost
half the Syrian population.”
Haddad also wondered,
“Does this mean that the international community condones a new demographic distribution in Syria? I am not sure
of that”. He added that the current population of Syria is approximately 23 million with 14 million living in the Western
area of Syria under the control of the regime and the opposition with the exception of ISIS. Five million Syrians left the
country, and the total number of residents in Eastern areas of
Syria that is mostly under the control of ISIS does not exceed
four million. Therefore, Western Syria, be it in its smaller area
i.e. coastal Syria or in its larger area including Damascus, Hauran and other major cities, still holds a clear Sunni majority
making any sort of sectarian split impossible. This also makes
the so-called “productive Syria” that is being discussed as a
geo-political project, impossible to rule, especially by a mainly
Alawite regime. The biggest conclusion for Lebanon, in light
of this “productive Syria” project and Hezbollah’s dominance,
is that this country would also become impossible to rule, be-
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cause if the concept of sectarian sorting is implemented,
Lebanon will also hold a Sunni majority over its territory,
given the million and a half Syrians that were lately displaced
to Lebanon. In summary, the “productive Syria” project is a
project for a long devastating war for both Syria and Lebanon.
Haddad ended his intervention by seriously questioning
whether federalism would protect pluralism and stability, considering that it would really preserve the entity, the borders
and the main components of a national State.
Ambassador Abdallah Bou Habib said that the demographic transfer underway following the Zabadani agreement
is not significant enough to be described as a systematic demographic sorting. What happened in Iraq on the other hand
is more dangerous and is true demographic sorting. He ensured that the core issue in the Arab world is the absence of
citizenship and the failure of the assimilation process between
its different components. He added that what happened in
Syria was that Syrians were unable to find a solution to the
crisis, so regional parties were established, and that is why a
truce was imposed by international powers.
Next to take the floor was the Co-director of the “Umam”
Research and Documentation Center in Lebanon, Luqman
Slim. He considered that what happened in Zabadani is an
expression of “hard” displacement, since there were other sorts
of “silent” and soft ethnic cleansing in Syria, which is of the
more dangerous kind. He pointed out the report issued by a
group based in Sweden in May 2015, revealing the presence
of real estate companies established to buy properties owned
by Sunnis, in the context of what he called political displacement. He went on to say that the Zabadani agreement is a
sample of what we are witnessing in the Arab world. Wherever
Iran backs any group, a systematic hard and land-based
cleansing of Sunnis takes place and some areas become completely empty of its Sunni residents. Salim continued to say
that Iran is working on establishing a new Shia identity that
is not based on doctrine but on the sense of minority, Alawites
in Syria, Shia in Lebanon and Houthis in Yemen to link them
all to one center- that is Tehran. He finally confirmed that the
region is probably witnessing the birth of a new political map,
where Lebanon will not remain untouched.
Former Lebanese Minister Roger Dib also took the floor.
He reiterated that the main issue is our failure to establish
states where real participation exists, and the fact that we
transformed Arabism from a culturally modern renaissance
movement to a chauvinist movement. However, we need this
Arab link, or else we would revert back to other affiliations
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and towards minorities. Dib then said, “I believe that there
are many concepts that one could adopt, such as federal
states, and if we must adopt federalism today to keep these
countries united, so be it.” He described the Zabadani agreement as temporary and as the current truce agreement and
said that Turkey is banned from interfering in Syria, as the
regime is banned from further expansion. According to Ambassador Tabbara, there is a danger of freezing the borders between belligerent parties at their current state. In Lebanon,
the concern is if change takes place around us, the parties will
undermine the State and prevent its establishment. He said,
“I fear that Lebanon may have to brace itself for a change but
we need to prevent that through our determination to build a
state and by adopting a neutral, humanitarian and effective
policy in the interest of the region.”
Lebanese writer and researcher Mahmoud Soueid confirmed that the idea of division did not have any popular roots
in Syria or in Iraq, since no separatist initiatives were taken
despite everything. He moved on to say that the composition
of the Syrian society is similar to that of the Lebanese society,
and the Lebanese experience did not lead to division. He said,
“Today, I see more of an Arab orientation among Christians
in Lebanon than among Muslims, while the vast majority of
Sunnis believe in Lebanon as a final nation and that there is
no conflict between being a full Lebanese citizen and an Arab
at the same time.” He added that developments around the
world such as the establishment of the European Union contributed to developing our vision towards Arabism. The EU
model is based on a common culture, economic interests and
many other common grounds without necessarily having
unity as part of the concept of Arab unity that was prevalent
in the past.
Soueid confirmed that the Arab orientation among Shias
is greater than Iranian affiliation. Iran tried to win the Arab
Shias to create a foreign society in ours, and it succeeded to a
certain extent and for a specific time. Today, neither Sistani
nor Sadr want for Iran to control Iraq. The Shias are Iraqi
Arabs and want an Arab Iraqi government as shown during
the last protests of the Shias in Iraq against Al Maliki,
corruption and Iran. Iraq will not be divided into a Shia state
and a Sunni state; it will remain Iraq and same goes for Syria.
He also confirmed that what we are going through is only normal after the Arab spring that toppled authoritarian regimes,
and he insisted on our need for a revolution to rationalize
Islamic thought.
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Lebanese journalist and writer Jihad Al Zein, agreed with
participants who cautioned against overestimating the implications of the Zabadani compromise, saying that a demographic sorting in Syria was normal in light of this sectarian
war and provided some examples of that throughout history.
He went on to say, that 20th century history is one of division
and displacement, either intended or not, leading to dwindling
numbers of Christians in the region. Positive indicators show
that demographic sorting is not underway in Syria. First and
foremost, the demographic composition of the country does
not allow this kind of sorting especially in light of the heavy
Sunni presence in areas politically categorized as Alawite such
as Latakia or Baniyas. He also talked about dangerous cases
such as Homs where we do not know what happened exactly,
adding that an issue with the opposition exists in Syria today;
those we know belonged to the civil movement at the beginning of the upheaval. However, this civil status no longer exists
in light of the militarization of society and the revolution, and
it has become meaningless to demand to change the regime.
What is required in the first place from the real opposition
carrying this civil heritage is to work on stopping the war and
that is the superior objective.
Former Lebanese Minister Khaled Kabbani said that the
situation in Syria is so ambiguous that we are unable to foresee its future on the short run. Still, many scenarios are
possible-either building a democratic state, division, or opting
for a federal state, which is currently the most popular
scenario. Kabbani cautioned against promoting federalism as
the perfect solution, especially given the absence of a culture
of democracy. Such solution, according to him, will only lead
to more foreign tutelage over our region. He added that
minorities in Lebanon are often used by foreign entities forming a danger to the State, whereas they constituted an element
of unification, wealth and strength throughout history. However, we did not succeed in managing this diversity by building
a strong democratic state granting equal rights and
responsibilities to its citizens. Kabbani finally said that the
problem does not lie in these minorities but in political administration. He considered that coexistence in Lebanon in
an atmosphere of democracy could be a model for Arab countries combined with a decentralized system to further regional
growth and development.
For his part, Colonel Mounir Rohayem said, “It is obvious
that the feeling of hatred that was fostered in Syria deepened
the demographic sorting even before the Zabadani agreement,” clarifying that demographic sorting does not equal di-
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vision. In Lebanon, for example, demographic sorting happened but not division. He added that in Lebanon and Syria,
there are no different ethnicities such as in Sudan or Bosnia
for instance. All of us are Arabs except for the Kurds and Turkmen. Dividing Syria is not in the interest of any Arab country
or Turkey. It only fulfills Israel’s interests and will lead to a
“hundred year war”.
In another intervention over Skype, Mneimneh criticized
federalism and said it would only mirror the current regime
and fail to establish democracies automatically contributing
to dissipating a unifying national identity. He also spoke about
the Iraqi situation specifically and how we should mention
the Kurdistan experience expressing a nationalist Kurdish project and not only the Kurdish experience. On the other hand,
the model produced by Kurdistan goes beyond nationalist affiliation since it hosted Iraqi Muslims and Christians from different sects. The paradox is that this model is comparable to
the accidental coastal Syrian experience, where Sunni, Christian and Alawite Syrians sought refuge without the experience
being generalized throughout Syria, which suffers from sorting. Speaking of Lebanon, Mneimneh said that Hezbollah was
acting in disregard of any Lebanese reference, since his decision maker was Iran. Therefore, according to Mneimneh,
Lebanon was effectively under Iranian occupation through
Hezbollah, and Hezbollah’s intervention in the Syrian conflict awakened the nationalist Sunni conscience. Therefore,
we should focus on the Iranian role and its effect in the region
when it comes to the prominence of a Sunni nationalist awakening forming an existential danger to pluralism. Iran on the
other hand, considers its achievement in Lebanon to be a true
success and is seeking to duplicate it in Syria. He also said
that we needed to save Lebanon from the disintegration rather
than division underway in the region. He ended his intervention by saying that we speak of coexistence between the
Lebanese while in fact they pretend to coexist, and we will not
put an end to this crisis unless we acknowledge that and stop
lying to each other.
Jabbouri agreed with him in saying that the ultimate goal
of the Kurds in Iraq was to establish a greater Kurdistan, this
was further evidenced by the intervention in the Syrian town
of Kobani when ISIS invaded it. He added that Kurdistan was
not part of a federal state under a central government, since
it deals with other countries as an independent state. As for
the northern coastal strip of Syria, it is vital for the Kurds to
build their state, and if greater Kurdistan was proclaimed, it
will take out this strip from Kobani and Aazaz to the sea.
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Turkey fears Syrian Kurds even more, since they are the ones
who will continue to build greater Kurdistan, and Turkish
Kurds may join. He added that the danger of tearing and dividing Arab states does not only come from foreign entities
such as Iran but also from internal parties. However, dividing
Iraq is impossible due to many hurdles the least of which is
dividing resources such as oil, water and ports. He ended by
saying that we need to hold on to diversity since it is a wealth
for countries with a culture of diversity while marginalizing
all those who use religion to rule.
Dabbagh, in his turn, insisted that a great doctrinal divide
exists between Iran and Iraqi Shias regarding the theory of
Wilayat Al Faqih (Guardianship of the Jurist) that is not recognized by the Najaf reference. He added that the idea of a
federal state in Iraq was established to prevent one component
from taking over state resources as was the case in the past
with the Sunnis. He continued to say that when it came to
patriotism, the Shias were the ones demanding unity and refusing division. He pointed out to the fact that the issue being
discussed is federalism or expanded decentralization and not
division. Dabbagh finally said that Hezbollah reached this far
in Lebanon because of Israel and the absence of the Najaf legitimacy, adding that the Iranian expansion in Lebanon is doctrinal whereas its expansion in Iraq is financial and cannot be
doctrinal because of the presence of the Najaf reference there.
President Amine Gemayel closed the seminar by thanking
the participants for this serious debate that he dubbed “exciting and fruitful”. He hoped that this spontaneous and open
debate would be a good way to express our enlightened Arab
thoughts in a world where the elite have a say away from the
prototype of oppression and restraint of freedom of thought.
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LEBANON,
THE REFUGEES
DISPLACED:
ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL AND
SECURITY
CHALLENGES
THE NEED FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
NATIONAL STRATEGY
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[MARCH 31st, 2016]

OVERVIEW

Despite the grave spillover of regional crises into
Lebanon’s precarious political order and overtaxed
social and economic systems, relative stability has
been maintained. Lebanon has even been able to
accommodate an influx of refugees, primarily from
Syria but also from Iraq, at a per capita rate that
may have set a global record. The management of
the refugees’ situation presents serious challenges,
well beyond the provision of basic vital needs and
the revision of security arrangements.
The challenges resulting from the Syrian and
Iraqi refugees’ crisis in Lebanon require international assistance. Yet, Lebanon has not succeeded
in formulating a comprehensive national policy to
address the emerging and evolving situation, nor
a regional coordination mechanism.
The panel discussion will focus on two subject
matters:
Both Syria and Iraq have experienced decades
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President Amine Gemayel.
Minister of Education,
Elias Bou Saab.
Arab League Deputy Secretary
General Ambassador,
AbdelRahman El Solh.
Chief of Political Affairs at UN
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Lebanon, Anwar Darkazally.
S ESSION 1 | E CONOMIC
C HALLENGES
Moderator: Adnan El Hagge
Fouad Zmekhol, President of
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Fady Gemayel, President of
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Kamal Hamdane, Managing
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S ESSION 3 | S ECURITY
C HALLENGES
Moderator : Claude Abu
Nader Hindi.
Ghassan Abdul Samad,
Brigadier General, Former
Director of the Center of
Researches and Strategic
Studies of the Lebanese Army.
Sami Nabhane, Brigadier
General, Former Operations
Director in ISF.
Mounir Akiki, Brigadier
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the General Security Forces,
current Editor-in-Chief of the
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Moderator : Shada Omar.
Mireille Girard, UNHCR
representative.
Ziad El Sayegh, Researcher
and expert in refugees’ affairs.
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of statist dictatorships that relied primarily on security apparatuses and coercive force to subdue
and rule the population. While initially basing
their legitimacy on revolution and ideology, both
regimes devolved to leader cults in their official discourse. The refugee population in Lebanon, from
Syria and Iraq, comes evidently carrying the
legacy of its homeland experience.
The current dynamics in each of Syria and
Iraq continues to favor demographic, ethnic, religious, and cultural segregation and polarization.
Whether the cumulative effect is reversible, it may
be open to question. In particular instances, however, the extent of the damage has already been terminal. In particular, communities (numbering
millions) that have been an integral part of the
fabric of Syrian and Iraqi societies have been exposed to existential threats that seem to provide
limited viable options for continuing local presence.
The dissolution of both Syria and Iraq suggests
that a degree of stability and viability that may
pull the refugees in Lebanon back to their homeland may be delayed. For many of these refugees,
the susceptibility to the pull factor is diminishing.
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A

SEMINAR under the title of “Lebanon, the Refugees and

the Displaced : Economic, Social and Security Challenges, the Need for a Comprehensive National Strategy”, was
held by La Maison du Futur (MdF) in cooperation with Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS), at MdF headquarter in the Bekfaya Serail on Thursday, 31 March 2016. The conference
comes at a time when the bloody conflict in Syria enters its
fifth year and while Lebanon is hosting the highest percentage
of Syrian refugees in numbers and in comparison with their
ratio to the total Lebanese population. The number of
refugees is estimated nowadays at 1.2 million refugees, and
they constitute a threat against an already exhausted country.
The refugee crisis today reaches beyond the humanitarian dimension, and its consequences are bordering a national security threat against the country. The conference aimed at
looking into the impact of these waves of refugees on the
economy, the social fabric, the infrastructure, the demographic
balance, the security and the political stability of Lebanon. It
also attempts to establish a national strategy to assist
Lebanese authorities in enhancing national security, and playing an active role in facilitating the response coordination and
planning of this crisis, in addition to investing in the sustainable development of host communities and dealing with the
urgent humanitarian needs of refugees.
The conference was attended by many Lebanese and international officials and experts and included four sessions tackling respectively the economic, social, and environmental
aspects as well as the security challenges of the refugee crisis.
The conference also discussed practical measures for the establishment of a national strategy to face the crisis.

OPENING SESSION

President Amine Gemayel inaugurated the conference by
welcoming participants and thanking KAS for its cooperation
with MdF in organizing this event. President Gemayel emphasized the danger of the Syrian refugee crisis on neighboring countries in general and particularly on Lebanon. He
hoped for the workshop to come up with practical recommendations to face the crisis and mitigate its consequences thereby
reiterating MdF’s interest in dealing with social issues and its
keenness on adopting a practical approach to discuss this topic
and find feasible solutions.
President Gemayel said that the suffering of the Syrian people pains us indeed given the bond we share with this broth-
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erly populace, therefore we cannot remain indifferent towards
the situation be it from a human and moral perspective or on
the political and security front. We are in fact deeply concerned with this crisis and hereby confirm our full solidarity
towards the Syrian people. He added that Lebanon cannot
but host these refugees and mobilize its resources to assist
them especially that the Lebanese themselves have experienced displacement and had previous experiences dealing with
the Palestinian refugee crisis. “However, we must acknowledge
that Lebanon has paid a high price because of the Palestinian
presence over its territory, especially in the seventies with the
war that broke out, and that we believed was planned since
others used Lebanon to settle their own accounts. Had the
Lebanese people not been able to put an end to the war with
their unity and strong will, Lebanon would have vanished as
an entity.” While confirming the justness of the Palestinian
cause and the Lebanese full solidarity towards the Syrians,
Gemayel said that Lebanon should learn from the events experienced in the seventies involving Palestinians and examine
the impact of the Syrian refugee crisis carefully in order to
avoid repeating the same mistakes. “We do not want history
to repeat itself,” added Gemayel.
President Gemayel presented five main ideas to establish a
roadmap for the workshop.
The first idea revolves around hospitality. According to
Gemayel, it is Lebanon’s duty to host Syrian refugees within
the framework of the 1951 convention, although Lebanon is
not a signatory thereto. While indicating that 70% of Syrians
in Lebanon live under the poverty line, he insisted that the
Lebanese State cannot bear the burden of hosting them alone,
especially in light of the economic and social problems faced
by the country such as the high unemployment rate. He,
therefore, reiterated the necessity for the international community to assist Lebanon financially and support all host
countries in dealing with the refugee crisis.
The second point relates to the need to differentiate between refugees and non-refugees. He clarified that some
refugees fled towards Lebanon for security reasons while there
were false refugees whose presence in Lebanon is not justified
by security threats. He further explained that there are Syrians
in Lebanon who came from stable areas or even areas bordering Turkey or Iraq, wondering why they did not flee to the
previously mentioned countries instead of Lebanon.
In his third idea, President Gemayel stressed the importance of resolving the legal status issues of refugees. Some, for
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example, do not have identification papers, and many new
births are being registered as well, so how will Lebanon deal
with these refugees in the absence of any records? Gemayel
reminded participants of incidents of burning and destruction
of personal registers and cadastral departments in some Syrian
cities aiming at imposing a specific demographic change.
“How shall we deal with this issue?” Gemayel asked.
The fourth issue is border control. Gemayel spoke of the
danger of allowing such chaos to exist at the border especially
in the Anti-Lebanon Mountains.
Finally, Gemayel spoke of the current debate over refugees
settling in Lebanon. He said, “We insist that the return of
refugees shall not be a personal choice, and the government
must be firm in that regard”.
While explaining the importance of debating these ideas,
Gemayel added that there was “an essential point to be tackled and that is- Who will be speaking on behalf of Lebanon
in light of a disintegrating State, a presidential vacuum and
paralyzed constitutional institutions?” He continued, “We are
starting to wonder, is the aim behind preventing the election
of a President keeping the country open to all plots and conspiracies?” Gemayel seized this opportunity to confirm the
necessity of electing a President of the Republic without any
further delay. Gemayel ended his intervention by expressing
his fear of the difficult economic and social situation of the
refugees leading to dormant terrorist cells. “The region is boiling!” according to Gemayel and nothing is predictable. Therefore, we should be aware enough to objectively and
responsibly deal with the crisis, especially since new entities
may emerge given the changes affecting regional borders.
Second to speak in the opening session was the Minister
of Education and Higher Education Elias Bou Saab, who
hailed the efforts of this “historic house” in addressing contentious issues affecting the country and the region. He said
that Lebanon has a longstanding history of refugee crises
starting with the Palestinian crisis considered temporary at
the time. However, the direction taken by the Palestinian
cause on one hand and the disintegration of the Lebanese
State and lack of internal political consensus on the other, led
this temporary presence to transform into a permanent one.
This opens a door to the greater and more dangerous crisis i.e.
the Syrian refugee crisis, given the ratio of refugees in comparison with the number of local citizens in Lebanon. He further clarified that the Lebanese population is estimated at
around 4.5 million, add to that 500,000 Palestinians and ap-
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proximately 1.2 million Syrians. This means that refugees represent a third of the local population, an unprecedented figure
in any other country. What even makes matters worse, according to Bou Saab, is the effect of this crisis on internal
Lebanese conflicts that led in the first place to a failure to deal
seriously with the refugee issue. He also confirmed that generally speaking the presence of refugees in Lebanon was disastrous, reminding the participants that Lebanon became
prone to Israeli assaults because of Palestinian presence on its
territory, wondering if this will be the case with Syrian
refugees and if Lebanon will be dragged into other wars.
On the educational front, Bou Saab said that some demanded that we dissociate ourselves from the Syrian crisis,
and while he agrees that this is possible politically, he believes
it is impossible to do so at the social and educational level. In
fact, we cannot ignore the true scope of the problem in our
own country. He revealed that among Syrian refugees, there
are 52,000 effective students and 450,000 that will enroll
soon, explaining that in some Lebanese schools today 90% of
the students are Syrians.
He continued to say that some voices are suggesting that if
we provide refugee children with schools, we would be working towards these refugees staying in Lebanon. However, in
case we do not provide such schools, we would be fostering
an environment of various social issues, starting with child
labor and beggary and ending with all kinds of child exploitation in the world of drugs, crime or terrorism.
That is why, as Bou Saab said, we decided in cooperation
with the civil society to take measures to solve educational issues of refugees to bear positive effects on host communities
as well. These measures included building some schools, rehabilitating others, and revisiting curricula and programs to
become more interactive. He added that the plan of the international community is to focus on host communities since
they are bearing the heaviest burden. That is why we insisted
that Syrian and Lebanese students be treated equally and international aid is now distributed to everyone, Syrians and
Lebanese alike. We have secured 30 million dollars in aids so
far and are expecting this figure to increase next year and reach
90 million dollars. We also obtained soft loans with zero interest from the World Bank, with a grace period of seven years
to be repaid over 40 to 50 years. He said that according to
the latest published report, Lebanon’s loss due to the Syrian
refugee crisis was huge; Lebanon lost 13 billion dollars since
the beginning of the Syrian crisis including 5.6 billion dollars
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in 2015 alone. This crisis will lead Lebanon straight to the
abyss if nothing changes. Lebanon’s unemployment rate almost reached 20%, and the only solution is to create job opportunities for the Lebanese first and the Syrians second by
investing in developmental projects in the industrial, agricultural or contracting sectors in order to guarantee the development of host societies and strengthen the infrastructure.
Bou Saab concluded by saying that the Lebanese hosted
Syrian refugees as Syria hosted the Lebanese during the war
they suffered, and while confirming the need to adopt a humane approach with refugees, he said that we should preserve
Lebanon’s interest and ensure the refugees return without
making it optional. He also reiterated that the international
community was responsible for bearing the financial burden
of the crisis, pointing out the necessity to seriously deal with
the educational aspect of the crisis in a way that would ensure
the benefit of refugees and host communities alike. Bou Saab
confirmed once more that ensuring school enrolment of
refugee children was not an invitation for them to settle in
Lebanon, but that as long as they are here, we need to fulfil
our human duty towards them while constantly working towards securing their return home. Bou Saab finally emphasized the necessity to reactivate our Constitutional
institutions starting with the election of a new President.
The floor was given next to the Chief of Political Affairs at
the UN Special Coordinator’s Office for Lebanon Anwar
Darkazally, who expressed the United Nation’s support to
this event and confirmed the efforts put in by the UN with
the World Bank to support Lebanon in overcoming the Syrian
refugee crisis.
The last speaker in the opening session was the Arab
League Deputy Secretary General Ambassador Abdelrahman
El Solh who began by
thanking Maison du
Futur and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung for organizing this much needed
conference to assist
Lebanon in establishing a
comprehensive national
strategy to find radical solutions to the refugee crisis and mitigate risks
faced by the country due
to such emergency. He Abdelrahman El Solh.
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also said that the crisis faced by Lebanon is a humanitarian
one par excellence with political, economic and social dimensions and that a solution will have to be the result of joint
local, regional and international efforts.
El Solh confirmed that the role of the international community and the Arab League should go beyond providing financial aid for the Syrian refugees and host countries, and aim
at finding a solution to the Syrian crisis to break the cycle of
violence and guarantee a democratic transition of power that
would secure the return of refugees and displaced Syrians to
their country.
Regarding challenges posed by the Syrian refugee crisis in
Lebanon, he spoke first of the burden caused by the demographic factor of the crisis threatening to undermine civil
peace. He mentioned second the spillovers of the Syrian crisis
to Lebanon and third the possibility of tensions reaching some
areas of South Lebanon, threatening the role of the UNIFIL
and Resolution 1701, and giving Israel a pretext to interfere
in one way or another further exacerbating the situation in
Lebanon. He also tackled the repercussions of the Syrian crisis
in general and particularly the refugee crisis in Lebanon, such
as enhancing widespread corruption in the State, disabling
oversight institutions and hindering vital projects namely
water management projects, and oil and gas extraction from
Lebanon’s regional waters.
El Solh confirmed that in order to face such challenges, it
is crucial to find an official Lebanese reference authority to
manage this thorny issue. This authority should establish a
comprehensive national policy to manage the presence of
refugees in Lebanon and identify their places of residence.
It should also liaise with concerned Arab States and the
international community in general, to secure all types of
assistance on one hand and guarantee the return of refugees
to their homeland on the other in order to protect national
security and face all threats against Lebanon. In this context,
El Solh mentioned establishing a private institution to handle
the affairs of Syrian refugees to work hand in hand
with the Ministry of Social Affairs. He finally confirmed that
it was very important for the Lebanese to agree on
dissociating the country from regional conflicts and their
repercussions, ending the presidential vacuum and activating
Constitutional institutions.
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FIRST SESSION:
ECONOMIC CHALLENGES

The first session on economic challenges was opened
with an intervention from its moderator, author and journalist
Adnan El Hagge who introduced the panelists – Fouad
Zmekhol, President of the Lebanese Businessmen Association
(RDCL), Fady Gemayel, President of the Association of
Lebanese Industrialists and Kamal Hamdane, economy
expert and Managing Director at “Consulting and Research
Institute”.
The moderator mentioned in his intervention that the economic repercussions of the Syrian refugee crisis were boundless and very much ramified, from competition for job
opportunities, the rising cost of living and degradation of the
infrastructure, to the decline in capital inflows, the damages
affecting tourism, and the industrial and agricultural sectors.
El Hagge revealed a decline in 22 of the development indicators in Lebanon pointing out to the industrial sector as the
most affected since exports dramatically decreased.
Fady Gemayel then took the floor to indicate that according to the World Bank, Lebanon registered a growth rate of
10% in 2009, but since the outbreak of the Syrian crisis in
2011, this figure started declining to reach 2.2% in 2014 and
zero in 2015. The presence of Syrian refugees exacerbated the
already existing overpopulation in Lebanon with a density of
444 people /km2, while population density in Turkey for example is 99 people /km2. Lebanon also suffers from unemployment, youth emigration and brain drain that were all made
worse by the Syrian refugee influx in enormous numbers
reaching 1.7 million refugees i.e. 42.5% of the total population, according to Gemayel. These figures would be equal to
the presence of 28.5 million refugees in France or 34 million
refugees in Turkey. He added that the World Bank estimated
Lebanon’s losses due to this crisis until 2014 at 7.5 billion
dollars, add to that 5 billion dollars in losses for 2015, a drop
of 2.9% in annual growth and an increase in the unemployment rate reaching 25% among the general population and
32% among youth.
Regarding the impact of the Syrian refugee crisis on the industrial sector, Gemayel denied what some are saying about
Lebanon benefiting from the newcomers in the consumption
of Lebanese products, clarifying that what happened in fact
was a decline in the influx of Syrian goods that flooded the
Lebanese market in the past, which gave an opportunity for
Lebanese products to be sold. He also confirmed that the in-
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dustrial sector, unlike liberal professions, did not witness the
substitution of Lebanese workers with Syrian ones. The main
problem, according to Fady Gemayel, is the dismantling of
Syrian factories and their reassembly arbitrarily in Lebanon,
without any constraints. Furthermore, these plants do not operate in new domains, nor do they have any added value; they
rather work in the same domains as Lebanese plants, therefore
competing with the Lebanese industrial production in decline
reaching 30% since 2012. They also compete with the
Lebanese labor force since most of their workers are Syrian.
Gemayel also indicated that international aid agencies were
not buying in-kind relief contributions to Syrian refugees in
Lebanon from the Lebanese market, urging them to limit their
purchases in this field to Lebanese products. He added that
as industrialists, this matter affects our future and we have
two approaches to face it.
First, we need to create job opportunities for the Lebanese.
We do not want the presence of refugees to become permanent and we are facing pressure to provide them with jobs,
but we want to create opportunities for the Lebanese first, and
we do not mind cooperating with the Syrians in fields where
the Lebanese do not work. Second, we need to adopt a comprehensive socio-economic vision further explaining that, “As
an Association of Lebanese Industrialists, we believe that the
economy is bad and growth is weak although we have a lot of
potential to grow. We have 148 million dollars in assets and a
big labor force, so it would be a shame for our growth rates to
keep declining.” That is why we need to have a comprehensive
socio-economic vision that would work on:
1- Establishing a new set of economic incentives including
all sectors.
2- Adopting a plan to reform and activate gradual management within a specific timeframe.
3- Immunizing the social situation.
4- Preserving internal security and social stability in cooperation with the international community and requesting an
international aid program to spend on Lebanese infrastructure
similar to assistance provided to protect national security in
order to provide job opportunities for Syrian refugees.
5- Taking necessary measures to establish PPPs.
6- Launching a clear vision for oil and gas investments.
The speaker ended his intervention by calling upon President Amine Gemayel and MdF known for tackling vital issues, to discuss the change in the whole system according to
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which the Lebanese economy operates and take the initiative
of changing the situation to regain our 2009 status when the
growth rate registered 10%, in addition to electing a new president and activating the work of the government and Constitutional institutions.
El Hagge gave the floor next to Kamal Hamdane who clarified that he will base his intervention on two observations and will focus on labor.
In his first observation, Hamdane mentioned
the negative effects of the regional situation and
especially the Syrian crisis on the Lebanese
economy. He highlighted that the services offered
by Lebanon, such as tourism, are undermined
and affected, especially that they heavily rely on
Arab countries.
The second observation is about the erroneous
figures provided by the World Bank on the economic situation in Lebanon, since these are based
on estimates, i.e. the income that could have
been achieved for Lebanon and was not because
of the current events. In fact, according to Hamdane, what makes these figures exaggerated ones
is that the World Bank is basing them on results Kamal Hamdane.
of 2007 and 2009 when Lebanon witnessed its highest economic growth.
He added that the current economic pattern adopted in
Lebanon does not help create job opportunities. Last year for
example, it was announced that 35,000 young men and
women graduated from Lebanese universities in addition to
15,000 graduates from the formal and informal vocational
training sector. Assuming that some of them will travel abroad
or emigrate, we estimate the number of unemployed people
every year at 50,000 between graduates from universities and
vocational institutions and dropouts. Hamdane explained that
the Lebanese economy does not create opportunities since establishments operating in Lebanon only meet 15% of the job
demand that is before the Syrian refugee crisis.
The speaker then mentioned a pioneering study carried out
by the Consulting and Research Institute, according to which
the number of citizens in Lebanon reached 4.1 million, while
Palestinian and Syrian residents in Lebanon amounted to 5.7
million and those in the labor force reached 1.1 million. He
said that the Institute estimates the number of Syrians residing in Lebanon at 1.8 million with 100,000 of them working.
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In light of this situation in the labor market, and given the
Syrian refugee crisis, we conclude that the political class must
examine a way to change the whole economic system in
Lebanon since it proved to be ineffective. In fact, it is a system
that pushes youth towards emigration. He added that we all
need to work on changing the economic system through a
clear vision, considering the refugee crisis as an opportunity
to do so and avoid its disastrous consequences. He confirmed
that the Lebanese should consider reviving the industrial sector as a strategic choice to put an end to youth emigration,
clarifying that all modern countries did not undermine the industrial sector, unlike us in Arab countries because of the
“curse of oil”. In fact, we need to reconsider the approach towards the industrial sector accounting today for 10% of the
GDP while it accounted for 30% of the GDP along with the
agriculture in the past, especially that we have the necessary
resources and a large Lebanese diaspora abroad.
According to Hamdane, it is impossible to remedy to the
situation without international support, but not in the way
adopted by the World Bank. Every Syrian refugee today is
costing the international community 1,200 dollars annually,
and even if we add other sources, the cost of Syrian refugees
in Germany for example is five times higher than it is in
Lebanon. The international community should support
Lebanon during this temporary phase of Syrian refugee presence on its territory. He said, “We do not want to deport them
nor do we want to give them the status of refugees because
their presence is a temporary displacement.”
The speaker then revealed that during the last ten years,
the Government did not invest at all in improving the old infrastructure of the country. In fact, we need a program funded
by tens of billions of dollars to rehabilitate our infrastructure.
We need to grant public direct or indirect investment the importance it deserves, because it is the only way to create job
opportunities. He ended by saying that it is our right to demand the international community to help us market our
products abroad. Relief does not solve the problem and there
is only one option for refugees that is to employ them in the
rehabilitation of the infrastructure and development at the
local level. If we focus on the industry, the infrastructure and
municipalities, and if we impose the use of our products on
the international community, this will help us survive and
overcome the crisis.
Fouad Zmekhol was next to take the floor. He started by
confirming that the Lebanese economy is going through one
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of the toughest periods of its history. In order to
clarify the picture, he said that we have been witnessing a decline in economic growth for the last
five years, in addition to a decline in internal and
foreign investments that amounted to 4.5 billion
in 2010 and 2.5 billion today. The reason behind
these declining figures is the regression in private
sector return on investment (ROI). He added
that during the war in Lebanon, the ROI was
equal to 15% and our biggest companies were
founded at that time. Today, we are witnessing a
decline in liquidity and ROI, leading business- Fouad Zmekhol.
men to invest abroad. For the past two years, we have been
witnessing a complete paralysis in the activity of constitutional institutions, negatively affecting our international economic credibility. In light of all these threats, nobody is ready
to invest in Lebanon.
Zmekhol added that what is happening in the region is
directly affecting Lebanon, especially that the country was
transformed into a mailbox to send messages related to the
neighboring conflicts. Regarding the Syrian refugee crisis,
Zmekhol insisted that the Lebanese are hospitable people,
and it is our duty to assist any person in need. This is our humanitarian duty as we never failed to fulfill such duty. The
position of Lebanese businessmen is to help others but within
our capabilities.
He further confirmed the poor state of the infrastructure
in Lebanon for the past 20 years after the end of the war, and
how we failed to rehabilitate the infrastructure to fulfill the
needs of the Lebanese. People resorted to the private sector
to solve electricity and water issues. The private sector may
solve some problems indeed, but it cannot replace the State,
and the most obvious example here would be the solid waste
crisis. Lebanon’s infrastructure cannot bear this large number
of Syrian refugees, and we did not receive any aids until Western countries felt the burden of the crisis in their own territories. Poverty in Lebanon is increasing and more than 30% of
the Lebanese are living below poverty line. Zmekhol explained
that any assistance provided to Syrian refugees should be
given to poor Lebanese people as well, be it at the level of education, health or food.
He ended by saying that the solution for the Syrian refugee
crisis should be based on four points:
1- Education: it is crucial to ensure the education of the
young Syrian generation of refugees to protect them from ter-
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rorist organizations. Depriving refugee children from education would be a social and economic crime which price we will
eventually pay because we would be creating another war generation. The speaker reminded participants of the electronic
education option in this regard.
2- A safe area between the Syrian and Lebanese border
should be established where houses, hospitals and schools can
be built for underprivileged Syrian refugees. The speaker
called upon the international community to contribute in
building such facilities at the border.
3- All these solutions are necessary to solve the current crisis, however the first and last solution is to put an end to the
current conflict in Syria and ensure a ceasefire.
4- Zmekhol confirmed that Lebanese businessmen are facing many problems but they have no choice except to invest
and stay in Lebanon.
The following ideas were raised during discussions following the different interventions:
The necessity to come up with practical recommendations
to use the potential of Syrian refugees to rebuild and rehabilitate the Lebanese infrastructure.
Refraining from substituting Lebanese workers with Syrians. Providing Syrian refugees with job opportunities is necessary but not at the expense of the Lebanese labor force.
Confirming the importance of building safe areas at the
border where houses, schools and hospitals can be built.
Changing the Lebanese economic system to create job opportunities for the youth.
Reviving the economic cycle by developing both the industrial and agricultural sectors.
Establishing a comprehensive socio-economic plan that
takes into consideration the cooperation between the private
and public sectors, since the private sector cannot do everything and needs to be supported by the State.
The necessity for the Lebanese people in general and especially politicians to understand the importance of coming up
with a new system to manage the country, upgrade governmental institutions and establish an emergency authority to
implement such system as soon as possible since we cannot
wait until all crises around us are over.
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SECOND SESSION:
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES

The second session on social and environmental challenges was launched by its moderator Roula Kassab who introduced the panelists, Miriam Younes from Lebanon
Support, Nancy Kanbar, Assistant Professor at the Lebanese
University and Jean-Pierre Katrib, Member of the Foundation for Human and Humanitarian Rights and Strategic Relations Director at Quantum Communications. Kassab
confirmed the importance of discussing the issue of Syrian
refugees in Lebanon especially that it is one of the biggest
refugee crises at the international scale, with an effect that
cannot be but negative on an already overstrained country
such as Lebanon. She quoted Labor Minister Sejaan Kazzi in
that regard, who said that the difficult situation experienced
by Lebanon as a result of the Syrian refugee crisis may lay the
foundation for a deep conflict between people of both countries. She also mentioned the link between human and natural
resources and between the social and environmental factors,
wondering if the Syrian refugee crisis was a ticking social and
environmental bomb.
Miriam Younes started her intervention by saying that it
was based on research carried out by Lebanon Support on the
social impact of the presence of Syrian refugees in Lebanon.
The study focused on the different aspects of the relationship
between Syrian refugees and host communities. Younes explained that she will tackle in the first part of her intervention
measures taken by the Lebanese State to face the influx of
Syrian refugees into Lebanon, and their impact on the level
of employment, economy, and feelings of security and stability. As for the second part, it will cover the coexistence of
refugees with host communities in Lebanon and social challenges faced in that regard.
Younes mentioned interviews conducted by Lebanon Support between 2014 and 2015 with some refugees to conduct
a survey on the measures taken by the Lebanese authorities
and their social impact on them. In fact, most refugees admitted having feelings of insecurity and instability and sensing
that they do not enjoy freedom of movement. Refugees also
confirmed that they faced difficulties in securing jobs and
housing in light of measures taken by the General Security
Directorate, even when everyone knows that they often circumvent such measures as the Lebanese do as well.
According to Younes, refugees have described the latest
measures to renew residencies and work permits as inconsis-
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tent, confusing and regularly changing depending on institutions and officers in charge. Refugees also mentioned that informal intermediate institutions were mushrooming and
blackmailing them by pretending to be an intermediary between them and the authorities. Given the current situation,
many refugees find themselves without official papers making
them and their families, illegal residents in Lebanon with great
difficulties to access hospitals, medical care and education.
This also limits their ability to work in the formal or informal
sector. Younes confirmed that the measures taken by Lebanese
authorities to organize the presence of Syrian refugees and
limit informal labor and tension between them and host societies backfired in the way they were implemented.
Regarding the relationship between refugees and host communities, Younes said that it is governed by two hypotheses.
The first states that the Lebanese were hostile towards the
Syrians since the beginning due to political and social reasons,
and that hostility was exacerbated due to the socio-economic
pressure caused by their presence in Lebanon. The second hypothesis contradicts the first and states that despite the difficult socio-economic circumstances, Lebanon did not witness
any violence between citizens and refugees. Younes indicated
that these two hypotheses governed the relationship between
Syrian refugees and host communities during the last four
years creating an atmosphere of tension without leading to
any violence breakouts. Younes reminded participants that
Lebanese communities were used due to the war years to go
on with their lives while violent events may take place anytime. This is why we can understand the caution that accompanied the influx of refugees into Lebanon, which was
expected to lead to violent events. In that regard, Younes said
the Lebanese have adopted informal security measures to prevent any potential acts of violence from Syrian refugees such
as night curfews, within the framework of an implicit understanding between both parties to respect a certain set of rules.
The speaker ended her intervention by confirming that
measures taken by Lebanese authorities to deal with the
refugee crisis and the way they were implemented, have led
to more pressure on refugees, further enhanced their feelings
of instability, and made them subject to informal measures
adopted by host communities which led to more tension.
Nancy Kanbar was next to take the floor. She confirmed
the fragility of the Lebanese natural environment and its fast
degradation under the pressure of the Syrian refugee influx
into the country. Kanbar shed light on the fast increasing
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number of Syrian refugees in Lebanon reaching 1.2 million
refugees today and equaling 25% of the total Lebanese population. This figure is expected to reach 1.8 million refugees by
the end of 2016. In addition to the increase in demographic
density reaching 520 p/sq. km in 2014, the presence of this
large number of refugees puts pressure on natural resources
and environment quality namely in four fields- solid waste,
water, sewage and air pollution as well as use of lands and
ecosystems. According to Kanbar, we cannot dissociate between human behavior, the environmental and natural resources, clarifying that most environmental problems are
caused by the fact that natural resources are available for and
owned by everyone, and human beings usually overuse such
resources. While confirming that the presence of Syrian
refugees was a great environmental challenge for Lebanon,
Kanbar pointed out to the fact that the environment in
Lebanon was already suffering degradation before the refugee
crisis, and that it would be unjust to blame the refugees for
all the environmental issues in Lebanon because protecting
the environment was never a national priority and successive
Lebanese governments did not adopt any environmental protection policies.
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The speaker added that figures provided by the Ministry
of Environment and NGOs indicate that the impact of the
Syrian refugee crisis on Lebanon is disastrous. Solid waste production has increased dramatically, affecting groundwater
quality and leading to a spread of disease and epidemics never
experienced before by the Lebanese. There is also the issue of
air pollution resulting from increased traffic and nitrogen dioxide emissions by 10%. This is further exacerbated by open-air
waste burning leading to the spread of toxic and carcinogenic
materials, and the increased demand for electricity averaging
251 megawatt requiring an increase in the use of generators
especially in residential areas further polluting the environment and posing health risks. Kanbar also mentioned the
issue of wastewater polluting rivers, the Mediterranean Sea,
drinking and irrigation water. Ecosystems are also affected by
population density that may have reached 600p/sq. km today,
haphazard construction and tents encroaching on agricultural
lands and compromising their productivity. Not to mention
noxious effects on forests, the overuse of natural water springs
and digging new wells.
Kanbar concluded by reiterating the need to reform environmental policies and establish an efficient environment
management plan through a practical and effective decision
making process. It is also imperative to develop and implement a strategic development policy to curb corruption, enhance accountability, guarantee transparency and cross-sector
cooperation, and implement monitoring mechanisms. Last,
Kanbar reminded participants of the importance of exchanging information among different stakeholders, promoting a
culture of environment protection, establishing national, social and economic development policies and supporting institutional reform to achieve sustainable development.
Jean-Pierre Katrib then took the floor and clarified that
he was participating in the conference as a human rights activist before listing some fallacies surrounding the Syrian
refugee crisis.

Jean-Pierre Katrib.
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The first is comparing Syrian refugees to Palestinian
refugees. In fact, the comparison does not stand since Palestinians are stateless, which does not apply to Syrians. The second falsehood is related to the classification of these refugees
and the confusion between displaced and refugee. The speaker
confirmed that Syrian refugees cannot be classified as displaced because this relieves us from our duty towards them as
a State reminding participants that this duty is not dependent
upon the State’s willingness; it is rather linked to reality on
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the ground and international instruments and norms making
it imperative for the Lebanese State to fulfill its duties towards
refugees. This issue will undoubtedly raise problems of the
State’s right to security and sovereignty over its territory versus the rights of refugees, given their presence without identity
papers and with fears of terrorists being present among them.
Katrib considered the humanitarian approach of the State as
inadequate. In fact, while NGOs were handling humanitarian
aspects of the crisis, the Lebanese State merely took care of
the security and legal aspects in an arbitrary way. The speaker
did not overlook social repercussions of the Syrian refugee crisis such as those linked to health, environment, education,
water, food, housing, haphazard distribution of refugees, high
prices of housing and the poor state of housing facilities, in
addition to social class racism against refugees. Katrib also
mentioned violence against women refugees whereby many
cases of sexual abuse and harassment were registered and cases
of abuse from Lebanese employers towards Syrians who are
paid less than Lebanese workers, not to mention damage to
and pressure on the infrastructure.
Last, Katrib referred to demands from the Foundation for
Human and Humanitarian rights to establish camps dating
back to 2012 and said that these were faced with hurdles
namely accusing the organization of wanting to naturalize
refugees. However, according to Katrib, their demands were
made based on humanitarian reasons since pros of establishing camps were numerous at that time and included knowing
the number of refugees and fulfilling their needs in food,
education and health centers in an organized manner, in addition to obtaining necessary information to secure their return home whenever the conflict ends in Syria. He finally
added that the current debate in Jordan revolves around
establishing a safe zone on the Jordanian-Syrian border for
refugees, saying that it may well be the best solution for
countries neighboring Syria as well as European countries to
limit the influx of refugees.
Following the interventions, discussions focused on the following points:
The international community is the main entity falling
short of its commitments towards the Syrian people and not
the Lebanese State that has already a lot to worry about.
There is a paradox in pushing for the rights of refugees (Palestinians or Syrians) when the Lebanese do not enjoy such rights.
While some considered that it is not too late to establish
safe zones at the border provided that they would not be af-
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fected by the narrow interests of Lebanese politicians and
would only aim at protecting the national security of the
country, others saw that such an option was not feasible. They
gave the example of Turkey that has been trying from the beginning of the conflict in Syria and as soon as refugees started
fleeing towards Turkey, to establish safe border areas and failing to do so because of the required arrangements to establish
such zones and mainly to ensure their protection.
Refusing to accuse the Lebanese of racism against Syrian
refugees. In fact, despite what they went through over decades
of presence of the Syrian army on their land, the Lebanese
hosted the refugees and welcomed them at first. However, social, economic and security repercussions of their presence on
Lebanese citizens became devastating to a point where their
coping ability and resilience were largely compromised. In
some villages and towns, the cost is too high to bear by municipalities to meet the needs of both refugees and citizens at
the same time.
Some mentioned the ethical responsibility of Lebanon towards the Syrian refugee crisis especially that it was not the
result of a natural disaster but a war where one of the belligerents is essentially a Lebanese component fighting in the name
of a religious sect and contributing to the displacement of
thousands of Syrians to Lebanon and other countries. Some
also expressed fears that one day, Syrians would fight in
Lebanon as some Lebanese are doing today in Syria.
THIRD SESSION:
SECURITY CHALLENGES

The third session on security challenges was opened by
its moderator journalist Claude Abu Nader Hindi who
introduced the panelists : Retired Brigadier General Ghassan
Abdel Samad, Former Director of the Center of Researches
and Strategic Studies of the Lebanese Army, retired Brigadier
General Sami Nabhane, Former Operations Director in the
ISF and retired Brigadier General Mounir Akiki, former
Head of the Media Affairs Department in the General
Security Forces and current Editor-in-Chief of the ‘Al Amn Al
Aam’ magazine. Hindi indicated that the impact of the
Syrian conflict in general and especially the refugee crisis on
Lebanon was dramatic and asked the following questions- To
what extent should Lebanon fear ISIL and other terrorist organizations ? What is the final fate of events in Ersal ?
Are Syrian refugees divided between loyalists and opponents
of the regime ? What is the number of those among them
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who are trained to use weapons ? It is said that Hezbollah
has more than 100,000 potential fighters among Syrian
refugees ; to what extent is this true, and how can it affect national security ?
Brigadier General Abdel Samad presented an outline of
his intervention dividing it into three parts:
Part 1: Who are the refugees?
Part 2: How do they enter Lebanon?
Part 3: Security challenges facing Lebanon due to the presence of Syrian refugees.
Abdel Samad identified refugees as people forced to leave
their country due to a specific security situation with no possibility of return until security and stability are reestablished
in their country. As for the displaced, they are people who
leave their homes and relocate within their own country.
Therefore, Syrians in Lebanon are refugees, “However, given
historic, social and family ties between both countries in addition to geographic proximity, we called them displaced as if
they were in their own country among family and friends.”
Regarding how they enter Lebanon, the speaker clarified
that given the geographic nature of Lebanon and its proximity to Syria, many illegal crossings that are not controlled by
the State exist, and this greatly affected the rise in the number of refugees that are not registered with competent authorities or the UNHCR. Abdel Samad pinpointed the danger of
these refugees using illegal crossings since authorities are not
able to identify these persons and their location. In the same
context, the difficult economic situation of Syrian refugees
may push some towards illegal activity to support themselves
and their families, which would compromise Lebanon’s security and stability. Others may become easy prey for specific
terrorist organizations that would exploit them using religion
or financial incentives to carry out any acts that would destabilize the country. Abdel Samad added that according to
UNHCR statistics, the official number of Syrian refugees in
Lebanon is 1,067,785 including 21% aged between 18 and
59, half of which are men, i.e. 100,000 men who have undergone military service in Syria, meaning that they have received basic training on using weapons, communication tools
and explosives. According to him, they “simply need 100,000
Kalashnikovs” to destabilize Lebanon’s security and “any
terrorist organization or enemy intelligence service” can provide them with such. Abdel Samad spoke of the demographic
change in Lebanon following the influx of large numbers
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of Sunni refugees to it, while the country already faces
sectarian tension.
Abdel Samad ended his intervention with a few suggestions to address the crisis, starting with agreeing on a clear
strategy for the State to deal with Syrian refugees. Other solutions include close and permanent cooperation with
Lebanese security services and institutions in charge of legalizing the status of illegal refugees, monitoring the behavior
and activity of suspicious subjects and close cooperation with
the international community to meet the needs of refugees
and secure financial assistance for the State. Another perspective includes “citizen vigilance”, monitoring of social media
platforms, stopping so-called human traffickers, facilitating
the entry of Syrian refugees through illegal crossings and imposing harsh sanctions against them, and enhancing the oversight of the Ministry of Labor over activities of Syrian
workers in Lebanon through coordination with the General
Directorate of General Security.
Abdel Samad indicated that Syrian refugees form one third
of the Lebanese population and that security services are arresting those suspected of terrorism affiliations. As for the situation in Ersal, Abdel Samad described it as deeply
disconcerting in light of sectarian tensions in the country,
adding that so far, security services were able to contain the
security threat of Syrian refugees present in the area and control any potential conflicts between pro-regime and opposition
supporters on one hand and between the refugees and host
communities on the other.
Brigadier General Mounir Akiki was next to speak; while
refusing to use the word refugee to describe Syrians present
in Lebanon for known reasons, he thanked MdF for its initiative and confirmed that security and military institutions in
Lebanon were in a very difficult position given the explosive
situation in the region. He also mentioned that the Syrian crisis is about to start its fifth year, and that its repercussions are
no longer limited to Syria. In fact, it is deeply affecting
Lebanon and threatening its stability especially in light of the
vacuum in Constitutional institutions, the control of extremist
groups over some Lebanese mountainous areas, and the limited resources of military institutions. He further confirmed
that Lebanon will always be prone to threats and dangers as
long as the Syrian conflict is raging.

Mounir Akiki.
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According to Akiki, the influx of this large numbers of Syrians displaced into Lebanon occurred within two years and is
greatly affecting the security situation. He also classified
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displaced Syrians into several categories. Those who used legal
border crossings to enter Lebanon for a temporary stay; those
who used legal crossings for permanent or seasonal work in
Lebanon, this category already existed before the conflict and
is estimated at around 300,000 to 400,000 persons, those
who used legal and illegal crossings to flee the war and are registered with the United Nations (estimated at 1.1 million) and
rely on aid to survive and are not allowed to work, and finally
those who used illegal border crossings without registering
themselves with the United Nations and are residing in unknown locations amounting to between 10 and 15% of Syrians in Lebanon.
Akiki continued to say that these large numbers of Syrian
displaced towards Lebanon posed enormous security challenges since some were used by terrorist organizations or other
enemies of Lebanon while criminality rates are on the rise
with acts perpetrated by or in association with Syrians. But
the most dangerous element, according to Akiki, remains the
political and security-related repercussions of the crisis due to
internal tensions in Lebanon and to some Lebanese parties’
involvement with Syrian belligerent factions, turning Lebanon
into a scene of conflict between different Syrian factions. In
fact, Lebanon has become a regional laboratory for security
experiments, and it is time to put security at the forefront of
our priorities before useless political maneuvering. Despite all
the achievements of security services in Lebanon, these are
still in need of assistance and aid in the form of weapons,
equipment and training.
Akiki said, “There is an ongoing debate today within the
international community on whether to use hard security to
deal with the Syrian crisis focusing on containing the challenges of war, countering terrorism, and eliminating extremist
terrorist groups namely the so-called Islamic State or soft security represented by a political solution to the conflict revolving around the best ways to deal with the humanitarian crisis
caused by the Syrian conflict.” The solution adopted by the
international community, according to Akiki, was to use both
paths in parallel.
The speaker also mentioned one of the numerous security
challenges faced by Lebanon because of the displaced Syrians
such as social tension created by their presence among the
Lebanese who are now seeing Syrians as economic competitors in the labor market, depleting the economic and security
resources of the State and causing damage to the infrastructure; but the main issue remains the increase in the number
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of non-Lebanese residents in Lebanon in a chaotic and haphazard manner, leading to an increase in poverty rates and
creating a breeding ground for crime and terrorism.
Brigadier General Akiki concluded by saying that the State
remains the sole lifeline. Without a strong and effective State
policy, Lebanon will always be prone to unsurmountable crises
threatening both the social and political contracts in the
country and its future security. What we need to understand
is that many Syrians who have entered Lebanon may not
return to their home country, and this may lead to security
threats especially if they are used by terrorist organizations
and enemies. Finally, joint efforts are necessary to identify
security repercussions of the Syrian influx to Lebanon but also
to face such consequences. This includes cooperation between
all relevant ministries and security services by adopting a clear
set of measures to protect the State and its people from the
negative repercussions of this crisis that may persist longer
than expected.
The intervention of Brigadier General Sami Nabhane
(who was not able to participate to the conference in person)
was read by Ziad Al Sayegh. It stated that with the beginning
of the Syrian crisis in 2011, no one imagined that the events
will evolve to engulf all Syrian regions. Many thought that the
situation in Syria would be similar to other Arab countries
that witnessed upheavals and popular movements. With the
start of the refugee crisis, the United Nations insisted on
countries to build camps for Syrian refugees in several locations at the border, which raised many questions regarding information available to the United Nations on a potentially
long conflict. Given the Lebanese experience with Palestinian
camps, the Lebanese government refused to establish camps
for Syrian refugees.The more the conflict in Syria intensified,
the more borders between both countries became porous, especially around so-called illegal border crossings. This allowed
large numbers of refugees to enter Lebanon reaching more
than 1.5 million people so far, with no possibility of verifying
the legitimacy of their asylum seeking.
Nabhane added that these groups stationed themselves in
many areas of the North, South and the Bekaa under dire
health and living conditions. The question to be asked here is
the following – Are all these Syrian refugees, real refugees, or
are there a few who infiltrated the country with intentions of
sabotage or destabilization?
Other key issues were pointed out as well in the intervention:
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Studies show that 60 to 70% of refugees are under the age of
50, rendering the birth rate during the past five years very high.
Most Syrian refugees are from the opposition to the current
regime, and many of them are families of fighters among opposition ranks.
Most refugees come from poor backgrounds, and the
Lebanese labor market is now at the mercy of cheap
Syrian labor.
The acute political conflict in Lebanon affects the Lebanese
as well as the Syrian refugees.
Should refugees stay for a long time without efficient
international assistance, Lebanon’s capacity would reach its
maximum.
In light of talks of plans to naturalize Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, one must examine the impact of their presence on
the demographic distribution and sectarian balance in
Lebanon especially that the vast majority of refugees are Sunni.
Some groups within the refugee population may be linked
to organized groups ready to carry out security operations in
Lebanon when required.
Finally, according to Nabhane, the only solution to overcome this crisis is for all Lebanese political and sectarian components to realize the seriousness of the situation and take all
necessary measures to counter this threat against Lebanon.
Following the interventions, discussions focused on the following points:
Given this bleak picture, some wondered if all the components of an inevitable explosion were available, and when
could the situation truly explode?
Some considered that the Lebanese Government was
wrong not to build camps for Syrian refugees because this
would have helped in controlling the social, economic, humanitarian and security conditions, while others considered
that these camps may become a replica of Palestinian camps
in Lebanon.
Some participants confirmed that although Lebanon did
not sign the 1951 convention on refugees, it is still responsible
for hosting them, since it is the right of every person to seek
refuge in the nearest country when their lives are in danger.
Some others thought that the security concerns raised by
the presence of refugees are exacerbated by the inertia of Constitutional institutions and internal tensions.
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The danger of Hezbollah’s participation to the Syrian conflict was highlighted as well since this could provoke some Syrian refugees and lead to acts of violence in Lebanon.
FOURTH SESSION:
PRACTICAL MEASURES TOWARDS A NATIONAL
STRATEGY

The fourth session on practical measures towards a national strategy was opened by its moderator journalist
Shada Omar who introduced the panelists: Mireille Girard,
UNHCR representative and Ziad El Sayegh, expert in
refugees’ affairs. Omar considered that the world is witnessing
the worst refugee crisis with Lebanon hosting the largest number of these refugees. The crisis has been ongoing for a while
now, and it has become urgent to set a clear national strategy
and goals uniting Lebanese components. Omar asked, “What
could the main features of such strategy be? What is the responsibility of the Lebanese government on one hand and the
international community on the other in finding a solution
to the crisis?
Mireille Girard was first to take the floor. She began her
intervention by confirming what was previously said about the
situation reaching a dangerous turn, especially with poverty
and indebtedness among refugees. In fact, refugees are not paying their rents and are living in debt, potentially leading to tensions between them and host communities. Girard continued
to say that the situation of Syrian refugees in Lebanon has
greatly deteriorated and will become even worse if no radical
changes are adopted in policies and international aid to ensure
their survival and guarantee social cohesion until circumstances allow them to return home safely and in dignity.
Girard confirmed that the best solution lays in refugees returning home whenever the security situation allows it and
asked two questions on their right to work to secure a living,
and on whether they should be staying in camps or not. While
listing the pros and cons of establishing refugee camps, she
mentioned that the pros included easier access to assistance and
less costs for the host community, but that it would create a
feeling of economic dependence and sometimes such measures
may delay finding a solution to the crisis. The main cons of establishing camps, according to Girard include the potential of
targeting those camps, since they would be established in a no
man’s land and their protection cannot be properly ensured.
Girard emphasized the importance of Lebanese authorities
facilitating procedures to renew residency permits of refugees
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since this enhances feelings of security among refugees, but
also helps authorities obtain necessary information for planning law enforcement, and for international organizations to
respond to the needs of refugees and identify the most vulnerable among them in need of urgent support. She also mentioned the increase in the cost of residency permit renewal
that is difficult to bear by refugees in addition to asking for
documents that may not always be provided by refugees. On
the other hand, Girard mentioned the right of refugees to
work, and said that since the London conference on Syria held
in February 2016, the debate was open on whether granting
the refugees the right to work would be a first step towards
their settlement within host communities ultimately leading
to their naturalization. In that regard, the speaker considered
that Lebanon could apply the law on foreign labor to Syrians,
without this leading to their naturalization or to any tensions
with host communities. She also reiterated the importance of
the international community providing assistance for the development of host communities.
As for possible solutions, the speaker said that international
law suggests three solutions, the voluntary return of refugees
to their homeland, the integration into host communities, or
country resettlement, stating that the third option seems the
only solution for Lebanon.
Ziad El Sayegh then took the floor and began his intervention from where Girard ended, stating that integration of
Syrian refugees into host communities or resettling them in a
third country would dismantle the Syrian social fabric, while voluntary return without
any organization would also have negative
repercussions. El Sayegh said that the presence of refugees in Lebanon has social, economic and environmental consequences, in
addition to effects on the security and sovereignty of the country. He clarified that the
longer this conflict lasts the more pressure it
puts on the Lebanese national security, stability, peace and sovereignty on one hand,
and on compliance with international instruments and conventions on the other. According to El Sayegh, Lebanon must tackle the
issue through a national strategy that would
take into consideration the needs of Syrians
and Lebanese alike. In fact, Lebanon must
establish a national strategy that would take Ziad el Sayegh.
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into consideration the needs of both Syrian and Lebanese. As
for Syrian refugee camps, El Sayegh clarified that Lebanon’s
experience with Palestinian camps was bitter, indicating that
the United Nations can impose the establishment of safe
zones under Chapter VII. El Sayegh commented on policies
adopted by Lebanese authorities regarding the Syrian refugee
crisis saying that Lebanese government officials did nothing
but argue among themselves, leaving municipalities to face
the issue alone, without any coordination or a clear public policy to organize the presence of refugees. One can also add that
Lebanon’s bad reputation in managing public funds makes international assistance even more difficult.
El Sayegh made a few suggestions for establishing an operational plan to deal with the Syrian refugee crisis:
The necessity to appoint a single international instance in
charge of the issues affecting refugees and the displaced.
The need to determine the number of refugees from Syria
and classify them into categories (refugee/workers…) by giving
them specific cards and including them in a separate register.
Clearly define and limit the geographic location of refugees
to control services that should be provided to them and limit
their presence among Lebanese communities by establishing
shelters in buffer zones at the border or in safe areas under
UN protection.
Clearly identifying job sectors open to refugees from
Syria in a way that does not negatively affect the Lebanese
labor force.
Organize the work of NGOs in coordination with the
United Nations and control any mismanagement of funds in
their operations.
Set a plan to include students among these refugees and
integrate them without greatly affecting Lebanese curricula
while giving the priority to Lebanese students.
Establish a vision for municipalities to deal with
refugee movements within their jurisdiction according to
unified standards.
Share the burden with Arab countries and the international
community.
Apply principles of so-called “humane security” when
controlling the security of refugees to ensure security of the
Lebanese communities and a decent temporary hosting
of refugees.
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Establish integrated mechanisms to deal with the legal status of newborns from Syrian refugees.
Drafting a national media strategy to address the Lebanese,
Arab and international public opinion in that regard.
Securing a cooperation protocol with the UNHCR.
Preparing for the organized and effective return of refugees,
linking voluntary return to their safety and security and not
to personal choice.
El Sayegh concluded that in light of the absence of a comprehensive national strategy to deal with the Syrian refugees
and displaced, the lack of a clear reference to manage the crisis, the paralysis in Lebanese Constitutional institutions and
political strife, and since the refugee crisis is being used for
political and security reasons without referring to national experts to deal with the matter, the international community
will refrain from providing the necessary financial and technical assistance to Lebanon.
Discussion following both interventions tackled the
following ideas:
Lebanese authorities were not serious in dealing with the
Syrian refugee crisis.
The return of the refugees to their homeland is necessary
while guaranteeing their safety and rights.
It is crucial to establish a comprehensive national
strategy to face the crisis and not only tackle security
concerns. The work of security services should be supervised
by political powers.
Some participants wondered about the adopted standards
for third country resettlement of refugees, and whether this
measure would be permanent.
Answering a question about standards for the so-called decent return of refugees, El Sayegh clarified that what we mean
by decent return is for refugees to regain the protection of
their State by having identity papers for example and being
guaranteed the right to work, live and move freely, and that
this is not linked to the economic situation of the country.
Answering a question about some refugees potentially asking to return home voluntarily, Girard said that these are very
rare cases of individuals who left their families behind or people that cannot obtain medical care in the host country. She
also indicated that refugees only decide to return to their
homeland despite an ongoing war when circumstances in the
host country become truly unbearable.
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MdF director Sam Menassa closed the seminar by thanking
the moderators, panelists and participants. He indicated that
MdF will use all interventions to draft a final report that will
be published on the MdF website as a first step to assist decision makers in establishing a roadmap to
deal with the refugee crisis. Menassa also
thanked KAS for their cooperation with
MdF, and hailed the remarkable contribution of women to the conference confirming
that it is one of the objectives that MdF is
working towards. Finally, he hoped to see all
participants again in the upcoming annual
conference in May for the one-hundred-year
anniversary of the Sykes-Picot agreement.
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President of the
Association of Lebanese Industrialists

ECONOMIC CHALLENGES

1- Toile de fond
– Lebanon’s economic downturn since 2011
Lebanon Growth Rate 2007 – 2014
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
GDP Growth (Annual %) 9.4

9.1

10.3

8.0

2.0

2.2

0.9

2.0

N.A

Source: World Bank

– Overpopulated Lebanon: 444 Persons per sqm, 121 in France, 99 in Turkey
(WB)
Unemployment in Lebanon
Emigration from Lebanon
1.7 million Syrians in Lebanon= 42.5 % of the population, or 28.5 million
refugees in France, or 34 million in Turkey
2- Global repercussions
World Bank estimates: 7.5 billion USD by 2014
Impacts of the Syrian conflict on Growth in Lebanon : 2.9% on growth per year
Evolution of unemployment now estimated at 25% and > 32% for youth
3- Impact on industry
– Limited additional consumption in specific sectors, industry benefited
more from the reduction of dumping from Syria
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– No noticeable employment substitution in industry, more in professions.
– No innovative FDI, but establishment of nuisance set-ups: Many Syrians factories relocate freely in Lebanon in sectors suffering already from over
capacity, amidst decline of exports of cumulative 30% since 2012.
– Purchases of international donors from overseas even for local refugees,
and not from local industry.
4- Possible remedies
F RAMEWORK

S INE Q UA N ON C ONDITIONS

– Lebanizing employment in Lebanon
– Socio-economic program for Lebanon
Syrian workers living in safe heavens in
Syria commute to industrial zones in
Lebanon established close to Frontiers

– No permanent residence
– Jobs for Lebanese first

التحّديات اﻻقتصادّيـة
π«qª÷G …OÉa
2012 ΩÉ©dG òæe ó¡°ûj …òdG ÊÉæÑ∏dG »YÉæ°üdG
ádÉª©dG É°†k jGC ¢ùaÉæJh ,%30 ≠∏H É©LGôJ

.ÚjQƒ°ùdG øe É¡dÉªY á«ÑdÉZ ¿’C á«fÉæÑ∏dG
á«Ñ∏°ùdG QÉK’BG øe óë∏d ¿ÉàHQÉ≤e óLƒj
:¿ÉæÑd ‘ ÚjQƒ°ùdG ÚÄLÓdG OƒLƒd
™°Vh ,Ék«fÉKh Ú«fÉæÑ∏d πªY ¢Uôa ≥∏N k’hGC
≈∏Y πª©J á∏eÉ°T á«YÉªàLG ` ájOÉ°üàbG ájhDQ
OÉ°üàbÓd IójóL äGõ«Ø– áeõM ™°Vh (1)
QGôbGE (2) ,AÉæãà°SG ¿hO äÉYÉ£≤dG πc πª°ûJ
øª°Vh πMGôe ≈∏Y IQGO’EG π«©ØJh ìÓ°UGE á£N
,»YÉªàL’G ™°VƒdG Ú°ü– (3) ,IOóﬁ IÎa
»æe’CG »∏NGódG QGô≤à°S’G Ú°ü– (4)
‹hódG ™ªàÛG ™e ¿hÉ©àdÉH »YÉªàL’Gh
≈∏Y ±ô°üj ‹hO äGóYÉ°ùe èeÉfÈH áÑdÉ£ŸGh
»àdG äGóYÉ°ùŸÉH Iƒ°SGE ,á«fÉæÑ∏dG á«àëàdG á«æÑdG
ÚeÉCàH íª°ùj ÉÃ »æe’CG ™°VƒdG õjõ©àd ÉgÉ≤∏àf
PÉîJGE (5) ,ÚjQƒ°ùdG ÚMRÉæ∏d πªY ¢Uôa
60
ÚYÉ£≤dG ÚH ácGô°ûdG ¥ÓW’E áeRÓdG ÒHGóàdG
áë°VGh ájhDQ ¥ÓWGE (6) GÒ
k NGCh ,¢UÉÿGh ΩÉ©dG
.RÉ¨dGh §ØædG QÉªãà°S’
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áé«àf ¿ÉæÑd IQÉ°ùN ‹hódG ∂æÑdG Qóqb
7.5 `H 2014 ΩÉ©dG ≈àMh ájQƒ°ùdG áeRÓ
C d
ΩÉY äGQÉ«∏e á°ùªN É¡«∏Y ójR ,Q’hO äGQÉ«∏e
áaÉ°VEG ,Éjkƒæ°S ƒªædG ‘ %2.9 IQÉ°ùNh ,2015
ÉekƒªY %25 ≠∏Ñ«d ádÉ£ÑdG ∫ó©e ´ÉØJQG ¤GE
.ÜÉÑ°ûdG ÚH %32h
´É£b ≈∏Y ÚÄLÓdG áeRGC ÒKÉCJ ¤GE áÑ°ùædÉH
¿GE øY ¢†©ÑdG √OOôj ÉŸ áë°U ’ ,áYÉæ°üdG
∑Ó¡à°SG á¡÷ Oó÷G øjóaGƒdG øe OÉØà°SG ¿ÉæÑd
≥aóJ ‘ ™LGôJ ƒg π°üM Éªa ,ÊÉæÑ∏dG êÉàf’EG
á«fÉæÑ∏dG ¥ƒ°ùdG ¥ô¨J âfÉc »àdG ájQƒ°ùdG ™∏°ùdG
á°Uôa á«fÉæÑ∏dG ™∏°ùdG ΩÉeGC ìÉJGC Ée ,É≤kHÉ°S
ó¡°ûj ⁄ ,Iô◊G ø¡ŸG ±ÓN ≈∏Yh .Qƒ¡¶dG
ádÉª©dG ∫GóÑà°SG á«∏ªY »YÉæ°üdG ´É£≤dG
á∏µ°ûŸG ¿GC ’GE .ájQƒ°ùdG ádÉª©dÉH á«fÉæÑ∏dG
ÉjQƒ°S ‘ πeÉ©ŸG ∂a ´ƒ°Vƒe ‘ øªµJ ,¢SÉ°S’CG
πµ°ûHh Ék«FGƒ°ûY ¿ÉæÑd ‘ É¡Ñ«côJ IOÉYGEh
ä’É› ‘ πª©J ’ É¡fƒc ÖfÉL ¤GE ,ìÉÑà°ùe
πªY ä’É› ‘ πH áaÉ°†e áª«b »£©J IójóL
êÉàf’EG ¢ùaÉæJ âJÉÑa .á«fÉæÑ∏dG πeÉ©ŸG
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ورقتا عمل جمعية الصناعّيـين اللبنانّيـين
π«qª÷G …OÉa

∫ÉªcGE º¡d ≈æ°ùàj ⁄ øjòdG Ú∏eÉ©dG ´É°VhGC
º¡jód ¢ù«dh á«fÉæÑ∏dG Üô◊G ÖÑ°ùH º¡à°SGQO
(áæ°S 55h 45 ÚH) áæ«©e äGAÉØc
áeƒ¶æe øª°V á∏eÉµàe ájPÉ≤fGE ájhDQ ¥ÓWG
•É≤ædG ∫ƒM QƒëªàJ á∏eÉ°T ájOÉ°üàbG ` á«YÉªàLG
:á«dÉàdG â°ùdG
πª°ûJ OÉ°üàbÓd IójóL äGõ«Ø– áeõM ``
AÉæãà°SG ¿hO áaÉc äÉYÉ£≤dG
πMGôe ≈∏Y IQGO’EG π«©ØJh ìÓ°UGE á£N QGôbGE ``
IOÉYGE èeÉfôH ÈY ,IOóﬁ á«æeR IÎa øª°Vh
äGQGO’EG ¤GE ¢†FÉØdG πjƒ–h ÚØXƒŸG ™°Vƒ“
á«∏ÙG
ÚYÉ£≤dG ‘ »YÉªàL’G ™°VƒdG Ú°ü– ``
¢UÉÿGh ΩÉ©dG
»æe’CG »∏NGódG QGô≤à°S’G Ú°ü– ``
áÑdÉ£ŸGh ‹hódG ™ªàÛG ™e ¿hÉ©àdÉH »YÉªàL’Gh
á«æÑdG ≈∏Y ±ô°üj ‹hO äGóYÉ°ùe èeÉfÈH
ÉgÉ≤∏àf »àdG äGóYÉ°ùŸÉH Iƒ°SGE á«fÉæÑ∏dG á«àëàdG
¢Uôa ÚeÉCàH íª°ùj ÉÃ ,»æe’CG ™°VƒdG õjõ©àd
äÉYÉ£b É¡fGC á°UÉN ÚjQƒ°ùdG ÚMRÉæ∏d πªY
Éjó«∏≤J É¡«a ¿ƒ∏ª©j
ÚH ácGô°ûdG ¥ÓW’E áeRÓdG ÒHGóàdG PÉîJGE ``
¢UÉÿGh ΩÉ©dG ÚYÉ£≤dG
RÉ¨dGh §ØædG QÉªãà°S’ áë°VGh ájhDQ ¥ÓWGE ``
äGQó≤dG øe IOÉaÓEd áeÉfRhQ ™°Vhh
ájOÉ°üàbG á«YÉªàLG AiQGƒW áÄ«g AÉ°ûfGE ``
π«µ°ûJ ÈY ÊÉæÑ∏dG OÉ°üàb’G áææÑd ``
á«YÉªàLG ` ájOÉ°üàbG ájQGRh πªY áYƒª›
AGQRƒdG qº°†J , AGQRƒdG ¢ù∏› ¢ù«FQ ádhO á°SÉFôH
èeÉfôHh ájOÉ°üàbG AiQGƒW áÄ«g øª°V ,Ú«æ©ŸG
»æWƒdG OÉ°üàb’G õ«Ø– ≈∏Y óªà©j πeÉµàe πªY
âeÉb Ée QGôZ ≈∏Y ájõ«Ø– ájOÉ°üàbG èeGôH QGôbGEh
œÉædG øe %3 πµq°ûJ ≠dÉÑÃ IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG ¬H
É°†k jGC ¬£HQ ÈY »æWƒdG OÉ°üàb’G qπ©ØJh »q∏ÙG
√ògh ,⁄É©dG ∫ƒM ÊÉæÑ∏dG QÉ°ûàf’G äGQób ™e
∫ÉNOGE øµ‡h äÉYÉ£≤dG ™«ªL ∫É£J äGAGôL’G
¿GC ó©H á÷É©ŸG √òg øª°V øe ÖJGhôdG á∏°ù∏°S
.ΩÉ©dG ´É£≤∏d ájó«°TôJ á«MÓ°UGE á£N QGôbGE ºqàj

èeÉfôH øª°V á«fÉæÑ∏dG áYÉæ°üdG áææÑd
Oóﬁ »æeR
ΩÉ«≤∏d ÖfÉLGC ∫ÉªY ÜÉ£≤à°SÉH ìÉª°ùdG ``
πX ‘ ,¿ƒ«fÉæÑ∏dG É¡H Ωƒ≤j ’ ∫ÉªYÉCH §≤a
áeQÉ°U äGAGôLGE
∞«Xƒà∏d äÉ°ù°SƒDŸGh äÉcô°ûdG õaGƒM IOÉjR ``
∫Éª©dG iƒà°ùe IAÉØc ΩóY ´ƒ°Vƒe á÷É©e ``
πª©∏d áeRÓdG äGQÉ¡ŸG º¡cÓàeG ΩóYh
πgGCh ∫ÉªY ΩGóîà°SÉH äÉ°ù°SƒDª∏d ìÉª°ùdG ``
Ö∏£àJ ∫ÉªYÉCH ΩÉ«≤∏d Iô¡e ÖfÉLGC ¢UÉ°üàNG
Ö∏£àJ hGC Ú«fÉæÑ∏dG iód IôaGƒàe ÒZ äGQÉ¡e
OGóY’E èeGôH ò«ØæJ øeGõàdÉH GCóÑj ¿GC ≈∏Y ,»gÉCJ
äGQÉ¡ŸGh ±QÉ©ŸG º¡HÉ°ùcGEh Ú«fÉæÑ∏dG ∫Éª©dG
á«ÑæL’CG ádÉª©dG øY AÉæ¨à°SÓEd Gó«¡“ áHƒ∏£ŸG
ÒZ ¢UÉ°üàNG ÜÉë°UGC ÜÉ£≤à°SÉH ìÉª°ùdG ``
áeQÉ°Uh IOóﬁ á«dGB øª°V ¿ÉæÑd ‘ øjôaGƒàe
∫ÉªY’C ÖfÉLGC ∫ÉªY ÜÉ£≤à°SÉH ìÉª°ùdG ``
É¡H ΩÉ«≤dG ¿ƒ«fÉæÑ∏dG ÖZôj ’ áØ∏àﬂ
¢†©Ñd Gôk¡°T 18h áæ°S ÚH ìhGÎJ á∏¡e íæe ``
òæe ¿ƒ∏ª©j ÚjQƒ°S ∫ÉªY É¡jód »àdG äÉ°ù°SƒDŸG
QÉ°üj Égó©Hh ,A’ƒDg ´É°VhGC ájƒ°ùàd á∏jƒW IÎa
ΩQÉ°U πµ°ûH ¿ƒfÉ≤dG ≥«Ñ£J ¤GE
»æ≤àdGh »æ¡ŸG º«∏©à∏d ™ªàÛG Iô¶f á÷É©e ``
¿ÉC°ûdG Gòg ‘ ÊÉæÑ∏dG ™ªàÛG áaÉ≤K Ò«¨Jh
õcGôe ójó–h πª©dG ¥ƒ°S äÉLÉ◊ í°ùe ``
á«æØdG ¢SQGóŸGh ógÉ©ŸG äGQó≤d í°ùeh ¢ü≤ædG
Ö°SÉæààd á«æ¡ŸG á«ª«∏©àdG èeGÈdG πjó©J ``
øe áYÉæ°üdG áLÉM ™e á«æØdG ógÉ©ŸG äÉLôﬂ
á«æØdGh á«æ¡ŸG äÉ°UÉ°üàN’G
,á«ÑæL’CG á∏eÉ©dG ó«dG ÜÉ°ùàMG á«dGB πjó©J ``
ÖfÉL’CG ∫Éª©dG ΩGóîà°SG áÑ°ùf §HQ óªà©j å«ëH
OóY ≈∏Y OÉªàY’G øe ’óH ,áYƒaóŸG QƒL’CG áª«≤H
.Ú∏eÉ©dG
¿ÉæÑd ‘ ájQƒ°ùdG ™fÉ°üŸG ´ƒ°Vƒe á÷É©e ``
¿ƒjQƒ°S É¡dÉªYh É¡JGQGOGEh ¢ü«NôJ ¿hO É¡ª¶©eh
.á«fƒfÉ≤dG •hô°û∏d IÉYGôe ¿hOh á«fóàe QƒLÉCH
Ú°ùëàd πª©dG ¿Éµe ‘ ÖjQóàdG ôjƒ£J ``
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MIRIAM YOUNES
Research Coordinator
Lebanon Support

POLICY MEASURES,
COPING MECHANISMS AND COEXISTENCE

This talk is based on several
research projects conducted at
Lebanon Support, dealing with
different aspects of the relation
between Syrian refugees and the
Lebanese host community in the last
four years.
The first part of this talk will deal
with coping mechanisms/measurements adopted by the Lebanese
state in reaction to the influx of Syrian refugees into the country and
how these measures affected the life
of those refugees. The focus lies on
social effects, meaning work, economic conditions in general as well
as perceptions of security and stability. The second part deals with social
challenges for communal life and coexistence between different communities in Lebanon. The research
focuses especially on urban contexts
and is based on extensive qualitative
ethnographic research.
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In summer 2015, we conducted a
series of interviews dealing with the
residence and visa regulations for
Syrians designed and implemented
by the Lebanese government between October 2014 and January
2015. I do not want to go into details since I think everyone here is
aware of the policy measures
adopted and the profound change
these measurements constituted for
Syrian presence in Lebanon. Next to
the interviews conducted in 2015,
we have last month conducted a second series of interviews with different interlocutors asking about the
social impact of the policy measures
on many Syrian refugees.
1) Incoherence, informality
and insecurity in a formal
process: When asked about changes
in their lives within the last two
years, many of our interlocutors de-
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scribed it in a similar way to the following quote: “My life changed in
the last two years. Now, there is a lot
of fear from the security sides.
When I first arrived here, I used to
move freely and wherever I want because I had papers so my fear was
less. Now this is not possible anymore. After midnight I cannot go
out anymore. We are trapped in any
possible way, even if you have a bail
we are trapped, work is limited, either agriculture or construction or
janitor, not realistic. The general security imposed completely illusory
conditions, and everyone knows that
we and everyone cheats on those
conditions. We can do nothing else
than cheat.” Most of our interlocutors described the announcement of
the October Regulation as an incisive event in their lives as refugees in
Lebanon, creating confusion and insecurity in the first place. These impressions were intensified in the
actual process of renewing residencies/work permits. It was in itself
often described as incoherent and
confusing depending on the responsible institution and/or officer and
the constantly changing and adapted
laws. While the policy measures
were designed to formalize Syrian
presence in Lebanon and control it,
they often led to contrary outcomes
as perceived by our Syrian interlocutors creating a further distance between the Lebanese state
institutions and the refugees. This
was intensified by the unclear, supposedly mediating role of international organizations as UNHCR,
Caritas, NRC etc. concerning the
process, as well as the emergence of
informal blackmailing/broker institutions mediating between the

refugees and state institutions. The
highly formalized process was therefore quickly undermined by informal
processes and mechanisms increasing
insecurity and precariousness for
Syrian refugees.
2) Illegality: The unclear and incoherent process of renewing residencies as well as the unrealistic
conditions led to the fact that actually a majority of our interlocutors
was already without any legal paper
or in direct danger of losing his/her
legal papers in the near future unclear how to renew the papers. This
causes a high and until now rather
understudied rate of illegality. In a
context where those illegal people
can in many cases not return to
Syria nor leave to any third country
in a legal way this means that they
are losing any kind of legal status
and protection that in most cases
also affects families and children.
Impacts of illegality were in many
cases described to us in very limited
freedom of movement and action as
well as exploitative structures in relation to housing/work. Likewise, they
often make it difficult to access basic
services and state provision as hospitalization, schooling etc.
3) Unemployment/precarious
work conditions: Connected to the
renewal of residency papers is the
issue of work permits from the
Lebanese government for specified
jobs for Syrians or – related – the
pledge not to work for refugees.
Again, these were attempts to formalize work conditions, limit informal employment and control access
to jobs from Lebanese and Syrians.
Still, most of our interlocutors described that they did not have any
formal work contract especially in
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التحديات اﻻجتماعية والبيئية
¢ùfƒj Ëôe

É¡°Vôa »àdG ájOÉ°üàb’Gh á«YÉªàL’G äÉjóëàdG
¤h’CG ¢†bÉæàa á«fÉãdG á«°VôØdG ÉeGC .ºgOƒLh
ájOÉ°üàb’G ±hô¶dG øe ºZôdG ≈∏Y ¬fGC ∫ƒ≤àd
ä’ÉM ¿ÉæÑd ó¡°ûj ⁄ ,áÑ©°üdG á«YÉªàL’Gh
ÚJÉg ¿GE .ÚÄLÓdGh ÚæWGƒŸG ÚH ∞æY
ÚÄLÓdG ÚH ábÓ©dG ÉàªµM Úà«°VôØdG
∫ÓN ¿ÉæÑd ‘ áØ«°†ŸG äÉ©ªàÛGh ÚjQƒ°ùdG
èæ°ûàdG ¿GC ≈æ©Ã ,á«°VÉŸG ™HQ’CG äGƒæ°ùdG
á«ØæY çGóMGC ¤GE ∂dP …OƒDj ¿GC ¿hO ÉgOƒ°ùj
ÒHGóJ ™°Vh ¤GE ¿ƒ«fÉæÑ∏dG óªY .Úaô£dG ÚH
á«ØæY ∫ÉªYGC …’C ÉÑ°ù– á«eÉ¶f ÒZ á«æeGC
É¡æe ,ÚjQƒ°ùdG ÚÄLÓdG ÖfÉL øe áÑ≤Jôe
øe QÉWGE øª°V ∂dPh ,kÓãe kÓ«d º¡dƒŒ ô¶M
Úaô£dG ÚH ø∏©ŸG ÒZh »æª°†dG ºgÉØàdG
¿GE ,GÒ
k NGC .ΩÉµM’CGh óYGƒ≤dG ¢†©H ΩGÎMG ≈∏Y
á«fÉæÑ∏dG äÉ£∏°ùdG É¡JòîJG »àdG ÒHGóàdG
á≤jôWh ÚjQƒ°ùdG ÚÄLÓdG áeRGC ™e πeÉ©à∏d
ºgQƒ©°T øeh º¡«∏Y •ƒ¨°†dG äOGR ,É¡≤«Ñ£J
ÒZ äGAGôL’E á°VôY º¡à∏©Lh QGô≤à°S’G Ωó©H
OGR Ée áØ«°†ŸG äÉ©ªàÛG É¡JóªàYG á«eÉ¶f
.Úaô£dG ÚH ôJƒàdG ºéM

the work realms that are to be formalized as construction work and
craftsmanship or that employers give
work contracts in connection with
salary decrease or blackmailing
process. Likewise, many employees
in middle class positions as those
working in the NGO sector recounted that brokers/middlemen
make out fake work contracts in
exactly those job facilities
(construction work…) in order to
make out fake residencies on the
basis of those contracts. Therefore,
the formalized work regulations
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øe áYƒª› ¿ÉæÑd ºYO á°ù°SƒDe äôLGC

2014 »eÉY ÚH ÚÄLÓdG ¢†©H ™e äÓHÉ≤ŸG
»àdG ÒHGóàdG ‘ º¡FGQGB ≈∏Y ±ƒbƒ∏d 2015h

É¡JGÒKÉCJh á«fÉæÑ∏dG äÉ£∏°ùdG É¡JòîJG
øY º¡ª¶©e ÜôYGC .º¡«∏Y á«YÉªàL’G
QGô≤à°S’Gh ¿Ée’CG ΩóYh ±ƒÿÉH ºgQƒ©°T
º¡fGC GhócGCh ácô◊G ájôëH º¡©à“ ΩóYh
πªY ≈∏Y ∫ƒ°ü◊G ‘ áHƒ©°U ¿ƒ¡LGƒj
É¡à©°Vh »àdG IÒN’CG ÒHGóàdG πX ‘ øµ°ùeh
äÉeÉb’EG ójóéàH á≤∏©àŸG ΩÉ©dG øe’CG ájôjóe
,óFÉ°ùdG ™°VƒdG Gò¡d áé«àf .πª©dG íjQÉ°üJh
Ée á«ª°SQ ¥GQhGC ¿hO ÚÄLÓdG øe ójó©dG äÉH
¿ÉæÑd ‘ º¡JÓFÉY OƒLhh ºgOƒLh øe π©L
øe ójó©dG π©L Éªc ,É«kYô°T ÒZ GOkƒLh
áÑ©°U º«∏©àdGh áHÉÑ£dGh AÉØ°ûà°S’Éc äÉeóÿG
.πª©∏d ¢Uôa ôaƒJ ΩóY ¤GE áaÉ°VGE ∫ÉæŸG
áØ«°†ŸG äÉ©ªàÛÉH ÚÄLÓdG ábÓY ºµ–
òæe GƒfÉc Ú«fÉæÑ∏dG ¿GE ∫ƒ≤J ¤h’CG :¿Éà«°Vôa
Ú«FGóY á«YÉªàLGh á«°SÉ«°S ÜÉÑ°S’Ch ájGóÑdG
ÖÑ°ùH á«FGó©dG √òg äOGORGh ,ÚjQƒ°ùdG √ÉŒ

seem similarly to the residency
regulation not really applicable to
the complex history and current
reality of Syrian workforce in
Lebanon and therefore create informal and often illegal structures
within allegedly formalized and
controlled state observed processes.
4) Perceptions of instability: As
said before, the announcement and
implementation of the policy regulations concerning residency and work
have been described to us as incisive
in their life situation in Lebanon.
They are perceived as the main fac-
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tor of change pushing them towards
instability, insecurity, fear and often
illegality, and elimination of basic
rights. Therefore, attempts by the
state to control, formalize and possibly limit rising number of refugees,
informal work conditions, communal tensions etc. have often led to an
opposite impact, rather intensifying
informality and illegality. They have
therefore been rather effective in
increasing insecurity and social challenges for all actors involved, including the Lebanese host community.
With this, I want to come to the
second part of my talk dealing with
social challenges in relation to intercommunal coping mechanisms of
the Lebanese community and Syrian
refugees within the last couple of
years. This part refers to two rather
simplifying but dominating assumptions prevalent in the many discourses within Lebanon today about
the relations/social challenges between Lebanese and Syrian and tries
to break them down into different
analytical concepts. The first assumption is that relations between
the Lebanese host community and
Syrian refugees are mainly determined by racist standpoints/historical and political antagonisms and
hostilities from the Lebanese population towards the Syrians and that
therefore the relations between the
two communities are mainly based
on growing and multiple tensions.
These tensions are aggravated by
socio-economic challenges in a light
of weak social state that affect
Lebanese as well as Syrians residing
in Lebanon. This assumption is
countered by the second assumption, the startled observation that
Lebanon – despite being on the edge

in light of these multiple hostilities
and tensions – has not fallen apart
into communal violence. This is not
to deny that neither the former nor
the latter matter in a way but rather
to break them down into separate
analytical concepts of how coexistence, inter-communal tensions and
challenges play out together in behavior and social norms during the
last four to five years. This is to explain while rather peaceful coexistence interacts rather smoothly with
incidents of tension and violence,
inter-communal clashes without
leading to any large-scale escalation.
When we asked one of our interlocutors, a Lebanese middle-aged
man of how the population in his
village dealt with the high number of
refugees who settled in their village
he described their strategy the following way: “When the first
refugees arrived we waited at first,
and closely observed the situation
expecting that problems might occur.
Then – very soon – a small incident
happened, a Syrian man harassed
one of the girls from our village on
the street. At that point, we decided
to intervene. We gathered all the
refugees at the mosque and had a
committee talking to them. Explaining to them the situation and that
we would not tolerate any problem.
It was a warning. You are welcome
when you follow the rules, if not we
have our way to deal with it. Since
then things are fine, but whenever
something happens the young guys
from the neighborhoods are ready to
intervene. You have to know, we are
all armed, everyone has weapons,
legally and illegally, we don’t care.”
This intervention shows certain features of the way, Lebanese society
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has dealt with the arrivals of
refugees and dealt with challenges
deriving from this arrival and how
this in return shaped the LebaneseSyrian encounter.
1) Routinized anticipation of
violence: When the Syrian war
broke out and refugees started to arrive in Lebanon, Lebanese society
anticipated challenges, tensions and
possibly violence to happen. This is
based on a certain routinized anticipation of violence of a society experiencing violence, armed clashes,
war, and instability since decades.
Violent and ordinary times overlap
constantly in Lebanon; they are not
in any way mutually exclusive or opposite. This creates a routinized caution/mistrust in everyday life, while
it likewise leads to a continuation of
everyday life despite regular interruptions of this everyday life. In this
sense, many reactions to the arrival
of refugees can be seen as strategies
to the anticipation of violence and
coping mechanisms to prevent it.
2) Part of this strategy has been
the establishment of informal security mechanisms as described in the
above quote. As many interview
partners in areas with a high number
of refugees confirmed to us, security
and therefore stability is often provided by rather informal mechanisms or institutions, as young guys
(qabadayat al-hay, shabab alayal)
often connected to political parties
or other established authorities. The
strategies adopted by these security
providers are the surveillance of imposed curfews, and the handling of
petty crime as well as the prevention
of tensions by showing presence and
threatening behavior. Often, these
informal security mechanisms were
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described to us in addition but also
in competition to official security
providers as the ISF or the army:
“The army does not enter our village, they are only around the village, there is no ISF, and we don’t
have sufficient municipality police
so we take things in our own hand.”
While the informal nature of these
security providers certainly show a
certain arbitrariness it also guarantees a certain flexibility in how to
handle situations as can be seen by
the way curfews have been imposed
within many villages and municipalities. Since those structures are not
new but have rather been reinforced
in light of the Syrian crisis they also
create structures of expectations and
anticipations that have often been
adopted by Syrians likewise. As one
of our Syrian interlocutors confirmed: “Of course we know these
young men who are around. But we
know how to behave. People are nice
here. Whoever knows how to behave
will not have any problem.”
3) Informal controlling/norm
keeping: These informal security
providers and guarantors are complemented by society itself. This refers
to informal controlling, observation
strategies and keeping up the norms
that has often been described to us
by Lebanese and Syrian interlocutors when asked about everyday life
in their neighborhood/village. By
looking at each other, urban and village dwellers practice what Elijah
Anderson called “folk ethnography,”
meaning that the close coexistence
in public places and neighborhoods
encourage learning from the “other”
by creating spaces for small and repeated interactions as well as for
close-up observations for everyone
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around. They create learned practices among residents whose preservation was often framed in a
discourse of established norms and
values assuring that those make a
rather peaceful coexistence possible.
One of our interlocutors described
this process the following way:
“There is no dialogue here, people
only look at each other, and they
sniff each other. But everyone knows
everyone, and even more, everyone
knows what everyone does, where
people go shopping, where people
live etc… So there is no need for dialogue. Things are under control.”
In this talk I have attempted to
show how the interplay of informal
and formal strategies, mechanisms
and measurements plays out in a triangular relation of Lebanese state,

Lebanese host community and Syrian refugees in light of tensions,
socio-economic challenges and instability. It tried to shed light on how
Lebanese state institutions in an attempt to change its observing position in October 2014 have increased
pressure, insecurity and therefore informality affecting Syrians in the
first place but also putting the
Lebanese community under rising
pressure to deal with these challenges. The talk has focused on how
the two communities have developed and adopted different strategies and mechanisms that help to
handle and cope with these challenges in a rather informal way answering to informal structures and
processes of ordinary as well as extraordinary life.
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IMPACTS OF
SYRIAN REFUGEES’ INFLUX

The presentation underlines the
already fragile state of the natural
environment in Lebanon and highlights its rapid deterioration given
key environmental stressors caused
by the massive influx of Syrian
refugees. The number of refugees has
been growing at a fast pace since the
start of the Syrian conflict in 2011.
In 2014, the number of Syrian
refugees in Lebanon has reached 1
Million, which constituted 25% of
the country’s total population 1. By
the end of 2016, this number is expected to reach 1.8 million 2. This
demographic change may have contributed to exceed the carrying capacity of the natural environment,
as population density increased from
409 per sqm in 2009 to 444 per
sqm or 520 per sqm in 2014 3. Besides the devastating economic and
social impacts of the Syrian crisis,
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the large number of refugees has
exerted adverse pressures on the
natural resources and on environmental quality, specifically in four
areas: solid waste, water and wastewater, air pollution, as well as landuse and ecosystems. Environmental
problems have embedded aspect of
the “commons”, they are social
dilemmas as they cause situations in
which self-interest is at odds with
collective interests. Social dilemmas
“occur whenever individuals in
interdependent situations face
choices in which the maximization
of short term self-interest yields
outcomes leaving all participants
worse off than feasible alternatives” 4
(Ostrom, Nobel Prize, 2009). These
are labeled by many names;
including the public-good,
collective-good problem, and the
tragedy of the commons 5.
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As examined for each of the four
impacted areas studied in the
Lebanon Environmental Assessment
of the Syrian Conflict & Priority Interventions report 1, Environmental
Management Plans (EMPs) are considered in order to devise environmental protection and mitigation
measures. The capital cost of EMPs
accounts roughly for a total of USD
3,420 million including solid waste
management, water and wastewater
management, air quality mitigation
as well as land use and ecosystems
management. This estimate will be
significantly greater when annual
operation and maintenance costs
are accounted for.
Research and assessments emphasize the fact that environmental
degradation existed before the Syrian refugees’ crisis in Lebanon, because environmental protection was
never considered a national priority,
and environmental challenges were
constantly present in the country.
Today, they are worsening creating
national emergencies in different
areas; namely solid waste, water,
wastewater, energy, urban congestion, air quality, water pollution,

transportation, etc. Still more, the
massive influx of the refugees at an
unprecedented rate has exacerbated
the situation and posed enormous
environmental impacts bearing
alarming health risks on the refugees
themselves and on the Lebanese
host communities (table below).
The “commons” in Lebanon are already overused and natural resources are either scarce or depleted
due to bad governance. This presentation offers recommendations for
policy reforms and effective environmental management; namely developing a functional decision making
process, implementing policy development strategies, controlling corruption, fostering accountability,
ensuring transparency and cross-sectoral cooperation, as well as enforcing laws and monitoring
mechanisms. Finally, sharing data
among various stakeholders as well
as mainstreaming environmental
protection, social and economic development in national and sectorial
policies will support institutional reforms towards sustainable development. This table summarizes the
main environmental impacts of the
Syrian refugees to Lebanon:

1) MOE/EU/UNDP, Lebanon Environmental
Assessment of the Syrian Conflict & Priority
Interventions | September 2014
2) The Daily Star. Study shows Syrian influx poses
enormous environmental risks | February 29, 2016
3) World Bank database, Accessed March 28, 2016
4) Ostrom, E. 1998. A Behavioral Approach to the
Rational Choice Theory of Collective Action: presidential
address, American Political Science Association. American
Political Science Review 92 (1): 1-22
5) Hardin, G. 1968. The Tragedy of the Commons.
Science 162: 1243-48
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Solid waste management

– Burden on existing waste management infrastructure
– Spread of open dumping and open burning
– Worsening of health / safety conditions in the
vicinity of dumpsites
– Amplified risks from health care and infectious
wastes

Water and wastewater

– Water resources

Management Water resources – Stress on water resources in general and on
groundwater resources in particular
– Deterioration of water quality causing the
emergence of diseases that were absent in
Lebanon
– Wastewater (WW) Management
– Increased organic biodegradable load from WW
discharges in the environment
– Negative environmental and health impacts
Air pollution

– Due to increased traffic (10% increase in Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) and 3% of Particulate Matter (PM))
– From open burning of solid wastes (release of
toxic and carcinogenic compounds)
– From electricity generators: 251 MW increase
in demand by refugees Thus, more private generators in residential areas lead to more pollutants and health risks

Land use and ecosystems

– Urban densification
– Haphazard and unplanned constructions
– Informal Tented Settlements (ITSs) growth encroach on agricultural lands and put them out
of production
– Negative impacts of ITSs on Environmentally
Sensitive Areas and fragile ecosystems
– Adverse impacts on forest resources
– Overexploitation of springs and construction of
new wells, reducing ecosystem health
– Generation of WW exacerbate environmental
pressures. Sludge disposal on land and in
streams contaminate ecosystems
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التحديات اﻻجتماعية والبيئية
Èæb »°ùfÉf

™jQÉ°ûe …ÉCH á≤MÓàŸG á«fÉæÑ∏dG äÉeƒµ◊G
áÄ«ÑdG IQGRh ΩÉbQGC ¿GE .áÄ«ÑdG ≈∏Y á¶aÉëª∏d
ìhõædG ÒKÉCJ ¿GE ∫ƒ≤J á«YÉªàL’G äÉÄ«¡dGh
´ÉØJQG á¡÷ ¿ÉæÑd ≈∏Y »KQÉc …Qƒ°ùdG
äÉjÉØædG ¥ôMh AGƒ¡dG çƒ∏J h áÑ∏°üdG äÉjÉØædG
Üô°ùJ ¤GE áaÉ°VGE AÉHô¡µdG ≈∏Y Ö∏£dG IOÉjRh
√É«e çƒq∏Jh ôëÑdGh ô¡f’CG ¤GE áæ°S’BG √É«ŸG
ÒKÉCJ ÉeGC .á«YGQõdG »°VGQ’CGh …
q ôdG √É«eh áØ°ûdG
GCóÑ«a ,á«Ä«ÑdG º¶ædGh ¢VQ’CG ≈∏Y ∂dP
äGAÉ°ûf’EGh â©ØJQG »àdG á«fÉµ°ùdG áaÉãµdÉH
»°VGQ’CG ≈∏Y ió©àJ »àdG º«ÿGh á«FGƒ°û©dG
QÉK’BGh ,êÉàf’G áÁóY É¡∏©Œh á«YGQõdG
‘ •Gôa’EGh äÉHÉ¨dG OQGƒe ≈∏Y á«Ñ∏°ùdG
ó◊Gh ,IójóL QÉHGB ôØMh ™«HÉæ«dG ∫Ó¨à°SG
.»Lƒdƒµj’EG ΩÉ¶ædG áë°U øe

áÄ«ÑdG ™°Vh á°TÉ°ûg ’hGC óchDGC ÊƒYO
áé«àf ™jô°ùdG ÉgQƒgóJh ¿ÉæÑd ‘ á«©«Ñ£dG
≥aóJ øY áªLÉædGh É¡d ¢Vô©àJ »àdG •ƒ¨°†dG
≠∏H ÚjQƒ°ùdG ÚÄLÓdG øe IÒÑc OGóYGC
áaÉ°VGE .¬fÉµ°S OóY øe %25 ¬àÑ°ùf Ée ºgOóY
»àdG á«fÉµ°ùdG áaÉãµdG IOÉjR ‘ áªgÉ°ùŸG ¤GE
OƒLh πµ°T ,2014 ΩÉY ™HôŸG º∏c/520 â¨∏H
á«Ñ∏°S ÉkWƒ¨°V ÚÄLÓdG øe ÒÑµdG Oó©dG Gòg
,áÄ«ÑdG IOƒL ≈∏Yh á«©«Ñ£dG OQGƒŸG ≈∏Y
áÑ∏°üdG äÉjÉØædG :»g ä’É› á©HQGC ‘ Gókjó–h
∂dòch AGƒ¡dG çƒ∏Jh »ë°üdG ±ô°üdGh √É«ŸGh
.á«Lƒdƒµj’EG º¶ædGh »°VGQ’CG ΩGóîà°SG
πc á«dhƒD°ùe ÚÄLÓdG π«ª– º∏¶dG øe
ájÉªM ¿’C É¡æe ÊÉ©f »àdG á«Ä«ÑdG πcÉ°ûŸG
º≤J ⁄h á«æWh ájƒdhGC Ékeƒj Èà©J ⁄ áÄ«ÑdG
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PRACTICAL MEASURES TOWARDS
A NATIONAL STRATEGY

This intervention will attempt
to identify several aspects of a
national comprehensive strategy
regarding refugees.
Refugees have reached a level of
vulnerability never attained in their
five years in Lebanon. Their situation will continue to sharply deteriorate unless a shift is operated at the
level of policies and international aid
so as to secure their basic survival
and preserve social cohesion. A
medium term approach is needed
until it becomes possible for refugees
to go home in safety and dignity.
How should the stay of
refugees be regulated?
The presentation will examine the
pros and cons of a camp approach as
well as the importance for refugees
to stay legally in the country during
their exile.
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While camps allow for a concentration of services and are less costly
to the aid community, they may,
over time, contribute to a sense of
assistance dependency, loss of confidence and can thereby at times
delay solutions.
Today, about half of the Syrian
refugees have not been able to renew
their residency permits and are
therefore staying illegally. Ensuring
that refugees can regularly renew
their temporary residency benefits
not only the refugees themselves and
their sense of safety, but also ensures
the host country’s sovereignty. In addition, it provides critical and constantly updated information for local
administration to plan services. Consequently, law enforcement authorities and aid agencies can organize their
work and identify the most vulnerable in need of the most urgent support.
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Should refugees have access to
livelihoods?
Since the London conference on
Syria in February 2016, there has
been a debate over the issue of access to work for refugees in Jordan,
Turkey and Lebanon. Whether this
reflected a drive for refugees to be
integrated locally or even naturalized, the presentation will review
this issue, examining current regulations in Lebanon.

What solutions should
there be to the current refugee
situation?
There are three solutions to
refugee situations in international
law, namely voluntary repatriation,
local integration and resettlement
to a third country. The presentation
will review their applicability in the
context of Lebanon. Resettlement
to third countries is so far the
only solution.

اﻻجراءات العملية نحو استراتيجيّـة وطنّيـة
QGÒL …GÒe

á«fÉæÑ∏dG äÉ£∏°ùdG ≈∏Y ,iôNGC á¡L øe
GókM â¨∏H ¿ÉæÑd ‘ ÚÄLÓdG ´É°VhGC ¿GE
ÉÃ ,ÚÄLÓdG äÉeÉbGE ójóŒ äGAGôLGE π«¡°ùJ
∫ƒ– GCô£j ⁄ GPGE ºbÉØà«°S QƒgóàdG øe GÒ
k Ñc
äÉ£∏°ùdG óYÉ°ùjh ¿Ée’CÉH GQkƒ©°T ÅLÓdG íæÁ
äGóYÉ°ùŸGh äÉ°SÉ«°ùdG iƒà°ùe ≈∏Y …QòL
§«£îàd áeRÓdG äÉeƒ∏©ŸÉH áWÉM’EG ≈∏Y
IÉ«◊G ó«b ≈∏Y º¡FÉ≤H ¿Éª°†d ∂dPh á«dhódG
ä’ÉcƒdG óYÉ°ùj Éªc ,¿ƒfÉ≤dG PÉØfGEh äÉeóÿG íæ°ùJ ≈àM »YÉªàL’G ∂°SÉªàdG ≈∏Y ®ÉØ◊Gh
.ÚÄLÓdG äÉLÉ◊ áHÉéà°S’G ≈∏Y á«dhódG .áeGôch ¿ÉeÉCH ºgQÉjO ¤GE IOƒ©dG ±hôX º¡d
≈∏Y ∫ƒ°ü◊G ‘ ÚÄLÓdG ≥M øY ÉeGC
¤GE ÚÄLÓdG IOƒY ‘ øªµj πãe’CG π◊G ¿GE
¿ƒfÉb ≥«Ñ£J ¿ÉæÑd áYÉ£à°SÉH ,πª©dG ¢Uôa
,∂dòH á«æe’CG ±hô¶dG íª°ùJ ÉeóæY ºgOÓH
…OƒDj ¿GC ¿hO ÚjQƒ°ùdG ≈∏Y ÖfÉL’CG πªY
‘ º¡≤M ∫ƒM Úà«dÉµ°TGE ¬LGƒf ,∂dP QÉ¶àfÉHh
™e ¿É≤àMG ¤GE hGC º¡°ù«æŒ ¤GE ∂dP
¿Éµe ∫ƒMh ,¢û«©dG áª≤d ÚeÉCàd πª©dG
¿GC IQhô°V ÖfÉL ¤GE ,áØ«°†ŸG äÉ©ªàÛG
Ω
C
G
ä
É
ª«ﬂ πNGO ¿ƒµj ¿GC Öéj πgh º¡àeÉbGE
AÉ‰’E IóYÉ°ùŸG ‹hódG ™ªàÛG Ωó≤j
π
«
¡
°
ùJ ,äÉª«ıG ‘ áeÉb’EG äÉ«HÉéjG øe .’
πªY ¢Uôa ≥∏Nh áØ«°†ŸG äÉ©ªàÛG
™
ª
à
ÛG ≈∏Y áØ∏c πbGC ƒgh äGóYÉ°ùŸG Ëó≤J
.ÚMRÉædGh ÚÄLÓd
GQkƒ©°T ÅLÓdG iód ≥∏îj ¬fGC ’GE ,∞«°†ŸG
∫ƒ∏M áKÓK ‹hódG ¿ƒfÉ≤dG ™°†j ,GÒ
k NGC
º
gÉ°ùjh á≤ãdG ¿Gó≤ah ájOÉ°üàb’G á«©ÑàdÉH
ÚÄLÓd ‹É◊G ™°VƒdG á÷É©Ÿ áæµ‡
¿
É
µ
eGE ÖfÉL ¤GE ,áeR’CG πM ÒNÉCJ ‘ ÉfkÉ«MGC
hGC º¡æWh ¤GE á«Yƒ£dG IOƒ©dG :ÚjQƒ°ùdG
É
¡
f
C
’
h ,äÉªé¡∏d á°VôY äÉª«ıG íÑ°üJ ¿GC
IOÉYGE hGC áØ«°†ŸG äÉ©ªàÛG ‘ êÉeóf’G
É¡àjÉªM ÚeÉCJ øµÁ ’ No Man’s Land
¬fGC hóÑj ådÉãdG π◊G ¿GE .ådÉK ó∏H ‘ º¡æ«WƒJ
.á¡L …GC øe
.¿ÉæÑd ¤GE áÑ°ùædÉH ó«MƒdG π◊G
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TRIBUTE TO
RAYMOND
JEBARA
THE GIFTED
ARTIST
OF SATIRE
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[APRIL 20th, 2016]

M

AISON DU F UTUR commemorated the
one-year anniversary of the death of
dramatist and playwright Raymond Jebara at the
Bikfaya Serail under the patronage of President
Amine Gemayel and in the presence of Mr.
Raymond Araiji, Minister of Culture, Mrs.
Joyce Gemayel, the family of the departed and a
number of artists and intellectuals, while singer
Jahida Wehbe opened the ceremony. President
Gemayel explained that Maison du Futur is aiming at giving culture the place it deserves in our
nation, to put Lebanon and its youth on the path
of artistic innovation. He described the departed
as a genius, a talented artist and a world-class
satirist, and confirmed that we all shared the
same dream of Jebara, namely a civilized and
shining Lebanon. Gemayel also reminded the
participants of the importance of artistic and intellectual innovation even amid political turmoil
to preserve our humanity, citing the experience
of MdF in the 70s in that regard, since politics
alone cannot build a nation. Minister Araiji said
that Raymond Jebara is indeed a key Lebanese
figure who deserves to be honored and widely
spoken of. He also expressed his dismay at cul-
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ture being the last of the State’s priorities
and at theaters not being adequately
funded, pointing out to the fact that culture can be the fourth most productive sector in the Lebanese economy if properly
supported. He finally seized the opportunity to unveil a 15-year roadmap for the
development of cultural activities in
Lebanon. Finally, artist Refaat Tarabay
and critic Joe Tarrab spoke of the departed, his achievements and the different
issues faced by the cultural and drama sector in Lebanon. While Taraby recalled the
outcome of the theatre conference held at
Maison du Futur in 1982, he emphasized
Lebanon’s intellectuals and artists’ role in
achieving its salvation, saying that ignoring
culture is “a crime against Lebanon”.
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for the

THE US
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION:
IMPLICATIONS
MIDDLE EAST
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[OCTOBER 14th, 2016]

OVERVIEW

The panel discussion will deal with the question
of how US policy towards the Middle East – particularly Lebanon, Syria and Iraq – will change
after the upcoming US – presidential election.
What will be the impact of the domestic trends on
foreign policy and American priorities ? What
stance do the candidates – Hillary Clinton and
Donald Trump – have on the issues and conflicts
in the region? Will US policy in Syria and Iraq
become more hawkish? What are likely scenarios
for the coming years regarding the US approach
towards the civil war in Syria, state failure in
Iraq and the fight against ISIS ?

y

Opening remarks : President
Amine Gemayel
Nils Wörmer, Head of the
Syria/Iraq Office, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung.
F IRST S ESSION | P RESENTATION OF P OLICY P APER
BY Charles Dunne
Non-resident scholar at the
Middle East Institute, Washington DC.
Comments on the paper from
a country perspective:
Mouhamed El Rumaihi,
Writer, Kuwait (Via Skype).
Riad Tabbara, Former Ambassador of Lebanon in Washington.
Sajad Jiyad, President of the
Bayan Center for Planning and
Studies, Baghdad.
Khaled Yacoub Oweis, Visiting Fellow at the German Institute for International and
Security Studies, Berlin.
S ECOND S ESSION | P ANEL
D ISCUSSION WITH THE
S PEAKERS
Chair: Mouwafaq Harb,
writer, Lebanon
Questions and Answers
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U

NDER its Policy Papers Program dealing
with thorny issues that plague Lebanon
and the region, La Maison du Futur (MdF) in
corporation with Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
(KAS), held in its headquarters in Bikfaya a conference to present and debate a policy paper prepared by Charles Dunne 1 entitled “The U.S.
Presidential Election: Implications on the
Middle East.” The conference was chaired by
Lebanese Journalist Mouwafaq Harb and brought
together regional commentators, Mouhamed El
Rumaihi, Writer, Kuwait, Riad Tabbara, Former
Lebanese Ambassador to Washington, Sajad
Jiyad, President of the Bayan Center for Planning
and Studies, Baghdad, and Khaled Yacoub Oweis,
visiting Fellow at the German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Berlin.

President Amine Gemayel launched the conference by welcoming the participants at MdF.
This institution that had worked since its inception to fill a vacuum in the
Lebanese cultural scene, gathering decision makers, intellectuals and researchers to discuss
the dire issues undermining
stability in Lebanon and the region. In this context, President
Gemayel added, Mdf has organized since its re-launch several conferences in an attempt
to explore sustainable solutions
for the problems striking the
Middle East and which impact
has been global. He said, “At
MdF re-launch event, I pointed out that we live
today in a global village where the repercussions
of each nation’s domestic issues will leap-frog and
cross the national boundaries; that’s why we are
interested in the US presidential election and its
repercussions on the region, especially during this
stormy phase of its history.” Our interest in this
election is also triggered by our partnership with
the West, a partnership between equals and not
tutelage, he added. The US 2016 electoral campaign, however, has provided a seemingly endless
supply of shock and confusion because of the un-
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precedented baseness and looseness of the political discourse,
and he wondered why the American elite, universities and research centers were overlooked. He stressed that we have never
witnessed such behavior from presidential candidates, mainly
when the world is going through such dire conditions. He
added, “We are also shocked by the deep involvement of Russia in the Syrian quagmire, especially in Aleppo; the Russian
bear regained its clout in the Middle East because of the West’s
failure to deal with its turmoil, and the reluctance of the US
administration to take a firm stance towards the conflicts it is
witnessing”. President Gemayel wondered whether the region’s
future will be set at the pace of US-Russia conflicts. He concluded by stressing the need for the international community
to work for world peace, hopping this conference would shed
the light on what the future is holding for the region. He finally
thanked KAS for its cooperation with MdF which has led to
organizing a series of conferences, the last being the SykesPicot conference.
Nils Wörmer, head of the KAS Syria/Iraq Office, took the
stage and welcomed the participants. He emphasized the importance of the US presidential election’s outcome, and he
hoped that this conference will highlight its impact on the
Middle East.
FIRST SESSION:
PRESENTATION OF THE POLICY PAPER /
COMMENTATORS’ INPUT

Charles Dunne started his intervention by saying that the
2016 presidential election in the United States is shaping up
to be the most consequential for US foreign policy since the
election of George W. Bush in 2000, due to the complexity of
the issues involved and the ability of the next president to profoundly alter how the United States will pursue its relations
with the Middle East.
Stating that the campaign has to date treated the region
only superficially, he said that in American politics, this year
was the “Year of Fear”, as the campaign has been dominated
by worries of terrorism, trade deals, immigration, possible catastrophe for the European Union, and major global security
concerns. He added that in this environment, laying out a positive vision of the Middle East’s political and economic future
is not to be expected.
Dunne moved to review the candidates, Hillary Clinton
and Donald J. Trump, and their parties’ positions regarding
the regional crisis; he considered that The Republican Party
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platform for 2016 was surprisingly upbeat on the future of
the Middle East, as well as
human rights and democracy.
It lauds the historic nature of
the events that have led to the
overthrow of dictators who
have been “menaces to global
security for decades,” and welcomed the aspirations of the
Arab peoples for greater freedom; it criticized the Iran nuclear deal and emphasized
commitment to a post-Assad
government in Syria and dedication to Iraq.
In contrast, the Republican
nominee Trump’s positions on
trade, relations with the Muslim world, and traditional alliances were seriously at odds
with those of the Republican
Party of the last 60 years. He
decried the US administration’s willingness to make
Charles Dunne. Western democracies out of countries that had no experience
or interest in becoming a Western Democracy and held President Barack Obama responsible for unleashing chaos in the
region and creating a vacuum that ISIS filled, accusing the US
president and Mrs. Clinton of “founding” the Islamic State.
In consequence of this and other remarks, 50 highly respected
past Republican officials signed an open letter casting doubts
on Trump’s fitness for the office of president and commander
in chief.
He added that what Trump would do as president in terms
of foreign policy is a conundrum, because his views on the
Middle East are murky at best and dangerous at most. He
went on to say that Trump shares political characteristics with
classic Latin American strongmen, especially regarding the appetite for authoritarian governance.
As for Clinton, he said that in this campaign, she has staked
out a centrist road on foreign affairs and avoided criticism of
the current administration, anticipating that she will more
likely hew to her husband’s brand of steady-as-she-goes centrist foreign policy, than to President Obama’s more diffident
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approach. Despite failing to take stances on democratization,
he believed that she might very well be more confrontational
on Syria, and more likely to take firm action to help Iraq defeat its terrorist enemies and try to restore some semblance of
stability in the country.
The Democratic platform has noted that the party will
push for more inclusive governance in Iraq and Syria; provide
support and security for Lebanon and Jordan; maintain the
robust security cooperation with Gulf countries; and stand by
the people of the region as they seek greater economic opportunity and freedom.
How bold support of Iraq and Syria, as well as regional
human rights and democracy, would be accomplished by either party, is unknown, pointing out that the platforms, and
the candidates themselves, are notable for their lack of detail
on how promises regarding the region would be implemented
and paid for. Little has been said so far in terms of what the
United States should do differently in Iraq, or Syria, Lebanon,
Egypt and Tunisia or in terms of curbing Russian and Iranian
expansion and confronting ISIS.
Dunne presented his guesses on how the candidates might
approach the main regional issues if elected.
On ISIS and state failure in Iraq, Dunne said that neither
candidate appears to have a detailed plan to defeat ISIS and
stabilize Iraq and Syria in the aftermath. Clinton has claimed
that her vote for the Iraqi war was a “mistake,” and she has
not veered from President Obama’s decision to withdraw from
commitments to Iraq, including troops and funding and abandoning Key agreements forged at the end of the Bush administration to govern military and civilian engagement. She
engaged on providing much more support for the Arabs and
the Kurds in their fight against ISIS, stating nonetheless that
the US will defeat the group without committing American
ground troops.
Trump was less specific, stating only that the United States
should take the oil and “knock the hell out of them [ISIS],”
without further specifics. He said that neither of the two
major party candidates is likely to be willing to reinvest, financially or militarily, in Iraq, barring another major crisis that
threatens to defeat the administration’s definition of US interests.
Regarding the Civil war in Syria, Dunne affirmed that a
President Trump would probably be attracted to a deal with
Putin and Assad to “stabilize” Syria, for all the consequences
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that it might have for humanitarian issues in the country and
future regional politics. Such a decision would mean subcontracting most military operations in Syria to Russia, Iran, and
Hezbollah, with the destruction of any meaningful opposition
to Assad. In return he estimated that Clinton would be more
likely than Trump to take an interventionist stance in Syria,
such as a “reset” with the Syrian opposition, or what’s left of
it, pointing out however, that the Russian and Iranian involvement would seriously limit her options.
In what pertain to Lebanon and the presidential vacuum, he said that neither presidential candidate has weighed
in on the future of Lebanon, but they should for different reasons. Firstly, Hezbollah’s cross-border involvement in Syria
is a major component in the ongoing turmoil in the region.
Secondly, a new war between Israel and Hezbollah could very
well involve a much broader conflict. Thirdly, the ongoing
crisis of leadership embodied in the failure to elect a new
president has left a dangerous gulf that further threatens
political stability in both Lebanon and Syria. He added that
the history of America’s involvement in Lebanon’s political
turmoil since 1958, will argue to both candidates for a
minimalist approach, absent a major crisis, unforeseen at this
time. Neither Trump nor Clinton has expressed a commitment to intensify diplomacy to help resolve the situation,
stating that the United States should become more actively
involved in Lebanon.
On these issues, he expected from Trump to take a conservative tone on both the region and Lebanon, without expectations of activist approaches either militarily or diplomatically.
He assumed that both candidates are likely to fully support
Israel in the event of a new conflict, considering that an
active US involvement, aside from military supply to Israel,
is highly unlikely.
He presumed that the critical issue is what a Clinton or
Trump administration would do in the aftermath. With Clinton, a full-blown peace push would be possible, perhaps with
Bill Clinton leading the diplomatic initiative. Trump, again,
would be a blank slate, but he might very well concentrate
simply on fortifying US allies while forswearing a diplomatic
effort that would inevitably involve him in negotiations for
which he is not prepared.
Finally, Dunne presented the policy recommendations comprising what the next president, regardless of who is elected,
should commit to regarding the Middle East.
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1- The United States must delineate what it wants to accomplish in the region. This would include a fully articulated
regional strategy, a plan for establishing a strong security presence that protects American interests, and those of US allies,
stressing the need for America to abide by the “security of the
commons” which has been a guiding principle in its relations
with the Gulf, among other places.
2- The United States must likewise articulate a strong and
principled stance in support of human rights and democracy.
3- The United States must curb Iran’s pernicious intervention in the region’s countries domestic affairs, and push for
internal political reform.
4- The United States must continue to confront the threat
of terrorism to protect itself and its allies, as well as to keep
the peace in the Middle East.
5- The United States must work hard to stabilize and defend countries that share US principles.
6- America needs to confront the menace of Syria and the
de facto alliance between Russia, Iran and Hezbollah to support the murderous Assad regime. The United States can no
longer pretend this is of no consequence, and that it has little
power to affect the outcome.
7- The United States must likewise support Iraq and its
fight against ISIS and internal chaos, take a principled stand
in favor of its stability and independence and restrain Iran’s
intervention in its internal affairs.
8- Both candidates must make clear what their positions
would be on the next major Arab-Israeli conflict, and what advance steps and mediation efforts they might pursue to forestall or mitigate the conflict.
As a conclusion, Dunne stated that the next president will
have profound repercussions for the region and for the United
States of America, stressing the need to make serious choices
on the Middle East issues. He reiterated his belief that Clinton would be more predictable and more likely to use force to
intervene in regional crises; Trump, on the other hand, would
be less likely to intervene and certainly less likely to defend
human rights and democracy than his opponent.
Harb gave the floor to Mouhamed El Rumaihi who said
through Skype, that Trump is running a traditional campaign
that could be taught later on at universities under a course on
“How You Can Fail in the Election.” He believes that Trump
and the Republicans gained strength in this campaign due
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to Obama’s policy failure, not only in Syria, Libya and Iraq,
but also in dealing with Iran and allowing Russia to re-emerge
as a great power in the region and fiercely intervene in the
Syrian war.

Mouhamed
El Rumaihi.

He said the American retrenchment from the region and the inability of Obama’s administration
to evaluate the seriousness of the
situation prevailing in the Middle
East caused great damage. He
added that the US’s intervention in
the region was always late or hesitant, recalling that President
Obama infamously drew a “red
line” with the regime of Al Assad in
Syria when it has used chemical
weapons against civilians, only to
back away from it and decline to
enforce it. As for Iran and its interference in the region, El Rumaihi emphasized Tehran’s disdain for democracy and human
rights, stressing that the Shiite ideology of the 1979 Islamic
Revolution has been the driving force for the expansion of
Iranian influence in the region with a sole goal of Implementing the Velayat-e Faqih (The Guardianship of the Islamic Jurist) political regime model throughout the region, and it will
eventually succeed in this endeavor in Lebanon, Iraq and
Yemen, should the international community, and especially
the west, fail to encounter such plot. He added that the Sunni
majority in the Arab world will not tolerate this scheme, and
will further bounce towards extremism, stressing that the phenomenon of ISIS and its alike is nothing but a Sunni reaction
to the Iranian expansion. Speaking about the JUSTA law, he
believed that it will undermine the legitimacy of Gulf States
and other Arab countries, leaving the door wide open to further Iranian meddling in the region. He talked about the
volatility of Obama’s policy and considered that the IranianAmerican current marriage is nothing but a temporary “pleasure marriage,” warning of dreadful consequences should the
new American administration continue to believe that the
only danger Iran represents is the pursuit of nuclear weapons.
He equated the US’s belief that a peace deal with Iran is
doable to British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain bid to
reach a deal with Hitler, which of course did not happen.
While El Rumaihi casted doubt about Iran’s willingness on
the long-run to abide by the nuclear deal with major world
powers, he said that Tehran agreed to roll back the scope of
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its nuclear activities and inked the deal because its only goal
was to exploit Obama being the US president, pass this agreement and lift nuclear-related sanctions crippling its economy.
He outlined a number of indicators suggesting that the Iranian regime will not respect the agreement, saying that attacks
against US destroyers in Bab al Mandab strait, the obstruction
of the presidential election in Lebanon and ill-practices of
Iraqi mobilization forces are nothing but messages Iran is
sending to the new US administration. Regarding the Syrian
war, he believed that the United States did intervene in Syria,
but has placed itself on the wrong side, with its policies leading
to strengthening the regime while failing to help the Syrian
people escape the extermination war waged against them, accusing Obama of having his hands stained with Syrian blood.
He emphasized the need for the new administration to rethink the Middle Eastern crisis and comprehend the disastrous results of inaction, and that it needs to act quickly. He
added that across the eastern Mediterranean and Levant, the
trend line is obvious to anyone with eyes to see it – Russia’s
star is waxing while America’s wanes. Each time US Foreign
Minister John Kerry meets with his Russian counterpart
Sergei Lavrov, US Mideast interests are further undermined.
He said that after decades of steady disarmament, the postCold War nuclear holiday is over, with the United States and
Russia pouring tens of billions of dollars into building new
and more capable nuclear weaponry, making the world and
not only the Middle East, a very, very scary place. Denying a
Saudi tectonic rapprochement with Russia, El Rumaihi argued
that the two countries only vowed oil-cooperation, while they
diverge on all other Mideast issues, from the Syrian war to the
conflict in Yemen. He added that Russia siding with the Iranian-backed Syrian regime has led to a growing Sunni aversion
towards Moscow. Regarding the US presidential election outcome, he believed in Clinton’s victory, saying that she will not
follow into Obama’s steps; he predicted a gradual alteration
in the US Mideast foreign policy under the leadership of Clinton who has a broader and deeper understanding of the region’s nuances and the most effective means of operating in
the Middle Eastern political environment. However, he believes that today, the Arab Gulf countries took over the
driver’s seat of regional developments and have started relying
on their own capabilities to address different challenges. He
praised the invitation of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
for greater political integration among its six countries, which
would see them move closer to a confederation that would include the Jordanian Egyptian axis, in order to set clear policies
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adept to meeting the challenges they face, the most dangerous
one being the Iranian threat.
Ambassador Riad Tabara took the floor, saying that in
order to understand the ‘Trump phenomenon’, we need to
comprehend the frustration felt by the US white population,
especially after failing in the two previous elections to ensure
their candidates’ victory. He added that in the last election,
61% of the white vote went to Mitt Romney, yet he failed in
what could be considered as a new trend in the US. He added
that Trump’s racial discourse played on the white concern of
losing power in a country that is becoming more racially diverse every minute, and on their feeling that they have been
progressively disenfranchised by both US mainstream parties.
As for the American foreign policy towards the Middle East,
he stressed that the Obama administration doesn’t seem to
know how to “play the game” in this region; it failed to strike
the right balance between either waging a comprehensive military operation alike to Bush’s Iraqi war, or opting for inaction
like it did in Syria. Coming for the world most powerful country, such behavior is unacceptable especially in this precarious
phase of human history. Having said that, in politics things
are not black or white, he added, recalling cases where the US
intervention succeeded like in Afghanistan and Korea and
even when it has opted for the ‘driving from behind’ policy,
like in Libya.
As for the US presidential election’s impact on Lebanon,
Tabara said that the new American president should work towards maintaining the current semblance of stability in the
country, stressing that historically, the US had shown little interest in interfering in Lebanon’s domestic issues, predicting
this trend to continue under the new administration. Tabara
believed that the outcome of the presidential election’s crisis
in Lebanon remains unknown, especially amid the paralysis
striking its constitutional institutions and the regional turmoil. On another note, he said that for years Obama has been
trying to shift the nation’s attention away from the Middle
East to Asia, but he lost in the way the Middle East without
gaining any ground in Asia. Regarding the Syrian crisis, Tabara
said that establishing a no-fly zone will only meet humanitarian goals without fostering a sustainable solution for the ongoing conflict. He added, as long as the West does not
intervene to stop the ethnic cleansing taking place in Syria,
nothing will change; the West should assume the more productive role of pushing Moscow to the negotiation table.
Finally, he wondered how the United States can champion
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democracy and human rights values while simultaneously
supporting regional dictatorships. He accused Obama of
stretching this cynicism to its extent, touting as unethical his
justification of inaction in Syria – In a speech, Obama said
that a military intervention in Syria would have entailed the
death of 4000 US troops, at a time when the American
retrenchment has led to the death of hundreds of thousands
of Syrians.
In his address, Sajad Jiyad revealed that the US has lost
its momentum in Iraq, as both political elite and mainstream
people have not shown any interest in the upcoming American presidential election. Iraqis believe that no US president
will be engaged in Iraq as president Bush was. They have also
learned the hard way, that the US is not a reliable ally. Speaking about a decline in the US commitment to Iraq, he believes
that neither the Republican Party nor the Democratic Party
is willing to follow into Bush’s steps. He added that the American policy towards Iraq is only focused on security issues,
while what Iraqis were expecting was a sustainable and comprehensive partnership between the two countries similar to
that the US has nurtured for decades with Saudi Arabia. He
stressed that in the post-ISIS Iraq, the US will lose its place
for Russia and China, both eager to fill the void. He predicted
that a Clinton president will follow into Obama’s steps and
focus on security issues, including military assistance programs, while a Trump president would completely disengage
from Iraq believing that instability will continue to prevail in
the Middle East and that the region does not lend itself to a
one-time fix with zero chance of achieving sustainable peace.
Jiyad touted Dunne’s recommendations as unrealistic, saying that Americans want to undo their subpar performance in
Iraq after 2003, but they do not have any clear strategy to do
so. He concluded by predicting that the US will continue its
disengagement policy towards the Middle East, especially
after the irreparable damage Obama has inflicted to America’s
relations with the regional countries. He asserted that this
state of things will drive Arab countries into initiating their
own strategies to deter adversaries on their own, without coordination with their superpower ally, stressing that there is
no turning back on this option, and it will not be affected by
the outcome of the elections. He concluded by emphasizing
the impossibility to reverse President Obama’s decision made
during the first election campaign to withdraw from Iraq ;
since 2009, the orientation of the US administration towards
a further withdrawal from Iraq, the emergence of new players
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within the Iraqi arena make it difficult to return to the post2009 turning point and reverse the course of events.
Khaled Yacoub Aweys started his intervention by underscoring the tragic reality of the Syrian crisis, accusing the international community of turning a blind eye to the ongoing
ethnic cleansing of Sunnis in the country and reprisals against
them. Bearing in mind this reality, he believes that the Obama
administration’s policy towards the Middle East had been
forged in the crucible of former Foreign Secretary Henri
Kissinger’s policy to ally with the Mideast minorities. As for
the US policy towards the current war ravaging Syria, Aweys
said that the American administration disregarded the Assad
regime’s assault against the main Sunni cities, even though
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ISIS had no presence in most of them. In return,
the US did whatever it takes to protect Kurds.
Adding to this, the United States opposed the formation of an interim government in Syria, joined
forces with Russia and Iran and gave them freedom of movement to intervene in Syria. This policy will push the Sunni towards a more hardline
stance, consolidating ISIS and its alike hold over
them. He said the United States has justified its
reluctance to intervene in Syria and topple Assad
by the lack of attractive alternative to the Assad
regime ; “While it is true that the presence of a
government is always better than anarchy, but not
any government or any regime,” he added. Assad’s
regime and its alike are deceptive and the Western
countries had failed to see through their trickery.
He concluded by saying that the US did not fight
Assad and did not allow others to fight him; battles taking place in Syria are proxy battles taking
place faraway from Damascus. He stressed that
Assad’s grip on Syria did not face any real threat
neither from the US nor from the West, and he
concluded, “Let them try to launch two missiles
targeting Assad’s bedroom, and we will see then
what would happen.”
SESSION II:
DEBATE

The debate kicked off with Sam Menassa, Executive Director of MdF. He started by asking
three questions:
1- To what extent Obama is personally responsible of the turbulences afflicting the region?
2- What will a Clinton president retain of Obama’s legacy?
3- And why the US is showing tolerance towards Shia extremism while it sees Sunni extremism as mischievous?
Jean Pierre Katrib from Quantum echoed Menassa’s latest
question wondering about the US preference for short beards
over long beards and whether this trend will continue with
the new administration. For his part, former minister Ibrahim
Shams Eddine asked how to convince the United States that
it has interests in the region if it does not foresee it, especially
after it has chosen to contain Iran’s clerical regime and unwittingly handing the region to Iran’s hegemonic aspirations. For
his part, head of the Lebanese American University, Dr. Joseph
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Jabra asserted his disappointment with the performance of either presidential candidate, saying that the United States deserves much better. He said that Trump’s success owes itself
to the fact that he is saying out loud what many white Americans have been saying behind doors. Describing Clinton as
an “old wine”, he praised her experience anticipating however
that she will not bring serious changes except being the first
woman president. He added, “Regardless of who is going to
be the new tenant of the White House, we know that the US
foreign policy was always influenced by local factors, the most
important one being the pressure of lobbying groups like the
Jewish lobby”. He wondered to what extent the new president
will be able to evade these factors and lessen their influence
on the political arena especially in terms of shaping US foreign
policy. Journalist Edmond Saab, wondered to what extent the
US foreign policy will be a values-based policy, knowing that
the central elements of the playbook it has been using in the
Middle East since more than seventy years are – Ensuring Israel’s security, the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons and
the flow of oil to the West through currying favor with local
autocrats and monarchs. Former minister Roger Dib wondered if amidst the tumult and chaos raging everywhere in the
Middle East, the Arab states will move decisively in a unified
assertive stance to restore stability into the region. He asked
president Gemayel whether he thinks if history will repeat itself, recalling that the West’s reluctance to act in Lebanon in
the aftermath of the Israeli invasion in 1982 had led to the
emergence of Hezbollah.
In response to these questions, Dunne said that Obama
bears responsibility for the regional mayhem because he
turned his back on its countries. In Libya, he first made the
right decision intervening against Muammar Gaddafi’s
regime, but he quickly reversed steps without thinking about
the day after toppling Gaddafi; in Egypt, he suspended the
US military aid and then re-activated it in spite of all the
human rights violations taking place; Syria, of course, remains
the Obama administration’s original sin in this regard – the
hesitancy, the empty ultimatums and the erased red lines. As
for the American conflicting policy towards the Sunni extremism verses the Shia extremism, Dunne said that the reasons
behind Obama’s administration overriding Sunni extremism
while playing down the as-dangerous Shia extremism find
their roots in the ever-lasting American predilection especially
in foreign policy for quick fixes, prioritizing short-term expediency over long-term strategic benefit. He added that, while
the current American administration fears both Sunni and
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Shia extremism, dealing with Shia militancy is taking seatback
because nowadays, Sunni militancy poses direct threat to
global stability.
In response to Saab question, Dunne doubted that the US
will adopt a policy supporting the democratization process
and respect for human rights in the Middle East, warning that
such scenario will lead to another Arab Spring with devastating consequences. Dunne denied what was said about the Jewish lobby having a fierce grip on US foreign policy, recalling
that Benjamin Netanyahu has failed to convince the Congress
to block the nuclear deal with Iran. Regarding the US stance
towards the Syrian crisis, Dunne believed that 4 years of US
retrenchment had caused serious setbacks, stressing that any
direct military intervention the US might undertake now
could risk tangling with the Russian and triggering a confrontation with Moscow.
In his closure remarks, President Gemayel responded to
Dib’s question saying that “During a 1983 state visit to
Britain, he addressed the threat of terrorism warning that the
fire of the ordeal that has touched the people of Lebanon will
very soon, if unchecked, spread throughout the Arab world
and the Middle East… The livelihood and the existence of the
European nations will in turn become threatened, resulting in
a wider conflict, unless something is done now to avert the
danger. Unfortunately, nothing was done, and what I warned
off occurred,” he added. He reiterated what he said at the
time – Taking small risks today obviates the need for greater
risks to be taken tomorrow.

1) Charles W. Dunne is a non-resident scholar at the
Middle East Institute in Washington D.C. and a member
of the John Hay Initiative. He has advised two presidential
campaigns on Middle East policy and served 24 years as a
diplomat in the U.S. Foreign Service in the region.
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TRANSPARENCY
AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[NOVEMBER 18th, 2016]

OVERVIEW

As part of its focus on the importance of sound
governance in enhancing democratic practice in
Lebanon and the region, Maison du Futur is
launching a Program on transparency and accountability, covering this crucial topic form the
theoretical and practical levels, drawing on comparative assessments to determine best practices of
relevance to the Lebanese context, and providing
analysis of case studies in which the application
of transparency and accountability principles
would result in considerable gains for the citizens.
This Program will be launched with the first seminar, to be held on November 18 th, 2016.
FIRST SESSION:
CORRUPTION

Opening speech: President
Amine Gemayel
Peter Rimmele: Resident representative, Konrad Adenauer stiftung/ Lebanon
Nada Abdel Sater, Transparency International, International Board Member.
S ESSION 1 | C ORRUPTION
Moderator: Abboud Bejjani:
Vice President MEA region, Abbvie.
Panelists: Khaled Kabbani, former Lebanese Minister and former President of the Civil Service
Council.
Badri El Meouchi, Chairman
of the Lebanese Transparency Association.
Amer Khayat, Secretary General of the Arab Transparency
Organization.
S ESSION 2 | T RANSPARENCY AND A CCOUNTABILITY IN L EBANON
Moderator: Badri El Meouchi
(Chairman – Lebanese Transparency Association).
Panelists: Arkan El Siblani,
UNDP Regional Program
Manager.
MP Ghassan Moukheiber,
Judge Marcel Bassil.

Session objectives: This introductory session
will serve as an information session to ensure that
all participants are familiar with the definition of
corruption and the different forms of corruption,
as well as beginning to identify the key factors within the national system which lead to corruption.
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S ESSION 3 | C ASE
S TUDIES
Moderator: Sami Haddad.
Panelists: Ziad Hayek
(Secretary General of
Privatization Council).
Gina Chammas (Former
Consultant of EDL).
Mervat Al Hoz (Head of
Environmental Engineering
program, Balamand
University).
Lunch, Keynote speaker:
Ziad Baroud, Former
Minister.

This session will also highlight ‘why’ it is worthwhile to engage in the fight against corruption by
advocating for improved transparency and accountability, as well as identifying some of the different
tactics and mechanisms which citizens and governments can use to that end.
Points of Discussion:
– Defining Corruption
– What are the different forms of corruption?
– What enables transparency and accountability to flourish?
– Is there a business case for transparency and
accountability? (Why fight against corruption?)
– What can lawmakers and citizens do to promote transparency and accountability?
SECOND SESSION:
TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
IN LEBANON

Session objectives: This session will focus on
the current challenges being faced in Lebanon regarding good governance, transparency and accountability. The session will also focus on the
United Nations Convention Against Corruption
(UNCAC), which was signed by Lebanon in
2008 but has not yet been applied.
Points of discussion:
–What is the potential impact of the United
Nations Convention Against Corruption
(UNCAC) for Lebanon? (Gap analysis of current
Lebanese laws)
– Why are transparency and accountability so
weak in Lebanon?
– How can transparency and accountability be
strengthened in ministries and other state institutions – (Case study: The role of the Ministry of
Justice)
– What are the challenges to strengthening
transparency and accountability in Lebanon ?
What are the best ways to address/overcome these
challenges?
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– How can citizens be encouraged to engage in the fight to
promote transparency and accountability?
THIRD SESSION:
CASE STUDIES

Session objectives: This session will address two on-going
issues in Lebanon, which are also a cause of considerable public
frustration, from a transparency and accountability perspective.
Presentations will cover: (a) The continuing failure of the electric public utility, since the end of strife in 1989 to provide adequate supply to cover the country’s domestic and industrial
needs ; (b) the opaque assignment of the waste management
functions to a private contractor, and the severe breaches in
sound practices by both government and contractor, at the detriment of society and environment.
Electrical sector : How can Good Governance, Transparency and Accountability be strengthened in EDL ?
Garbage sector: How can Good Governance, Transparency
and Accountability be strengthened in Waste Management?

y
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N THE CONTEXT of its efforts aiming at providing the

necessary studies and researches to decision makers in
Lebanon in order to rebuild modern State’s institutions, discuss the concept of rule and public affairs management, and
focus on the importance of good governance and its role in
promoting democracy in Lebanon and the region, Maison du
Futur (MdF), in cooperation with Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS) and Transparency International, organized a seminar entitled “Transparency and Accountability” with the
participation of influential experts brought together to discuss
the current challenges that Lebanon is facing in this context
and to suggest the best methods to deal with these challenges
and overcome them.

President Amine Gemayel inaugurated the seminar by
welcoming the audience and thanking KAS for its continuous
cooperation with MdF, as well as Transparency International
for participating to this seminar. Gemayel said that the general
orientation adopted by MdF, since its launching, is to focus
on good governance, education and development. The first
conference held by the foundation discussed the Arab Marshall Plan project for the region. Gemayel added that the
world became a global village after the technological revolution, and is witnessing of many political, economic and cultural changes that affected all the notions related to the rule
and that led to widening the scope of rule from the governmental level to the non- governmental level through the inclusion of all civil stakeholders like political parties, civil
associations, syndicates and unions. He added that this was
followed by the emergence of a new philosophy in the management of the modern State affairs that highlighted a new
concept aiming at reaching a new social contract between the
State and the society. It is the concept of “Governance” or
“Good Governance” and that is concomitant with the principle of accountability.
Gemayel considered that the scope of corruption in
Lebanon calls to adopt a comprehensive national policy to
combat corruption, instead of simply implementing procedures and measures. This policy should be based on three
axis – awareness, legislation, and implementation.
With regards to awareness practice, President Gemayel indicated that we ought to raise the awareness of the citizen
about transparency and accountability through helping him
understand his rights and obligations as a citizen and therefore as a partner in the rule and administration process. He
continued: “We have always acknowledged the need to focus
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on the importance of citizenship in laying the foundations of
the institution-based State as well as the need to embed it in
the political and social culture of citizens, mainly the youth”.
President Gemayel considered that governance brought the
Government to integrate all segments of the society in the rule
and administration process, and it compelled the citizen to be
committed to this process and liable for its results: “We cannot
stress this enough: Civic education and educational reform are
highly important, especially with regards to modernizing educational programs and techniques and integrating the concepts
of citizenship and good governance in the curricula”.
As for the legislations and their implementation, President
Gemayel stressed on the need to reform the laws, especially
those that govern the structure of civil service, and to draft
laws capable of ensuring the citizen’s access to information,
protecting whistle blowers in corruption cases and giving more
strength and teeth to the sanctions imposed on the corrupt.
President Gemayel highlighted the importance of separating between politicians and the State’s administration and reactivating the Civil Service Council as well as other
supervisory bodies, in addition to ensuring a smooth transition towards E-Government.
Speaking on behalf of KAS Resident Representative in
Lebanon Peter Rimmele, the foundation’s Executive Director
in Lebanon Hana Nasser introduced the foundation and its
activities in Lebanon. She stressed that this seminar is organized within the foundation’s regional program for the Rule of
Law in the Middle East and North Africa. Dealing with the
question of transparency and accountability should be based
on three levels: the international level, the State’s level and
the society level. Nasser added that the international law that
regulates relations between States is stricter nowadays regarding transparency and accountability as well as all what can affect human rights, peace and independence. On the State’s
level, transparency and accountability are the foundations of
good governance as they guarantee the functioning of the
State’s institutions. On the social level, this process is the
more difficult one as corruption takes a cultural aspect and
becomes a lifestyle.
Nasser continued to say that Lebanon is ranked 123 out of
168 States on the international level and first amongst the
Arab States when it comes to corruption. This situation requires general policies and laws consecrating the principles of
transparency and accountability, such as enacting the access to
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information law, electronically publishing official and public
records, activating the administrative, parliamentary and judicial mechanisms and tightening sanctions against corruption.
Nasser gave the floor to the member of the international
board of Transparency International, Nada Abdel Sater, who
said that talking about corruption in Lebanon and pinpointing corrupt conducts are not enough. A scientific diagnosis to
the ‘cost of corruption’ on the citizen must be conducted. She
gave as an example the squander taking place in the ‘Electricité du Liban’ and its impact on the Lebanese citizen, and the
same applies to the customs where the imports are increasing
while the revenues are decreasing. She said that the solution
will be easier after the diagnosis, and she spoke about the need
for new laws especially regarding the access to unclassified information unrelated to national security because “in order to
hold people responsible and accountable, we need documents”. Abdel Sater said that the Lebanese Government withdrew this law from the parliament on the pretext of further
scrutiny; she insisted on putting pressure on the parliament
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to review the draft law and pass it. The second
necessary law is the one related to the protection
of corruption’s denunciators. She considered that
these two laws form the legislative framework for
fighting corruption, in addition to the implementation of e-Government. She concluded by saying
that the annual report issued by the organization
revealed that the least corrupted States are the
happiest States where citizens enjoy welfare and
security, while the most corrupted ones are those
where the citizens are the most miserable. She
stressed on the importance of accountability,
quoting Lord Acton, “Power tends to corrupt and
absolute power corrupts absolutely.” Therefore,
there is a need to adopt rules to put an end to absolute power.
The first session entitled “corruption” served
as an information session to ensure that all participants are familiar with the definition of corruption and the different forms of corruption, as well
as beginning to identify the key factors within the
national system which lead to corruption. This session will also highlight ‘why’ it is worthwhile to
engage in the fight against corruption by advocating for improved transparency and accountability,
as well as identifying some of the different tactics
and mechanisms which citizens and governments can use to
that end.
Abboud Bejjani, Vice President of Abbvie for the MENA
region chaired the session and presented panelists, Previous
Minister Khaled Kabbani, Badri El Meouchy the Executive
Director of the Lebanese Transparency Association and Amer
Khayat the General Secretary of the Arab Anti-Corruption
Organization.
Before giving the floor to the panelists, Bejjani said that
corruption is the enemy of development in different fields,
and considered that there is a need to fight corruption through
enforcing the rule of law, adopting good governance, integrating the civil society and the political parties in public affairs,
consecrating the autonomy of the judiciary, ensuring the right
of access to information, ensuring politicians’ and civil servants’ accountability, reforming the educational system and
raising awareness about anti-corruption.
According to Badri El Meouchi, the main objective of this
session is to unify our understanding of corruption. He con-
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sidered that the major challenge that we face in this context
is the absence of one and absolute definition of corruption,
but in spite of this, regardless of the many meanings and definitions they all have one element in common, which is the
misuse of authority for personal benefits and interests in both
the private and the public sectors. We cannot say that corruption in Lebanon is a culture, for it is a systemic pattern. El
Meouchi mentioned that each State has a different system,
and the system in Lebanon is very weak and therefore allows
the ruling class to be corrupt due to the lack of awareness and
legal frameworks for punishment. We have to ask ourselves
why the public servants are not trained on the importance of
managing public affairs, knowing that this management shall
be based on efficiency, representativeness and good governance. He concluded by saying that fighting corruption
should be carried out on three levels : The legislative level,
meaning the adoption of legislations guaranteeing the access
to information and the protection of whistle-blowers; the executive level to ensure administrative reform and restructure
the work of public administrations and institutions, and finally the awareness campaigns for citizens to focus on the importance of public administration on one hand, and the cost
of corruption on citizens on the other hand.
As for Amer Khayat, he expressed his delight, “To be with
you today in this special event and to look into the projections
and impacts of corruption in the Arab region, in light of the
experience of our organization. The Arab corruption does not
differ from the corruption present in any other State. The
only difference lies within the scope of corruption, the accountability, and the perception of the risks of corruption
amongst people”. He defined corruption as exploiting the
power of money and the power of politics, clarifying that the
common forms of corruption are linked to the financial aspect, yet the reality is that political corruption associated to
the monopoly and centralization of power, elections’ fraud,
favoritism, and the lack of independence of the judiciary is
also a form of corruption that paralyses the institutions and
leads to the failure of the State. The total amount of revenues
of Arab States during the last century reached 3 thousand billion dollars that were disbursed as follow:
1- One thousand billion dollars for weapons and the military
2- One thousand billion dollars for infrastructure projects
3- One thousand billion dollars for bribes
“These figures show that one third of the national income
of these countries is illegally disbursed. The situation today is
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not brighter, for statistics reveal that the total income of the
Arab countries during the first two decades of this century is
slightly similar to the figures of the past period, which means
3 thousand billion dollars approximately, disbursed in the
same manner.”
He added that wasting rentier revenues with the absence
of development and educational policies pushed more than
one quarter of the region’s inhabitants to live under the
poverty line (two dollars a day), with one quarter suffering
from unemployment especially amongst the youth, with a
quasi-absence of the role of women, as well as the absence of
democracy and governance (no elections, no parties, no constitution, and in case the constitution is available, it unfortunately legitimizes tribal partisanship and sectarianism as well
as obsolete educational programs).
He added that misery is widespread in our society which
explains the exodus of our youth from the region. He mentioned that what is required is an evaluation to analyze the
failure, diagnose its reasons and study the political and economic systems that are suitable for our countries. He said that
on the political level, the situation is not better as the Arab
States failed to build modern States, and this is not due to
the lack of knowledge but to the absence of a political will to
break the chains of the past. Our countries were not able to
be inspired by their heritage without being crippled by it, for
the construction of a State can only happen when the society
frees itself. He added that the only way to implement democracy is through development which is impossible without
fighting corruption, and this requires clear mechanisms. He
stressed on the fact that fighting corruption requires two
things – a strong political will and a set of preventive and deterrent legislations on corruption, reinforced with an independent judiciary.
Regarding the set of legislations, he said that in October
2003, the UN Convention against Corruption was proclaimed
and was not ratified by Lebanon, until 2009 when “Lebanon
agreed to join the Convention.” Following the initiative of MP
Ghassan Moukheiber, a commission was established to draft
three laws – create an independent National Agency against
Corruption, adopt a law that ensures access to information,
and a law to protect whistle blowers, yet all these laws were
not adopted”. “Delayed legislations as delayed prosecutions
cause a delay in the execution of justice and the preservation
of the public interest.” He also emphasized the need to review
the current penal code to include new crimes like electronic
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From left to right:
Badri El Meouchi,
Judge Marcel Bassil.

crimes, cross border crimes, banking and financial manipulation and human trafficking. He clarified that decision makers
are fully responsible for the current situation. There is a deficiency in fighting corruption amongst the Arab elite that
failed to raise awareness about corruption therefore its role
became weak. He concluded by saying, “We lost many opportunities, and we lost our time blaming one another, and if we
don’t respect the sovereignty of the reason, we will not find
hope in our life. Our world is in a constant and fast evolution,
and it will not wait for us to catch up with civilization.”
Former Minister Khaled Kabbani took the floor and
started his intervention by thanking President Amine
Gemayel and Maison du Futur for organizing this workshop.
He said that the Arab World, including Lebanon, is witnessing
many revolutions and conflicts as a result of misery, deprivation, persecution, lack of freedom, corruption, theft, and financial resources’ squandering. He said that corruption
became a normal phenomenon in the political life, and it is
now a rule that no one dares to question as it became part of
the society’s fabric, culture and heritage; it is also serving the
interests of a network of beneficiaries. The widespread corruption in Lebanon affected the State’s institutions, impeded
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the change and evolution movement, invaded both the private and the public sectors, and became a lifestyle. This is its
dangerous aspect because people started
bragging about corruption as a source of
wealth, power, and social status. He said
that corruption is accompanied by the absence of the rule of the law, and this is why
it is considered the opposite of legitimacy;
all what is built on corruption is corrupt,
and it cannot be the basis for any right nor
can it lead to earn any right.
Regarding the causes of corruption, he
mentioned the lack of democracy or the
absence of democracy, the paralysis of the
Parliament that is not playing its legislative
and oversight role, and the same applies to
the Government that is failing to protect
citizens’ interests and is abusing power for
personal gains. In addition to that, the judiciary is not playing its role in executing
justice and protecting the citizens. Regarding the mechanisms to fight corruption, he
stressed on the fact that it starts with a political will for reform and the commitment of politicians to
enforce the law and respect it, for there shall not be discretionary or authoritarian measures under the rule of law, but
rather institutions working in light of general principles that
are comprehensive and sustainable. The second step shall be
protecting the public administration from political interference, and refraining from the using public services as a tool in
political conflicts. The third step according to Kabbani would
be ensuring the autonomy of the public administration,
through empowering oversight bodies such as the Civil Service
Council, the Central Inspection Board, and the Court of
Audit. He concluded by saying that what is happening in
Lebanon proves that democracy did not entail the development of suitable and efficient mechanisms needed by our society like political, economic and social reforms; those were
only consecrated in legal texts without being reflected in societal behavior. He reiterated that, “If the political leadership
does not work on spreading a new spirit in the political life
and building an administration and public institutions based
on the values of competency, objectivity, responsibility, ethics,
public service and the rule of law, then we will not have any
hope in reaching reform and fighting corruption.”
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During the discussion session, El Meouchi spoke about the
types of corruption like bribery, embezzlement, blackmailing,
favoritism, and mismanagement of public bids, while Minister
Kabbani elaborated the steps implemented by the Civil Service Council to fight corruption like prohibiting politicians’ interference in recruitment exams, establishing specialized and
independent committees to oversee the exams’ procedures
and to choose the best candidates to the positions of General
Directors and heads of administrations as well as to activate
the Ecole Nationale d’Administration (ENA). As for President
Gemayel, he spoke about the interaction between sectarianism and corruption, noting that the corrupt persons consider
themselves as representatives of their communities, and therefore holding them accountable would mean accusing the
whole community they represent. He considered that discussing this topic requires a special workshop because our system based on consensus among different communities gives
immunity to the corrupt persons against any accountability.
The discussion focused on ways to eradicate corruption in
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light of low civil service pay, as well as the means to attract
foreign investments amidst the absence of the legal frameworks needed to protect such investments, in addition to
measures to counter political interference in the public administration. Maison du Futur Executive Director, Sam Menassa,
questioned to which extent is the scope needed to fight corruption and achieve transparency and accountability available
amidst the complicated political situation in Lebanon. Abdel
Sater and El Meouchi considered that in light of the current
political conflict, it is time to mobilize all the resources to save
what can be saved and to eradicate corruption, especially now
that citizens are more aware of its risks. Khayat had a different
opinion because he considered that one of the major conditions to fight corruption is the political will to do so, which is
lacking in Lebanon, a country on the edge of becoming a
failed State. Gina Chammas paid tribute to Gemayel for attending the session that followed the opening session and said
that since the separation of powers is not fully implemented,
a conflict of interest will always emerge limiting the scrutiny
role of the relevant governmental bodies and therefore aborting efforts to counter corruption.
The second session entitled “Transparency and Accountability in Lebanon” was moderated by Badr El Meouchi.
The speakers were the Director of the Regional Program of
the UNDP Arkan El Seblani, MP Ghassan Moukheiber and
Judge Marcel Bassil. This session focused on the current challenges being faced in Lebanon regarding good governance,
transparency and accountability. The session also focused on
the United Nations Convention against Corruption
(UNCAC), which was signed by Lebanon in 2008 but has not
yet been applied.
El Meouchi gave the floor to Arkan El Seblani who
thanked MdF for inviting him to this workshop that he
touted as a rare opportunity to speak about this topic in a scientific non-politicized framework. Although the UNDP anticorruption program operates in 18 countries, its efforts in
Lebanon remain shy and only 3% of the overall program was
dedicated to Lebanon. El Seblani said that the objectives of
the program are:
to support the implementation of the UNCAC through the
adoption of the required legislations
to adopt a sector based approach which means fighting corruption in sectors like the customs or the medical sector for
example
to empower human resources through expanding the scope
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of this process to include not only jurists but also the private
sector, the civil society, the youth, political parties, unions,
syndicates and the parliament as well.
Regarding the UNCAC, he said that the 20th century was
the human rights’ century where a lot of progress was made
in this field, while the 21st century will be dedicated to countering corruption. He clarified that Lebanon ratified the
UNCAC in 2008, and notified the UN of its ratification in
2009, although Lebanon did not take any effective steps to
implement its acts until the beginning of 2012, when a ministerial commission was established to achieve this goal comprising the Ministries of Justice, Development, Interior and
Finance; a technical committee emerged and its efforts to reduce corruption and mitigate its effects were commendable.
He made three clarifications regarding the Convention. He
explained first, that countering corruption is a comprehensive
and gradual process that starts with prevention, incrimination,
to finally lead to international cooperation for the recovery of
stolen assets. He added that this operation is not only limited
to the public sector as it also comprises the private sector, and
that the UNCAC acknowledged that corruption occurs and
should be countered in both. Finally, he said that this convention is not a declaration of intention as it is binding, and ratifying countries should commit to its provisions and present
regular reports on efforts made in this context.
He said that countering corruption is a priority in international relations and was listed as a top priority by the 2030
Sustainable Development Goals declared by the United Nations last September. For the first time, a development agenda
recognizes the need to fight corruption in all its aspects as an
imperative for its achievement and urges countries to tackle
this issue and present regular reports on efforts made to embrace the principles of transparency, accountability and good
governance. On another vein, if we think about how corruption fuels terrorism and drives many disillusioned people into
the folds of extremists, we understand to what extent we
should work hard to combat it.
Judge Marcel Bassil started his intervention by saying that
there are international conventions that are required to immediately enter into force, while others are intended to be gradually implemented and that’s the case of the UNCAC. After
outlining the Convention’s chapters, he said that Lebanon by
ratifying the convention consented to be bound by its provisions. According to him, serious anti-corruption efforts in
Lebanon did not start before 2012, when the ministerial entity
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and the technical commission arising from it were established.
He considered that the first achievement of the commission
was to bring together all oversight bodies, to diagnose the
causes of corruption and to issue and publish detailed regular
reports on this issue. Judge Bassil presented the content of the
report on corruption issued by the commission and considered
that the Lebanese Penal Code punishes all crimes stipulated
in the Convention. It praised the enacted anti-money laundering law, and called for the tightening of sanctions related to
bribery, raising the problem of weak mechanisms to incriminate ministers and politicians and the lack of provisions protecting whistle blowers. Despite the absence of law overseeing
the international cooperation in fighting corruption, Bassil revealed two cases (Iraq and Tunisia) of recovery of stolen assets
in Lebanon . On the other hand, criminals’ extradition falls
under the penal code and bilateral conventions. The above
mentioned points were commended by the international
agency. It paid tribute to the efforts made by Lebanon, however recommended criminalizing illicit enrichment and bribery
in the private sector as well as money laundering. These
should be tackled by suitable measures to protect witnesses
and to recognize all the crimes stipulated in the Convention
and allow the arrest and extradition of perpetrators.
He presented what was accomplished by the Ministry of
Justice in fighting corruption and the laws issued in this context, namely the adherence to the International Anti-Corruption Academy, enacting a law requiring from travelers to
declare physical currency when crossing borders, in addition
to sharing fiscal information and reporting fiscal fraud, fighting money laundering and terrorism financing as well as the
law to join the International Convention for the Suppression
of the Financing of Terrorism. He spoke about a set of projects
and draft laws that are still debated within the Lebanese Parliament, including the protection of whistle blowers, the right
for access to information and the establishment of the National Anti-Corruption Agency. He said that “several draft
laws are currently studied by the Council of Ministers namely
those related to conflict of interest, partnership between the
public and the private sector and administrative nominations.
He also stressed on the need to develop pre-determined criteria to choose skilled employees for the first and second category in the public sector.”
As for the executive procedures, he mentioned the steps
taken to place the Directorate of Jails under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Justice previously being attached to the
structure of the Ministry of Interior. He added that the Min-
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istry started to train the prisons’ staff, and is inspecting prisons to evaluate the status of prisoners, aiming to develop detailed reports and recommendations”. These steps were
enhanced by the implementation of the automated prisons’
management program. Such automation should not be limited to prisons, Judge Bassil commented, and should be made
available in all Palaces of Justice in Lebanon in line with the
one stop shop project in the commercial registry. This would
allow the e-registration of traders and commercial companies
“empowering us to get rid of the weight of bribes facilitated
by direct contact with employees in the public sector.”
In his turn, Ghassan Moukheiber stressed on the fact that
the activity of the Lebanese Parliament in fighting corruption
is part of the State building project. He considered that corruption in Lebanon is structural and one of its worst forms is
clientelism. He said that the conference’s aim is not to discuss
small nor big corruption cases perpetrated by some employees, but to tackle structural corruption in the Lebanese political system. He said that corruption is a crime and finding a
solution to it requires a simple equation – making the cost of
corruption higher than its benefits. In this context, he said
that we have a double challenge. First, the need to promote
the institutional structure of the right for access to information and accountability which remains inefficient, and second,
to build wide alliances to create what we call “the association
of impartial individuals” from all relevant spheres.
Fighting corruption requires the presence of a political will
followed by suitable legislations as Moukheiber said. In this
context, the first step shall be amending the Parliament’s bylaws in order to promote its supervisory role. “Since the Taif
Agreement and until now, the Parliament held 18 sessions
only to discuss Government’s accountability.” Moukheiber
spoke about the need to amend other inefficient laws like the
law on illicit enrichment, for it doesn’t state any sanction or
prosecution mechanism. Regarding the law on financial disclosure for parliamentarians and ministers, he said that until
now we only have 72 thousand sealed account statements
made to the Central Bank. He mentioned that these laws are
being amended and a big number of parliamentarians in the
Administration and Justice Commission have agreed on these
amendments to be shortly published.
Moukheiber considered the law related to access to information and protection of whistle blowers as vital in order to
improve the efficiency of the law on contracts and bids. He
warned from money embezzlement in the directorate of con-
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tracts and bids in the Central Inspection Board, and stressed
on the need to modernize this supervisory body as well as
other supervisory entities that are paralyzed.”
In this context, he clarified that the Court of Audit, the
Central Inspection Board and the judiciary are paralyzed entities. He revealed that the General Disciplinary Council Director said that over five years, only 10 cases were referred to
the Council, and that they are all related to low-ranking civil
servants. He pointed out the lack of coordination among supervisory institutions, without omitting to mention the
progress achieved by the Administration and Justice Commission in amending the supervisory bodies’ laws. “Thousands
of corruption files within the judiciary where obliterated. The
Financial Prosecution intervenes but the political protection
of perpetrators impedes this process. The Judiciary is not independent, our institutions are inefficient, and the Administration and Justice Commission did not find a sufficient level
of cooperation with judicial entities to change this situation”.
The law ensuring access to information is ready and should
be ratified during the first parliamentary session, one of its
most important provisions is the compulsory publication of
information especially the expenditures of administrations including municipalities and public service companies. The
other finalized draft law is related to the protection of whistle
blowers, and it includes new provisions to encourage whistle
blowers, protect them professionally and reward them.
According to Moukheiber, the adoption of this legal framework represents the most crucial point. “We cannot succeed
unless we establish an association of impartial individuals in
the public administration, the judiciary, the Council of Ministers, the parliamentarian blocs; we need to activate the supervisory and legislative role of deputies, and to establish a
partnership between the authority and the civil society as well
as other segments of the society.” He concluded by saying that
the Government was not willing initially to sign the UNCAC,
but it was obliged to ratify it as a result of the pressure exerted
by the association of impartial individuals. Cooperation between powers, international organizations and the civil society
can help us overcome the obstacles that impede the adoption
and implementation of laws.
Following the intervention of Moukheiber, El Seblani answered a question regarding the awareness needed in order for
citizens to be informed of ways to fight corruption. He revealed three experiences that have been proved efficient to
fight corruption – the historical framework (conflicts that pro-
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duced systems imposing supervision), the establishment of a
strong central authority that commits to this agenda (Dubai),
as well as the gradual reform through the adoption of a sectorial approach moving from one sector to another. In Lebanon,
this process is long and challenging, especially that the official
efforts made are not proportional to the widespread corruption. He stressed on the fact that citizens are involved in the
anti-corruption process, yet we cannot fully depend on them,
while we cannot expect politicians to give up on their gains.
There is an urgent need to achieve this objective through involving the citizen, and El Seblani reminded the participants
that “politicians do not see the light but feel the heat”.
President Gemayel asked Moukheiber, “To which extent
can we hope that the new administration would meet the expectations highlighted during this session?”
Moukheiber replied, “We are in a highly corrupt country.
We are optimistic especially that the President committed in
his first speech to Parliament, to establish a national anti-corruption agency and to promulgate the relevant laws and regulations.” He reminded the participants that drafting good
laws takes time, and that it is not enough to talk about corruption cases especially that clientelism is widespread. We
know the network of corrupt people, but the challenge for us
is to be able to hold them accountable. What is needed is
more efficiency in the control and accountability mechanisms.
Due to the diversity of anti-corruption processes in different
sectors, networks were created with the organizations supervising these sectors. Fighting corruption is more like a science
nowadays, and it calls us to go beyond defamation and sanctions ; it is a cumulative process that requires great efforts
starting with the establishment of a national strategy to fight
corruption in Lebanon, based on the principle of separation
of powers.
The third session was moderated by Sami Haddad and
addressed two on-going issues in Lebanon, which are also a
cause of considerable public frustration, from a transparency
and accountability perspective. Presentations will cover: (a)
The continuing failure of the electric public utility, since the
end of strife in 1989 to provide adequate supply to cover the
country’s domestic and industrial needs; (b) the opaque assignment of the waste management functions to a private contractor, and the severe breaches in sound practices by both
government and contractor, at the detriment of society and
environment.The General Secretary of the Privatization
Council in Lebanon Ziad Hayek, the former advisor to EDF
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Gina Chammas and the Director of the environmental
engineering program in Balamand University Mervat El
Hoz were the speakers in this
session.
Ziad Hayeck spoke about
PPPs, and said that the rate
of suspicious transactions
reached 11% on an international scale. He added that
corruption can affect all the
phases of projects, from the
contracting phase until the
execution phase, stating that
the difference between the
value of the project as outsourced and the final cost of
the project reaches 70%. He
said that “should we not con- Ziad Hayeck.
sider this corruption, then it
is at least an embezzlement of funds.” He also talked about
organizing the relationship between the private and the public
sectors through a law guaranteeing transparency. In order to
protect the State from corruption in public transactions, we
shall differentiate between the service demander and the service provider, and we need to change the currently adopted bidding mechanism in order to include all relevant stakeholders
without giving any party the ability to play a disruptive role.
For example, building an energy facility is not the sole responsibility of the Ministry of Energy, as it involves other institutions like the Ministries of Public Works, Industry, Finance
and municipalities. When all these factors are guaranteed during the bidding process, we will be able to ensure transparency
and access to information in several governmental institutions. As for the bidding mechanism, he stressed on the importance of setting the final contracts before the bidding
process and including them in the terms of reference, a procedure that is not implemented yet. He said that the law stipulates publishing the terms of reference, and therefore the
contract will be made public which guarantees the documents
publication and therefore ensures transparency.
Regarding the electricity sector, the private and public sectors are undertaking several projects namely the power ships,
the wind power and the Deir Ammar projects. These projects
are nevertheless suffering from many loopholes. The power
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ships project for example was awarded to the Turkish company although the price offered by the American company
was cheaper, knowing that several ambiguities were found in
the project’s terms of reference. The justification for such contract award was that the implementation timeframe offered
by the Turkish company was seven months shorter than the
one suggested by the American company albeit that it took
them nine months to deliver the ship. On the other hand, the
Deir Ammar project was awarded regardless of the VAT which
is unacceptable.
The third possibility to fight corruption that was discussed
is the establishment of regulatory bodies; he added that this
mentality that was nurtured under the Syrian mandate is
cherished by ministers who now consider ministries as their
own property.
Mrs. Gina Shammas took the floor and
thanked president Gemayel for organizing the seminar. She said at the outset that everyone in
Lebanon is aware of the problems EDL is facing and
no one is making the slightest effort to find solutions in the absence of a law to protect whistle
blowers. She underlined the growing culture of corruption, saying that “We, in Lebanon, have decided
to go corrupt”. The embedded corruption is very
powerful and whoever is accustomed to resort to
corruption to remedy a problem is actually deeply
involved. As for her experience with EDL, she clarified that she started working at EDL as a budget
consultant when the WB offered the company the
sum of 65 million dollars as a rescue plan. She said
that the Council for Development and Reconstruction is entrusted with the preparation of the Company’s contracts, but that there is no entity
Gina Shammas. responsible for verifying conformity between the contracts
and the awarded terms of reference. She said that many of the
Company’s personnel are not loyal, as they are not full-timers,
and those who are full-timers are very close to retirement age,
and therefore have lost interest. It all started she said, “With
the contract awarded for installing the aerial cables. We asked
about the whereabouts of the cables and later discovered that
they didn’t even exist, although a contract has been signed
and persons in charge wrongly confirmed its implementation.
When we talk about installing an aerial cable, this involves
labor, and what I noticed is that all contracts were awarded to
women. I noticed something suspicious and submitted the
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matter before the Director General thinking that he was misled especially that he had his initials on the contract, only to
discover that he was part of the scam. Ever since, our relation
became tense, as if I had stepped on a minefield. When I came
to realize the scope of embezzlement and corruption, I decided to raise the issue to Minister Bassil, but they went ahead
of me and gave him an incorrect excuse and simply whitewashed the matter.” She continued, “The minutes of the
board meetings are submitted to the members several months
after the meetings. The members would have forgotten what
they had agreed upon; what is even worse is the confidentiality of these minutes since no one can verify them and compare
between what was agreed upon and what was finally implemented. Moreover, the EDL does not sign conventional contracts; it would rather prepare tailor made flawed contracts,
hence leaving the door open to waste and corruption. On the
other hand, collectors collect money directly from taxpayers
but do not deposit the amounts in the company’s account
until months later. They first deposit the money in their personal accounts prior to transferring it to the company’s account, if ever.” To conclude she said, “EDL is indeed privatized
since its funds are distributed among its main players.”
Dr. Mirvat Hoz started her intervention by saying that
corruption is the misuse of power entrusted with a person for
the sake of obtaining personal gains; it is not limited to the
public sector but includes the private sector as well. In matters
related to waste management, she underlined three types of
corruption – limited corruption such as data falsification, procurement corruption and internal corruption related to project implementation. She assured that transparency and
accountability are the backbone of good governance and
would, if implemented, ensure a sound waste management.
As for the reinforcement of good governance by means of
sound waste management practices, she highlighted the importance to involve citizens, provide the funds necessary to
municipalities and encourage related investments by the private sector, acquire the necessary equipment at reasonable
prices, and facilitate cost recovery. Furthermore, she stressed
on the implementation of laws in addition to the adoption of
an institutional agreement.
In conclusion, Minister Ziad Baroud underlined that MdF
conference tackles a crucially important subject which is
corruption. When we talk about corruption, we mean both
the financial and ethical aspects in both the public and
private sectors.
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He spoke about the indicators of corruption especially that Lebanon ranks123rd on
the scale of Transparency International
which is a clear expression of the problem.
He continued, “In his inaugural speech, the
President said that reform can only succeed
by means of transparency, and therefore
through the establishment of the National
Body on Combating Corruption, the implementation of the relevant laws and the
reinforcement of audit and control bodies.”
He added that corruption does not amount
to a small public servant cashing bribes ;
it goes far beyond and requires a full-fledged
policy. The audit and control bodies such as
the Revenue Court, the Civil Service Board
and the Inspection Body date back to 1959.
Had they been sufficient back then, they no
longer are today, as times have changed, and
corruption is gaining ground and now
involves the relationship between the
private and public sectors. He underlined
that remedial mechanisms start first with
the political will and continue with a four
layered policy.
Ziad Baroud.
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First, the legislative level: measures taken
on this level must include the amendment of the Parliament’s
by-laws so as to increase its capacity to exercise control and
enact new laws on combating corruption especially the law on
the right to seek information and the law on protecting whistle blowers. He wondered how would accountability be possible in absence of information, and how can anyone encourage
citizens to report cases of corruption when protection is not
provided. The second level is the executive level. “Many talk
about unleashing the powers of the control authorities. However the person in charge of these bodies, from top to bottom,
does not have the necessary protection or immunity. Let’s not
forget as well the role of the ombudsman established in 2005.
According to Minister Baroud, this position may constitute a
bridge between the State and the people. It absorbs the current trends that we have come to consider normal. Moreover,
he underlined the importance of having regulatory bodies that
enjoy more prerogatives, efficiency and immunity. The third
level is the judiciary; “we are pleased to claim that the judiciary is independent. However this is not true as the judiciary
is subject to political interventions.” He mentioned that be-
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cause of the Lebanese structure, the judiciary has become
nothing but part of the political system, which undermines
its autonomy. The fourth level is the media and the public
opinion. In this context Mr. Baroud said that investigative
journalism accompanies the judiciary to a large extent since
it provides it with the relevant information and will even gain
momentum should the law on the right to access information
be enacted. As for public opinion, awareness is very important
and is now available thanks to the media and the social media
knowing that such information shall be carefully screened.
To conclude, he said that in 1999, Raymond Edde addressed a letter to Parliament before the latter started reviewing the Law on Illicit Enrichment. Edde said in his letter,
“instead of losing time in reviewing this law, it would be better
amend the Criminal Law.” Baroud underlined again the importance of this seminar that helps us find more efficient
means to fight corruption. “I think that we need first and foremost to establish lobbying groups and to clearly declare that
we can no longer continue down the same path.”
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AGENDA

EXTERNAL
ACTORS
IN SYRIA
ASSESSING THE INFLUENCE
AND INTERESTS
OF RUSSIA, IRAN AND HEZBOLLAH
LANCASTER HOTEL, BEIRUT
[DECEMBER 1st, 2016]

L

A M AISON DU F UTUR (MdF) and the

Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) Syria/Iraq
Office hosted a day-long closed-door workshop
discussing the influence of external powers on
the Syrian conflict. The Syrian conflict has
stretched on for more than five years, and has resulted in massive humanitarian crisis both within
the region and Europe, but more importantly, it
has drawn in regional and international actors to
the conflict. This workshop seeks to examine the
impact that particularly the Russian and Iranian
interventions including Hezbollah have had on
the course of the conflict, analyze the long-term
strategic interests and goals of these key players
and assess the consequences of their engagement
for the future of Syria.

The first session entitled “Russia’s intervention in Syria, a year on” focused on the key underlying drivers of Russia’s intervention in the
Syrian crisis, distinguishing between Russian ideological perspectives and its geopolitical interests.
From an ideological point of view, the millstone
of Russia intervention in Syria is preserving state
order. As things are seen from Moscow, none of

W ELCOME W ORDS
F IRST P ANEL | R USSIA’S
I NTERVENTION IN S YRIA –
A Y EAR O N
Input 1: Russia’s long-term
foreign policy strategy and
interests in the Middle East
Input 2: Russia’s Syria
operation and its impact
on the ground
Questions and Answers
S ECOND P ANEL | T HE
I RANIAN R OLE IN THE S YRIAN C IVIL W AR
Input 1: Iran’s regional
power play and the
significance of its special
relationship with the
Assads.
Input 2: Quds Forces, Shia
militias and covert
operations: Iran’s part in
the military intervention.
Questions and Answers
T HIRD P ANEL | H EZBOLLAH’S S TRATEGIC
D ILEMMA
Input 1: Hezbollah’s
balancing act between
Syria, Lebanon and Israel.
Input 2: Hezbollah’s stake
in the pro-Assad coalition.
Questions and Answers
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Wrap-up: What does this
mean for the negotiation
process and the future of
Syria?
Input 1: Perspectives for
the future of Syria.
Input 2: Impact on the negotiation process.
Questions and Answers

the outside actors propagating what they call a
“political transition” in Syria have a credible plan
for ensuring the orderly survival of existing state
structures after Assad’s departure. Russia fears
that the collapse of institutions and concomitant
spread of chaos will nurture instability and allow
radical Islamist factions to expand their influence. The main ideological underpinning of this
Russian outlook, is the belief that stability and
the material wellbeing of a society should be acceded priority over a concern with human rights
and the degree of freedom enjoyed by its citizens.
In recent years, the Kremlin has promoted its
own understanding of democratization, which
places primacy on gradual, stability-prioritizing
and state-led change at the expense of the more
pluralist role played by civil society inherent in
the liberal democratic model. That understanding has been nurtured by the Russian leadership’s deep antipathy
to the idea of linking
internal regime legitimacy to validation
by external actors or
a specific democratic
process prescribed
from within. Thus
the concept of “sovereign democracy”,
which entails the
idea that “the form
of democracy appropriate to Russian society, and by extension to other modernizing
societies, is one where the state has the primary
role in managing the transition to democracy,
ensuring that the resulting societal transformation does not lead to disorder and conflict but
preserves social stability and economic reform”.
The Russian approach is thus one that values
“order” over “justice” and regime security over
human security. Adding to that, Russia’s concern
with state order in Syria betrays fears about
Western-supported ‘color revolutions’, not only
in the Middle East but also in Russia’s own
neighbourhood.
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On another vein, the regional fallout from the 2003 US
invasion of Iraq gradually nurtured a conviction among Russian officials, that Western policies of social-political engineering in the region are both naïve and utterly irresponsible. The
personal experience of [Russian President Vladimir] Putin led
to consider the western ideal of freedom as an invitation to a
whole array of civil. This concern crystallized in 2001 when
the Kremlin’s announcement that Vladimir Putin would assume the Presidency for a third term sparked unprecedented
protests on Moscow’s streets, which Putin blamed on foreign
influences. More generally, this Russian regime has declared a
clash of values between Russia and the West, and invests in
protecting minorities and guaranteeing stability. In mid-2015,
with no significant results emerging from the Ukraine war, the
intervention in Syria was timed to increase the people’s support for the regime.
Further, the Chechnya prism has shaped Russia’s Syria policy. Moscow’s insistence that transnational Islamist terrorism
threatens the very integrity of the Syrian state echoes similar
claims the Kremlin made regarding Chechnya in the early
2000s. After the Cold War, unrest among the indigenous Muslim populations in the North Caucasus raised fears in the
Kremlin that Chechen separatism could spill over to other
Russian regions and precipitate state disintegration.
Aside Russia’s state order concerns in Syria, there are also
Moscow’s more sober geopolitical interests at stake in Syria.
Its alliance with the Assad regime represents the core of its
post-Soviet presence in the Middle East and Russia’s actions
in recent months have betrayed its desire to expand powerprojection capabilities in the region. On another hand, Russia’s desire to project hard power in Syria must be understood
in the context of its evolving relationship with the United
States. While its initial military escalation was undoubtedly
prompted by the perceived need to prop up an Assad regime
losing significant territory by mid-2015, an additional motivation was likely to change facts on the ground in Syria in a
way that would force the US to re-engage Russia more actively
in diplomacy. Additionally, Russia was keen to project the
image of a great power, both nationally and internationally.
From a military point of view, Russia’s intervention in
Syria aimed to protect the regime’s zones and the route between Daraa and Damascus including Homs, Hama and Idlib,
where the regime was collapsing in October of last year, as well
as the route from Aleppo to Turkey. With the Euphrates River
and oil facilities controlled by ISIS, Russian tactics lack accu-
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racy; they bomb areas held by the opposition and it is difficult
to know who bombed where, and whether the bombings were
carried out by the regime or Russia.
Russia’s preference was for a military to military relationship with the Syrian regime and Russia, yet it understood that
relying on the regime troops was not sufficient because they
lack adequate training, hence the cooperation with the Iranians and Hezbollah. Despite the quagmire, Russia succeeded
in saving the Assad regime. Russia’s involvement has complicated any other foreign intervention, and has forced the regional powers to take them seriously, which are important
Russian achievements. Despite the fact that US President
elect Donald Trump’s views on the Syrian conflict are still
vague, there are three possible scenarios for the outcome of
the conflict:
The regime is successful in retaking the country: This will
require an in-depth Iranian presence in Syria, which is something that cannot be achieved within the next year.
If the US prioritizes the need to weaken Iran, this will lead
to cooperation with Russia by establishing a trusteeship over
Syria. This approach is an option in the US administration
currently.
The continuation of classical insurgencies (not civil war),
but this will make Syria impoverished and unstable for the
foreseeable future.
Several interesting questions were raised following this session: How is the Syrian refugees’ fate foreseen within these
three scenarios ? How the Russian people are judging their
government’s military intervention in Syria ? What about
Russia’s evaluation of joining force with non-state actors
mainly those supported by Iran? What about the future of
the Iranian-Russian competitive relation and Russian- US relation under the Trump administration?
Regarding the Syrian refugees’ fate, it depends on the
host country and on the region in Syria that these refugees
will go back to. While a refugees’ return to areas under the
regime control is plausible, their return to areas under the opposition control will be more difficult. Additionally, many of
the areas from which the refugees were pushed out are now
destroyed. Who will provide the money to rebuild them and
bring the refugees back?
Regarding the Russian public view of its government’s action abroad, Russia was keen to portray all of these actions as
defensive ones. Russia views all post war actions taken by the
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West as a conspiracy to encircle Russia. The Russian regime
wants to prove that Russians are not dying in this war, and
according to an official statement, since September of last
year, only 19 have died. When the campaign started, around
50% of the population supported the intervention, even in
Dagestan (which has a large Muslim population), but the
memory of Afghanistan is still vivid in the minds of many
Russians, therefore, information on casualties is avoided in
the media. On another hand, the Russian population does not
associate the Syrian campaign with economic hardship, as
what is shown on Russian TV does not portray the conflict as
a war; it only shows missiles launches, Russian soldiers liberating civilians from terrorists, as well as children eating Russian chocolate for the first time in months. Even though some
of Russia’s goals have not been met, it has not been a costly
intervention for Russia.
Regarding Russia’s reluctance to deal with non-state
actors and the role of pro-Iran paramilitary auxiliaries fighting
alongside regime, while the use of paramilitary forces is not
commented upon in Russian media, experts say that Russia
does not feel comfortable with these arrangements, but believes they are necessary. The European security architecture
is a source of disappointment for Russia. There is a perception
in Russia that they were never rewarded by the West, despite
the fact that they did not object to sanctions on Iran and supported the West in Afghanistan. They therefore view their relationship with a Middle Eastern regional power a tool to
oblige the West to respect Russia. In addition, as Russia is geographically close to the region, it does not want a regional
war in the Middle East. It was heavily concerned with Assad’s
chemical weapon arsenal, as it feared that this could have escalated into a regional war.
As for the competitive relation between Russia and
Iran, both countries aim to preserve the Assad regime, at least
in the northwest. Currently, there are no major disagreements
about their objectives, however a disparity might emerge once
the war is over. From a Russian perspective, it is a marriage of
convenience but it is ready to change this in light of its relationship with the West.
On the Russian- US relation front, the US President-elect
is more likely to make deals with foreign leaders; however, his
national security advisor has strong views against Islamists,
Bashar Al Assad and Iran. How the Trump administration perceives Russia is one of the main concerns regarding his policy
towards Syria. It is also unclear if the rest of Trump’s cabinet
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will remain conventional in their thinking. Russia does not
solely control what is happening in Syria, it only controls its
share of military operations, and it is likely that they will control even less when the regime regains control.
The second session entitled “The Iranian role in the Syrian Civil War” pointed to four main drivers guiding Iran’s
policy: The need for economic integration in order to become
a major economic and energy hub connecting Asia to Europe
(which will make it less vulnerable to sanctions); the ongoing
rejection of the State of Israel ; the containment of
US influence in the region;
and the ambition to reshape regional order and
limit the influence of the
US in shaping the international order.
Amidst these drivers,
Syria play a specific role
being the lone strategic
partner of Iran, and Hafez
Al Assad was the first to
recognize the Iranian Republic after the revolution.
Relations improved under
Bashar Al Assad, who
shaped a strategic partnership with Tehran. Saudi
Arabia’s military outspends the Islamic Republic’s 5-to-1 and the balance
of conventional capabilities is starkly opposed to
the Iranians ; that’s why
Syria is viewed as a crucial
building block for Iran if it
wants to continue projecting power in the region. Without
Syria, Iran cannot maintain a regional balance of power with
the Gulf States, Israel and the US. If Syria falls, Iran will likely
be next, and they are facing a complex question regarding their
security: If Iran loses Syria, it will simultaneously lose access
to Hezbollah, which means that it will be dependent in securing its own borders. While the dominant view in Iran is that
they should be supporting and investing in Syria, there is a
smaller faction that opposes this view. The security situation
has changed since 2001-2002; Afghanistan and Iraq are un-
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stable, the rise of ISIS is very dangerous, and Assad and
Hezbollah have been weakened. Some within Iran think that
this chaos is a huge opportunity for Iran to shape its role and
to influence events in the region, especially with the limitations of the US role.
The nuclear deal did not change anything on the ground
for Iran, so we should not expect Iran to behave differently
just because of the nuclear deal. Maintaining its presence in
Syria is Iran’s top priority which is something that Assad is
aware of, and that’s why he welcomed the intervention of Russia in order to create a counterbalance. Iran has been sidelined
in the negotiation process and is no longer the decisive actor.
There are severe divergent interests between Iran and Russia,
from political order to the reintegration of the armed factions
supporting the regime. Russia’s actions in Syria are not necessarily about Assad himself, it is more about sticking to the
structures Assad secures. There is a connection between Iran
and Syria, but divergent interests exist as well. Depending on
how the conflict will evolve, Iran will try to secure its interests
on the ground and is preparing for a possible fall of Assad’s
regime. It is interested in having a good relationship with a
government that will secure the presence of Iran in Syria,
which will show the extent to which the conflict has become
complicated on the ground.
Furthermore, Iran has turned Syria into a symbol of resistance, and has objectives in keeping Syria in the axis of resistance, although its main ally is Hezbollah. One of the
objectives is to have an Islamic army for future goals. At the
strategic level and in the long term, Iran, Russia, Syria and
Iraq will have a security alliance in the future, and even Egypt
might join this alliance. Iran wants an unhindered land corridor to Lebanon, which will give it access to the borders with
Israel. Iran will fulfill this role through a series of connected
partnerships against the enemy; the architect of the system
was General Hussein Ramadani, who was killed in October of
last year. He trained 100,000 soldiers who held off rebels
around Damascus. On the field, Iranians have two different
missions that are very much intertwined: Specialized forces
and voluntary individuals trained in Syria who fight alongside
other Shia militias like Afghanis and Pakistanis. These forces
travel all the way to Damascus and report to the recruiting
head office in Damascus, with recruitment offices also located
in Najaf and Karbala. There are more than ten defensive
groups in Syria in charge of defending Shia shrines in addition
to other missions, such as those engaged in the recent operations in Aleppo. Their work is mostly voluntary based and are
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not paid much (500 to 600$ per month). At a time when conflicts ravage the Middle East, these paramilitary forces can
have an unpredictable and destabilizing effect.
Discussion that followed this session raised questions regarding how Iran view the role of non-state actors in Syria and
Tehran’s position regarding establishing a federal system in
Syria.
As for non-state actors’ role in Syria, Iran is heavily buying real estate in Syria and offering land to Afghanis, so there
is a plan for demographic shifts in some regions of Syria. The
auxiliary groups are used successfully by Iran, as it does not
require a lot of money to train these forces on the ground. The
Russians are not very comfortable with these actors having a
decisive role in the conflict and Iran will try to establish alternative forces to have a say in Syria even after the end of the
crisis.
Regarding the proposed Russian decentralized scenario,
Iran rejected it fearing an expansion of this model in the region, which could reverberate among its large Kurdish population. In addition Iran is convinced that such a scenario will
impede its irrevocable aim of creating a land corridor to the
Mediterranean stretching from Idlib, Homs to Latakia. It is
clear that Iran wants a more religious Syria, and that they
want an exact copy of Hezbollah in Syria in order to secure
their transportation and logistics route. Despite the fact that
Iran will unlikely become a major gas hub, it will try to secure
a land corridor from Iraq to Western Syria, however it might
not succeed in achieving such a goal for lack of adequate capacities. It might also not be able to enforce the territorial integrity of Syria, but it will definitely try to reclaim a land
corridor.
The third session was entitled “Hezbollah’s Strategic
Dilemma”, and dealt firstly with the relationship between
Hezbollah and Syria and secondly with Hezbollah’s military
intervention in Syria to protect the regime. From an historical
context, the relationship between Hezbollah and Syria can be
divided into 5 to 6 stages. In 1982, Hezbollah was established
as a result of an arrangement between Iran and Damascus to
target Israel in Lebanon. In the initial phase, Hezbollah was
useful for both parties; however, the kidnapping of Colonel
Higgins in the 1988 severed the relation between Hezbollah
and the other Shiite militia in Lebanon Amal which was at
the time the major Lebanese ally of Syria. This ended in 1990
with an agreement between Iran and Syria regarding Hezbollah. Following the Taef agreement, the relation between Syria
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and Hezbollah sky rocked as this agreement allowed Hezbollah the privilege to stay armed in its capacity as a “resistance
force” rather than a militia, fighting Israel in the south. Fundamentally, Hezbollah was not looking to join the political
system in Lebanon. This came to an end with the withdrawal
of Syrian troops from Lebanon, after which Hezbollah joined
the political system in 2005.
Hezbollah has proven its ability to go outside Lebanon and
engage in battles and has presented itself as an actor that prevents extremism in Lebanon, and has been able to leverage
the threat of jihadism in this country. In addition to this,
Hezbollah was able to successfully bring its presidential candidate to office after two and a half years of political stalemate
and presidential vacuum. There is an agreement about keeping Lebanon stable, but what is missing from this is the fate
of poor communities such as Tripoli, where “Band-Aid solutions” are used to respond to the threat of extremism. There
are many social and economic issues that have led to the rise
of extremism, but have not been fully dealt with yet.
With regards to the conflict with Israel, Hezbollah has
proven that it can plan and integrate itself when fighting
alongside other factions, but the majority of these tactics does
not change what is happening or might happen on the borders
with Israel. There are communities who hold a grudge against
Hezbollah for its intervention in Syria, and it is losing its
strategic depth in Syria. Israel is now willing to target Hezbollah, which now does not enjoy the support it had in 2006.
Through the conflict in Syria and Yemen, Hezbollah lost
many supporters and its popularity.
In addition, Hezbollah has clearly played a role in protecting the Assad regime, yet the 2011 war is remarkably different
than the past 30 years of Hezbollah’s history. The factions
Hezbollah are fighting are different than Israelis, as they are
Muslim fighters who have been trained for five years in the
fiercest battles. In Syria, Hezbollah fights in larger formations
than usual and half of Hezbollah men joined the ranks of the
Syrian army in order to stiffen its backbone. In terms of
Hezbollah casualties, approximately 2000 have died up until
this point. The number of casualties from the Syrian intervention is more than double than those from all the wars with
Israel. In Syria, Hezbollah operates more like an army,
compared to the guerilla-style used against Israel. It developed
tactical expertise and no longer acts as a guerilla force, and instead, considers itself now as a conventional force. Despite the
fact that Hezbollah has not been in a state of constant combat
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since 2000, the Syrian conflict allowed the new generation of
Hezbollah fighters to learn valuable combat skills that will be
exploited in the case of a possible future war with Israel.
Hezbollah leaders are aware that Israel is more likely to attack when Hezbollah is busy in Syria. However, this could be
a mistake on Israel’s part as Hezbollah top fighters are kept
in Lebanon. In Syria, Hezbollah finds the Syrian army untrained and undisciplined, and as Hezbollah fighters are
placed in commanding roles above Syrians, this leads to conflicts between the troops. The communication between
Hezbollah and the Russian military showed that Russia is impressed with Hezbollah’s fighting in Aleppo, however the future of this relation remains unclear.
Hezbollah is fighting in full force in Aleppo without
the need to justify itself. Despite the rumors about Hezbollah
withdrawing; it is likely to stay in Syria for as long as needed,
especially since it is appreciated by the Iranians and the
Russians.
The session ended with a discussion pertaining to the future of Hezbollah’s intervention in Syria and the future of its
relation with both Iran and Syria. If the current momentum
continues and Aleppo falls and if further down the road the
rebels and opposition come to an agreement that makes Assad
stay, it seems likely that the conflict will be reduced to a level
of insurgency and that Hezbollah will be integrated into the
forces active in Syria; but it is unclear which commander control system will be used. The Iranians and Hezbollah have
strategic interests in having an active presence in the Golan
Heights. This plan replicates what Hezbollah did in Lebanon
between 2000 and 2006, in order to extend the blue line in
Lebanon and exert more pressure on Israel. However, this depends on the circumstances because the situation in Golan
now is not in favor of this scenario. Hezbollah will have a
major role even after the end of war in Syria. We saw in Iraq
that Hezbollah trained Iraqi Shias in camps in Iran ; Iraqis
have a cultural and linguistic affinity with Hezbollah, which
is not the case with Iranians. This is the utility of Hezbollah
for Iranians who act in different fields through Hezbollah.
On the tactical level, Hezbollah is trying to preserve the
Assad regime and this is unlikely to change soon, but it will
be interesting if this tactical relationship between Hezbollah
and Russia continues and evolves. It is a very interesting dynamic that should be monitored closely. In general, when it
comes to Lebanese issues, Iran trusts Hezbollah to act in their
joint interest as it understands the dynamics better. Regarding
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the strategic issues, Iran has set the guidelines, for example,
the resistance campaign from 1991 until 2000, and the strategic decision was made by Iranians and Hafez Al Assad regarding confrontation with Israel. There is not likely to be
divergence between the two because both think that this battle is strategic. The dialogue will be focused on how they can
do better.
Conversely, a divergent opinion considered that the raison
d’être of Hezbollah’s existence has been denied and they have
become a deterrent force and made this clear to Israel in the
United Nations: “If you do not attack us we do not attack
you”. Hezbollah has now entered into a different phase vis-àvis Israel. The Shia of Lebanon cannot tolerate another divine
victory like in 2006. Plus, in areas like Zabadani, their inability to take over this area showed the shortages of Hezbollah.
And now, Hezbollah knows that the artillery fire of the
Lebanese Army cannot be matched by Hezbollah. Hezbollah
failed after Koseir, and as a result, the Russians had to come
in, which shows that Hezbollah is strong, but at the same time
its limitations were proven. It has also been accused of corruption and illicit trade with drugs, and, for example, officials
building villas costing two million dollars. And the most important thing is that the major challenge is the ascendant role
of the Lebanese Army and the Lebanese Government.
The last wrap-up session entitled “What does this mean
for the negotiation process and the future of Syria”, unveiled that the scene is very fluid internally, regionally and internationally. Territorial spheres of influence are shifting back
and forth. A year after the Russian intervention, Russians have
not liberated significant areas from ISIS, and the newest actor
in the conflict is the Turkish intervention, which aims to liberate or occupy land in the north and create a safe zone. This
has caused a failed state system that does not maintain sovereignty over its lands. It has lost a sense of its borders, economy, and natural resources and relies on a cash influx from
one of its allies. Assad is no longer the main pillar, but a thin
line balancing between fragmented elements of his coalition.
Regarding the legitimacy that could be brought back to
Syria, local administrative councils spread throughout the
country have a strong administrative and transparency structure. It is up to the local communities from the bottom up to
build peace and to teach Syrians how to be good politicians.
The bottom-down approach has been experienced and there
is not likely to be any positive result from this. Yet the regime
and its allies want a military solution. The international com-
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munity has been trying to reach out to these populations who
are not represented. Over and over, the proven point is that
when local actors are ignored, agreements are not sustainable.
The idea is to create new conditions and new hopes. The local
councils are the best hope, regardless of all the comments
about them. A political solution will be reached once this balance of power has been settled and when no one exits the
equation as a loser. This should be highlighted not only to the
Americans but also to the Russians.
Wondering whether the Syrian war it a proxy war or a revolution against the regime, or both, many thought the Syrians
would put an end to the Iranian influence in Syria but this
assumption was wrong. Is an agreement between the US and
Russia sufficient enough to end the war? An agreement between the Saudis and Iranians in Syria, Iraq, and Lebanon is
a most, yet far from possible. Adding to this, the grassroots of
the conflict, the Syrians themselves; the Syrians will by no
means accept the reinstatement of the Syrian regime. In order
to reach a political solution, we need an agreement that ensures all stakeholders’ interests without forgetting Israel and
the Syrian refugees.
Regarding the disagreements plaguing the Geneva negotiations, they are too many. Syria is not facing one conflict, but
a list of conflicts and sub-conflicts, and in Geneva, we are dealing with very few of these. Syria is suffering from a KurdishKurdish and Kurdish-Arab conflicts, as well as an international
conflict since the Security Council has been paralyzed since
2011. In Geneva, we are focusing on the main conflict, but
when we move forward, we have to think whether focusing
on other conflicts will help or not.
And on the question of divergences among the negotiations’ parties, the Syrian opposition wanted in 2014 to stop
the negotiations, wondering about the difference between
these negotiations and those that have led in 1989 to the Taif
Agreement? The answer received was: At that time everyone
in Lebanon was exhausted but in Syria nobody is exhausted
yet, however, isn’t there a minimum interest for all sides to
come to a political settlement that will have an impact on several other benefits first like the reconstruction?
The impact of foreign interventions on the negotiations
process and the international mediation cannot be minimized
as different stakeholders are in competition. Russians intervened in Syria on a macro level and are not interested in people and religious affairs. On the other hand, the Iranians are
going in on the micro level. All this is a constant challenge to
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the negotiation process in Geneva. Due to the asymmetry, we
have to ask ourselves whether the present format will bring
us forward or help us adjust things. There is one moral question that should be asked: What is the space for international
organizations and countries to add value to the political outcome of this conflict?
The discussion session raised the issue of the mentality
prevailing in the region according to which the winner gets
everything ; it is difficult now to overpass such mentality.
Damascus rejected several initiatives, precisely because they
reject the idea of the independence of local administrative
structures that threatens the legitimacy of the government.
And regarding the possible adoption of an agreement similar to the Taif Agreement in Syria, and the danger of the nonrepresentation of the Shia community, participants emphasized
the need to compromise on many things to stop the bloodshed,
and forge a solution. Nonetheless, whatever the solution is it
will not be consecrated in the constitution because Syria is
different than Lebanon. How Syria will end up depends on
the way negotiations are held, and what kind of peace will we
get. Syria is facing many conflicts and the Geneva negotiations are addressing a few of them, so we will have a nucleus
of pacified areas and it should be so good and attractive for
others to join. Syria will never be a central state again and
there might be hybrid forms like free areas and councils. The
decentralization can be a compromise formula many could
agree upon, but the Kurdish issue or the ISIS threat would obstruct it. Since 2011, a lot was accomplished within the Syrian
civil society and we have knowledge of Syrians outside Syria
who are ready to come back once peace is established.
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PREVENTING
YOUTH
RADICALIZATION
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL , BEIRUT
[DECEMBER 5TH, 2016]

O PENING R EMARKS :
President Amine Gemayel.
Hana Nasser, KAS.
F IRST S ESSION
De-Radicalization:
The Role of Education and
Religion
Nabil Abdel Fatah, Researcher
on Islamic movements, Al Ahram
Center for Political and Strategic
Studies, Egypt.

OVERVIEW

Most initiatives launched to comprehend the
process of youth radicalization that leads to terrorist behavior had focused on security issues and
were addressed by security services and scholars
who viewed the radicalization phenomenon only
within a counterterrorism context. If radicalization
and terrorism research effort continues to be viewed
within this narrow perspective, the odds are good
that we are setting into motion a new cycle of incubation for radicalism and nullifying attempts to
set efficient anticipatory measures.
In fact, as violent extremism is triggered by a
complex interplay among social, political, economic,
and cultural factors, protecting youth from radicalization and violent extremism requires a multidimensional approach encompassing a basket of
measures that includes community engagement, development, education, strategic communications
and public-private partnerships, intended to reduce
the appeal of and support for extremist groups,
build moral barriers and enhance resilience against
them, and facilitate exit from terrorist movements.

De-radicalization: The
Role of Socio-Economic
Empowerment
Jihad Azour, Former Minister.
De-radicalization and the
Collective Memory
Formation
Makram Rabah, PhD candidate at Georgetown University’s
history department, and columnist for Now Lebanon, Lebanon.
De-radicalization and the
Community Outreach and
Engagement
Lea Baroudi, Political activist,
certified professional mediator
and founding member and president of civil rights NGO,
‘MARCH’, Lebanon.
Moderator: Roula Mouawad,
Journalist.
S ECOND S ESSION
De-radicalization and Online Safety for Youth and
Counter-Narratives in
Media: How to empower a
new generation of digitals
citizens and harness online
and media radicalization
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Rasha El Atrash, Managing
Editor, “Al Modon” online.
De-radicalization and
Human Right Awareness,
Tolerance and Respect of
Diversity and Democracy
Ziad Majed, political researcher, teaches Middle Eastern
studies at the American University of Paris (Via Skype).

With the aim of contributing to further highlevel discussions on countering youth radicalization and as a follow-up to its previous conference
on “Innovative Ways to Deal with Violent Extremism”, La Maison du Futur organizes this seminar with the cooperation of Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung, to provide a framework for countering
the radicalization of at-risk youth populations
across regional and global communities and explore new ways for preventing this new trend.

De-radicalization: Empowering of the Young
Generation and Strengthening their Capacity
Andrew Mikhael, Consultant
in political development issues
and a post-doctoral associate at
Durham University in the UK.
Moderator: Philippe Abou
Zeid, Journalist.
Debate and wrap-up:
Sami Nader, Director, Levant
Institute for Strategic Affairs.

The event will bring together Arab, Western
and Lebanese experts, to facilitate an exchange of
good practices and lessons learned on preventing
youth radicalization as a forefront of a broader
agenda to counter violent extremism.
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A M AISON DU F UTUR , with the collaboration of Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung, organized a conference entitled “Preventing Youth Radicalization” at Crowne Plaza Hotel, Beirut,
on the 5th of December 2016 in the framework of discussing
the complex issues of the region. The conference shed light
on the means and mechanisms that could protect the youth
from radical thoughts sported by the radical groups who attempt to brainwash their minds and drag them into the conflicts of the region to commit terrorist acts in different
countries. Arab, Western, and Lebanese experts, in addition
to Lebanese students were brought together to set a framework for countering the radicalization of at-risk youth populations and to explore new ways for preventing this phenomenon.

President Amin Gemayel inaugurated the conference by
welcoming the participants and thanking Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung (KAS) for its collaboration. He especially thanked the
students who had come from all Lebanese regions and asked
them to consider “La Maison du Futur to be their home as it
aims at working with the Lebanese youth to build a future for
Lebanon founded on sovereignty and human respect.” President Gemayel described the Lebanese youth as the rock foundation upon which the future of Lebanon shall be built
through honest dialogue. He further deemed radicalization,
the subject-matter covered by the conference, to be “the
mother of all vices” in the region and the world, “In a region
whose youth population constitutes 60% of its total population; where wars, conflicts, and the trend of political and religious radical movements is spreading; and where the threat
of radical religious thought is lingering and hate speech is
overwhelming… We meet today to discuss the ways to protect
the youth from slipping into the claws of radical thought, may
it be religious, political, or ideological.” He confirmed that all
anti-radical initiatives must tackle violent and non-violent radicalization alike through behavioral and beliefs change. The
first step starts with “preventive measures among the youth
in order to bring up a generation immunized against chauvinism and armed with critical thinking.” President Gemayel
added that regardless of its causes, radicalization can only
thrive in an incubating medium, so, it must not only be
viewed from a safety perspective, “Combating [radicalization]
does not require setting milestones in the battlefields only, but
it requires a change in mentalities, adopting a series of reforms
that should start with installing good governance, implementing developmental policies, modernizing educational programs, and opening up the Islamic religious discourse to all
human cultures.” Furthermore, he stated that the conference
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aims at being avant-garde. It aims at educating the youth on
the dangers of all forms of radicalization and how to fight it,
as much as it also aims at listening to them and learning about
the future they aspire to. President Gemayel said that today’s
generation has found itself in an unconventional war with unclear objectives, a war which uses brainwashing as a weapon,
and modern technology as a tool, “We are facing an intellectual war par excellence. A war, we reached after decades of
failed policies that were unable to build modern states where
citizenship is the identity that brings together all citizens no
matter their affiliations.” He concluded by stressing on the
importance of attracting the youth and protecting them from
drowning into terrorism, “For as much as they represent the
future, they also represent a fertile hunting-ground for the radicals.” He also wished the conference would “set the cornerstone for this difficult yet vital task.”
Speaking for Konrad Adenauer Stiftung’s Resident Representative in Lebanon, Peter Rimmele, executive director,
Hana Nasser introduced the institute and its activities in
Lebanon confirming that the conference falls within KAS’s
Rule of Law Program Middle East/North Africa especially
since the phenomenon of radicalization represents a real danger for the state, its institutions, values, and people. As it is
the state’s responsibility to protect against it in order to preserve plurality, coexistence, and human rights, Nasser
overviewed the related activities conducted by KAS and insisted on the failure of attempts to combat the dangers of radicalization with violence, for this has only bred more violence.
She quoted a US President who once said, “Ideologies are not
defeated with guns; they are defeated by better ideas.” She
further added that, “We lack the better ideas to defeat radicalization and protect the youth against it.” The causes of radicalization include the social and economic problems of the
region which led to the marginalization of the youth, the lack
of political participation, the shortage of job opportunities,
the increase in unemployment, the absence of good governance, the outdated educational programs, the stifling of freedoms, and the spread of sectarianism. What further aggravate
the matter are the wars and conflicts in the region, in addition
to the external forces that are trying to wreak havoc. The common denominator among all of these factors is the absence of
accountability, the sense of injustice, and the loss of trust in
the state and the international community. She concluded
that the vacuum created by the absence of solutions and reform programs allowed for radical exclusionary movements to
make their way to the minds of the youth and to win them
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over by exploiting their problems. She closed by expressing
her wish for the conference to find new and effective ways to
protect the youth from radicalization.
Prior to the first session, the Executive Director of La Maison du Futur, Sam Menassa apologized on behalf of the session’s moderator André Sleiman for not attending due to
personal reasons. He then thanked journalist Roula Mouawad
for accepting to moderate the session in his stead. He also announced former minister Jihad Azour’s inability to attend for
reasons of travel to Kuwait.
FIRST SESSION

Moderator Roula Mouawad introduced the speakers,
Nabil Abdel Fattah, researcher on Islamic movements, Al
Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies
Makram Rabah, PhD candidate at Georgetown University’s History Department and columnist for Now Lebanon
Lea Baroudi, political activist and founding member and
president of a civil rights NGO called “MARCH.”
Mouawad reiterated the importance of President Gemayel’s
statement on the necessity of listening to the youth and considering their views on the matter. Based on her experience
with radicalization among the youth in France, she said that
the majority of the radicals in France have nothing to do with
Islam. Most of them suffer from family and economic problems driving them to adopt radical thoughts. She continued,
“Radical groups have used prisons as an important breeding
ground to recruit youth.” She then asked about what the
human rights were, and whether they can be defined in a specific frame, especially when authorities fail to make arrests on
human rights’ basis, although they very well know that this
could lead to major human and material losses.
Nabil Abdel Fattah was the first speaker. He discussed the
role of religion and education in protecting the youth from
radicalization. Abdel Fattah began by confirming that the
mere setting of a radicalization prevention program is too
broad and unclear to lead to more than to general suggestions
that do theoretically tackle all political and social phenomena
without actually solving any. He spoke of the overlapping of
religion and education. He said that he will speak of the educational policy and the religious policy linked to the state,
notably within the new changes and transformations in education in light with the rise of social media. He added that
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his intervention will mainly revolve around how to set implementable goals tailored to every country and society to
prevent radicalization.
After over viewing different interpretations of the concept
of radicalization, Abdel Fattah discussed the role of education
in the Arab World (in general) and in Egypt (in particular) in
instigating radicalization; education depends on raising children according to conventional patriarchal values that consecrate obedience, acceptance, and submission in a culture
which restricts personal freedoms and the freedom of belief.
Consequently, the culture of responsibility and free will is stifled. He explained how in the Arab world, under the umbrella
of oppressive and authoritarian political systems, we find the
overlapping of traditional and religious values, the consideration of women as inferior, the promotion of conservative values in schools, in addition to religion-based curricula that
adopt outdated rote learning methods instead of critical thinking, problem-solving, analysis, and the principle of relativity.
He tackled the digital revolution’s impact on education, on
one hand, and on spreading radicalization, on the other,
through social media. He noted that radical groups exploit the
youth by taking advantage of whatever isolation, marginalization, alienation, and generation gap (between them and the
ruling class) they may suffer from.
Moving on to the role of education in preventing radicalization, he first stressed the necessity to dismantle the traditional patriarchal educational systems and then build new
systems that focus on the values of freedom, critiquing,
human rights, freedom of belief, and individuality. He made
sure to note that this endeavor is difficult in most Arab countries due to war, conflicts, displacement, failure, or collapse.
Despite all of the above, the educational model that could prevent radicalization is the model that prepares the child and
the young person to become an effective member in society
who is responsible and respects social norms, rules, and community values. This model should also develop the young persons’ individual personality in a way that would allow them
to assimilate their peers, accept others, and act in moderation.
Plus, it should build free will, independence, self-reliance, excellence, and achievement as a measure of progress and social
movement. He further stated that education on freedom
under the law, citizenship, civic ethics and secular culture is
considered to be the most important gateway to forming a
psychologically-balanced socially-integrated generation. In
order to be able to achieve this, one should:
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– Rehabilitate parents and teachers on how to deal with
children through dialogue, individuality, participation, genderequality, citizenship education, and critical thinking.
– Amend educational programs and introduce computerized learning to include human rights principles, pluralism, tolerence, and spiritual and civic values.
– Implement extracurricular activites such as art classes and
workshops that bring the students into encounter with different social, religious, and denominational groups.
– Have gender integration in schools to mimic their intermixing in society and life.
– Create computer games that teach about individuality,
friendship, love, equality, and freedom.
In the role of education in radicalization prevention, Abdel
Fattah confirmed that moderate religious speeches and ideas
could contribute to decreasing religious, political, and sectarian radicalization. Here lies the necessity of setting new reform-based religious policies which not only reform the
religious discourse, but official religious institutions also.
These reforms should tackle religious education in a way to
allow it to adopt the values of citizenship, public freedoms
and freedom of expression, creativity and human rights – in
addition to developing critical thinking rather than memorization and rote learning. Philosophy should also be introduced to both secular and religious education to correct the
distorted image of “the other.” The speaker concluded his intervention saying that reforming educational and religious systems require a political will.
Makram Rabbah began by stating that he will be focusing
on the collective memory and its impact on violent and radical
tendencies. He said that if collective memory puts ones
against others by considering the mere existence of others to
be a threat on their existence, then it could certainly lead to
radicalization. He added that in Lebanon many attempts were
made to purify collective memory in the aftermath of the civil
war, yet, unfortunately, they have all failed because they were
not in line with the interests of politicians who depended on
this memory to impose their authority. He stressed that the
objective of purifying the collective memory is not to forget
all about the civil war, but to allow people to move on and
forward. He gave the example of the Druze and the Maronites
in Mount Lebanon. The two communities resembled each
other in customs, traditions, and social history, but their ‘collective memory’ made them forget what brought them together and made them clash. He further added that certain
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attempts were made at some point to end the civil war in
Lebanon, but it was the collective memory that prevented that
from happening as it was used to mobilize the youth. This
fact holds true even today in the Arab world where we find
conflicts between Sunnis and Shiites, Arabs and Kurds, or radical groups and the liberal world. The grievances deeply rooted
in the collective memory are behind these struggles, and it is
because of this collective memory that we cannot convince
today’s youth that during the time of the Prophet (PBUH),
there were neither Sunnis nor Shiites!
On another note, the civil war in Lebanon has produced a
sense of belonging to the country and the nation; hence, if
the power centers were forced not to use collective memory
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for their own purposes, a common denominator that would bring all components of the Lebanese society can be
found. He referred to the leftist radicalization of the 1960s and 1970s as
being as violent as the current Islamic
radicalization, yet, the Lebanese leaders do not allow the purification of collective memory. He concluded by
stressing the fact that “disarming” the
collective memory is the most effective
weapon against radicalization.
Lea Baroudi tackled the issue of
prevention from radicalization through
local community outreach and participation, by showcasing MARCH’s activities in the field. She explained that
MARCH has been working on protecting the youth from radicalization
through a comprehensive approach
that aims at transforming those most
vulnerable to radicalization into activists. She also spoke about the Building Peace Program which was launched
in 2015 in Tripoli, most specifically in
Beb Al Tibbaneh and Jabal Mohsen.
After over viewing the history of sectarian and political clashes between
both regions which reached an apex
after the war erupted in Syria in 2011,
she said that the program was implemented during the ceasefire between both regions. It worked
on integrating the youth of both regions through a play inspired by their lives, “We have written a play based on Romeo
and Juliette. It was a massive hit. The youth who were acting
in the play were no other than the underprivileged youth who
participated in military action in Lebanon or in Syria … It
was tense at first especially that these young people had spent
their whole lives fighting one another. We were aiming at giving them a life purpose, value, and a space where they can
steam off their anger.” Baroudi informed the participants that
the program started with 16 young people. Their number has
increased since then, and many new plays were performed. A
rap group and a graffiti art group were later formed. In addition, a cultural café run by these young people was inaugurated in the same location once considered the demarcation
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line between the two regions. MARCH learned from this experience that the youth do not resort to radicalization out of
conviction but for social reasons, such as the loss of the sense
of identity and harsh social and economic conditions.
Later, she confirmed that combating radical thought requires a comprehensive approach that offers the youth a more
attractive alternative to provide them with some space to express themselves, share their problems, have a life goal, and
empower them both socially and economically. This approach
may not work in winning over those who are deeply involved
in radical thought and practice, such as ISIS or Jabhat al
Nusra leaders, but it can surely deprive them of the possibility
to recruit the youth, as it promises them a better future and
goal that does not include wearing explosive belts and blowing
themselves up! She concluded by saying that the change in
those young people’s lives and their transformation from enemies into friends happened so fast that “it scared us.” This
meant that the opposite could happen equally as fast, and
they may become enemies once again if oppression, poverty,
and marginalization continue. For this reason, the role of the
state is essential and non-replaceable as no individual initiative can replace the state and its role.
Roula Mouawad then opened the floor to discussion with
a question addressed by President Gemayel to Abdel Fattah
on the Azhar Bill of Rights on Basic Liberties which was issued
on the 10th of January 2012. Gemayel was wondering about
the reason this document has been neglected despite its importance. He also asked Rabbah why he failed to mention the
role of foreign interference in fueling the war in Lebanon, and
he confirmed to Baroudi that La Maison du Futur will in fact
organize several workshops to discuss individual initiatives
and submit recommendations to the concerned authorities.
The following subjects were raised during the discussion:
1- The role of cultural awareness in preventing radicalization
2- The role of foreign instigators of radicalization
3- To what extent have the Arab world and Lebanon implemented the Anti-terrorism strategy adopted by the United
Nations
4- The role of migration and lack of integration in a new
environment in fueling radicalization
5- Can terrorism and oppression be used as pretexts to prevent radicalization (in reference to what was dubbed the Sissi
Coup against the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt)
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6- The role of Al-Azhar in preventing radicalization
7- How to disarm the collective memory
Abdel Fattah insisted on the importance of the three AlAzhar documents despite them being “placed in drawers.”
The objective of religious reform is to reform the texts and
not only the discourse; a fact that necessitates the introduction of modern philosophy and situational sociology in religious and secular school curricula, in addition to
critical-thinking in education in order to build the skill of
problem-solving. Baroudi stressed the importance of cultural
awareness, and more importantly, saving the radical youth
from systemic rote education and implanting critical thought
and dialogue. Rabbah said that the narrative brings citizens
together despite social and cultural diversity while sectarian
and partisan leaders focus on all that separates them. He focused on the role of external factors in the Lebanese war, but
this does in no way exempt us from responsibility, “Had we
not been prepared for the war, it would not have erupted no
matter the scale of foreign interference.” He concluded by
confirming that it is unacceptable to state that the Lebanese
war was “the war of others waged on our territories.”
SECOND SESSION

The moderator of the second session, journalist Phillipe
Abou Zeid, introduced the session by explaining that it will
revolve around the role of conventional and modern media
in preventing radicalization. He noted that radical groups
were the first to use the social media and the internet to market their ideologies and recruit the youth. He introduced the
speakers:
Rasha El Atrash, managing editor of “Al Modon” online
Ziad Majed, political researcher and teacher of Middle
Eastern studies at the American University of Paris
(via Skype).
Andrew Mikhael, consultant in political development issues and a post-doctoral associate at Durham University in
the UK.
On the subject of de-radicalization and human rights
awareness, tolerance, and respect of diversity and democracy,
Ziad Majed said that he will focus on the structure of radical
groups, considering this phenomenon to be no longer limited
to a particular society or region, but it has spread to cover the
whole world as we find an increase in xenophobic currents.
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Yet, the radical Islamic groups in the Arab region remain the
most expressive on radicalization. He noted that extremism,
violence, and radicalization are not only practiced by groups,
but sometimes by political regimes too, “Looking back at
1978 and onwards, with the rise of radical movements in
Afghanistan, Iran, and the conflicts in several countries of the
region, we see that the events that took place then, provided
a social milieu suitable for investment by radical currents. In
order to be able to treat this phenomenon and target the
youth, justice, the rule of law, lifting immunity off criminals,
and ending the culture of impunity must be achieved.
Our history is paved with injustice; from the Arab-Israeli conflict, to the regimes’ practices, and the continuation of the
bloodshed in Syria, in addition to the international community’s lack of seriousness in dealing with the region. This,
in itself, pushes the youth who are rebelling against their
social, economic, and political circumstances and who consider the world to be the scene for their revenge, to adopt
radical thoughts.
Majed also spoke of religious reform which should start
with reform of texts then of discourse, “Many Islamic texts
are used by radical groups in their ideology and conduct. The
Media must play a larger role to disseminate an enlightened
discourse facing those who spread ignorance and wrong
teachings. We have gotten accustomed to death in the region,
from Iraq, to Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine, to the extent that
it seems only natural for us to have conflicts solved through
violence. This is exactly what the radical groups are depending on.” He concluded his intervention by stressing on the
importance of the role of the civil society and schools in helping the marginalized, who are easily recruited, to end the injustice they are suffering from.”
Rasha El Atrash started by saying, “Please allow me, before discussing the subject which was allocated to me by the
conference - the role of the media – to define certain terms
that I find to be key in discussing, not only the role of the
media, but also the whole subject of youth radicalization.”
She opposed the use of the term “protection” of the youth as
she considers it to be part of the jargon used in patriarchal
societies, such as the one we live in, at all levels starting from
the nuclear family to oppressive regimes. It emanates from
the patriarchal view that this category of society is underage
and thus needs “our protection,” knowing that the youth of
the Arab spring has revolted against this social structure and
toppled its symbols in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Syria. She
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also opposed the use of the word “prevention” because it implies that radicalization is an imported phenomenon that is
new to the Arab world, while there are ample cultural, economic, and political reasons that make it an intrinsically local
issue, “We must acknowledge this fact once and for all, so we
may come up with feasible solutions.” As to the role of the
media in preventing youth radicalization, she stated, “In my
humble opinion, the media is supposed to just inform… the
role of the media in combating radicalization does not lie in
counter propaganda nor in being involved in the war no matter who among the warring parties is considered righteous, no
matter whom the media decides to back up, and no matter
what the conspiracy requires to stand against. The role of the
media is fact-finding, asking questions – many questions – and
disclosing them in field and analytical work. The media must
neither attempt to answer these questions nor even claim
them to be the right answers.” The speaker then continued
by presenting the different measures taken by social networks,
such as Google and Facebook, to fight hate speech through a
technology that automatically deletes any radical content. She
also gave the example of some countries such as Denmark
which launched the “Digital Voice of Reason” Project to
counter online radicalization, and Tunisia which is launching
its first religious television channel to enhance the state’s effort
in fighting terrorism and radicalization. She concluded by saying that the solution to the epidemic of radicalization is not
found in the media but “somewhere else, somewhere that is
not impossible to find, but that requires a new thought path.”
Andrew Mikhael wrapped up the second session with an
intervention on de-radicalization, the empowerment of the
young generation and strengthening their capacities. Andrew
revealed that he is Irish of Lebanese descent, and that he spent
many years researching civil wars. He said that de-radicalizing
the youth starts with empowering their minds in terms of developing their sense of critical thinking and sound judgment.
The phenomenon of radicalization we observe today is not
new. It was part of Ancient and Modern histories, such as in
the 1960s and 1970s with the rightist and leftist ideological
radical groups. He confirmed the presence of many non-Islamic religious and ethnic radical groups. Consequently, focusing on a certain type of radical groups (such as the Islamist
radical groups) will only make them more radical. He further
claimed that focusing only on Islam might eclipse complex issues that may constitute reasons for radicalization, such as
marginalization, difficult social and economic conditions, oppression, injustice, and despotism. This is the reason why he
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considers Western governments have so far failed to fight radicalization as well as discover its true causes and motivations,
even more so, this is why these governments have contributed
to its fueling and spread.
Participants in the Q&A session inquired about the measures that could be adopted to fight radicalization, especially
in mosques where the religious discourse in the Arab world is
considered sacred. They also asked about limiting radical
content in social media and the role of conventional media in
de-radicalization. One participant asked how a balance
between the freedom of expression and the freedom of faith
can be achieved and about the limits of the freedom of expression. Certain participants spoke against considering the
mosques as tools for spreading radical thought stating that
what most preachers do is mirror what is happening in the
community. Several questions on how Arab peoples can be extracted from the dire situation they are living in after decades
of tyrannical rule were asked especially since the Arab spring
came at a time when the Arabs were neither prepared nor
ready for it. Some asked about whether international tribunals
could be resorted to, in order to prosecute war criminals and
avoid their impunity.
The Executive Director of La Maison du Futur Menassa
said, “We are using the expression ‘religious discourse’ to
mean ‘the discourse of clergymen and religious institutions.’
Yet, religion in our region has become an identity rather than
the act of faith between each person and God. Most radical
groups and political powers take advantage of this fact.” He
wondered about what is meant when we talk about reforming
the religious discourse. Is it the religious institutions’ discourse
or that of politicians or of people?
The speakers confirmed that the subject of radicalization
is political, par excellence, fed by the absence of justice, rule
of law, culture of pluralism, respect for human rights, and the
conflicts in the region. The Arab world has had several reform
movements during the beginning of the 20th Century ; yet,
they were not able to achieve real reforms with the presence
of the authoritarian regimes that came to power in most Arab
countries. These same regimes even ‘nationalized’ religion and
used it to give themselves political legitimacy, to mobilize the
masses, and to control religious institutions. On the other
hand, political authoritarianism has produced a parallel religious authoritarianism which led to radical tendencies. The
key to combating radicalization lies in consecrating serious efforts to purify religious texts and the religious mindset from
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anything that could incite excessive reactions and violence and
to conduct political reforms that would drive the Arab world
towards modernity.
In addition to stressing the role of conventional media in
the anti-radical discourse, the speakers warned the media from
assuming the same role played by the controlled official media
of the Arab world especially due to the absence of an independent media. This fact results in the failure of the battle
through the media and enforces us to directly target the minds
of the recipients.
On the subject of balancing between the freedom of belief
and of faith, it was said that there is even the risk of disrespecting or abusing other religions, and “unfortunately we
shall continue making that same mistake.” However, they
warned against resorting to violence in reaction to these
abuses (Charlie Hebdo, for instance) since the solution lies
within the law and in courtrooms. They also supported the
idea of resorting to international tribunals for crimes against
humanity in order to, first, hold the perpetrators accountable
and second, to document this history in our collective memory hoping to overcome it one day. The essential means to
prevent radicalization is the rule of law, education, development, integration of the marginalized groups, and modernizing the intellect.
Concerning whether the Arab spring preceded the Arab
peoples’ readiness, the speakers noted that prior to the Arab
spring, many Arab countries witnessed certain protest movements. Kefaya, for example, which stood against inheritance
of political power and positions in Egypt, was established before the Arab Spring, and the revolution in Syria had started
in 2005 with the Damascus spring.
The discussion came to a close with President Gemayel saying that the Arab spring was launched by the youth, and they
could have changed the course of a whole nation had they
been destined to succeed. Yet, despite the failure of the Arab
Spring, President Gemayel considered it to be an indicator
that a radical change has begun, and it cannot be reversed. He
gave the example of the French Revolution which failed at
first, but it did pave the way for the French people to achieve
their aspirations even after decades. History can repeat itself,
this time with the Arab Spring – today’s failure is but a stepping stone upon which the youth should stand to reach a new
stage of democracy, freedom, and enlightenment.
At the end of the conference, Sami Nader, Director of the
Levant Institute for Strategic Affairs (LISA), exhibited the
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highlights of the conference. He said that radicalization is a
controversial issue since it could be a reaction to another form
of radicalization and since desperation, fear, oppression, injustice, ignorance, and poverty are among its causes. He considered that economic development is an essential way to
combat it as “radicalization grows on the banks of poverty.”
He added, “There is no doubt that radicalization is the result of a crisis that the East and West both suffer from as a result of a state project which has not involved the people. The
Arab world failed to achieve just distribution of wealth, to introduce political participation, and to defeat Israel. All this
led to the feeling of suppression. Nevertheless, the crisis of
state existence is not only preponderant in our region. The
West is also suffering from its own crisis with the results of
the American elections, the Brexit vote, and the French elections. Globalization as well was not able to provide just distribution of wealth, justice, or transparency. This is the reason
why we are facing the crisis of an alternative project. In fact,
there are two and only two projects – either the Khomeini
state or the Islamic state. All other state projects have collapsed, so the challenge today is to establish a third alternative – that of the modern state project, and you (i.e. the
youth) are responsible for that.”
He continued, “I hesitated much in talking about critical
thinking and religious discourse, but truth be said, religion
today must be viewed through reason, with a certain balance
in the relation between mind and religion. A religion without
a mind boxes us and leads us to totalitarianism, and a mind
without religion makes us stand somewhere undesirable as
well. A final word on new horizons for the youth, we need another dream. The Nasser Revolution failed; the dream of Rafic
Hariri collapsed ; the dream of the Cedar Revolution also
failed, so did the dream of the Syrian Revolution. For this reason, the youth tend to seclude themselves in closed ideologies.
The new generation must have its new dream.”
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LEA BAROUDI
Political activist,
certified professional mediator and founding member
and president of civil rights NGO, ‘MARCH’, Lebanon

DE-RADICALIZATION AND THE COMMUNITY
OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT

FIRST SESSION

Countering Violent Extremism is
the topic of the year. However, experts around the world are still baffled as to what it means; what it
entails exactly; what should be the
difference between CVE and Counter-terrorism, and how much community engagement and outreach it
should include. First, before I go
into the importance of community
engagement in deradicalizing youth
and challenging extremism, I think
it’s very important to address the
WHY. Why are people and especially youth getting “radicalized”?
There are probably many various
reasons to that, and these reasons
vary from country to country, region
to region, even neighborhood to
neighborhood and family to family
sometimes. Youth in the West for
example are probably influenced by

different types of drivers than
youth in the Middle East, so I will
talk about our own experience,
focusing on the Northern capital
of Lebanon, Tripoli.
Tripoli is Lebanon’s second largest city after the capital Beirut and
is severely underdeveloped and has
been affected for years by a tough
security situation, sectarian and political tensions and clashes. Available
statistics show that 85% of its
population lives in deprivation;
one-third of which in extreme poverty. Two deeply impoverished
neighborhoods, divided along political and sectarian lines, have experienced dozens of instances of violent
conflicts between the Sunnis of Bab
el Tebbeneh and Qobbeh and the
Alawites of Jabal Mohsen.
Residents of the two neighborhoods have been rivals since the Le-
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banese civil war and are divided not
only along sectarian lines, but also
by their opposition or support to the
Syrian Regime in place. This situation was further exacerbated by the
crisis in Syria as of 2011, when warring factions there found these two
neighborhoods, divided by a street
ironically called Syria Street, a fertile
ground for extremist recruitment.
In January 2015, shortly after the
guns were silenced in Tripoli, we organized auditions for over a hundred
young men and women from Jabal
Mohsen and Bab El Tebbeneh, initially sixteen of those were interviewed (eight from each side were
selected). Their profile was the same.
They were aged 16 to 25; they had
abandoned school very early; most
of them had participated in the
fighting, and all of them were poor
and unemployed that profile, sad to
say, was not difficult to find.
The idea was really simple. It was
to write and produce a comedy play
based on their lives that was to be
performed by these would-be actors
all over Lebanon.
The recruitment part was the
first and possibly the hardest step.
I still recall the surreal experience
standing at the door of the makeshift rehearsal hall with my team
performing body searches on
religiously conservative, hardened
fighters to make sure they were
unarmed. Knives, guns, even a
grenade were confiscated.
The mood was tense. These were
men who lived separate lives, saw
each other as enemies, and had
fought each other across the dividing
line separating their neighborhoods.
Some had been carrying a gun since
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they were as young as 15. The word
“reconciliation’’ was never mentioned as a desired outcome in front of
the group.
Persuading the recruits to stick to
the rehearsals was tough. “I’ve never
been to a play, and you want me to
act in one,” one of them said once;
he was unable to fathom he could
perform on stage, or that anyone
cared enough to watch him perform.
That one sentence is a clue to a
lot of what is at issue. The purpose
of the play was twofold – to give the
young men a sense of worth, and to
channel their anger and grievances
into a useful pursuit.
The play became a local take
on Romeo and Juliet, inspired by the
lives of the actors themselves. At
first the young men – and a few
women – had a hard time believing
their lives could inspire anything, let
alone a play. Then they began to
come around to the idea.
The project that started with 16
young people quickly grew; other
plays were produced with a bigger
number of people; rap groups were
created, graffiti artists, all expressing
their frustrations about the conditions they live in along with their
hopes and dreams through art. It
was not only the participants themselves who felt heard, but the audience from the two neighborhoods
who watched them perform. They
were becoming their activists; the
ones who are getting their voices
heard to different audiences, to the
media, and to the rest of Lebanon.
A cultural café also opened its
doors on the former front lines managed by some of our participants
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and a month long cultural festival
was just wrapped up on its premises.
The next step was to widen the
circle of people who had a stake in
maintaining the calm in the area,
while creating further employment
opportunities. So we just raised
funds to help with the rehabilitation
of the main street dividing the two
areas, ironically named Syria Street.
All the painters, carpenters, and metalworkers who would be needed for
the project are young people from
the area, and we are currently working to train and recruit 40 people
from the two neighborhoods to do
the work.
The numerous stories these
youngsters accepted to share with us
during this experience are touching.
Allow me to give two examples; the
story of Atriss and the story of Ali.
Atriss is a 24 year old Sunni. He
is Lebanese, but his parents had
failed to officially register him with
the authorities at his birth. That
means he has no right to social security, to health care, to get married,
or to work. He has no right to anything; he simply doesn’t exist, and
thousands in Tripoli suffer from the
same circumstances, due to poverty
and ignorance.
Atriss is unemployed. Members
of his family got arrested several
times for their ostentatious religious
appearance. Their homes were broken into, and they were strip-searched. His brother fell from a
building on the job (he was illegally
employed). After the fall, he lost his
eyesight and the use of his legs, but
the family had no money to have
him treated. His 18-year old cousin
joined the Islamic State (Daesh)

along with his three sisters. When
his father tried to get his daughters
back, his son executed him.
Before joining us, Atriss had
fought in Syria alongside the Free
Syrian Army, but later he decided to
join Al-Nusra Front to fight for a
cause, get a wife and a “stable” job.
He used to be very apologetic of
Nosra during my initial conversations with him. He told me, “At least
they have something to die for!” A
few months ago, after we finished
the first phase of our project, Atriss
announced to me that he was planning to flee to Germany in the illegal boats that were taking Syrian
refugees. When I tried to stop him
and told him it was too risky and he
could die, he told me, “I have nothing to lose, we are nothing here.” I
ended up convincing him to wait it
out another year.
Ali is a 21-year old Alawite. He is
unemployed. He has never had a
steady job. He is married and has a
daughter. He spent his childhood on
the streets where drugs were available and distributed for free, and he
started popping up pills at age 15.
He was then given a gun and some
money to “protect” the streets and
fire at his neighbors on the other
side. At age 18 he was asked to go to
Syria and fight alongside the Regime
forces, and Ali went there, but he
ran away after two months. He said
to me that, even though the drugs
were for free and in abundance
there, he could not withstand the
atrocities he had witnessed. Before
joining us, Ali had always believed
that his allegiance to the Syrian
Regime and his sectarian identity
came first.
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الوقاية من التطرف وتواصل المجتمع المحلي ومشاركته
…OhQÉH É«d

ádhÉﬁ ‘ ,»æ¡ŸG ÖjQóà∏d πªY ¢TQhh
Éæ«∏Yh ¿ƒÑ°VÉZ º¡a ,ÉJkƒ°U ÜÉÑ°ûdG AÉ£Y’E{
ÒZ º¡WÉÑMGE øY ¢ù«Øæà∏d πFGóH ºghDÉ£YGE
,áaô£àŸG äÉYƒªÛG ±ƒØ°U ‘ ∫Éà≤dG
Ò«¨J çGóMGE ≈∏Y ¿hQOÉb º¡fGC Ghô©°û«d
Ö°ùc ¤GE áaÉ°VGE º¡©ªà› ‘ »HÉéjGE
.zájOÉŸG π«NGóŸG
¿ÉÑ°ùàµj áaÉ≤ãdGh øØdG{ ¿GC ¤GE äQÉ°TGCh
,∞æ©dG øY ÜÉÑ°ûdG OÉ©HGE ‘ iÈc á«ªgGC
øjQOÉb º¡∏©‚ ¿GC Éæ«∏Y .¿É«Øµj ’ Éª¡æµd
‘ Ú∏YÉa Gƒfƒµjh º¡°ùØfGC Gƒ∏«©j ¿GC ≈∏Y
πª©dG AÉæKGC GôkeGC â¶M’{ :âdÉbh .z™ªàÛG
¤GE ¿hÉCé∏j º¡fGC ƒgh ,¢ù∏HGôW ÜÉÑ°T ™e
πe’CG ΩGó©fGh ô≤ØdGh ¢û«ª¡àdG ÖÑ°ùH ±ô£àdG
q dÉH Qƒ©°ûdGh ájƒ¡dGh
áaô£àŸG äÉYƒªÛGh ,º∏¶
äÉª¶æŸG ¿GC ≈∏Y äOó°Th .zπFGóÑdG º¡d øeƒDJ
π°ûa å«M íéæJ ¿GC É¡æµÁ á«eƒµ◊G ÒZ
‘ ádhódG øY πjóH ’ ∂dP ™eh ,¿ƒ«°SÉ«°ùdG
.IôgÉ¶dG √òg á¡LGƒe ádhÉﬁ

Most of the young people in both
areas have lived more or less similar
experiences. Today Atriss and Ali,
along with Tarek, Zouzou, Taha and
the others, have not only become
close friends and left the life of violence they grew up in, they are now
busy writing and creating their sketches under our supervision, performing in their own neighborhoods,
some of them are writing their own
rap songs; we are helping them produce video clips that are promoted
online that vent their frustrations
and those around them in an artistic, ironic and funny way.
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»àdG πeGƒ©dG É¡àª∏c ‘ …OhQÉH É«d âMô°T
¿GE á∏FÉb ,±ô£àdG ¤GE ¿ÉæÑd ‘ ÜÉÑ°ûdG ™aóJ
á≤£æe øeh ôNGB ¤GE ó∏H øe ∞∏àîJ ÜÉÑ°S’CG{
.ziôNGC ¤GE á∏FÉY øe ≈àMh iôNGC ¤GE
∫Éª°T ‘ ¢ù∏HGôW áæjóe øY k’Éãe â£YGCh
»ØFÉW ™HÉW äGP ¢ùaÉæJ ∑Éæg å«M ¿ÉæÑd
πÑLh áfÉÑàdG ÜÉH Éªg øjQhÉéàe Ú«M ÚH
Üô◊G ™e GCóH ±ÓÿG ¿GC áë°Vƒe ,ø°ùﬁ
ájQƒ°ùdG Üô◊G ™e èLÉCJ ºK á«fÉæÑ∏dG á«∏g’CG
‘ ôéØàŸG ™bGƒdG Gòg äÉ«YGóJ øeh .2011 ΩÉY
ádÉ£ÑdG áÑ°ùf ´ÉØJQG ,ÊÉæÑ∏dG ∫Éª°ûdG áª°UÉY
ìhGÎJ øjòdG ÜÉÑ°ûdG áÄa ÚH É°kUƒ°üN ô≤ØdGh
¿GC âaÉ°VGCh .áæ°S 25 h 16 ÚH ºgQÉªYGC
ÜÉÑ°ûdG A’ƒDg IóYÉ°ùe äOGQGC z¢TQÉe{ áª¶æe
≈∏Y É¡Áó≤Jh á«Mô°ùe áHÉàc ‘ º¡cGô°TGE ÈY
¢SQÉe / QGPGB ‘ ‘É≤K ≈¡≤e ìÉààaG ó©H áÑ°ûÿG
,áæjóŸG ‘ Úª°UÉîàŸG Ú«◊G ÚH ™≤j »°VÉŸG
á«aÉ≤K äÉWÉ°ûfh äÉfÉLô¡e ∞«°†à°ùjh

Why am I sharing all this
with you?
The message is crystal-clear: As
MARCH suspected, the reasons the

youth in Tripoli turn to extremism
are not because of extremist ideology, but because of systemic and societal push factors. These include a
lost sense of belonging, perceived (or
true) injustice, and poor socioeconomic situations. These have been killing any seed of hope in the hearts
and minds of these young adults,
making them vulnerable and more
easily manipulated, leading them to
resort to violence and to yield to ra-
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dical ideologies. All of these men
were looking for income, but also a
sense of purpose and hope in the future. Whether it’s the poor
neighborhoods of Tripoli or the
inner city of Chicago, a paying job is
not always enough to pave the way
for upward mobility or foster hope
that a better life is possible, and it’s
just that sort of hopelessness that
extremist groups seize upon to attract new recruits.
Groups such as ISIS capitalize on
these feelings to recruit members,
give them a new identity, and brand
them as fighters. They are perceived
as heroic, and yes also “cool”. They
use social media and video clips to
promote their “work” in a very heroic and even romantic kind of way.
Challenging this, requires a holistic approach to provide the youth
with an alternative that is “cool” yet
remains angry, providing them with
both the appeal and the benefit that
these groups provide, a way to vent
and be heard, a sense of purpose,
empowerment and an income. This
approach may not work with the
hardcore Islamist leaders of any movement, whether the Islamic State
or the Nusra Front, but the key is to
deprive them of recruits.
Another very important point I
would like to conclude with is sustainability and the role of the state.
The beautiful transformation from
sworn enemies to close friends I tal-

ked about happened at a speed
which obviously delighted us, but
frightened us at the same time. We
were delighted because we could relatively quickly achieve reconciliation through art, empowerment and
activism, but we were frightened because speed could work both ways!
Let us not underestimate the ease
with which ordinary people can be
turned into belligerent extremists
when they live in conditions of poverty, deprivation, injustice, hopelessness and drug abuse.
It is therefore urgent to stop marginalizing large segments of the population, and do something about
it, at a state level too, we should
create sustainable jobs for them,
push them to learn (not necessarily
on school benches) provide them
with social areas (cultural spaces,
public parks, football fields, etc.),
fight drug abuse and drug trafficking, and most importantly guarantee their basic rights and treat them
like equal citizens.
Our experience has taught us that
conflict resolution through community engagement may overcome the
failure of politics and politicians,
but it is by no means an alternative
to the State. Inciting citizenship
against sectarianism is a top priority.
It is high time that our decision-makers bear the responsibility of giving
citizens reason not to throw themselves at sea or to wrap a suicide belt
around their waists.
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SYKES-PICOT
AGREEMENT
A CENTURY
LATER
A NEW ORDER FOR THE MIDDLE EAST
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[MAY 20th - 21st, 2016]

OVERVIEW

In Arab political culture, “Sykes-Picot” –
an agreement signed on May 16, 1916, between France and Great Britain, with Imperial Russia’s consent, for the post Great War
disposal of Ottoman possessions in Western
Asia – summarizes the dark side of the nationstate system that has governed political behavior in the last century. At times of existential
stakes, such as the current decade of the history
of the region, questioning “Sykes-Picot” acquires particular saliency and prominence at
multiple levels.
At the strategic level, the current regional
crises evidently impose the need to reconsider
many of the assumptions of the past century –
the integrity of state, permanence of borders,
and continuity of political system can no longer
be treated as constants. A consideration of
the possible and desirable futures of this central
and crucial region is imminently in order,
both for its own peace and prosperity, and for
global stability.

Welcoming address by President
Amine Gemayel from MdF and
Peter Rimmele from the KonradAdenauer-Stiftung.
Friday May 20
S ESSION 1 | S YKES P ICOT IN
ITS H ISTORICAL C ON T EXT :
T HE A RT OF THE P OSSIBLE
Moderator: Carole Dagher,

Cultural Attaché at the Embassy of
Lebanon in France.
Dorothée Shmidt, Head of the
Turkey / Middle East Program, Institut
Français des Relations Internationales
(IFRI, France).
Doris Carrion, Research Associate at
the Middle East and North Africa Program, Chatham House (London, UK).
Hassan Mneimneh, Principal at
Middle East Alternatives (Washington,
USA).

S ESSION 2 | W HAT IF T HERE
W AS N O S YKES P ICOT ? A
COUNTER-FACTUAL
REFLECTION
Moderator: Sami Aoun, Professor at
Sherbrooke University.
Joseph Maila, Professor of international relations at ESSEC France,
former Chancellor of the Catholic
University of Paris.

Steven Heydemann, Janet W.

Ketcham Chair in Middle East Studies, Smith College.
Yuri Zinin, Ph.D. Senior Researcher
in the Civilizations’ Partnership Center
of the Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO).
Keynote Speaker: James Barr,
Author on the Middle East.

S ESSION 3 | R ETROSPECTIVE
AND P ROSPECTIVE : S YRIA
AND L EBANON
Moderator: Paul Salem, Vice President for Policy and Research at the
Middle East Institute.
Andrew Tabler, Martin G. Gross
Fellow in the Program on Arab Politics
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at the Washington Institute for Near
East Studies.
Roger Dib, Former Minister,
Founder and Director of the Near East
Consulting Group.
Amr El Azm, Associate Professor of
Middle East History and Anthropology in Shawnee State University.

S ESSION 4 | R ETROSPECTIVE
AND P ROSPECTIVE : J ORDAN
AND P ALESTINE
Moderator: John Bell, Director of

the Middle East and Mediterranean
Program, Toledo Center.
Marwan Moasher, Former Minister, Vice President for Studies,
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace (Washington, USA) (Skype).
Nabil Amro, Former Minister in the
Palestinian National Authority.
Mahmoud Soueid, Former Director
of the Institute of Palestine Studies.

Saturday May 21
S ESSION 5 | R ETROSPECTIVE
AND P ROSPECTIVE : I RAQ
Moderator: Hassan Mneimneh,

Principal at Middle East Alternatives.
Maysoon El-Damluji, Member of
Parliament, Chair of the Parliamentary
Culture and Media Committee,
spokesperson of Al Wataniya Bloc, Iraq.
Rend El Rahim, Former Iraqi Ambassador to the United States.
Raid Juhi El saidi, Inspector General
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Iraq and Legal Advisor.

S ESSION 6 | A N EW S YKESP ICOT FOR THE R EGION
Moderator: Jihad El Zein, Writer
and Journalist.
Nassif Hitti, Former Arab League

Ambassador to Rome and the Vatican.
Burhanettin Duran, General
Coordinator, Foundation for Political,
Economic and Social Research
(SETA, Turkey).
Paul Salem, Vice President for Policy
and Research in the Middle East
Institute (Washington, USA).
Adnan El Janabi, Interim Speaker
of the Iraqi Parliament.
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At the cultural level, the near collapse of
bonding identities – within and across nationstates – and the emergence of factionalism often
in the form of atavistic communitarian belonging framed by religion – raises the question of
the social bond, and even suggests the need to
revisit the issue of moral reference. The shape
of culture and cultural security in the region is
an open and urgent question.
At the social level, the on-going mayhem has
imposed population shifts and disruptions that
remain unaccounted for, in terms of their
immediate, mid, and long-term impacts, on
economy, security, social cohesion, food, water,
and resource availability. The need for a
comprehensive consideration of these issues
is paramount.
The Maison du Futur second annual conference in May 2016, proposes to address
these and associated questions, in the form of
successive panel discussions of expert scholars
and practitioners, followed by open participation from an engaged audience.
The conference panels will offer both a retrospective review of the emergence of the nationstate system, its successes and failures, and a
prospective assessment of alternatives – both
those conceived, designed, and sought in implementation, and those imposing themselves by
force of events.
With “Sykes-Picot Agreement A Century
Later : A New Order for the Middle East”,
Maison du Futur seeks analytical insights and
strategic solutions for the Middle East in its
moment of historic transformation, thus affirming itself as a both the “think-tank” and
the “do-tank” of the region.

y
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URING this decisive period of the Middle East’s history,
and in light of the current conflicts and shifts taking
place within the countries of this region, La Maison du Futur,
in cooperation with Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, celebrated the
centennial of the Sykes-Picot agreement in an international
conference entitled “Sykes-Picot a Century Later : A New
Order for the Middle-East?” The conference brought together
prominent Lebanese, Arab, and foreign officials, intellectuals,
and researchers. The seminar was held in the Serail, Bikfaya,
on May 20th and 21st. It included six sessions that tackled the
historical contexts that led to the Sykes-Picot agreement. The
assembly also discussed the repercussions of Sykes-Picot accord on the emergence of entities within new borders, and the
impact of this delineation on the reality in the affected countries like Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Iraq. Discussions dealt as well with the nature of the regimes that were
created, and their failure to build nation-states which is the
root cause for the chaos we are witnessing nowadays. During
the conference, several virtual scenarios were considered regarding what could have been an alternative to the geographic
delineation should the Sykes-Picot agreement and the other
arrangements that followed, especially the Treaty of Sevres,
not see the light. The conference was concluded with a session
where the panelists discussed whether history was repeating
itself today, and whether a new geographic delineation for the
Middle East is being secretly prepared by international powers, paving the way for the evanescence of some countries and
borders that were created by the Sykes-Picot agreement, and
thus the emergence of new entities. The speakers also shed
light on the possible nature of such entities and their foundations given the racial, ethnical, religious, and communitarian
diversity of the people in the region. This conference is yet
another proof of the Maison du Futur’s commitment to pinpoint major issues in the region and highlight political, social,
economic and cultural challenges in region is in order to find
the best solutions to overcome them.

His Excellency President Amine Gemayel inaugurated the
conference on Friday May 20th with an intervention that
stated that this conference’s objective is not only to evaluate
the Sykes-Picot Agreement a century later, but also to foresee
the milestones of the next century in Lebanon, the Levant and
the Arab World. He clearly specified, “The new international
and regional conjuncture in 2016 and its impact on the peoples of the region are similar in their interests, goals and intentions, to the regional game of 1916. We witness popular
revolutions and military events in the region, from Iran to
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Egypt, destabilizing the entities that were created by the SykesPicot agreement and the San Remo conference. He further
added, “In the Sykes-Picot agreement that was written in 832
words, the term “people” was not used even once, and the
same goes for the term “self-determination”. This means that
a geographical factor rather than a human one was the basis
of this agreement drafted in Paris, London, and St Petersburg”.
Gemayel clarified that the Sykes-Picot negotiations were aiming first at the dismantlement of the Ottoman Empire and the
redistribution of the English and French influence in the Middle East, as well as at the creation of new entities that would
pave the way for the emergence of the State of Israel. The objective was the mandate and not the independence.
President Gemayel highlighted several conflicts that accompanied the drafting of this agreement which were firstly, the
incapability of Britain to honor its promise of establishing a
big unified Arab State; secondly, the Belfour’s promise to facilitate the emergence of a Zionist entity in Palestine, and
thirdly the Kurdish entity’s promise in the East of Anatolia
that was cited in 1920 as the treaty of Sevres, and then later
on was canceled due to the Turkish nationalistic movement
led then by Mustafa Kamal Ataturk. Gemayel considered that
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the conjuncture of events back then is similar to the happenings we are witnessing today. He questioned, “Aren’t the objectives of the Kerry-Lavrov negotiations similar to the
objectives of the Sykes-Picot negotiations? Aren’t the western
promises given to some Arab rebels to overthrow the current
regimes similar to the promises made by TE Laurence to Sheriff Hussein and his son Faysal? In the same context, can’t we
consider that the commitments made by the New West (the
US, Europe and Russia) to Israel regarding its existence, its security and its military primacy are in fact an extension of the
Belfour promise?”
He added that the Arab populations that were struggling
and revolting to change the entities created by the Sykes-Picot
agreement and its subsequent treaties, following the First
World War, were left for the time being with the mere hope
of preserving their territorial integrity and safeguard their international borders drawn by this centenarian agreement.
With the exception of the ISIS invasion of the Syrian-Iraqi
borders, all other attempts to modify these entities are emerging, at least for the time being, from within the borders, towards the adoption of autonomous federations and regions.
He said that the Arab nationalism projects lost ground in front
of religious radicalism, and self-determination projects that the
entities of the Middle East are seeking, and the racial, ethnic,
and ideological components became the standard for drawing
borders of new States. While the old and “made in the West”
Sykes-Picot agreement moved the Levant from unrecognized
States to internationally recognized States, the new SykesPicot will transform these States into cantons under an Arab
and Islamic control but with a western support.
Gemayel added that in addition to the creation of the Hebrew State, the main cause behind the erosion of the SykesPicot structure is the Arab regimes’ mismanagement of their
people, societies and States, and refused laying the blame on
the Sykes-Picot agreement to justify the “troubled Arab
regimes and the lack of governance and freedom, as well as
the alternation of dictatorships and totalitarian, dogmatic and
religious ideologies”. Gemayel highlighted that despite the
trend, the current Lebanon is not the fruit of the Sykes-Picot
agreement but rather the result of the tenacity of Lebanon’s
notables, with the Maronite Patriarch Elias El Hoayeck in the
forefront, who convinced France in the Paris conference (1918
and 1919) and the San Remo conference (1920) to modify
the Sykes-Picot agreement and establish an independent
Lebanese entity. Unfortunately, the Middle East region en-
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tered a dark tunnel (Lebanon included of course) a century
and a half ago, and the current dark period it is witnessing,
especially after the American invasion of Iraq, will not end before several decades. Yet, the new regional order will not be
implemented in the Middle East after once printed on paper
in the American and European circles of power nor in conferences held in Vienna, Paris, Geneva and Brussels.
He concluded saying, “What is today at stake is the ability
of Arab people to find a shortcut to move from war to political
settlements, as well as its ability to regain its independence,
not from western colonialists as it was the case in the past,
but rather from the Muslim jihadist and their takfiri ideology,
as well as from ignorance and totalitarianism. What is also at
stake is the ability of the Lebanese to avoid becoming entangled in the wars of others. In order to serve the message that
the Lebanese people hold above their interests, they should
preserve their historical map, their democratic State, their pluralist formula and their civilization’s uniqueness. Until now,
the Lebanese people are still confirming their belief in a unified Lebanon despite all the current divisions.”
Peter Rimmele from Konrad Adenauer foundation took
the floor and said, “Our meeting today does not aim at evaluating the Sykes-Picot conference but at thinking about the
future of the region.” He reviewed the historical circumstances
that accompanied the Sykes-Picot agreement, highlighting
that a century later, the region is suffering from a catastrophic
situation. He added that Daesh announced the collapse of the
Sykes-Picot borders in Syria and Iraq. Rimmele refused laying
the blame on Sykes-Picot for all the issues that the region is
facing, and considered that the current situation is the result
of several political, economic and even environmental factors.
He considered that we have to find simple solutions since examining the past will not be enough to put an end to the sufferings we are witnessing today.
The first session was entitled “Sykes-Picot in Its Historical Context: The Art of the Possible.”
Carole Dagher, the cultural attaché of the Lebanese Embassy in Paris, started the session. She stressed on the importance of the Sykes-Picot centennial in light of the current
situation in the Middle East. She confirmed that despite the
threats around borders of the countries created by the SykesPicot agreement, and the possibility of the creation of new entities, like the Kurdish State for example, the current borders
are still internationally recognized. Dagher questioned the
point of view of analysts who consider that the Sykes-Picot
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agreement is to blame for all the issues that the region is suffering from, and said that the question we should raise is –
what other division of the region was possible at that time?
Was the alternative back then the Unified Arab Empire under
the leadership of Sheriff Hussein, a viable scenario, especially
in light of the ethnical, religious, social and cultural diversity
within this region?
Dagher stated that the main problem of the region in the
19th century was the ethnical and religious minorities that
were living under the Ottoman Empire, from the Balkan to
the Levant countries. The importance of the Sykes-Picot
agreement is that it is closely linked to the protection of minorities and their integration in the new entities it created.
Dagher stressed on the importance of studying this agreement
in its historical context, and discussing to which extent can it
be held responsible for the failure in building Nation States
in the Near East.
Dagher argued that the Sykes-Picot agreement was not the
result of a spontaneous settlement, and that it did not come
out of nowhere, but on the contrary it was an intervention in
the logical course of history in light of the slow death of the
“sick man” and the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, and a
consequence to the conflicts the Empire was facing with the
European countries which led to the Vienna conference in
1878, and finally the outcome of Russia’s and its allies’ victory
over the Ottoman Empire. According to Dagher, the latter
conference designated Great Britain as the official protector
of the Jews in the Ottoman Empire, France as the protector
of Maronite and Catholic Christians, and Italy as a protector
of the above mentioned communities in Tunisia and Tripoli.
Dagher emphasized that the situation prior to World War I
was similar to the current situation – Russia in confrontation
with the Ottoman Empire amidst the attempt of the European
countries to put an end to its growing influence in the East
while preserving its interests with the Ottoman Empire and
promoting its status as the protector of minorities in this region. Dagher said that the winners of this war drew geographical borders according to their own interests. The main concern
of Britain at that time was to preserve the route to India, and
to remain the protectors of the Jewish community; as for
France, and due to its historical correlation with the countries
of the region, it was interested in encouraging the Arab Nahda
promoted by Christians, especially Lebanese Christians,
against the Ottoman Empire and in managing World War I
heritage in light of the existent diversity idiosyncrasies.
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She said that the results produced by the geographic divisions that were the fruit of the Sykes-Picot agreement were
not always the same, as we had the Lebanese formula in opposition to the Arab failure. “The Lebanese formula based on
the principle of the devolution of power according to the socalled consensual democracy represented by the national pact,
produced a sectarian system that became an impediment to
citizenship. In spite of the golden era that Lebanon witnessed
when it was a haven of freedom and coexistence between different confessional and religious communities, it was crippled
by its sectarian democratic system, and is currently witnessing
an unprecedented institutional crisis; while in the Arab world
the result was chaos and violence in light of the failure in establishing Nation States, in addition to the negative impact
of the Arab-Israeli conflict on this process.”
Dagher concluded by saying that we cannot hold the geographical divisions made by Sykes-Picot agreement responsible for the failure of the Arab States, and she mentioned a
number of factors that were the result of this such as the failure to achieve national integration, and promote citizenship,
in addition to the outbreak of corruption, the absence of social
solidarity, and the lack of balanced and fair development as
well as the issue of sectarianism. Dagher then proceeded and
presented the speakers in session one as mentioned below:
Dorothee Schmidt, Head of the Turkey/Middle East Program at the IFRI, France;
Dorris Carrion, Research Associate at the Middle East and
North Africa Program, Chatham House, UK ;
Hassan Mneimneh, Principal at Middle East Alternatives,
Washington.
The intervention of Dorothee Schmidt revolved around
the emergence of what she called the “New Ottomanism”, and
pointed out that Turkey inherited an Empire that harshly fell
apart after World War I, and was therefore unable to digest
this collapse and to accept the post-world war one situation.
The Sykes-Picot agreement and the Treaty of Sevres are still,
for Turkey, the symbol of Europe’s treason that is hard to forget – a double treason against Ottomans and Arabs.
According to Schmidt, Turkey was once again a victim of
the American President Wislon’s 14 points plan. Point 12
highlighted the need to give to the peoples of the countries
who were previously part of the Ottoman Empire the right for
independence, and to open the Dardanelles strait to international navigation with international guaranties. Schmidt said
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that the Sykes-Picot agreement was the symbol of the defeat
of Ottomans on one side, and it gave momentum for a new
Turkey led by Ataturk on the other side.
She added that the changes witnessed in Turkey back then,
on the internal level, pushed this country to ignore SykesPicot in the national speech. Schmidt also spoke about the
emergence of a new form of Ottomanism with Turkey regaining its power as a regional and international power led by
Ahmet Davud Oglu, who was the foreign policy arm of Justice
and Development party. Oglu’s party tried to rewrite history
and overcome the choc of Sykes-Picot through promoting
Turkish nationalism as well as changing the outcome of this
agreement by presenting Turkey as a model to follow for the
Arab world, and supporting its relationship with the world
through regional economic cooperation projects and through
enhancing its status as a mediator to solve regional issues.
Under the title, “Two Pieces of an International Puzzle:
Sykes-Picot and Moving to the Post Ottoman Period”,
Dorris Carrion started her intervention by stressing on the
fact that Sykes- Picot, namely the empirial partitioning of the
post-ottoman Middle East, was not a strategy. It was intended
to meet a short term goal related to the Britih ans French war
time alliance. She clarified that if the circumstances that accompanied the First World War were different, the Middle
East would have also been different, adding that the First
World War occurred at a time when the world was witnessing
big changes – The Ottoman Empire was getting weaker; the
power of Britain and France as two super powers with converging interests after a history of hostility was increasing; the
United States was coming out of its isolation under a leadership of a President convinced in the need to promote the principle of people’s independency; in addition to a growing sense
of patriotism and the calls for independence in the Middle
East. Carrion stated that Britain’s fear of the Ottoman Sultan’s
call for jihad that may have lead to an uprising in British India,
and France’s desire to preserve its interests with the Middle
East minorities led to this alliance between France and Britain
and to their cooperation with Sheriff Hussein against the Ottomans. While Britain was filling the void resulting from the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire, its strategy was affected by
several factors, and the same applies to France, the competitive
force. This transitional period meant that policies and ideologies were susceptible to change or to deviation from previous
patterns, and therefore it was normal for the colonial policy
formulated after the first war to be totally different when it
came to the delienation of borders and the division of power.
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She concluded saying that it is clear that the agreement between Sykes and Picot and the post war multi year partitioning
were just a few pieces in a global historical puzzle of political
transitioning and State formation. We are currently witnessing
a similar course, for in recent years and decades, we have been
experiencing another period of fluidity and transition in which
shifts in the balance of power, ideology and economy are occuring. Today’s leaders, activists and thinkers who would like
to see a new regional order or a new Arab State, will probably
not be able to devise and carry out a coherent strategy to do
so, unless they work within the constraints and internal factors
presented. “As much as I want to call upon the world’s powerful countries to formulate strategies for how to respond to the
region’s transition, in reality I would argue that the most you
can realistically expect from them is to formulate a set of guiding principles or minimum standards to streamline the unavoidable messy process of policy-making.”
Hassan Mneimneh took the floor and started his intervention by stating that this review of the Sykes-Picot agreement that led to the creation of the Middle East countries is
not only historical, but it is also a need for the upcoming period especially when it comes to the outlook of changes taking
place in the region. He added that we look at the future from
two perspectives – a deterministic reading and a probabilistic
one. We are facing, today, a new haziness similar to the one
that was present between London and Paris after WWI, especially when it comes to the United States and its position in
the course of events in the region. He said that contrary to
popular opinion, “I want to put the Sykes-Picot agreement in
its historical context and look at it from a positive point of
view”. He clarified that the region’s gradual move towards
modernity started with the Nahda of the 19 th century leading
to the emergence of Nation States in the 20th century, but it
remained an imperfect modernity especially due to the failure
of these States, and “if we read the Sykes-Picot agreement
from this perspective, we cannot consider it negative nor a result of conspiracy”.
Mneimneh spoke about a “demonization” of the SykesPicot agreement that is still going on, while to be fair, it had
paved the way for the creation of Nation States in the region
which borders still exist despite all the the current conflicts.
In Lebanon for example, in spite of the civil war and the different streams it witnessed from the call for unity with Syria
to the call for the establishment of a Christian State, Lebanon
remained one entity.
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Mneimneh reminded the participants that in the past the
focus while taling about Lebanon was on political Maronitism
and Islam Fiqh, and this does not exist anymore because Maronitism melted in Christianism, and Islam was divided into
Shiaas and Sunnis. Mneimeneh confirmed that the same applies to Iraq, although a number of American analysts argue
that Iraq was initially divided into a Sunni State, a Shiite
State and a Kurdish State. He argued that agreeing that the
Sykes-Picot borders are artificial ones and calling for going
back to the pre Sykes-Picot means neutralizing the results of
this agreement which also means abolishing Nation States.
The foundations of these countries cannot collapse and talking about ISIS abolishing the Sykes-Picot borders is non-sense
because destroying the structure does not mean destroying
the country. Mneimeh said that “The main issue in the region
that could be considered as the reason behind the mess is the
current chaos that is preventing us from reaching full modernity.” He said that the Sykes-Picot agreement’s aim was to
give Britain and France exclusive power over the region and
to protect their mutual political and economic interests. However, according to Mneimneh, the agreement did not suceed
at achieving these goals, but instead has led to the emergence
of several new states over which the League of Nations
granted mandate to France and Britain in a preparatory step
for self-ruling; thus, they failed at reaching their reciprocal desired objectives. He considered that the demarcation of these
new states’ borders from Iraq to Jordan to Palestine to
Lebanon and Syria were artificial and arbitrary. He added that
by 1948, the influence of these two international powers in
the region had collapsed with the emergence of Israel, and the
rise of a pan-Arab trend which viewed these borders as artificial and called for unity among the entities, hoping that this
unity would act as a remedial for Sykes-Picot’s outcomes. The
establishment of the Arab League was indeed the first step towards achieving this goal. He added that a century after the
Sykes-Picot’s agreement, these entities did not succeed at removing the so-called artificial borders drawn by colonialism
in accordance with the principle of divide and rule, and they
failed to integrate into a unified nation; especially since the
region was not fragmented along ethnic and sectarian lines in
a backlash step to an arbitrary set of borders drawn by colonialism to serve its interests.
Despite the horrors that occurred in the region from the
Lebanese war to the Iraqi war and then to the Syrian war,
along with the detrimental effects of the Arab-Israeli conflict,
the borders have remained still, he said. He considered it early
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to judge if the Iraqi and Syrian wars will lead to the collapse
of the regional map drawn by Sykes-Picot pointing out to a
number of gaps that distort the conflicting arguments often
invoked to foresee the end of the regime established by the
Sykes-Picot agreement. The first argument which says that
the region was one nation before the Sykes-Picot agreement
is unfounded, and it is only a romantic fantasy spun by nationalists who have a false reading of history. The second argument upholds the administrative order that prevailed before
Sykes-Picot entrusting it a task it had never carried out. He
added that these arguments are discarding a very important
factor – a century after Sykes-Picot, the region has witnessed
the emergence of new national identities due to the economic,
social and political cycle fashioned by the national states. He
believes that the outcome of the Sykes-Picot agreement was
not only boundaries, but also existing nation states, even
though they failed in establishing modern states which led to
the current crisis in the region, as well as the attrition of its
political regimes, and as proven by the Lebanese experience,
what created and maintained states’ borders or reshaped them
are structure and entity and not ideology. He also denied the
allegation according to which the Islamic State in Iraq and the
Levant has demolished borders drawn by Sykes-Picot, saying
that destroying societies and states without providing
alternative does not create a new map, but it leads to decay
and not to a new re-partition. He acknowledged that the only
exception indicating a new reshape of the borders drawn by
the Sykes-Picot agreement is the emergence of Iraqi Kurdistan,
noting however that until now it is not yet an independent
state and it is still connected to the central government
in Baghdad.
He concluded by saying that it is easier to hold the SykesPicot’s established borders responsible for the current disaster
in the region instead of acknowledging that the real reason lies
in its nations’ failure to reach modernity. He finally considered
that the future of the Middle East cannot be in the re-inauguration of dictatorships or its division along ethnic and religious
lines or its decay, but in achieving good governance and enforcing the respect for individuals and communities’ rights.
A debate followed the first session inaugurated by deputy
and former minister Marwan Hamade, who firstly thanked
President Gemayel for organizing this conference. Hamade
agreed with Mneimneh’s views, calling to stop the demonization of the Sykes-Picot agreement which paved the way for
the creation of Nation States recognized by the entire world.
He described discourse about states’ division or dismantling
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as ludicrous insisting that the region should move forward to
the next phase. He added: “[…] the greater Lebanon is a reality that we adhere to, and we refuse to let the game of minorities abolish this reality. What we want is to establish
standards that could help protect our structure and revamp
our regime accordingly, in a way that could meet the ambitions of all spectrums of Lebanese society and integrate all
ethnic and religious minorities”. He believes that the Taef
agreement was a first attempt in the right direction, and we
should apply it to the region as a whole to advance. He also
agreed on the emergence of what was called the “New Ottomanism”, stressing however, that what happened and continue to happen is nothing but the accumulation of betrayals
and disappointments that led to what Palestine is going
through today and to the bitter experience the region is currently suffering from.

From left to right:
Marwan Hamade,
Sami Gemayel,
Maria Chakhtoura.

Deputy Sami Gemayel took the stage wondering how we
can consider the Sykes-Picot agreement as a good one, when
it has formed states mixing together unrelated peoples while
at the same time, dispersing others like the Kurdish people.
He believed that this agreement came out pre-packaged and
did not take into account the existing social structure or the
will of peoples to self-determination. He stressed on the right
of peoples to decide whether they want to live together, or
change their nations’ external borders or modify their internal
borders.He emphasized the need to use referenda so that the
region’s peoples can voice their opinion and avoid new wars;
if we continue to ignore their will, the region’s fate will remain
torn between falling into the trap of failed states or prevailing
dictatorships. He concluded by saying that the logic behind
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an agreement such as Sykes-Picot did not affect only the Middle East but also the former Soviet Union especially in terms
of nations that had emerged after its collapse, saying that the
solution to these dilemmas and the way to build a lasting
peace is the recognition of the principle of peoples’ right to
self-determination.
The second session entitled “What If There Was No
Sykes-Picot? A Counter-Factual Reflexion” kicked off with
its moderator Sami Aoun describing its title as a provocative
one; indeed, wondering what if there was no Sykes-Picot led
us to speculate on a would-be reality different than the one
Sykes-Picot has engendered. Acknowledging that this question
might be an artificial one, he nonetheless described it as necessary wondering if we could imagine another reality for the
region, a kind of a counter-factual. He revealed that Mark
Sykes had an arrogant vision of the region, while the vision of
Francois Picot was more comprehensive; Sykes signed the
agreement with a pencil, while Picot signed it in black ink. He
added that the questions that he will ask are addressed to two
elites – “The first, I called the Elite of the strategic Western, I
ask if they have had undisclosed alternatives to Sykes-Picot?
The second elite, the Arab and Muslims, I ask if they have
had a clear vision whereby they could have had circumvented
the West’s view of the region’s future.”Aoun presented the
panelists in this session:
Joseph Maila, Professor of political sociology and international
relations, former Rector of “Université Catholique de Paris”
Steven Heydemann, Janet W. Ketcham in Middle Eastern
Studies, Smith College
Yuri Zinin, Senior Researcher in the Civilizations’ Partnership
Center of the Moscow State Institute of International Relations.
Joseph Maila began his intervention emphasizing on
Aoun’s description of the tackled question as being provocative. He said that trying to see history through what it should
have been, especially from a moral standpoint, and see history
as it happened, are two different approaches to revise history.
He added, when the agreement was signed, the Middle East
was witnessing the emergence of allegiances, namely a sense
of belonging. There were also clear visions about what its future must be. Arab nationalism is one of them, as well as political experiences, especially in Mount Lebanon and Egypt.
He said that at the beginning of the twentieth century and
after WWI, the two international powers by then, France and
Britain, were competing for control over the Near East region
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for its importance in terms of communications and international trade’s movement. He gave a historical overview of the
situation that prevailed before the outbreak of the WWI in
terms of wars and conflicts that had erupted between the European countries of France, Britain, Russia, Austria and the
Ottoman Empire. These wars had exhausted the latter to a
point they were at the time called the “sick man”. The Ottomans had engaged in the war along their German ally in
order to recapture what they had lost in terms of lands. They
wanted to expulse the British from Egypt and suppress the
growing independence trend that had emerged in the Near
East. With the outbreak of this war, the negotiations between
France and Britain had begun over the future of the Arab territories in the Ottoman Empire and its boundaries in a way
that suited their mutual interests. Britain was seeking to establish its presence in the region and secure the road to India,
and France was seeking to strengthen its role as the Christians’
protector, especially the Maronites in Mount Lebanon. The
first negotiations had kicked off in 1915 with Britain attempting to persuade Sharif Hussein to stand by their side and attack the Ottoman army on the western coast of the Hijaz, and
at the same time attack the railway line that connected Medina to Istanbul.
Maila added, Britain promised Sharif Hussein the establishment of an Arab kingdom to be under his command that
excludes Mesopotamia, which will be under the custody of
the UK, as well as the Syrian coast and Mount Lebanon,
which will be under France’s control. Sharif Hussein entered
the war in June 5, 1916 proclaiming the Arab revolt against
the Ottoman Empire. In parallel, France and Britain had
launched in 1915, bilateral negotiations between the French
diplomat François Georges-Picot and his British counterpart
Mark Sykes, to define their mutual spheres of influence and
control in Southwestern Asia. On the 16th of May 1916, the
Sykes-Picot agreement was ratified, and new borders were
drawn for the region. On the other hand, a third track of negotiations was launched, leading on the 2nd of November
1917, to the famous Balfour Declaration, which pledged the
establishment of a Jewish state on Palestinian land. At the end
of WWI, Britain ruled mandatory Palestine, Iraq, Transjordan
and asserted its presence in Egypt, thereby achieving the goal
of securing the road to India. The mandate for Lebanon, Syria
and southeastern Anatolia, was conferred to France. However,
the Sykes-Picot agreement and the agreements that followed
especially the 1920 Sèvres Treaty became the target of bitter
objections. The first proclaimed by Mustafa Ataturk was to
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conceive the establishment of a Kurdish state and to annex
the Armenian region within Turkey to the Republic of Armenia which was newly recognized as a sovereign state. The current borders of Turkey have been delimited at the Lausanne
Conference in 1923. In 1939, France ceded the Sanjak of Iskenderun (Alexandretta) to Turkey to ensure that it stands neutral in any future conflict. The biggest objection came from
the Arab Near East in the light of Britain reneging on the
promise to recognize an independent Arab nation it has made
to Sharif Hussein and the Balfour Declaration. The battle of
Maysalun fought between the forces of the Arab Kingdom of
Syria under the leadership of Emir Faisal bin Hussein and the
French Army of the Levant in 1920 ended with the defeat of
Faisal, leading later to the victory of Al Saud clan over Hussein and the establishment of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
while Hussein’s sons Faisal and Abdullah were made rulers of
Iraq and Transjordan. However, anger against the Mandate
authorities remained overwhelming among Arabs, and even
today they look at the Sykes-Picot agreement as an agreement
imposed on the people without taking their opinion. The Balfour Declaration came to make things even worse, according
to Maila.
Maila wondered about the appropriateness of commentaries holding the Sykes-Picot agreement responsible for the
current regional chaos we are witnessing. He considered that
the calamity is not in the Sykes-Picot agreement, but in the
distribution of power, and with the mandate authorities’ failure to prepare these entities for self-ruling and protect minorities and pluralism as being the region’s main characteristic.
Nonetheless, he suggested that the agreement bears considerable blame for the frequency and durability of the region’s turmoil especially the unity fantasy used by different regimes
established during the post-independence era (Nassirism,
Baathist and Islamic). He was also skeptical about the viability
of an Arab Nation comprising all Arab states given the racial,
ethnic, religious and sectarian mosaic that make up the people
of this region.
Maila concluded his intervention by speculating about the
region’s future. Despite the fact that we cannot deny the mandate’s disastrous consequences on the region, we cannot on the
other hand blame the current turmoil tearing apart the region
on the demarcation of the borders, but rather on the region’s
countries’ failure to build national states and real citizenship,
in addition to rampant sectarianism and the prevalence of an
authoritarian political culture. What added to the gloomy
scene are the Arab Spring failure and the rise of radical Islamist
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Ideology that tried to hijack the area. Stating that the causes
of the region’s current turmoil cannot be traced to the geo-political state’s order established in the aftermath of WWI, he,
instead, held accountable the so-called game of nations, starting by the American intervention in Iraq to the US and European countries’ reluctance to support the Syrian opposition
against the regime, the armed Islamist groups, and the Russian
army, to the Gulf states’ stance backing under the table Islamic
groups against the Syrian Baathist regime, while at the same
time allying with the West in the war against radical Islam, to
Iran and its proxies such as Hezbollah’s rampant influence, to
at last but not least, Turkey trying to undermine the establishment of a Kurdish state as well as the Russian intervention in
Syria. He finally said that the solution to this dilemma does

not lie in repeating history but in overcoming history through
building a federal order based on democracy, stressing the need
to build a new stream in the Middle East and resolving the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
Steven Heydemann took the floor pointing out that he
does not represent any official view in Washington. He started
his intervention by hailing the conference at this critical juncture in the Middle East history especially in terms of trying
to imagine different scenarios that could have been a viable
alternative to Sykes-Picot and trying to imagine what the Arab
world might had been like, should Sykes-Picot did not happen
and should the colonial authorities adopt an approach that
would have made it possible to define a political landscape
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through a process that gave more weight to the perspectives
and preferences of local populations. He added that the borders agreed upon one century ago between Sykes and Picot,
shaped the political scene for the post-Ottoman Empire era
in the Arab Middle East. Furthermore, these boundaries were
often labeled as artificial, being a legacy of colonialism and
lacking legitimacy, wondering about possible alternatives that
would have then led to political and economic development
in the Arab Middle East.
Presenting several alternative maps that have appeared in
the last two years as a speculative exercise in designing new
boundaries for the Middle East, he said that we are facing at
this time of history tremendous threats to this political order
especially with the danger that the rise of ISIS poses to the
stability and future to that state order. He added, we are increasingly witnessing the emergence of several attempts to
draw a new map of the area that go beyond boundaries drawn
by Sykes-Picot, trying to divide it according to a new criteria
based on confessional and sectarian lines to create a new political reality. He went on to say, questions that we should put
on the table must address the viability of such maps, and
whether they will eventually contribute to install stability for
the region’s people. All of these maps have not dealt with
these questions. What is more important, he added, is trying
to imagine a different historic path and return to the starting
point of creating these entities, wondering about the region’s
fate if the Sykes-Picot agreement had not been ratified. In this
context, he questioned the region’s reality if President
Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points for world peace were implemented, among which the right for self-determination. He
believed that if Wilson’s statement of principles was instigated, it could have curbed communism, cramped Jewish immigration to Palestine and enabled development to proceed,
stressing that this alternative could had paved the way for the
establishment of modern states in the region.
Yuri Zinin started his intervention under the title “The
Sykes-Picot Agreement : View from Russia in Historic
and Present Terms”, by stressing that it is hard to render the
contemporary history and fate of peoples of the Middle East
in isolation from, “the Sykes–Picot Agreement, which had defined in secrecy, behind the back of Arab peoples, the borderlines between the zones into which the Asian territories of the
Ottoman Empire were divided.” He added that the tsarist
Russia decided against claiming any Arab lands. After the October Revolution, the new Soviet State exposed this agreement denouncing the colonial policy of occupation and
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annexation, and opposing the system of mandate imposed by
the League of Nations on the Arab peoples. Zinin highlighted
the Soviet contribution to Arab obtainment of their political
independence and national sovereignty after the end of the
Second World War, especially in Lebanon, Syria and Algeria,
and after that declared its support for the Palestinian cause.
He went on to say that today’s politicians, experts and scholars are seeking the explanation of the current turbulent events
in the region through exploring the past, notably the SykesPicot agreement.
It is interesting, he said, that a resembling resentment over
the “accord” comes out at times from contrary and foe sides.
For example, Turkey’s leadership does not hide its scorn for
this accord which it proclaims created artificial barriers
between Muslim states and deprived Turkey of its natural influence in the region. Meanwhile, ISIS repeatedly promised
to make its best to “bury the Sykes-Picot deal.” He added that
there is a widespread view that responsibility for partitions of
the Ottoman Empire which suited interests of colonial powers
and for artificial borders set largely regardless to historic, cultural and others realities, rests with the Sykes-Picot accord. It
led to an onset of a whole range of ethnic and religious
conflicts that made the situation in some areas highly explosive. Unlike the situation of one-century old, he continued,
the present reality in the region is seen yet differently. Firstly,
it seems that the spirit of statehood, national identity on a
country’s scale, penetrated sufficiently at various levels into
different stratum of structures of modern Arab society within
its borders. Secondly, geopolitical configuration and alignment
of forces in the Middle East fall under an external impact of
direct or indirect military, economic or other interference. He
said that nowadays, there is a multiplicity of actors both local
and global in the region and each has its own aims and interests though sometimes they are not conspicuously expressed.
The current conflicts in the Middle East are of a new type and
generation. They are unfolding in context of transformable
relations in the societies amid the ongoing global processes in
the world, the rivalry of emerging local political poles Turkey,
Iran and so on. These conflicts are affected heavily by a
number of factors notably the broad decline of world
economy, volatility of oil markets, growing flows of weapons
toward the Middle East and Arab gulf, China’s phenomenon
and so on.
He concluded by pinpointing that it can be expected that
the shaping of the future in the region for the upcoming cen-
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tury will depend on the impact and the combined interaction
of the just cited variables.
The session was followed by a debate during which the following questions were raised:
Is it true that the Sykes-Picot agreement has fallen, and we
will be witnessing the establishment of new states including
the Caliphate state which would be joining the UN ?
What would be the fate of the Palestinian state should the
map of the region change?
Would the region’s reshape and the establishment of new
states be done according to cultural lines?
To what extent the West is morally responsible for what
happened in the past and what would be its responsibility in
the future?
Which party would be asked to redraw the region’s map:
Populations or the leaders in power?
Describing the questions as complicated, Maila said that
nobody can answer them. In the case of a new reshape of the
region, he added, the question that should be asked is about
the legitimacy of such a step. Any new reshape will usher a
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war that will last 100 years. He continued to say that despite
the fact that the Sykes-Picot agreement belongs to the past,
the culture that paved the way to such an agreement is still
prevailing; the intervention of the US, Russia and the European states in the region’s nations’ affairs and imposing their
borders are a living example of this culture. This is an ethical
issue, and it is unacceptable nowadays.
Heydemann, on the other hand, said that while we cannot
but recognize the seriousness of the crisis plaguing the region,
this should not lead us to assume the existence of western hidden agendas aiming at imposing regional new boundaries, especially one that the US would be pursuing. He added that
such agendas exist only in journalists’ fantasies. He believes
that the fall of the region’s regimes would not cause borders
alteration.
During the lunch break, keynote speaker James Bar
thanked the Maison du Futur and the Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung for organizing this conference and talked about the
reluctance of Britain to endorse the agreement which according to him was reinforced by an intriguing detail on the infamous map that was presented by French ambassador to UK
Paul Cambon, “This map was autographed by both negotiators in the bottom right hand corner, and if you look closely
you will see an important difference. While François GeorgesPicot signed in black ink, Mark Sykes preferred to use a pencil
to write his name and the date, 8 May 1916”.
He considered that Sykes did that because he did not think
the deal would stand the test of time especially that it had
failed to resolve the future of Palestine satisfactorily. He added
that Britain had entered the negotiations with France with
one aim – establishing “a belt of English-controlled countries”
across the Middle East to protect the road to India, by creating
a cordon that stretched from the Suez Canal to the Persian
frontier that cut through the main east-west land route running through Aleppo, down the Euphrates, to the Gulf. Unfortunately, this plan was thwarted when Picot refused to give
Sykes Palestine. The two men compromised by agreeing that
the holy land should have an international administration,
but it was an outcome that neither men liked, particularly
Mark Sykes.
Sykes had clearly failed, and he quickly found his efforts
being odiously criticized mainly by the military who warned
that the deal would be opposed by the Jews who wielded vast
financial influence in the US at a time when Britain needed
to borrow money from America to pay for the war. At this mo-
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ment, he added, one man saw an opportunity, and that was
Sir Herbert Samuel; he circulated a memorandum around the
Cabinet arguing that Britain should back the Zionist cause
and support Jews in their endeavor to establish a Jewish state
in Palestine, arguing that such a state would keep the French
away from Suez and would win Britain“the gratitude of a
whole race”. Consequently, Prime Minister David Lloyd
George was convinced by Samuel’s argument, while France
was not, and he persuaded the Russians to support Britain’s
claim to Palestine.
Barr continued, “It is worth pausing to speculate for a moment about what might have happened then had there been
neither the Russian revolution nor a Prime Minister Lloyd
George who had vowed to the Jewish-British scientist Chaim
Weizmann and assured him that, if Palestine came under British
influence, Britain would grant the Jews a charter in Palestine.
Under the title “Retrospective and Prospective : Syria
and Lebanon”, the third session kicked off featuring as moderator Paul Salem, Vice President for Policy and Research at
the Middle East Institute and the following speakers,
Andrew Tabler, Martin G. Gross Fellow in the Program on
Arab Politics at the Washington Institute for Near East Studies
Roger Dib, Former Minister, Founder and Director of the
Near East Consulting Group
Amr el Azm, Associate Professor of Middle East History
and Anthropology in Shawnee State University.
Former minister Roger Dib took the floor by stating that
before Sykes-Picot, Lebanon’s different communities coexisted
within a defined territory, and Lebanon’s uniqueness proved
itself firstly through Mount Lebanon’s Emirate, than the Mutasarrifate and finally through Great Lebanon which borders
were drawn in the Treaty of San Remo in April 1920. He explained that the Sykes-Picot agreement came to organize the
region after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, as well as to
protect its minorities. Whereas local inhabitants have not
been consulted on the secret agreement’s terms ; they have
played a role in its implementation. Maronites in Lebanon
played a major role in drawing the country’s boundaries; Syrians protested federalism; Ataturk in Turkey refused to cede
the Sanjak of Alexandretta and the establishment of a Kurdish
state. As for Iraq and Jordan, he added, their current borders
were drawn by the British for geopolitics purposes.
However, he stated that the common interest of Lebanese
and French at that time to expand the Mount Lebanon Mu-
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tasarrifate annexing therefore Syrian territory to Lebanon
could be held responsible for the historic tension between the
two countries.
He outlined several factors that have played in weakening
the Lebanese state more than the Sykes-Picot agreement. The
first of which is the Arab-Israeli conflict and the consequent
refugees’ crisis, the second the Islamic revolution in Iran, the
third the subsequent Arab-Iranian conflict and Sunni-Shiite
divide, and the third the Arab Spring which has ignited the
Syrian war and unleashed Islamic extremist groups.
On another vein, he believes that ISIS has dissolved the
borders drawn by Sykes-Picot agreement, stressing the need
for an international conference featuring the main local parties to re-organize the region, and arguing that only a treaty
like the Peace of Westphalia, which concluded the Thirty
Years’ War, can help bring an end to the Middle East’s deeprooted conflicts; otherwise, the world is heading to the “other
Crimea” war.
He concluded by expecting the continuation of the volatile
situation in Lebanon due to external and internal factors. The
most important are the outcome of the Syrian conflict,
Hezbollah’s grip on the Lebanese state, a new war between
Israel and Hezbollah, along with the weakness of Lebanon’s
leaders and their inability to rule the country after the departure of Syria, the presidential vacuum and the ensuing paralysis of the constitutional institutions, in addition to the dire
economic situation and the widespread corruption.
Andrew Tabler started his intervention by asking what if
any of Syria and Lebanon’s strengths and weaknesses can be
traced back to Sykes-Picot.
In the Lebanon’s case, he said the factors that led to its instability cannot be traced to Sykes-Picot, but instead to the
French state building. He added that Lebanon sectarian balance was not sustainable; maintaining the sectarian balance
formed in the census of 1932 where Christians made up 51%
of the population was an awfully slim majority on which to
base power sharing in the 1943 National Pact.
As for Syria, he stated that this country was from the start
more troubling, and it had witnessed during the mandate era
more instability both in terms of plans to divide it into
separate sub-states, and the confrontations that followed with
the French Mandate authorities, but to be fair, he added,
throwing off the colonial yoke with Independence did not
bring about stability. By various accounts, Syria was perhaps
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the world’s most politically unstable country, suffering from
over a dozen coup d’états, and for three years ceased to exist
as the “northern province” of the United Arab Republic. With
the coming to power of the Baath Party in 1963 and Hafez
Al Assad in 1970, some “stability” was brought to Syria, but
a closer look indicates that stability was often paper thin and
appeared thicker than it was due to the civil war in neighboring Lebanon.
He stressed that the role of the first uprising under the
Assad’s rule which culminated in February 1982 into the
Hama massacre, brought about the demographic and political
conditions for the current uprising that cannot be overstated.
When Assad used the Hama incident to arrest nearly all of
his political opponents and place the country on lockdown,
he caused the Middle East Equivalent of the San Francisco
earthquake effect.
“Was the Lebanese civil war a lagging negative result of
Sykes-Picot, or was the Lebanese resilience against mayhem a
positive legacy of the same ?” he asked. In response to this
question, Tabler said that Lebanon suffered and benefited
from strong sectarian communities. It suffered in terms of distinct identities that were often behind the dividing lines during the civil war, and it benefited in that these communities
kept health, education and basic services going during 15
years of civil war.
As for Syria, he asked whether the current Syrian crisis is
an indication that the French approach, from Sykes-Picot onward, planted the seeds of discord, or is it proof that the
French attempt at partitioning and federalizing Syria was the
sound course that was not followed. He said that a federalized
Syria probably would have avoided some aspects of the Syrian
civil war, but the influence of the Arab Nationalist movement
and later Nasserism and the Baath meant that Syria was inevitably the battleground for what all three of those movements regarded as the future of the region. More poignantly,
what are the prospects of survival of the nation-states of
Lebanon and Syria today, and has the notion of a nation-state
lost its relevance? He believes that the nation state is more
important than ever, and that the core problem comes down
to governance. He concluded by saying that a better governance requires a federalization of breakup of Syria.
Amr El Azm took the floor wondering if we can blame
Sykes-Picot for the downfall of Syria today. He added, it is
often said that the original sin for many of the Middle East
region’s troubles is the Sykes-Picot agreement because it cre-
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ated states with artificial borders that did not take into account ethnic, sectarian, religious or tribal boundaries.
However, he argued that at least as far as Syria is concerned, the problem does not necessarily lie in the supposedly
volatile artificiality of the state, but rather in the persistent
policy by successive Syrian regimes to suppress the emergence
of a strong national identity, promoting instead alternate
supra-Syrian identities that are sectarian (Sunni or Shiite) or
inherently ethnic (Arab or Kurdish) or supra politico-ideological such as the one party state system of the Baath. These
supra identities conferred advantages on those who fit them
to the exclusion of the rest that ultimately led to the disintegration of the country today.
Looking to the future, any post-conflict planning
should make it a priority to re-establish and enhance a strong
sense of a Syrian national identity as a principal way towards
reconciliation and stability rather than seeking to redraw the
boundaries of the modern Syrian state based on new
supra identities.
The session was followed by a debate during which the following questions were raised:
Lebanon is currently facing earthquakes which are embodied by rampant corruption and the refugee crisis. Is another
earthquake awaiting Lebanon in the near future?
Kissinger and Brzezinski have agreed that the regional system based on the Sykes-Picot agreement is over, and that the
current events will eventually lead to the emergence of a new
regional system based on reconciliation, partnership, mutual
respect for existing borders and non-interference in domestic
affairs of other nations. They went as far as to speculate the
fall of the international system and the implementation of regional systems. Is this perspective viable?
Will the collapse of internal borders lead to the collapse of
external borders and thus to nations’ evanescence?
While some participants rejected what is often said that
neither Lebanon nor Syria succeeded in creating national
identity, others on the contrary believed that the core problem
in both countries is the lack of such identity.
Concerning Syria, El Azm said the Assad regime worked
hard to suppress the emergence of a national identity, encouraging instead alternate supra-Syrian identities that are sectarian or inherently ethnic or supra politico-ideological such as
the one party state system of the Baath. As for what was said
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about ISIS and the Syrian identity, he argued that the regions
controlled by the group in Syria from Manbij to Jarabulus to
Raqa, are under tribal influence, where tribal identity is omnipresent and overlooks the national identity.
As for the emergence of a new regional system, Tabler believed that what would steer changes in the region and implement a new power balance are internal players, especially with
the US disengaging itself from the array of crisis hitting the
Middle East.
As for Lebanon, Dib said since its independence Lebanon
has been and will continue to be the target for earthquakes,
mainly because of its critical geopolitical location. Lebanon was
subjected to endure the dire consequences of several conflicts
starting with the Arab-Israeli conflict to the Arab-Iranian conflict, to the East-West conflict. Nonetheless, he added, Lebanon
was capable of containing these disturbances. What remains
dangerous, however, is the rampant corruption which undermines any attempt to build a state. He believes that the core
reason of the region’s mayhem resides in its failure to establish
nation-states. Meanwhile, he emphasized the bind between the
success of a new regional system and the extent to which it will
abide by the Peace of Westphalia, stressing that Iran should
stop meddling in the domestic affairs of other nations.
The fourth session was entitled “Retrospective and
Prospective: Jordan and Palestine”, and was opened by its
moderator John Bell, director of the Middle East and
Mediterranean Program, Toledo Center. Bell commended
Barr’s intervention in which he accounted how Sykes and
Picot have dealt with the future of Palestine as the perfect introduction for this session. He also emphasized Maila’s concomitance between solving the Arab-Israeli conflict and
putting an end to the region’s current havoc, especially with
the multiple regional crises shadowing the Arab-Israeli conflict
and back seating efforts for reaching a comprehensive solution. Bell presented the speakers,
Marwan Moasher, Former Minister,Vice President for
Studies, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (Washington, USA),
Nabil Amro, former Minister in the Palestinian National
Authority
Mahmoud Soueid, former Director of the Institute of
Palestinian Studies.
Marwan Moasher presented his intervention via Skype,
refusing to hold the Sykes-Picot agreement responsible for all
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the challenges the Arab world is currently facing. He also refused the “artificial boundaries myth” which most Arabs evoke
to justify why a dream of a civil united Arab nation, characterized by diversity and democracy was not fulfilled. While recognizing the dire consequences of foreign interference in the
Arab world starting with the legacy of colonialism to the establishment of the Israeli state, he stressed that dwelling on
colonial borders is unjustifiable as the world doesn’t have any
authentic or natural borders, and plenty of other countries
have “artificially drawn” borders and aren’t fighting. He said
the Jordanian state was not mentioned specifically in the
Sykes-Picot agreement, but was carved out later by Winston
Churchill in 1921. The state witnessed the flow of several
waves of refugees in 1948, 1967, 1990, 2003, 2011, and now,
changing each time its demographic and political nature. He
added that the monarchy proved to be resilient as the major
two ethnic groups, the East Jordanians and the Palestinians,
wanted the monarchy to serve as an umbrella and an arbiter.
The political system was relatively more open than most of its
neighbors. Economically, he said, Jordan, much like many Arab
countries, employed a “semi-renter” system, benefitting from
rents coming from oil (grants from the gulf), remittances and
foreign aid (mainly from the United States recently). While
the system has proved resilient, there are serious pressures
today facing Jordan:
– On the political front, many Jordanians are frustrated
with the way the state is run and with the lack of a serious
voice for the citizenry. Several protests took place after 2011,
although concern about ending up in a situation like the one
plaguing Syria or Egypt has practically ended these demonstrations for the time being.
– The Syrian refugees’ problem.
– ISIS.
Economically, unemployment is very high (13% overall,
30% among the youth), public debt is at 94% of GDP, and
the fiscal deficit is over 10%. There does not seem to be a
medium term plan to deal with these issues. The decline in
oil prices means that sustained foreign assistance from the
Gulf is not guaranteed.
He concluded saying, one hundred years after Sykes-Picot,
Jordan is still struggling with the modern concept of citizenship that acknowledges equal citizenship for all regardless of
gender, ethnic origin or religion. He added that Jordan should
implement the necessary changes in its political system which
could ultimately enable the modern concept of citizenship to
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flourish; Jordan had embarked in such endeavor in 2005 with
the National Agenda project; however this attempt failed because it was rejected by a myriad of stakeholders who refused
to give up their gains and privileges.
Former Minister Nabil Amro started his intervention by
thanking president Amine Gemayel for organizing this conference, pinpointing that he will address the post-Oslo agreement which has ushered a new era for the Palestinians.
However, he said that the Oslo agreement had its pros and
cons, and after its failure the Palestinians were left with only
the limitations. While the Oslo agreement granted the Palestinians a passport, it allowed the return of hundreds of thousands to Gaza and the West Bank and laid the nucleus of a
Palestinian state, several factors led to its failure. Both Palestinians and Israelis were not ready for peace. The Palestinians’
unawareness of the Israeli political system and decision making, over-bet on international support for the new settlement,
and finally a mutual misunderstanding on the agreement’s
essence, whereas Israel saw it as a security agreement while
Palestinian considered it as a political one.
Stating that Palestinians were currently isolated, he outlined several scenarios for a permanent settlement of the
Palestinian cause. The first is the continuation of Americansponsored initiatives to simply manage severed relations between both sides in order to avoid any major escalation. He
warned that such scenario could flare-up in a vicious cycle of
violence. The second is the two-state solution considered to
be the best despite several obstacles; Amro said that the main
dilemma facing the two-state solution is that Israel wants an
ideologically based solution that recognizes Israel as a Jewish
state which is refused by Palestinians due to its dire consequences on more than 2 million Palestinians who hold the Israeli passport. In addition, Amro added the Israeli want a
demilitarized Palestinian state completely under their control.
They want to truncate part of the Jordan Valley area which
constitutes the main agricultural reserve for Palestinians, they
are also adamant on their settlements policy and on the status
of Jerusalem. In return, Palestinians want a geographically
contiguous state free of settlements, enjoying a political and
economic freedom with east Jerusalem as its capital. He
stressed that the divergence in the two parties’ vision needs
an international effort that exceed the one put to achieve the
Oslo agreement, believing that the tow-state solution will remain an unfulfilled dream.
As for the third scenario, Amro talked about the ongoing
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Lavrov-Kerry negotiations, wondering if it could pave the way
to regional arrangements that include the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict. Nonetheless, he considered this scenario ambiguous,
unless the major players in the Middle East in general, and
particularly in Syria, reach an agreement on a new map for
the region depending on the outcome of the Syrian war. However, he said, one could not but shed the light on some major
game-changer factors that have occurred in both regional and
international political arenas. The hastening covert or public
rapprochement between Israel and some Arab states would
deprive the new world order whether it is the US or Russia
from enjoying their status as superpowers, and they would no
longer be able to run the world and impose whatever deal they
agree upon. On another vein, he said that despite Iran’s influential role on the region’s countries, it does not have a similar
grip on the path of the Palestinian cause, especially after the
outbreak of the Syrian crisis and the subsequent severing in
its relation with Hamas. Welcomed by both Israelis and Palestinians, he described the last peace initiative of Egyptian President Abdel Fattah El Sissi as the most serious attempt
presented nowadays to break the deadlock facing the resumption of peace negotiations. He concluded by saying that the
Middle East problems are not the product of boundaries established by the Sykes-Picot agreement, but rather the product of failed regimes that were unable to create national
identities and to achieve citizenship. He held the division
among Palestinians responsible for the failure of the many attempts to bring peace, emphasizing the need for mutual understanding to accept the obvious. The destruction of Israel
or the vanishing of the Palestinians are impossible scenarios.
Coexistence between the two peoples is the inevitable historical horizon.
Mahmoud Soueid started his intervention by noting that
while the Sykes-Picot agreement was signed at the height of
WWI, its substance can be traced to the colonial aspirations
of Britain and France; in fact, before Sykes-Picot and with the
approval of France, British were eager to establish a Jewish
state in Palestine for national interests, the most important
being to control the shortest route between the Mediterranean
and the Gulf, and thus securing the road to India.
Speaking about the current situation of the Palestinian
cause, he considered that the divisions among Palestinians had
dire consequences for the wider Palestinian quest for statehood
and self-determination. He added that for Israel, Palestinian
factionalism is a central piece in its strategy to divide and rule.
Sadly, many Palestinians are playing along and by doing so are
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jeopardizing their own salvation.
Along this vein, he highlighted the
“destructive’” role played by Iran
through arming Hamas and sawing
divisions among Palestinian factions.
Decrying Iran’s drastic role in the region especially in Lebanon and Syria,
he said that Iranian claims to support
the Palestinian cause are more ostentatious, showy, exaggerated, and theatrical rather than genuine and
practical. He added that currently,
the Arab governments have proven
ineffective in helping the Palestinians
pursue their national agenda; both
Arab states and the international
community have put the Palestinian
issue on the back burner, thus pushing Israel to go further with its settlement construction policy, judaization
of Jerusalem, Galilee and the Jordan
Valley, without which there would be
no life for a Palestinian state. He expressed pessimism over the prospect
of resuming Israeli-Palestinian peace talks, saying that the Sissi’s
initiative will go nowhere especially with the many challenges
Egypt is facing with its launched war against extremist groups
in north Sinai and the Palestinian factionalism and the multiple
conflicts rearing across the region. He called on Palestinians to
peacefully resist Israel’s settlement construction plan to focus
on international and regional initiatives and activate the policy
of boycotting Israel politically, economically and academically
until a permanent peace is possible.
The debate that followed this session raised several focal
points:
The Sykes-Picot agreement is not to blame for the emergence of the Israeli state, as it is not responsible for the conflicts wracking the region.
The weaknesses and contradictions of authoritarian
regimes are at the heart of the Middle East’s ongoing tribulations. Even the rampant ethnic and religious sectarianism is a
result of this authoritarianism, which has come to define the
Middle East’s state system far more than the Sykes-Picot
agreement ever did.
The Palestinians’ own internal divisions are the biggest barrier to a peaceful resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
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There is a tangible change in public opinion in countries
whose governments have been traditionally sympathetic to Israel giving the Palestinian cause an international dimension.
That is cause for hope.
Boycotting Israel is not a solution, and it has proven to be
ineffective.
The need to contain the drastic role played by Iran with regards to the Palestinian cause.
Saturday, 21st of May:
Entitled Retrospective and Prospective: Iraq, Hassan
Mneimneh kicked off the fifth session saying that Iraq may be
the most prominent example that was produced by the SykesPicot agreement and other subsequent agreements. Iraq may
also be the country that has paid the biggest price for the unbalanced repercussions of Sykes-Picot agreement. He emphasized on Iraq’s particularity among Arab states, as it is the only
one that benefits of both natural and human resources and was
the most successful state to forging a national identity. In fact,
despite decades of tyranny, he added, Iraq has witnessed a
merge among its different components that has led to the
emergence of the Iraqi national identity. However since the
ousting of Saddam Hussein, the national narrative has fallen
and had been replaced by factional narratives such as the sectarian, tribal racial and ethnic narratives. He said that these
narratives express the deep Iraqi cultural crisis in the post-Saddam era in its quest to establish a new national narrative that
overcomes these factional narratives and at the same time
takes them into consideration. After introducing the panelists,
he gave the floor to Maysoun El Damluji, Member of the
Iraqi Parliament, Chair of the Parliamentary Culture and
Media Committee, and spokesperson of Al Wataniya Bloc.
Maysoun El Damluji began her intervention by thanking
President Gemayel and MdF for organizing this conference
and stressed that she will address in her intervention the current Iraqi crisis. She said that in addition to what Mneimneh
said about Iraq enjoying both natural and human resources,
this country was also the cradle of multiple civilizations as it
was surrounded by other civilizations. She added that historically, Iraq had been the ideal place for conflicts among these
civilizations, and it had knew its golden age when it had
served as bridge among them. She continued to say that today
is no different from yesterday, as Iraq is still the arena of multiple regional and international conflicts.
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El Damluji said she will begin her intervention with the occupation of Iraq in 2003, when all the state institutions were
dissolved as well as the army and security forces. In addition,
the de-Baathification law was enacted, and we witnessed the
damaging implementation of an ethno-sectarian quota political system, reducing the Iraqi state to its three components –
the Sunni, Shiite and Kurds. She added that this situation has
led to injustice, as a large part of the Iraqi people especially
among the Sunni felt they were marginalized. After 13 years
of conflicts among these components, we are currently witnessing the rise of internal conflicts within each one of them
and that will eventually lead to the disintegration of the big
sectarian blocks. She considered the legislative election of
2010 as being a turning point because it has unveiled the big
gap between Iraqis and the political class, and it has showed
the impact of foreign intervention in stoking sectarian division
in Iraq. She said that the March 2010 election resulted in a
partial victory for the Iraqi National Coalition, led by former
Interim Prime Minister Ayad Allawi, who won a total of 91
seats, making it the largest alliance in the new parliament. The
State of Law Coalition, led by incumbent Prime Minister
Nouri Al Maliki at the time, was the second largest grouping
with 89 seats. Despite this result and due to foreign intervention, Al-Maliki retained his post as prime minister and started
his term by launching a brutal repression against his opponents. Between 2010 and 2014, the gap between Iraqis and
the political class widened which has led first to the fall of
Mosul and second of Anbar Province to terrorist groups; the
Iraqi army fled with hardly a fight. She talked about the outbursts of street riots in 2015 which took place under the banner of preserving the unity of Iraq, refusal of religious political
parties, rejection of sectarianism and fighting corruption.
Muqtada Al Sadr movement joined these street riots demanding the Iraqi government to deliver promised reforms, however, the riots’ demands were reduced to a simple government
reshuffle. She concluded by saying that while the 2003 invasion of Iraq was decisive in creating Iraq’s contemporary sectarian dynamics, the main danger that currently loom in Iraq
is the growing inter-communal divide within each community.
It will be a bloody fight; however it could usher a new era of
cross-communal trend in Iraq’s politics that upholds the national identity over the religious one.
Raid Juhi El Saidi, Inspector General at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Iraq and Legal Advisor, started his intervention by explaining how nations have aroused throughout history, noting that the border demarcation drawn by the
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Sykes-picot agreement is not a first in human political history.
Speaking about Iraq’s future, he stressed that while foreign intervention is keen to see a shredded Iraq, and despite several
secessionist voices especially among Kurds, most Iraqis are committed to the unity of their country within its current boundaries and to their adherence to the Iraqi national identity. He
finally considered that ISIS will lose its battle to hold territory
in Iraq, and it will be eliminated as a cell-based terrorist group
in Iraq. Accordingly, he added that the ISIS phenomenon will
not have a place in the future political map of Iraq.
After thanking president Gemayel and the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, for organizing“such a stimulating conference,” former Iraqi Ambassador to the United States Rand
El Rahim started her intervention with a couple of comments. The first pertained to what Andrew Tabler said about
the United States and the other powers being unable today
unlike in 1916, the time of Sykes Picot, to implement their
strategies on the ground. She said, “Yes, it is difficult today
for the US or the EU to implement or enforce anything. However, the international community led by the US can stir zests,
can shape opinions, and therefore, can influence outcomes”.
The second comment targeted the maps that Heydemann
showed. She said, there is no smoke without fire, “These maps
did not come from nowhere but they were a result of a widespread belief in the US that the whole region should be divided along sectarian lines”, and that is why people are afraid
of such maps.
Speaking about the so-called artificiality of the Iraqi state
espoused by some western pundits and the Kurds arguing that
Iraq was clubbed together by Sykes Picot without good reason, she said that such argumentation does not stand. First of
all, she continued, “Iraq is no more artificial than other states
created after WW1, not only in the Middle East but also in
Africa and Central Europe, as well as in the Caucasus after
the fall of the Soviet Union.” Stressing that the issue of the
artificiality of states “is a bogus one”, she said that the question that should be asked is, “Are the people in a state content
with being in that state or not? And I think in Iraq, at the
time of the formation of the state in 1921 and for the exception of the Kurds, all its components from Sunni, Shiite,
Yazidis and Christians, accepted to be within the borders of
Iraq.” They were of course not content with the mandate, she
added, but they were never opposed to the Iraqi state as it was
shaped by the Sykes-Picot agreement. About a reconfiguration
of Iraq’s borders, she said, “We have to think in terms of ex-
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ternal and internal borders (…) and we need to have a nuance
approach to what we mean by a revision of borders.” Answering the question whether the apparent dislocation of Iraq is a
correction of its artificial construction by Sykes-Picot, she said
that the current disarray in Iraq is not a matter of borders, it
is instead a matter of failed governance, and that’s what we
really need to focus on.
She continued that during the thirties, forties and fifties of
the late century, there was an enormous effort at building up
the Iraqi identity through the educational system and many
other means, but it was disrupted by the Arab Nationalism
that prevailed in the 1960s and 1970s, and the notion that
there is a transcendent identity tended to submerge the Iraqi
identity, and that was “very damaging.” She added that in the
1980s, Saddam Hussein tried to rebuild the Iraqi identity, yet
he did so because of the war with Iran. Hussein was very eager
to bring back to the front an Iraqi identity in order to help
with the war in Iran. She stressed, “I think at that point, it
was a little bit too late, because Saddam had already started
persecuting Shiites and Kurds, and actually anybody who opposed him, including Sunnis, but most of the ills were directed
or suffered by the Shiites and the Kurds. Therefore, we had
an Iraqi identity that was built throughout the thirties, forties
and fifties, and it was revived again in the 1980s but for the
wrong agenda”. She added that prior to 2003, the two aggrieved communities were distinctly the Kurds and the Shiites,
who were unfortunately represented by religious parties. The
pact and the strategic alliance between the two were based on
the fact that Kurds wanted federalism, and Shiites wanted supremacy over the Arab part of Iraq. The problem is that after
2003, “We elevated not Iraqi identity but communal and factional identities. There was no unified vision of what it was
to be an Iraqi, no unified vision of how Iraq should be governed and by whom”. She added, the Shiites were guilty of
gross and triumphalism which boarded revenge; if you were
Sunni, you were prima facie guilty, and you had to prove your
innocence. We had also a number of laws including the deBaathification, accountability and justice, which put all the
Sunnis on the defensive because not only were they excluded
but also accused of complicity with Hussein regime, and consequently suspects and could not participate in the new order.
The bad governance and widespread corruption worsened the
situation. She said that after 13 years of instability, violence
and untruthful relation among the Iraqi components, it is
time to rethink Iraq’s internal and external borders, and discuss the viability of Iraq as a unified state or as a federal sate
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divided according to sectarian lines and comprising a Sunni,
Shiite and Kurdish independent states, an idea fiercely espoused by Americans. Although such scenario is welcomed by
Kurds, both Sunni and Shiite refuse it for different reasons;
the Sunni because they touted it as treason while the Shiites
wanted a heavy hand on all Iraq. She added that there are
many reasons why the division of Iraq is impossible; the first
of which resides in the fact that most provinces and particularly the Sunni ones are a patchwork of communities, Sunnis,
Shiites, Kurds and Christians. These communities do not live
in discretely; they live in mix; they are cheek and jaw, village
next to village, home next to home. If we wanted to create
[pure regions], she said, the extent of ethnic cleansing, civil
war, bloodshed and dislocation would be enormous, far more
than what we have seen until today, and the human cost
would be tragic. The second reason, she added, is the rise of
conflicts within each community; all of whom have militias
and are armed up to their teeth, and none of whom can see
eye to eye on the future. The third reason is that our neighbors
who have enormous interests in Iraq are not going to be neutral and stay quiet about dividing Iraq. Iran, Turkey, the Gulf
region will all interfere. ISIS will probably have an irreversible
hold in Sunni areas; Iran will probably use the Shiite areas as
a satellite region for its influence even more so than today; in
other words we will have in Iraq a regional conflict by proxy.
El Rahim concluded by saying that the solution in Iraq resides in fully implementing the constitution. “The Iraqi Constitution talk about decentralization; we have not practiced
this decentralization. The remedy for the foreseeable future is
the devolution to those provinces and the implementation of
the laws that describe the type of devolution, but at the same
time, strengthening the central government in Baghdad in all
its responsibilities of governance, security, intelligence, border
security and strategic planning.”
The discussion that followed centered on the following ideas:
– The future of ISIS
– The future of Kurdistan
– How can we create a cross-communal trend in Iraq?
– Are Sunnis in Iraq identifying themselves with Sunnis
abroad more than with their Shiite fellow citizens?
– Can secularism and the establishment of a civil state be
a plausible solution for the Iraqi crisis?
– Did Iraq choose the federal system because of the so-called
existent division along sectarian lines or because of the Kurds?
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– The future of minorities in Iraq.
In response to these questions, panelists said that secularism is an old existing trend in Iraq, arguing that since its inception in 1921, the country have witnessed the rise of secular
political parties. They stressed that this trend is currently represented by the Iraqi National Coalition which includes
among its ranks all spectrum of the Iraqi society. They emphasized the ideological religious difference between the Shiites in Iraq and Iran, outlining the growing criticism of the
Iranian stances by Iraqi Shiite religious and political leaders.
They added that Iraqis today, whether Sunni or Shiite, are
keen to uphold their national identity, highlighting the social
blending among them. They concluded by speculating that
the reinvention of the secular trend in Iraq will lead to the
emergence of secular leaders especially among youth who are
today fighting bad governance and corruption. Finally, panelists unanimously said that ISIS will not remain as a major
player in Iraq, and while El Rahim thought that Kurdistan will
sooner or later be an independent state, El Damluji predicted
intern division among Kurds and El Saidi said Kurdistan will
remain attached to Iraq within the federal system.
Under the title “A New Sykes-Picot for the Region,” the
sixth session kicked off with its moderator Journalist Jihad El
Zein stressing on two major issues raised during this 2-day
conference; the first being the re-emergence of national identities throughout the region, and the second the federal system
considered the solution for the current regional crisis.
Burhanettin Duran, General Coordinator, Foundation for
Political, Economic and Social Research in Turkey, thanked
President Gemayel and the Konrad Adenauer for organizing
this conference. Speaking about the possibility of a new SykesPicot in the region, he said that discussions over a new Middle
East are not new and can be traced back to two major events
that shaped the background of Arab uprisings – the 9/11 attacks and the invasion of Iraq. He added that the concept of
new boundaries was raised by two local actors – ISIS who
claimed it has removed borders between Syria and Iraq in its
endeavor to establish the Caliphate, and the Kurds in their
pursuit for an independent state. He continued to say that
even actors who refuse redrawing borders in the region know
that it will never be the same again especially with all the
changes on the international political scene. He spoke about
three challenges facing the future of the Westphalian order in
the region and threatening the nation-states formed after the
WWI – The collapse of its three pillars sovereignty, territori-
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ality and secularism, the rise of sub-factional identities at the
expense of the inclusive national identity, and the flow of
refugees with the mass migration out of Iraq and Syria towards neighboring and European states. While emphasizing
the world powers’ responsibility for the current crisis in the
Middle East, he stressed as well on local the parties’ responsibility like Kurdish or Sunni or Shiite communities in different
countries that are making it very easy for global powers to be
involved in the regional affairs with little cost for themselves.
He said, “We have to think of this interplay among global and
regional powers, in a sense that all of them have responsibility
to form a new order for the region.” Speaking about eventual
solutions for the region’s multiple crises, he presented different scenarios. The first being the continuation of this polarization and division within the states along the lines of ethnic
and sectarian conflicts, and this means the continuation of
wars and violence; the second option is ending the competition between global and regional powers and pushing them to
get together in order to discuss a settlement in Syria and Iraq,
as for the third one, it is a regional integration to end these
conflicts starting by breaking this binary polarization between
Sunnis and Shiites. He concluded by stressing the need to establish a new order in the region rather than a new SykesPicot arrangement.
Nassif Hitti, Former Arab League Ambassador to Rome
and the Vatican took the floor and began his intervention by
saying that we used to consider the Ottoman Empire as being
the ‘sick man’ of Europe in the 19th century. Today, since the
first decade of the 21st century, the Arab World carries some
symptomatic features of becoming unfortunately, the ‘sick
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man’ of the world. He added that we are witnessing today the
emergence of an anarchical order in the Middle East due to
what “I once called the desarabization of the Arab regional
order.” He added that Arab States are currently unable to set
the agenda for the region, especially with the rise of Iran and
Turkey and their involvement in regional affairs.
He stressed that today we are back at what we thought
ended up with the sixties – the return of ideologies as a disturbing factor in what usually should be a normal interstate
relations or a normal regional state order. The difference
between today and the sixties is that during the sixties, we
had instrumental ideologies – Arab Nationalism that translated into socialism, conservative Islamism, but still it was political. Today, we are having a primary identity based
ideologies, not only in Islamism, but if we look through this
transparent veil we could see that there are political Sunnism
and political Shiism in this game; each of the two are used by
great powers to promote and serve their own interests. So this
return of ideologies at a state order level combined with a
power vacuum in the Arab world has reshuffled the balance
of power in the region.
His third observation went to the Arab Spring; one of the
main reasons behind what was called at one time the Arab
Spring is the clash between the two Ds – the demographic expansion and the under-development or the misbalanced development. The clashes between these two Ds have produced
stinking bombs. This real socio-economic issue was hijacked
by another clash, the clash of geo-politics and sociology, the
clash of the geo-politics attractiveness of certain countries ;
Syria is very attractive. Lebanon used to be attractive, unfortunately for the country, geo-politically speaking, and sociologically in terms of vulnerability of the national society, for
also the secular ideologies of the past were entirely discredited,
and what we have been seeing is the emergence of sub-national loyalties, sectarian, ethnic and religious loyalties that
were very much attractive and inviting for the geo-political intervention and interference.
He continued to say that sectarianism became unfortunately the name of the game, being used and misused to serve
certain interests ; the clash of sectarianism mainly between
Sunni and Shiites is a key factor leading to the emergence of
non-state actors who became currently much stronger in setting the agenda in the Middle East connecting national issues
to transnational issues. If we look from Baghdad to Beirut,
which is the region of our debate today, and beyond that from
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Sana’a to Sirte, we could see the importance of these nonstate actors’ role and fighting groups in this respect. He added,
today, what is interesting enough is that most of the revolutions are not happening in Monarchies, because Monarchies
have their traditional source of legitimacy, rather they are happening in what is called the “monarchical republics”, which
suddenly suffered from a sort of legitimacy vacuum. What we
have seen in these countries, is not the “raison d’état”, it’s the
“raison de la famille”, and perhaps some parts of the family
who were directly governing. What is important here is that
in most countries except for Egypt and Tunisia, regimes were
stronger than the state – should the regime go down, the state
will also collapse. That is what happened in Iraq and in Syria.
Hitti thought that the multidimensional fight over Syria
mirrors all the fights in the region, and especially the strategic
confrontation between the two returning regional empires,
Turkey and Iran; for Turkey, it’s the door to the East, for Iran
it’s the bridge to the Mediterranean. Speaking about the region’s future, Hitti presented 4 possible scenarios. The first
scenario is the Sudanization scenario, which means the division of a country or more than a country into two de jure
countries, leading to the creation of a new country. There are
many reasons that would work against this possibility in the
Levant ; firstly it will not be limited to one state, so it will
break down everything, and secondly it has not the objective
conditions for success. The second scenario is the Somalization scenario or the proliferation of failed states and disintegrated societies. The third scenario is the Lebanization model
based on the concessional democracy, and implemented
through an internal Taef and an external Taef.
Hitti concluded that the best scenario yet is the establishment of a civil state based on the concept of citizenship. There
is no medium role of the communities between the individual
and the state whether it is ethnic or religious or sectarian; it
is based on respecting diversity, on an all-inclusive approach
and on the rule of the law. Otherwise, we will remain in the
same game of inviting interference and intervention and more
and more balkanization of the region.
Paul Salem, Vice President for Policy and Research in the
Middle East Institute started his intervention by asking if the
region is currently witnessing deep alteration alike of what
had happened in the second decade of the last century and
had led to the Sykes-Picot agreement. Stressing that the region
is indeed witnessing brutal shifts, he explained however that
what we mean by the need for a new Sykes-Picot is the need
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for a solution to the multi-regional wars. He added that we
are facing today a regional war in which several local and external actors are involved making the opportunity to reach a
settlement very minimal. Nonetheless, he considered that a
new Sykes-Picot which will redraw the region’s boundaries is
currently impossible, as it will need to be implemented with
the blessing of the international community and the UN
council, and this is not plausible. He added that instead of
talking about new borders, we should focus on discussing
means to establish security within the existent ones, firstly
through rebuilding a new political system that could usher the
establishment of civic states. He continued to say that the region needs a new regional order which includes Egypt, Turkey,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, the US, Russia, China and Europe to work
through certain political means to enforce the Westphalian
order in the region along with rebuilding failed states. This
could be done by ending wars plaguing the region and establishing economic cooperation and integration.
Salem concluded his intervention by highlighting the drastic role Iran is playing in the region, calling the international
community to work towards pushing Iran to refrain its expansionist ambitions while at the same time providing guarantees
to Tehran as to its security and role.
The discussion that followed this session focused on
whether the region is in need for new borders or new political
systems along with a new regional order.
Before giving the floor to Keynote guest Adane al Janabi,
Interim Speaker of the Iraqi Parliament, Hassan Mneimneh
presented a wrap-up highlighting the main ideas discussed
during the conference’s different panels:
The main problem the region is suffering from is the lack
of states and the grip of totalitarian regimes.
The legacy of Sykes-Picot transcends boundaries to reach
the absence of national identity within the regions’ countries.
Two trends emerged as to speculating on the region’s future.
The first saw the region going ahead to a new redrawing of external borders in reminiscence with the Sykes-picot agreement
and another emphasizing the failure of such scenario.
As closure remarks, Iraq’s Interim Speaker Adnan El Janabi
stressed that the situation nowadays is completely different
from what it was when the Sykes-Picot agreement was ratified,
especially with the new technology impact on international
affairs as well as domestic affairs in each country. He
added that today we are witnessing numeric wars fought by
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non-state actors, along with confused world powers unable to
fight back and unprepared for such non-traditional wars. He
continued to say that the problem the Arab world in general
and Iraq in particular are suffering from has nothing to do
with borders, but with policies adopted by regimes whether
related to foreign affairs or domestic ones. Predicting the
falling of ISIS, Al Janabi warned against the world powers
being unprepared for managing the after-ISIS era in the region. Having agreed to what some panelists said about locals
having a say in determining the future of the region, he explained that what is meant by locals goes beyond countries’
populations to include key regional countries, each of them
having its own agenda.
He added that the region’s problem does not lay in redrawing boundaries, at least for Iraq, as with the exception of
Kurds, all Iraqis are content with their current borders. The
problem is with the failing policies adopted during decades.
Considering Iran as the major player in Iraq, he emphasized
the absence of an efficient role played by the US, stressing
that the US current approach to the Middle East, points to
Washington adopting a relatively low profile, accommodating
diverse local agendas. He considered that the United States
has distanced itself more visibly where it lacks the means or
interest to directly influence the course of events. This is most
evident in its policies towards Syria, Lebanon, and Iraq. He
also speculated that after its multiple overt military interventions in the region, the US will continue with its disengagement policy, focusing instead on domestic issues. As for the
European states, they are more focusing on countering the
drastic impact of the refugees’ crisis, and they have no vision
as how to settle our numerous problems.
El Janabi concluded by saying that the most dangerous
legacy of the Sykes-Picot agreement is Israel; until now the
Arab countries failed at forging a viable and effective regional
policy on how to deal with this country. The second crisis we
inherited from this agreement is the Kurds’ quest for an independent state. He added that this issue is being dealt with
only in Iraq, while it is back seated in other countries such as
Syria, Iran and Turkey. Saying that the Iraqi constitution outlined a working frame to deal with the Kurdish cause through
federalism, he stressed that Iraq’s future lay within its people’s
ability to refuse confessionalism as well as religious parties.
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Konrad Adenauer Stiftung in Lebanon

OPENING REMARKS

“I spent my morning quite productive by determining the Southern
desert frontier of Iraq.” Of course
this is not what I did this morning.
These are the words of Gertrude
Bell, Oriental Secretary of the Colonial Minister Winston Churchill, in
a letter from Bagdad in 1921. At
that time, after the First World War,
the military victors of the war carried out the post-war policies that
they had decided on in the AsiaMinor Agreement, better known as
the “Sykes-Picot”, in 1916.
Gertrude Bell, who had travelled
the Middle East extensively, was regarded as an expert of this region,
just as her colleague Thomas Edward Lawrence, who became wellknown by the name of Lawrence of
Arabia. Nonetheless, the citation of
Getrude Bell clearly reveals the selfrighteous manner in which the par-
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titioning of the Ottoman Empire
was executed following its defeat in
World War I. When they divided
the bankruptcy assets of the Ottoman Empire, the Great Powers
France and Great Britain followed
mere geostrategic and commodity
interests rather than considerations
about the viability of the newly created states.
Certainly, the Ottoman mosaic
did not provide clear dividing lines
for reordering of the region into
entities with homogeneous ethnic,
national or religious identities.
Despite this difficult starting point,
Bell and Lawrence had weighty
oversight: They only conferred with
Sunnis and Wahhabis, and when
the frontiers of the new states were
mapped, the presence of the Shiite
communities and their opinions and
needs had not been contended with;
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الجلسة اﻻفتتاحيّـة
¬«∏ÁQ Î«H

ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ¿ƒµJ ¿GC ≈Øfh .¥Gô©dGh
GÈ
k à©e á≤£æŸG É¡æe ÊÉ©J »àdG πcÉ°ûŸG πc AGQh
á«°SÉ«°S IOó©àe πeGƒ©d áé«àf ƒg …ôéj Ée ¿GC
’ ¬fGE ∫Ébh .á«Ä«H ≈àMh ájOÉ°üàbGh á«YÉªàLGh
ÉgOÉéjGE Éæ«∏Y øµdh á£«°ùH ∫ƒ∏M Ωƒ«dG óLƒj
ΩóYh ,Ωƒ«dG Égó¡°ûf »àdG IÉfÉ©ŸG πc øe óqë∏d
.»°VÉŸG ¢VGô©à°SÉH AÉØàc’G

a mistake that may already have
triggered some of the present-day
conflicts.
Today, hundred years after the
signing of the Sykes-Picot, the
Middle East is caught up in a
cascade of catastrophes (Danilo
Turk former Slovenian president).
The assessment of the agreement
and of its importance varies, but all
have one thing in common: The
negative connotation. Some call it
the root of all evil of the modern
Middle East, others consider it to be
a “historical blunder”.
“Sykes-Picot” is a reference point
for a variety of groups to this day. As
the impacts of the agreement are
persistent, it is not coincidence that
even the brutal regime of ISIS proclaimed the “end of Sykes-Picot”
while tearing down the boundary
wall between Iraq and Syria.
We came together today not to
celebrate, but to reflect to the signing of Sykes-Picot one hundred
years ago. We should not stop at
the Sykes-Picot Agreement itself.
Solutions have to be found for the

±ó¡j ’ Ωƒ«dG ÉæYÉªàLG ¿GE ¬«∏ÁQ Î«H ∫Éb
‘ ÒµØàdG ¤GE πH ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S º««≤J ¤GE
±hô¶dG ¢Vô©à°SGh .á≤£æŸG πÑ≤à°ùe
ó©H ¬fGC GókcƒDe ,ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJ’ á«îjQÉàdG
™°Vh øe á≤£æŸG ÊÉ©J É¡©°Vh ≈∏Y ΩÉY áÄe
QÉ«¡fG ø∏YGC ¢ûYGO º«¶æJ ¿GC ±É°VGCh .»KQÉc
ÉjQƒ°S ÚH Ohó◊G ¬àdGRÉEH ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S

multitude of problems being faced.
But after all we are in the Maison
du Futur, the House of the Future,
and what place could be more adequate to think about solutions, than
our meeting place today. I would
like to thank President Amine
Gemayel and the team of the Maison du Futur for having taken up
this initiative.
Not every problem in the region
has its roots in the Sykes-Picot agreement. We also have to think about
more recent activities and influencing factors that affect and even
shape the crises of the Middle East.
There are studies that advise us to
open our minds to other factors that
could have triggered conflict. In the
case of Syria, there was a drought
lasting several years before the conflict started. It deprived people especially those from the countryside of
their livelihood and forced them to
migrate to the outskirts of big cities,
where in 2011 the protests started.
This is just an example of how
deeply interwoven environmental issues can be with political events.
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In my point of view water resources are and will continue to be
among the most crucial issues in the
future of the region. In Europe,
commissions created in accordance
with international agreements of
water management, as existing for
the Rhine and Danube rivers, are
important instruments for the prevention of conflict. Such commissions were also established for the
use of the Mekong River in Southeast Asia; the Uruguay in South
America and also for the Nile in
Africa. Governments worldwide
were able to achieve trans-boundary
cooperation! What is holding the
Middle East back? Decades of
negotiations between Turkey, Syria
and Iraq concerning a water management scheme for the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers have failed to yield
results and mitigate further conflict.
Though Israel and Jordan have
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managed to find a pragmatic
solution on sharing the resources
of the Jordan River.
Whatever the findings of this
conference will be, Gertrude Bell,
who reshaped Iraq on behalf of the
British, was ignorant of the farreaching consequences of her decisions. She believed that she worked
out a reasonable national border of
the new state of Iraq.
There are no easy solutions today.
We must endeavor to work on
finding solutions and not only describe the historic perspective. We
should, therefore, strive to work
within the existing framework, since
the regional order, created in the
wake of the empire’s post-World
War I collapse, may well be arbitrary, but any attempt to change it
is likely to lead to even more wars,
bloodshed and human disaster and
more boundaries.
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CAROLE DAGHER
Cultural Attaché
at the Embassy of Lebanon in France
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SYKES PICOT IN ITS HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE

Jamais centenaire n’aura davantage
interpellé l’actualité que la commémoration de ce qui est entré dans l’Histoire sous le nom d’“accords
Sykes-Picot”. Crédités d’avoir façonné
la carte du Proche-Orient, ces accords
portent le poids symbolique de nos frontières actuelles. Cent ans après, ces
frontières sont encore là. Menacées?
Peut-être. Contestées? Aussi, mais bien
établies et reconnues comme telles,
même si se posent aujourd’hui des questions non réglées comme celle de la création d’un État kurde.
Ces accords sont-ils la source de tous
les maux, comme certains analystes ont
tendance à l’affirmer aujourd’hui?
Rien n’est moins sûr. La question qui
s’impose est plutôt la suivante: Quel
autre découpage aurait été possible?
Un découpage ou une organisation des
territoires qui abonderait dans le sens

de l’utopie d’une vaste “oumma”
arabe? Cela n’aurait-il pas été la prolongation d’un Empire auquel s’opposaient les élites arabes précisément,
mais qui, au lieu d’être l’Empire ottoman, aurait été appelé l’Empire arabe?
Le chérif Hussein de la Mecque pouvait-il se positionner comme le nouveau
rassembleur de la “nation” arabe? Il
ne faut pas oublier que la civilisation
arabe a pour berceau historique et culturel cette région-là, qui va de la Syrie
des Omeyyades (avec pour capitale
Damas) à la Mésopotamie ou l’Irak
des Abbassides (Bagdad), puis l’Égypte
des Fatimides. Le Liban, bien entendu,
spécifique dans sa culture plurielle, et
la Palestine/Terre Sainte font aussi
partie de cette vieille civilisation où
l’humanité puise ses sources et ses référents spirituels, religieux et culturels.
Qui pouvait certifier alors que le chérif
Hussein aurait eu toute latitude d’exer-
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cer son autorité sur cet ensemble-là, berceau des civilisations et des grandes religions, façonné par les Empires qui s’y
sont succédé? De plus, et l’Histoire
nous le montre, qui et comment gouverner et encore plus, unifier cette géographie humaine faite d’une multitude de
communautés-nations? Quelle entité,
quel État, quel royaume?
Parce que l’enjeu, le véritable enjeu,
est bien celui de la gestion du pluralisme ethnique, religieux, communautaire et culturel des sociétés orientales.
La question d’Orient au 19 e siècle
fut essentiellement la question des minorités des Balkans au Levant que l’Empire ottoman regroupait en son sein.
Ce qui est intéressant à relever, c’est
que la 1e Guerre Mondiale verra l’effondrement de trois Empires, dont deux
sous la poussée des réveils nationaux et
du puzzle de leurs minorités ethniques
et religieuses:
– l’Empire russe, aux visées protectionnistes chrétiennes, qui s’écroule avec
la révolution bolchévique;
– l’Empire austro-hongrois, avec la
poudrière des Balkans d’où jaillira
l’étincelle de la 1e Guerre Mondiale;
– l’Empire ottoman, avec sa gestion
du pluralisme au sein de la oumma,
entre dhimmis chrétiens et juifs, et
musulmans non sunnites considérés
comme hérétiques; soit les chrétiens, reconnus comme dhimmis et structurés
en millets depuis la prise de Constantinople par Mehemmed II dit le
Conquérant (29 mai 1453) et le corps
sunnite (la oumma) qui était la religion dominante de l’Empire ottoman et
du califat, et les autres, c.à.d les minorités de l’Islam (les chiites, druzes, ismaïlites, alaouites…), considérées
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comme des sectes hérétiques, non reconnues, rattachées de force à la loi hanafite, celle de l’Empire et donc opprimées
partout sauf dans le Mont-Liban, terre
de liberté. Car au sein de l’Empire ottoman, composé de provinces (wilayats), existait un embryon d’État,
l’ancien Émirat du Liban, devenu
Moutassarrifiyat en 1861-64, après
qu’on lui eut arraché ses provinces…
Il y a bien eu une tentative de réformes ottomanes (les Tanzimât –
1856, et la Constitution de Midhat
Pacha, le grand vizir éclairé – 1876, et
très vite écarté, qui prôna l’égalité de
tous les Ottomans avec accession possible de tous aux emplois publics – ce qui
représentait une rupture avec tout le
système du droit public musulman).
Mais elles ne durèrent pas et l’Empire
ottoman ferma rapidement cette parenthèse, craignant la colère de sa majorité
musulmane. Puis vint l’expérience malheureuse des “Jeunes Turcs” issus du comité Union et Progrès, qui déposent le
sultan rouge Abdul-Hamid en 1909:
échec des réformes, durcissement du nationalisme turc, avènement d’un triumvirat cruel (Enver Pacha, Djamal
Pacha, dit Al-Jazzar, et Talaat Pacha).
Le découpage de la région induit par les accords Sykes-Picot:
l’art du possible ?
L’importance des accords tient au
fait qu’ils sont directement liés à la
question de la protection des minorités
ethnico-religieuses et de leur intégration
dans les ensembles étatiques qui en sont
le fruit. C’est cet angle-là qui est le
point central de toute analyse, rétrospective et prospective liées aux accords
Sykes-Picot. D’où l’importance:
1) de replacer ces accords dans leur
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cadre historique – et rien n’est plus
juste que le titre de notre panel: SykesPicot in its Historical context: “The
Art of the Possible”.
2) de se demander si l’on peut vraiment imputer à ces accords la responsabilité de l’échec des États-nations, voire
des États tout court, au Proche-Orient ?
1) Des accords dans la lignée
logique de l’Histoire
Les accords Sykes-Picot ne sont pas
le produit d’un compromis spontané
sorti du néant. Ils font suite à un
échange épistolaire de plusieurs mois
entre Paul Cambon, ambassadeur de
France à Londres et Sir Edward Grey,
secrétaire d’État au Foreign Office (qui
les signeront); et ce sont les mandats
donnés à la Grande Bretagne et à la
France lors de la Conférence internationale de San Remo en avril 1920 qui
fixeront en réalité leur destin.
Ils s’inscrivent, surtout, dans un
mouvement de l’histoire qui est celui de
la lente agonie de “l’homme malade”,
l’Empire ottoman, et sont l’aboutissement logique d’une histoire de partage
d’influences et de rivalités européennes,
sur fond d’intérêts avec l’Empire ottoman et de conflits (le réveil des nationalités, la guerre d’indépendance de la
Grèce au début du 20 e s., la guerre des
Balkans en 1876 ( guerre entre la
Russie + Roumanie, Serbie et Monténégro et la Turquie en 1877-78). Cela
débouche sur un ancêtre important de
Sykes-Picot: La Conférence de Berlin
en 1878, entre la Sublime Porte et les
puissances européennes, à l’invitation
de Bismarck. Elle fait suite à la victoire
enregistrée par la Russie et ses alliés
sur l’Empire ottoman.
Il est à souligner le rôle joué par le

Premier ministre du Royaume-Uni,
Benjamin Disraeli. Lors du congrès de
Berlin (14 juillet 1878), la Russie et
la Roumanie gardent à peu près leurs
gains territoriaux acquis à San Stefano, la Serbie voit son territoire
agrandi, l’Autriche-Hongrie obtient la
Bosnie-Herzégovine qui échappe à la
Serbie, ce qui aboutit à un conflit grandissant avec la Serbie, qui va entraîner
l’assassinat de l’archiduc François Ferdinand, en 1914, à Sarajevo et l’Empire ottoman sauve une partie de ses
territoires européens et devient une
puissance sous perfusion européenne.
L’Angleterre quant à elle réussit à
contenir la Russie loin de la Méditerranée, et si la Russie se pose en protectrice
des chrétiens de la Turquie, l’Angleterre
pour sa part se pose désormais en protectrice des juifs (et la France, des maronites du Liban).
Cinq autres clauses accroissent notablement l’influence des puissances occidentales sur l’Empire ottoman:
– Chypre est cédée à l’Empire britannique;
– Le Royaume-Uni devient le
protecteur officiel des juifs de
l’Empire ottoman;
– La France devient la protectrice
des chrétiens maronites et catholiques;
– La France peut également occuper
la Tunisie;
– L’Italie devient la protectrice officielle des juifs et des chrétiens de Tunisie et de Tripolitaine.
À la veille de la 1e GM, la situation
se présente alors exactement comme aujourd’hui. La Russie v/s l’Empire ottoman, avec les puissances européennes
qui jouent à l’équilibriste: Contenir la
montée en puissance de la Russie en
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Orient en défendant leurs intérêts économiques avec l’Empire ottoman ET en
conciliant leur statut de protectrices des
minorités. L’Allemagne et la France
avaient de forts intérêts avec l’Empire
ottoman: les Allemands organisent
l’armée ottomane, visite du kaiser
Guillaume II en 1898, le projet du
Bagdad Bahn et voie ferrée devant assurer la liaison Konya-Bagdad, entamée en 1903. Tout cela va entraîner le
soutien allemand à la Turquie lors de
la Grande Guerre et son rôle plus
qu’ambigu durant la Grande Famine
au Liban.
Quant à la France, c’est le plus
grand créditeur de l’État turc. Elle a
investi dans les chemins de fer, les
ports, les compagnies maritimes, l’éclairage public, l’eau, le gaz, l’électricité,
l’exploitation des mines, la Banque impériale ottomane… Les sociétés ottomanes sont sous le contrôle des capitaux
français. La France est la 1e créancière
dans la dette publique ottomane qu’elle
administre avec la G.B, les capitaux
français représentent 66% des capitaux
étrangers placés en fonds publics ottomans. Depuis les Capitulations, la
France a une politique d’alliance avec
l’Empire ottoman, tout en s’érigeant en
protectrice des chrétiens d’Orient. La
France a toujours eu à cœur de concilier
deux politiques, l’une dite musulmane,
l’autre, de défense de la chrétienté
orientale et des Lieux Saints.
Si la France a une longue histoire
dans la région, et que sa présence s’y
inscrit dans une continuité multiséculaire, l’Angleterre, elle, voudra aménager les frontières de la région sans état
d’âme, en gardant à l’œil son Empire
des Indes. Toute sa politique alors
consiste à préserver cette fameuse route
des Indes: de l’Égypte où elle a pris
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pied après que Ferdinand de Lesseps ait
tracé le canal de Suez, et suite à un
troc Égypte-Maroc avec la France (le
même Cambon veut mener les négociations à Londres). L’Angleterre veut
aussi empêcher la Russie d’accéder au
Bosphore et aux mers chaudes.
Rien n’est plus semblable à hier
qu’aujourd’hui, cent ans plus tard. Et
s’il est vrai que “les vainqueurs font
l’Histoire”, ils refont la géographie
aussi, comme cela a été le cas avec
Sykes-Picot, appliqués avec des emménagements au lendemain de la 1e
Guerre Mondiale.
Les accords Sykes-Picot donneront
lieu au traité de Sèvres, 10 août
1920, révisé par le traité de Lausanne
24 juillet 1923, qui intègre le sud-est
anatolien à la nouvelle république
turque, résultat désastreux pour l’Arménie, partagée à nouveau entre Turquie et Russie, et pour la Grèce, avec
les déplacements de population grecque
du sud-est anatolien et de Smyrne.
Tandis que de l’autre côté de
l’Atlantique, l’américain Wilson
énonce une série d’idéaux dans ses
“14 points”, dont le “droit des peuples
à disposer d’eux-mêmes” (le droit à la
démocratie, le droit d’accès à la mer,
le libre-échange, le désarmement,
l’abolition de la diplomatie secrète et
j’en passe).
Le capitaine de corvette Zadig
Khanzadian, ingénieur hydrographe à
l’école supérieure de la marine a tracé à
cet effet plusieurs cartes (atlas de l’Arménie, 1913, pour la délégation nationale arménienne 1919, atlas de
géographie générale de la Palestine,
1932, ouvrage dédié à Sir Eric Drummond, Secrétaire général de la Société
des Nations). La partie ancienne
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quant à elle repose sur les travaux
d’érudits orientalistes: Les cartes de
Strabon, de Ptolémée, celles des voyageurs juifs notamment Benjamin de Tudèle et les cartes dressées par les juifs de
Majorque, de Catalogne et du Languedoc tels Abraham Cresques, Mecia Villadestes… Cet important atlas fut
utilisé par la commission de l’ONU
naissante, chargée du projet de partage
de la Palestine (Atlas de géographie économique de Syrie et du Liban).
Zadig Khanzadian fait des études
scientifiques et devient en 1903 ingénieur hydrographe de la marine française. Grâce à ses compétences et à sa
connaissance de la région asiatique, il
est nommé membre de la délégation arménienne à la conférence de paix en
1920. À partir de 1926, il est collaborateur de Georges Leygues, ministre de
la marine. Membre de plusieurs sociétés
savantes et de l’Académie des Sciences
de la République Soviétique d’Arménie,
il a laissé de nombreuses études géographiques et cartographiques dont le présent ouvrage. Cet atlas aborde la
géographie historique de la Syrie et du
Liban depuis l’antiquité jusqu’aux
temps modernes. [Atlas de géographie
économique de Turquie (1924)].
Pendant la 1e GM, l’Angleterre encourage la Révolte arabe tout en gardant à l’esprit qu’à la Conférence de
Berlin, elle s’était posée comme le protecteur des Juifs. Ce qui va expliquer la
Déclaration Balfour en 1917. Les minorités chrétiennes de l’Empire, qui ne
sont pas vraiment la priorité du dernier
mais celle de la France, présentes sur le
terrain depuis des siècles au travers des
écoles et congrégations religieuses, exercent une influence historique. L’Angleterre quant à elle profite cependant de

l’activisme littéraire et politique des
chrétiens pionniers de la Nahda; ces
derniers brandissent la langue arabe
comme arme de lutte contre l’Empire
ottoman qui servira pour aiguiser un
certain nationalisme arabe. (La
Nahda est aussi une renaissance
politique, pas seulement culturelle; elle
est essentiellement induite par les
Libanais, Beyrouth étant la capitale
des sociétés secrètes (cf. Georges Antonius, The Arab awakening Réveil
de la nation arabe, 1938). La
langue arabe contribue à l’éveil de
l’identité et de la conscience nationale
(au même titre que le français pour
l’identité libanaise).
La France va être directement
confrontée à l’activisme syro-libanais;
des clubs littéraires et nationalistes se
créent à Paris, au Caire, à Beyrouth, à
New-York et à Sao Paolo. “Lobbies” actifs plaidant la cause libanaise et syrolibanaise auprès des chancelleries
occidentales, les intellectuels libanais
pèsent de tout leur poids pour défendre
l’idée libanaise même s’ils se divisent
sur l’identité et la forme des États dont
ils souhaitent l’émergence (il n’est que
de revoir les dissensions entre Chucri
Ghanem et Khairallah Khairallah…).
On connaît la suite: Les mandats,
la proclamation de l’État du GrandLiban, au lendemain des souffrances de
la Grande-Guerre: famine, déportations et exécutions des élites à Beyrouth
et à Damas…
Pour l’Angleterre, il en est autrement: moins impliquée que la France,
qui est présente en Orient depuis des
siècles (1er consulat européen, à Saïda),
l’Angleterre se livre à un “gerrymandering” de la région. Ce terme vit le jour
aux États-Unis en 1811 quand le gou-
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verneur du Massachusetts, Elbridge
Gerry, fut accusé d’avoir “dessiné” une
circonscription en forme de salamandre afin de favoriser son parti. Gerrymandering est ainsi
un mot-valise composé du nom du gouverneur, Gerry, et du mot anglais pour
salamandre, “salamander”, pour concilier les promesses contradictoires qu’elle
a faites au Chérif Hussein, aux tribus
arabes et aux juifs. (Cf. Correspondances Hussein-Mac Mahon, le résident diplomatique anglais au Caire,
promettant un royaume arabe de Syrie,
promesse de Balfour). Elle est servie
par des aventuriers flamboyants, personnages de roman et de films, de Laurence d’Arabie à Gertrude Bell en Irak.
Fayçal est transporté de Syrie en
Irak et son frère Abdallah reçoit la
Transjordanie sous mandat britannique
qui deviendra le royaume hachémite de
Jordanie en 1946.
Quand la France récupère les territoires qui lui sont échus par le traité de
San Remo, elle hérite d’une société plurielle sur ce territoire contrasté et vaste.
Reconnaissant la diversité culturelle
et communautaire de cette région, et,
étant donné qu’au lendemain de la 1e
guerre mondiale deux minorités chrétiennes de l’Empire, les Arméniens et
les Maronites du Mont-Liban ont subi
une politique d’extermination (la Famine dans le Mont-Liban: 1/3 de la
population a péri de faim), la France
tente de concevoir, au mieux de ses intérêts et de la réalité pluricommunautaire
de l’ancien Empire, notamment au Levant, l’exercice de l’autorité sur des territoires auxquels elle envisage d’accorder
une autonomie administrative.
Le bilan français au Liban est loin
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d’être négatif. Il explique encore aujourd’hui la relation privilégiée, à nulle
autre pareille, entre ces deux pays.
C’est dans le contexte libanais que ces
différentes communautés obtiennent
leur reconnaissance juridique (1926
puis 1955, après l’indépendance), celle
de leurs tribunaux chériés et de leur
autorité pour légiférer en matière de
statut personnel.
La France, en se retirant à l’Indépendance, avait laissé des infrastructures précieuses: routières, transports
publics (trams, trains…), route de
Damas, Palais de justice, Code civil
et Constitution largement inspirée de
celle de la 3e République (démocratie
parlementaire)… plan Ecochard
d’urbanisme.
Michel Ecochard, architecte et archéologue, il est surtout connu comme
urbaniste. Attaché au service des Antiquités en Syrie en 1932, il travaille
sur les fouilles de Baalbek, dirige des
restaurations (temple de Bel à Palmyre,
nombreux monuments islamiques). En
1936, il construit le musée de Damas,
édifice original dépourvu de tout éclairage direct. Après avoir travaillé au
plan d’aménagement de Damas avec
les frères Danger, il est nommé directeur
du service de l’Urbanisme en Syrie
(s’étendant alors au Liban) en 1940,
et, à ce titre, dresse le plan d’aménagement de Beyrouth (1943-1944). Il
sera aussi directeur du service de l’Urbanisme du Maroc jusqu’en 1953.
La France a donné de belles figures
au Liban :
1- Gabriel Bounoure (Salah Stétié,
qui fut son ami, parle mieux de lui):
En 1923 il devient inspecteur de l’enseignement secondaire en Syrie et au
Liban et, en 1928, inspecteur général
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ôZGO ∫hQÉc

äÉª«°ù≤àdG GhOóM Üô◊G √òg ‘ øjô°üàæŸG
É«fÉ£jôH qºg :º¡◊É°üŸ É≤kah á«aGô¨÷G
≥jô£dG ≈∏Y á¶aÉÙG ¿Éc É¡æ«M ¢SÉ°S’CG
á«eÉëc ÉgQhO ≈∏Y AÉ≤H’EG ™e óæ¡dG ¤GE ájOƒDŸG
™e á«îjQÉàdG É¡JÉbÓ©Hh É°ùfôa ÉeGC ,Oƒ¡«∏d
»àdG á«Hô©dG á°†¡ædG â©é°T ó≤a ,á≤£æŸG
’ ,Ú«ë«°ùŸG ±ÉàcGC ≈∏Y øeõdG ∂dP ‘ âeÉb
ájQƒWGÈe’G ó°V ,¿ÉæÑd »«ë«°ùe Éª«°S
Üô◊G AÉ¡àfG ôKGE ¬àKQh Ée äQGOGCh á«fÉªã©dG
.IOƒLƒŸG ájOó©àdG äÉ«°Uƒ°üN á«YGôe ¤h’CG
»àdG á«aGô¨÷G äÉª«°ù≤àdG áé«àf ¿GC äGCQh
äAÉL ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG É¡æY äôªKGC
¬JRôaGC …òdG ÊÉæÑ∏dG êPƒªædG á¡÷ ,áæjÉÑàe
êPƒªædG ¿GC äÈàYGh .»Hô©dG π°ûØdG πHÉ≤e
á£∏°ùdG º°SÉ≤J GCóÑe ≈∏Y ΩÉb …òdG ÊÉæÑ∏dG
…òdGh á«≤aGƒàdG á«WGô≤ÁódÉH »ª°S ÉŸ É≤ah
Ék«ØFÉW ÉkeÉ¶f RôaGC ,»æWƒdG ¥Éã«ŸÉH πãq“
¢Vƒqbh áæWGƒŸG Aƒ°ûf ΩÉeGC É≤kFÉY πµq°T
äÉ°ù°SƒDe áeRGC Ék«dÉM ó¡°ûj ƒgh ,á«WGô≤ÁódG
»g áé«àædG ,»Hô©dG ⁄É©dG ‘ ÉeGC .É¡d ≥HÉ°S ’
AÉ°ûfGE ‘ ™jQòdG π°ûØdG πX ‘ ∞æ©dGh ≈°VƒØdG
ÒKÉCJ ∂dP ¤GE ±É°†j ,á«æWƒdG ∫hódG ï«°SôJh
.»∏«FGô°S’EG »Hô©dG ´GõædG
™jQòdG π°ûØdG á«dhƒD°ùe ¿GE á∏FÉb âªàNh
¤GE §≤a ¬«∏ª– øµÁ ’ á«Hô©dG ∫hó∏d
á«bÉØJG É¡JRôaGC »àdG á«aGô¨÷G äÉª«°ù≤àdG
,É¡à«YÉæ£°UG øe ºZôdG ≈∏Y ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S
á∏°TÉa ∫hO ¤GE ∫hódG √òg ∫ƒ– á«dhƒD°ùeh
π°ûØH GCóÑJ πeGƒ©dG øe áYƒª› ≈∏Y ≈≤∏J
OÉ°ùØdGh áæWGƒŸG ï«°SôJh »æWƒdG êÉeóf’G
ΩGó©fGE kÉ«dÉJh »YÉªàL’G πaÉµàdG ΩGó©fGh
.á«ØFÉ£dG ¤GE áaÉ°VGE ,ádOÉ©dGh áfRGƒàŸG á«ªæàdG

á«ªgGC ≈∏Y ójó°ûàdÉH É¡àª∏c ôZGO äGCóH
πX ‘ ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ájƒÄe iôcP
¥ô°ûdG á≤£æe Égó¡°ûJ »àdG áægGôdG ±hô¶dG
äGójó¡àdG øe ºZôdG ≈∏Y ¬fGC IÈà©e ,§°Sh’CG
É¡àª°SQ »àdG ∫hódG OhóëH §«– »àdG
ádhódÉc IójóL äÉfÉ«c Aƒ°ûf äÉ«fÉµeGEh
áªFÉb Ohó◊G √òg âdGR Ée ,Óãe ájOôµdG
¢†©H ádƒ≤e ‘ âµµ°Th .É«dhO É¡H ±Î©eh
πcÉ°ûŸG πc AGQh á«bÉØJ’G √òg ¿GE øe Ú∏∏ÙG
∫GƒD°ùdG ¿GC IÈà©e ,á≤£æŸG É¡æe ÊÉ©J »àdG
á≤£æª∏d ôNGC º«°ù≤J …GC ƒg ¬MôW Öéj …òdG
ΩÉ«b …GC πjóÑdG ¿Éc GPGEh Ékæµ‡ ¿Éc
QGôZ ≈∏Y IóMƒe á«HôY ájQƒWGÈeG
∞jô°ûdG IOÉ«b â– á«fÉªã©dG ájQƒWGÈe’G
’ IÉ«ë∏d ÓkHÉb ƒjQÉæ«°S É¡æ«M ¿Éc ,Ú°ùM
á«æjódGh á«bô©dG É¡Hƒ©°T ájOó©J πX ‘ Éª«°S
.á«aÉ≤ãdGh á«YÉªàL’Gh
â°ù«d ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ¿GC äÈàYGh
πH ,A»°T’ øe äÉCJ ⁄h ájƒØY ájƒ°ùJ êÉàf
πX ‘ ïjQÉà∏d »≤£æŸG QÉ°ùŸG ‘ πNóJ »g
QÉ«¡fGh z¢†jôŸG πLô∏d{ A»£ÑdG äƒŸG
ÚH äÉYGô°üdGh ,á«fÉªã©dG ájQƒWGÈe’EG
Éªc á«fÉªã©dG ájQƒWGÈe’Gh á«HhQh’CG ∫hódG
É¡FÉØ∏Mh É«°ShQ QÉ°üàf’ á∏ªµJ Èà©J É¡fGC
.á«fÉªã©dG ájQƒWGÈe’CG ≈∏Y
Üô◊G ´’ófG á«°ûY ™°VƒdG ¿GC âaÉ°VGCh
:øgGôdG ™°Vƒ∏d É¡HÉ°ûe ¿Éc ¤h’CG á«ŸÉ©dG
‘ á«fÉªã©dG ájQƒWGÈe’G á¡LGƒe ‘ É«°ShQ
ºXÉ©J øe óq◊G á«HhQh’CG ∫hódG ádhÉﬁ πX
™e É¡◊É°üe ≈∏Y ®ÉØ◊Gh ¥ô°ûdG ‘ ÉgPƒØf
É¡©bƒe õjõ©J ™e á«fÉªã©dG ájQƒWGÈe’G
¿GC â©HÉJh .á≤£æŸG √òg ‘ äÉ«∏bÓCd á«eÉëc
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des œuvres françaises et conseiller pour
l’instruction publique dans les États
sous mandat. Conseiller culturel,
d’abord auprès du haut-commissariat
français, il le sera, après l’indépendance du Liban, en 1945, auprès de
l’ambassade de France à Beyrouth. Il
crée à Beyrouth une Ecole supérieure
des lettres.
2- Henri Seyrig: Directeur général
des Antiquités de Syrie et du Liban
sous le mandat français, il crée l’Institut français d’archéologie du ProcheOrient qu’il dirige jusqu’en 1967.
2) Un bilan contrasté: l’exemple libanais, l’échec arabe
A) En ce qui concerne le Liban:
Le Grand-Liban constitue
l’aboutissement d’une lutte multiséculaire au sein et contre le pouvoir ottoman, pour construire l’État libanais.
Des grands Émirs du Mont-Liban au
Grand-Liban.
Des affres de la faim et de la mort,
des sacrifices et des génocides, a surgi
un rêve par la seule détermination de
toute une génération d’intellectuels,
pionniers de la Renaissance. Modernité, laïcité, ouverture culturelle en
étaient le leitmotiv et les ressorts.
La gestion du pluralisme, le Liban
a cherché à l’appliquer d’une manière
ingénieuse d’où le Pacte national et la
démocratie dite con-sociative ou de
concordance, où le consensus prime,
et non pas la démocratie majoritaire
de Westminster. C’est la démocratie
du Pacte.
Dans son livre La formation historique du Liban politique et constitutionnel, Edmond Rabbath, a mis en
relief le génie de la formule de partici-
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pation au pouvoir (power-sharing) de
toutes les communautés et minorités qui
se sont établies au Liban, en quête d’un
espace de liberté et d’une personnalité
juridique propre, impliquant une reconnaissance institutionnelle de leur autonomie et de leurs tribunaux.
Malheureusement, entre la théorie
et la pratique, le fossé n’a cessé de se
creuser. La pratique communautaire a
entraîné des dérives et le principe
démocratique de participation des
communautés à l’exercice du pouvoir
a fini par entacher et tronquer la
démocratie et la représentation individuelle, portant atteinte au concept
même de citoyenneté.
Le système communautaire a fait
que le lien est établi directement entre
l’État et les communautés, qui se dressent comme l’intermédiaire entre le citoyen et l’État, à tel point qu’il a pu
écrire que les citoyens sont les communautés, pas l’individu sur tous les
plans, soit une substitution de la communauté à l’État après la guerre.
L’histoire du Liban, étroitement liée
à celle du Proche-Orient, ressemble à
une lente et tragique descente dans les
abîmes, avec, par moments, au fil des
mandats présidentiels de ce seul pays
arabe à être présidé par un chrétien,
des pics de prospérité, un âge d’or aussi
lumineux qu’éphémère: Les 30 Glorieuses, ayant laissé à jamais dans la
mémoire collective le souvenir éblouissant d’un paradis perdu, vite englouti
dans le flot ininterrompu et sanglant
des turbulences régionales.
A) Bilan arabe:
Alors pour ces États constitués tant
bien que mal, plutôt mal que bien, diront certains, notamment en ce qui
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concerne le rôle de l’Angleterre, puisque
les graines du conflit israélo-palestinien
sont semées à cette époque, quel bilan?
Cent ans plus tard, le MoyenOrient a sombré dans le chaos et la violence. Ses populations se jettent à l’eau
littéralement pour rejoindre la rive nord
de la Méditerranée. Le Liban, de son
côté, connaît une crise institutionnelle
grave sans précédent.
Il y a, dans la violence et le déchaînement inouï des haines et des clivages
sectaires auquel nous assistons, quelque
chose qui nous interpelle. C’est en bref,
l’échec à construire des États-nations et
des États tout court.
De la crise israélo-palestinienne, qui
est la matrice géopolitique de la déstabilisation des pays et des sociétés arabes
(guerres, négociations…) à l’échec des
États de la région dans la gestion de
leur pluralisme social, culturel, ethnique et religieux, avec une tentative, le
Liban, aux aspirations nobles, mais à
l’efficacité politique discutable vu les dérives du système, avons-nous traversé
“un siècle pour rien”? (titre de l’ouvrage cosigné par Jean Lacouture avec
Ghassan Tuéni et Gérard Khoury).
Peut-on considérer que le 20 e siècle a
été marqué par l’émergence, puis l’échec
du nationalisme arabe, autre nom
d’une laïcité qui ne voulait pas dire son
nom, face à l’islamisme?
Au Liban, comme dans les autres
pays arabes de la région, les générations

se sont succédé, avec leurs rêves de réformes, de progrès, de changement. Les
désillusions ont été le lot de chacune de
ces générations, avec ses journalistes,
penseurs, intellectuels, nationalistes ou
arabisants, socialo-progressistes ou libéraux, arabistes ou pro-occidentaux.
L’heure du bilan est-elle dépassée?
Est-il trop tard?
Il faudrait un colloque arabe, un
grand colloque, pour se demander pourquoi à ce jour, on n’a pas su construire
des États, et pourquoi ces États apparaissent comme ce que les USA qualifient de “failed States”, États faillis.
La question la plus pertinente qui se
pose à nous aujourd’hui, cent ans plus
tard, est bien celle du bilan de ces
États, un bilan lourd, difficilement imputable à un découpage de frontières
qui n’est pas propre aux États du
Moyen-Orient. L’échec de l’intégration
nationale et de la citoyenneté, la corruption et le déficit de la solidarité sociale, l’absence d’un développement
équilibré et juste dans ses retombées, le
poids du sectarisme sont des éléments
d’explication à creuser, et ce colloque
nous donnera certainement l’occasion de
le faire.
Pour commencer, avec cette session
consacrée à l’historique des accords,
nous avons le plaisir d’avoir avec nous
des spécialistes reconnus, comme
Dorothée Schmidt, Doris Carrion et
Hassan Mneimneh.
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DOROTHÉE SHMIDT
Head of the Turkey / Middle East Program
Institut Français des Relations Internationales (IFRI, France)

SYKES PICOT IN ITS HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE

Je ne suis pas historienne et je vais
parler de la première victime de Sykes
Picot qui est la Turquie. Nous pouvons
appeler ça le neo-ottomanisme contre
Sykes Picot. La Turquie est le protagoniste oublie de Sykes Picot. L’empire
ottoman était le perdant et la République Turque est née après Sykes Picot
et a tourné le dos au monde Arabe
pour 80 ans. Pourtant Sykes Picot
joue un rôle dans la formation du
Syndrome de Sèvres, le sentiment
collectif de l’insécurité permanente,
de la fragilité des frontières, de la
possibilité de démantèlement de la
république à travers le rôle de dissolvant que jouent ces identités minoritaires qu’il faut toujours métriser.
Aujourd’hui on cherche un récit de
substitution qui remplace le récit Kémaliste d’une homogénéité ethnique et
religieuse fictionnelle.
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Les historiens visitent Sykes Picot
sur le mode positif et nostalgique.
Sykes Picot désigne finalement une
double cible: Relation avec l’Europe
qui a trahi l’Empire Ottoman et la
relation avec le monde arabe qui faisait partie de l’empire et qui est refusé
et ignoré.
Comment la Turquie a utilisé
Sykes Picot dans son récit
Kémaliste?

Pendant longtemps la façon d’avaler Sykes Picot était à travers de ne
pas en parler. C’était un empire qui
passait par une période de transformation. Mais il y avait une victoire avec
la reconquête de Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, la guerre d’indépendance et de
fondation d’un nouvel État Nation.
Donc un sentiment de trahison et de
victoire nationale ce qui donne une
double réaction: Paranoïa collectif et
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â«ª°T »KhQhO

iôNGC á¡L øe â∏µq°T ,Ú«fÉªã©dG ΩGõ¡f’
≈Ø£°üe IOÉ«≤H IójóL É«côJ ΩÉ«≤d É©kaGO
.∑QƒJÉJGC ∫Éªc
Égó¡°ûJ âfÉc »àdG ä’ƒëàdG ¿GC âaÉ°VGCh
ΩÉ«b ™e »∏NGódG ó«©°üdG ≈∏Y É«côJ É¡æ«M
πgÉŒ ¤GE Iójó÷G É«cÎH â©aO IÉàØdG É«côJ
âKó–h .»æWƒdG É¡HÉ£N ‘ ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S
Ωƒ«dG É«côJ IOƒY ™e IójóL á«fÉªãY ΩÉ«b øY
OhGO óªMGC IOÉ«≤H ∫hÉ– á«dhOh á«ª«∏bGE Iƒ≤c
ádGó©dG Üõ◊ á«LQÉÿG á°SÉ«°ùdG ôq¶æe ƒ∏ZhGC
áeó°U »£îJh ïjQÉàdG áHÉàc IOÉYGE á«ªæàdGh
á«æWƒdG á«eƒ≤dG õjõ©J ÈY k’hGC ,ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S
á«bÉØJ’G √òg Ö∏b ádhÉﬁ É«kfÉKh á«cÎdG
»Hô©dG ⁄É©∏d ∫Éãªc É¡°ùØf É«côJ ¢Vôah
øe GAóH ,⁄É©dG Gòg ™e É¡àbÓY õjõ©Jh
¤GE »ª«∏b’EG …OÉ°üàb’G ¿hÉ©àdG ™jQÉ°ûe
.á«ª«∏b’EG πcÉ°ûŸG π◊ §«°Sƒc É¡©°Vh â«ÑãJ

vengeance. La Turquie a tourné son
dos au monde arabe et a participé à la
guerre froide avec l’Union Soviétique
comme point de mir. La Turquie est finalement passée à côté des enseignements de Sykes Picot. Les faiblesses de
la gestion de l’empire, ont été ignorées
à cause de cette période de chaos.
L’ambition du Parti de la Justice et
du Développement (AKP) en 2002
représente un tournant dans l’histoire
de la Turquie jeune: Définition d’une
nouvelle base sociale, une nouvelle économie ouverte et une nouvelle géopolitique qui s’intéresse au Moyen Orient.
L’AKP se cherche un nouveau récit national, il a réhabilité le statut des mi-

≈∏Y â«ª°T »KhQhO á∏NGóe äQƒë“
¿GE âdÉbh ,Iójó÷G á«fÉªã©dÉH ¬àª°S Ée Aƒ°ûf
á«°ûMƒH âµµØJ ájQƒWGÈe’E áãjQƒc É«côJ
º°†g øe øµªàJ ⁄ ,¤h’CG á«ŸÉ©dG Üô◊G ó©H
AÉ¡àfG ó©H OÉ°S …òdG ™°VƒdG πÑ≤Jh ∂µØàdG Gòg
¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ∫GõJ ’h ,¤h’CG á«ŸÉ©dG Üô◊G
áfÉ«ÿ k GõeQ É¡à∏J »àdG ôØ«°S IógÉ©eh ƒµ«H
áfÉ«N :É¡fÉ«°ùf Ö©°üdG øe á«HhQhGC
∂dP ¤GE ±É°†j .Üô©∏d áfÉ«Nh Ú«fÉªã©∏d
á£N ÈY É¡à≤∏J IójóL áHô°V ,É¡d É≤kah
º°SÉH áahô©ŸG ¿ƒ°ù∏jh hQOhh »cÒe’CG ¢ù«FôdG
12 á£≤ædG ‘ äócGC »àdGh ,14 `dG •É≤ædG á£N
á«fÉªã©dG áæ£∏°ùdG Üƒ©°T íæe IQhô°V É¡æe
π«fOQGódG ≥«°†e íàah ∫Ó≤à°S’G ≥M É≤kHÉ°S
âdÉb PGEh .á«dhO äÉfÉª°†H á«dhódG áMÓŸG ΩÉeGC
GõkeQ á¡L øe âfÉc ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ¿GE

norités en leur accordant la possibilité
de s’exprimer. La nature et les méthodes de ce néo impérialisme ottoman:
Leadership turque, religions musulmanes, les minorités existent et s’expriment mais dans le cadre de la
république. La rénovation à travers les
séries turques et les rénovations de musées qui rappellent ce passé glorieux.
Longtemps cette doctrine a été niée.
Daoud Oglu a été reçu par l’IFRI et
nous savons qu’au départ il était sur
la défensive parce qu’il croyait que
cette idée ne va pas être bien accueillie
par les partenaires.
Sykes Picot est mal connu donc modelable; il existe une ingénierie de
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Sykes Picot dans les actes et propos officiels. L’AKP considère que nous devons
affronter et surmonter:
– Surmonter symboliquement à travers la méfiance, le marchandage et le
bras de fer avec l’Europe qui a hâté la
chute de l’Empire Ottoman. Et à travers l’idée que la Turquie peut être une
source d’inspiration au monde Arabe.
– Réparer Sykes Picot en travaillant
l’amitié et la coopération avec le monde
Arabe avant de s’enfoncer dans la crise
syrienne. La Turquie était une force
médiatrice pour résoudre les conflits de
la région, et met l’accent sur le fait que
la Turquie a obtenu le traité de Lausanne ce qui leur a permis d’obtenir un
statut meilleur alors que Sykes Picot a
fait souffrir les arabes.
– Réviser Sykes Picot: Négation de
Sykes Picot “qui a séparé nos ville”
comme disait Daoud Oglu. L’aventurisme diplomatique et militaire se situe
dans la possibilité de réviser Sykes
Picot. En Syrie et en Iraq les turques
envoient des troupes préventivement
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mais malheureusement cela débouche
sur une impasse.
Le récit est trop empreint de nostalgie: Négation des forces de changement
que révélait Sykes Picot; le rapport de
forces politique et militaire. Est-ce que
la Turquie est capable de discipliner la
région? Quels sont ses objectifs? Est-ce
que la Turquie est bienveillante ou dominante? Est-ce que la Turquie est protectrice des frontières mais elle a ses
fantasmes de révision de Sykes Picot?
Ce nouveau récit n’est pas partagé,
n’est pas diffusable. C’est le fruit d’une
autarcie intellectuelle que les turques
ont vécu avec le début de la république.
En conclusion si nous voyons les développements comme l’échec de Sykes
Picot, les turques eux veulent retourner
en arrière pour éviter Sykes picot.
L’AKP a une compréhension faible des
causes de l’échec. La défaite politique
d’oglu ne peut qu’aggraver ce processus
d’incompréhension: L’endoctrinement de
néo-ottomanisme est fort mais la doctrine n’est pas suffisamment solide,
construite ni partagée.

THE SYKES-PICOT AGREEMENT

DORIS CARRION
Research Associate at the Middle East and North Africa Program,
Chatham House (London, UK)

SYKES PICOT IN ITS HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE

I thank la Maison du Futur for
inviting Chatham House to participate in this conference.
One of the questions put to the
speakers of this panel was – Was
Sykes Picot a strategy or tactics?
First, I confess I wasn’t interested in
this question, but the more I
thought about the elusive thing in
politics, called strategy, the more I
became interested in discussing with
you how the emperial politics were
formed and implemented.
Many of my colleagues, experts
and analysts, argue that countries
like the US and the UK need to develop a strategy for how to engage
with a changing Middle East, to promote their interests and how to promote outcomes in the region that
reflect the values that the US and
the UK claim to represent. While I
agree with this goal in principal –

and I certainly agree that we need to
do a better job of being guided by
our values – I have often wondered if
it was possible to formulate a strategy in a complex context? Therefore,
I became very interested in
analysing what the historical moment that Sykes Picot symbolises
can tell us about, “contrasting intent
and result in shaping policies and
conceiving of long term strategies”.
My argument is that what we understand by Sykes Picot, namely the
empirial partitioning of the Post-Ottoman Middle East, was not a strategy. It was intended to meet a short
term goal related to the Britih ans
French war time alliance, and what I
want to explore with you in details
now is how the Middle East would
have turned out to be without SP,
because these policies were formulated and implemented during a
very fluid transitional period.
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The First third of the 20th century
was a period when the global balance of power, political ideologies
and the definition of national interest were all changing. France and
Britiain where the leading empirial
powers. Popular understanding of SP
tend to focus most on this aspect in
which The French and British governments and societies had a tendency to control foreign territory
and ressources, and impose themselves as political authorities within
those societies. At the same time
however, the US was emerging gradually out of isolationism, and its
President Wislon was a firm believer
in trying to increase national self-determination even if he wasn’t ultimatley able to fully realize this
vision. In the ME nationalism, antiempirialism and calls for autonomy
were on the rise, it usually took a
secular form, but also Islam was increasingly put forward by some intellectuals as an alternative political
order. The mobilizing power of Islam
is something the British and French
were aware of, and they knew it
would influence their war-time
choices. This transitional period
meant that policies and ideologies
were susceptible to change or to deviation from previous patterns, a
change that was not guaranteed, but
it was certainly possible in this period of uncertainty and instability
caused by the first world war. The
Ottoman Empire had been in decline for decades already, and in the
19ht century, Britain had taken advantage of that to seize strategic territories in both Cyprus and Suez.
There was no guarantee in the 20th
century political context however,
that they would have continued to
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do this. Rather, it was in the context
of the first world war, and the need
to capture strategic Ottoman ports,
that Britain began to seize territories
in Palestine, Syria and Iraq, while
France concentrated its efforts on
the Western front. Interests that
were specific to the war, particularly
the fear of the Ottoman Sultan’s call
for jihad leading to an uprising in
British India, led the British to pursue TE Laurence’s relationships with
Sherif Hussein as an anti-Ottoman
ally with competing claims to Islamic legitimacy and to make him
the famous promises.The diplomatic
cooperation between the French and
the British, symbolized by Sykes
Picot, which to some extent continued in the first few years after the
war, during the division of ennemy
territories, was also a temporary
pause during war time in what was
otherwise a long standing rivalry.
The sentiments and decisions of
both countries’ leaders and socities
were still influenced by this rivalry,
however. Indeed, it was not too long
before the two powers began to actively undermine each others’ interests in the region, with the French
allegedly fomenting Arab unrest
against the British in Palestine, and
the British doing the same against
the French in Lebanon. As a result of
these shifting forces and policy priorities, individuals or institutions often
struggled to implement their strategies as planned. The final outcomes
of the policies that emerged from
strategic thinking were also shaped
by normative and circumstantial
changes that were outside of any
policy maker’s control. While strategy is influenced by a multitude of
factors including at the level of insti-
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فوضى السياسات الجديدة
¿ƒjQÉc ¢ùjQhO

⁄ ƒµ«Hh ¢ùµjÉ°S ÚH π°üM …òdG ¥ÉØJ’G
≥WÉæŸG º«°ù≤àd á«dhO á«éMGC øe GkAõL ’GE øµj
¢SÉ°SGC ≈∏Y âª«bGC »àdG ∫hódG OhóM º°SQh
.zOhó◊G ∂∏J
á«°VÉŸG Oƒ≤©dG ∫ÓN ¬fGC ¤GE äQÉ°TGCh
iƒ≤dG øjRGƒe ‘ IÒÑc ä’ƒ– Éæ¶M’{
ôeGC Gògh ,äÉ«Lƒdƒjój’Gh äGOÉ°üàb’Gh á«ŸÉ©dG
Ú£°TÉædGh øjôµØŸGh Ú«dÉ◊G IOÉ≤dG ¥hôj
‘ GÒ
k ¨J Ghôj ¿GC ¿hójôj …òdG Ú«°SÉ«°ùdG
¿GC Öéj Ée{ ¿GC ¤GE âàØdh .z»ª«∏b’G ΩÉ¶ædG
áZÉ«°U ƒg ,ƒµ«H ` ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG øe ¬ª∏q©àf
ÒjÉ©ŸG øe ≈fOGC óM hGC ÇOÉÑŸG øe áYƒª›
óæY É¡ÑqæŒ øµÁ ’ »àdG ≈°VƒØdG ™e πeÉ©à∏d
.zIójó÷G äÉ°SÉ«°ùdG ™æ°U

tutions and nations, strategic thinking occurs at the level of one person,
or at the level of a small group of individuals. This leads to tensions,
compromise, and contradictory policies. To take the British government
as an example, the India office and
the war office diplomats who had
spent time in the Middle East such
as Makmahon and TE Laurence
tended to take Arab nationalism
more seriously than their colleagues.
This was also the case for George
Picot who was the French consul in
Beirut. However, their colleagues
from the admiralty and a rising Winston Churchill were beginning to
focus on oil as a strategic military resource and were more likely to argue
that Britain needed to control
Mosul’s oil resources and transit territories and ports across the Middle

¿óæd ` ¢ShÉg ΩÉKÉ°ûJ ó¡©e ‘ áãMÉÑdG äGCQ
⁄ ƒµ«H ` ¢ùµjÉ°S IógÉ©e ¿GC ¿ƒjQÉc ¢ùjQhO
≥«≤– É¡æe ¢Vô¨dG ¿Éc πH ,á«é«JGÎ°SG øµJ
∞dÉëàdÉH ≥∏©àj Ò°ü≤dG ióŸG ≈∏Y ±óg
á«ŸÉ©dG Üô◊G ∫ÓN »°ùfôØdG ` ÊÉ£jÈdG
â©bqh »àdG ÜÉÑ°SÓCd â°VôY Éeó©Hh .¤h’CG
PƒØædG ™jRƒJ ¿GC âë°VhGC ,É¡∏L’C IógÉ©ŸG
â∏°üM »àdG äÉª«°ù≤àdGh á«°SÉ«°ùdG Iô£«°ùdGh
áé«àf âfÉc ,Iô°TÉÑe Üô◊G ó©H Ée IÎa ‘
äÉbÉØJGh äÉYGõfh ÜhôMh á«dhO äGógÉ©e
,äôL »àdG çGóM’CG ∂∏J πc{ :áØ«°†e ,á«FÉæK
±hô¶dGh ÜÉÑ°S’CG øe áYƒªéÃ áWÉﬁ âfÉc
∫ÓN øe â≤«°Sh ,É¡KhóM ¤GE äOGC »àdG
¿GC »æ©j Ée ,á≤«bO §£Nh äÉ«é«JGÎ°SG

East. Politicians such as Edward
Grey and Lord George on the other
hand, were focused more on London’s interests, meaning the growing
concerns about budget and expanse
as well as the need to retain, and
later to repay the French support on
the Western front against Germany.
The British in London also felt the
influence of an increasingly well connected and influential Zionist lobby
in the UK.
The process of allocating empirial
influence, political control and borders, within the immediate post-war
period, was determined over a multiyear succession of international
treaties, wars and conquests, and bilateral agreements. Each of these
events had its own set of circumstances, strategic interets and lobbying forces involved. Taking in the
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broader ships that what I have been
mentioning, it is clear that the agreement between Sykes and Picot and
the post war multi year partitioning
were just a few pieces in a global historical puzzle of political transitioning and State formation.
In recent years and decades, we
have been experiencing another period of hightened fluidity and transition in which shifts in the balance of
power, ideology, and economy are occuring. As was the case for the the
British and French a century ago,
today’s leaders, activists and thinkers
who would like to see a new regional
order, or a new Arab State will proba-
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bly not be able to devise and carry
out a coherent strategy to accomplish
this. Instead, they must work within
the constraints presented to them by
competing forces, but also seize the
unpredictable opportunities that
could occur. Therefore, as much as
my colleagues and I might want to
call upon the world’s powerful countries to formulate strategies for how
to respond to the region’s transitions,
in reality, I would argue that the
most you can realistically expect
from them, and what Sykes Picot
teaches us, is to formulate a set of
guiding principles or minimum standards to inform the unavoidable
messy process of policy making.

THE SYKES-PICOT AGREEMENT

JOSEPH MAILA
Professor of Political Sociology and International Relations
former Chancellor of the “Université Catholique de Paris”

SYKES PICOT IN ITS HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE

Mesdames et Messieurs, la question
est largement provocante puisqu’elle
consiste à refaire l’histoire. Le politologue et l’historien ne sont ni romanciers ni justiciers. Refaire l’histoire à
partir de ce qu’elle aurait pu être, n’appartient ni à l’histoire ni à la science
politique, elle appartient plutôt à la fiction. Poser la question de refaire l’histoire à partir de ce qu’elle aurait dû et
non pas de ce qu’elle aurait pu être, du
point de vue des critères de la moralité,
est aussi une tâche extrêmement difficile. Notre tâche se situe entre les deux,
soit essayer de savoir quels étaient les
projets à l’époque, quelles étaient les
possibilités historiques à l’époque, qui
étaient les acteurs et quelles étaient les
marges d’action des différents acteurs de
l’époque. J’aborderai la question mais
de façon indirecte.
Dans un premier temps, je vais par-

ler de la situation à l’époque où les accords Sykes-Picot avaient été signés, en
essayant de faire disparaitre ce que
j’appelle “les trois illusions” et qui ont
rendu possible ces accords. Dans un second temps j’irai droit au but pour
aborder la nature de l’échec arabe
contemporain, en termes de géopolitique
ou en termes de géostratégie. Dans un
troisième temps je vais m’interroger sur
la nature de ces accords: Ce qu’ils
étaient, comment pouvons-nous les définir et quel était l’autre appellation de
ces accords signés entre Messieurs Sykes
et Picot.
La première partie porte donc sur les
illusions que nous pouvons avoir
lorsque nous parlons du traité signé
entre Britanniques et Français et portant sur le découpage voire le démembrement historique de l’Empire
ottoman. Il s’agit de dissiper trois illusions pour comprendre ces accords: La
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première illusion est de penser SykesPicot comme un complot qui s’applique
sur une terre sans tradition politique;
la deuxième est de considérer que le
Moyen-Orient est un territoire sans
courant politique, et la troisième est de
considérer le Moyen-Orient un territoire sans expérience politique.
Au moment où l’accord a été signé,
nous étions, au Moyen-Orient, au
début du nationalisme ou plutôt des
éléments constitutifs de ce dernier. Et
peut-être ici ce n’est pas l’histoire
contemporaine qui peut nous aider,
mais bien Ibn Khaldoun avec l’idée de
la “Assabiya” ( á«q∏Ñb á«qÑ°üY ), de la
présence de la solidarité constitutive de
groupes qui ont perduré dans l’histoire
puisque l’Empire ottoman, dans l’une
de ses réalisations majeures, a préservé
le sentiment de la solidarité communautaire et ethnique. Nous avons effectivement des courants qui vont
intervenir au niveau des Arméniens,
avec leur histoire qui précède SykesPicot et qui nous permet de les comprendre. Nous allons également aborder
les sentiments qui naissent dans la
Montagne libanaise, peut être aussi le
sentiment que les maronites se sont
constitué au bout de 50 ou de 60 ans
d’histoire au Mont Liban, et donc nous
avons à faire avec ce que j’appelle des
micro-nationalismes qui avaient tous
les éléments possibles pour surgir un
jour dans un contexte étatique que nous
appellerons plus tard le nationalisme.
Quelle était au fait toute l’histoire
du Proche-Orient? C’est l’histoire de
très vieilles sociétés qui vont rencontrer
la jeunesse de l’État; soit de vieilles sociétés mais de jeunes États. Lorsqu’il
s’agira de revenir sur l’échec du ProcheOrient nous reviendrons sur l’échec
constitutif de la création de l’État, c’est
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le State Building qui a échoué et qui
n’a pas permis à ces vieilles sociétés de
dépasser leur attachement. Avons-nous
donc tous les éléments du micro-nationalisme? Lorsque Mark Sykes et
George Picot travaillent le MoyenOrient ils ne peuvent point prétendre
travailler sur un territoire lisse. C’est,
en effet, un territoire travaillé par des
idées et des préfigurations de ce que deviendront ensuite les nationalismes. Le
courant le plus important est donc le
courant du nationalisme arabe qui est
un nationalisme culturel. Je pense que
le Président Gemayel a insisté sur ce
point, “le nationalisme élitiste arab”
versus “le nationalisme culturel”. Il est
vrai que la prise de conscience était
constitutive de l’identité arabe, mais je
voudrai retenir un point qui me semble
de grande importance. En 1913, le
Congrès nationaliste arabe se réunit à
Paris. Que demandent les nationalistes
arabes de l’époque si ce n’est de se distinguer en tant que représentants de
provinces arabes au sein du Parlement
ottoman. Il ne s’agissait pas encore à
l’époque d’un nationalisme arabe moderne à l’image de celui développé par
Sate’e el Housri et Michel Aflaq dans
les années trente. Nous sommes plutôt
dans un sentiment d’appartenance à
une communauté revivifiée par la
nahda et consciente de constituer une
entité distincte. Nous pouvons parler
d’un courant Faysalien qui, lui, est un
premier courant d’organisation du nationalisme arabe, mais qui est un nationalisme élitiste, tel que constaté dans
toutes ses constitutions. Quand Sykes
et Picot vont imposer leurs propositions,
ils vont se heurter à des résistances qu’il
ne faut pas oublier. Il ne faut pas oublier que les druzes du Mont Druze se
sont révoltés et n’ont pas accepté les
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idées proposées. Il y avait, dans les années 20, une résistance à l’idée de création de l’État nation. Il y a eu aussi la
communauté Alawite. Ce n’est qu’en
1936 lorsque les Français, à partir de
1925, vont créer un État Alawite, que
nous allons constater des oppositions
avec une tendance vers la création, ou
pas, de cet État Alawite.
Nous oublions quand nous parlons
de l’Iraq, qu’en 1923 les chiites irakiens se sont révoltés et ont été écrasés
par des Irakiens. Donc lorsque SykesPicot s’installent, ils ne s’installent pas
sur la lune mais dans une région qui est
travaillée. Réécrire l’histoire est déjà impossible dans un terrain vierge, qu’en
serait-il donc dans un terrain où il y a
autant d’idées à développer. La troisième idée est de savoir s’il y a une histoire politique. Deux expériences
politiques me semblent intéressantes:
une est très importante mais ne nous
concerne pas, c’est celle de l’Égypte, la
grande révolution de Orabi Pasha suivie de la grande révolte de Saad Zaghloul en 120 – l’Égypte se présentant
comme un État-nation moderne; et
l’autre est celle du Mont Liban. Entre
1864 et 1914 lorsque les Ottomans
suspendent la constitution de la Montagne, il y a eu quelque chose de formidable, il y a eu un vouloir vivre
ensemble, un début de gestion, un début
d’appartenance, un début d’identification à l’identité du vivre ensemble dans
la Montagne. Donc refaire Sykes-Picot?
Oui. Le refaire dans le vide? Non.
Quelle était la nature du projet de
Sykes-Picot? C’était un projet colonial.
Sykes-Picot est le dernier acte de division du monde par les Européens, le
premier étant le traité de Tordesillas
qui a partagé l’Amérique, suivi du

Congrès de Berlin qui a partagé
l’Afrique, pour finir au Proche-Orient.
C’est un long processus de constitution
comme l’a dit Hassan Mneimneh:
L’Europe divise le monde et s’installe
dans le monde. Je ne parle pas des expériences Russes au sein de l’Empire
Russe. Mais cette division commence au
moment de la renaissance, finit au
début du XX e siècle et vise à créer une
chose que nous avons oubliée: Les mandats. Mneimneh a parlé de King
Crane. Qu’a proposé King Crane pour
dire que ce qu’ont fait Mark Sykes et
Georges Picot n’était pas bon, que les
peuples ne voulaient pas de la présence
française et anglaise voire de ces mandats?! Il a proposé un mandat américain. Donc nous ne sommes pas sortis
de cette logique constitutive des États.
Le troisième point que j’aimerai évoquer est la nature de l’échec arabe. Si
nous voulons imputer à Sykes-Picot les
désordres actuels, nous avons tort, parce
que s’il y a quelque chose qui a bougé le
moins, ce sont les frontières. Je me souviens de la tentative d’Abdel Karim
Kassem d’aller en Iraq en 1960. Je me
souviens plus que jamais de la tentative
de Saddam Hussein d’entrer au Koweït. Il y a des problèmes de frontières
non résolues partout dans le monde
comme au Sud du Liban et entre l’Iraq
et le Koweït. Mais jamais la frontière
n’a été remise en cause fondamentalement. Au contraire, dans les divisions
de Sykes-Picot s’est développé un sentiment d’appartenir à l’État pas à une
communauté nationale puisque le
confessionnalisme ronge aujourd’hui
cette identité; le point le plus important
n’est donc pas la frontière, sauf pour
deux nations: La désastreuse politique
Britannique en Palestine qui a été un
projet de mettre un État dans un autre
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État, un homeland qui est devenu un
State soit l’État d’Israël, et puis les
Kurdes. Il n’est pas vrai que San Remo
et le traité de Sèvres ont oublié les
Kurdes. Il y a eu un État Kurde dans
le traité de Sèvres, mais la révision des
frontières par Mustapha Kamal Atatürk en 1920 et le Traité de Lausanne
en 1923 ont fait disparaitre l’État
Kurde qui était prévu par le traité
de Sèvres.
La nature de la crise Arabe que
nous vivons est triple. Elle se réduit à
la citoyenneté contre la communauté:
C’est l’échec de l’État Nation à créer
un sentiment d’identification; c’est
l’État contre la richesse: Toutes les révolutions du printemps arabe sont parties de cette contestation de la
corruption, elles ne sont pas parties de
l’idée du nationalisme, mais plutôt du
cadre des États-nations pour contester
un pouvoir autoritaire ou un pouvoir
corrompu. Enfin c’est l’autoritarisme
contre la démocratie. Qui est donc le
grand gagnant de cet échec? C’est le
courant islamiste qui n’a jamais accepté le projet de fédération ou de
création d’États modernes et qui a
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commencé avec Hassan Al Banna à
partir de 1928 en visant l’idée du
califat – l’idée derrière le califat étant
l’abolition des frontières, l’idée de
l’arabisme c’est l’éphémère République
Arabe Unie avec le Président Abdel
Nasser et la Syrie. Nous sommes donc
arrivés à ce point où effectivement la
seule solution n’est pas de refaire
l’histoire, ou de vivre avec l’histoire que
nous avons aujourd’hui, mais de
dépasser l’histoire. Comment? Les
États dans la mondialisation ne sont
pas faits pour être des entités absolues
et des finalités absolues. Moi je plaide
pour un arabisme inclusif, un arabisme
fédérateur, dans le cadre d’une communauté démocratique, un peu sur le
modèle du Benelux et de ce qu’est devenue l’Union Européenne qui, elle aussi,
passe par beaucoup de crises. Mais
l’idée de revenir sur l’histoire est
impossible, et l’idée de la dépasser est
impossible en soi. Reste donc à créer
un courant de coopération au sein du
Proche-Orient avec des États en paix,
mais cela suppose la résolution de la
question Palestinienne qui est la
question centrale de la stabilité au
Proche-Orient.
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ÓjÉe ∞jRƒL
2 ‘ Ò¡°ûdG QƒØ∏H óYh ¤GE ±É£ŸG ájÉ¡f
ó¡©J …òdGh 1917 Èªaƒf/ÊÉãdG øjô°ûJ
.á«æ«£°ù∏ØdG »°VGQ’CG ≈∏Y ájOƒ¡j ádhO áeÉbÉEH
ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG π«ª– ÓjÉe ¢†aQh
É«kdÉM Égó¡°ûf »àdG á«ª«∏b’EG ≈°VƒØdG á«dhƒD°ùe
‘ πH ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ‘ â°ù«d áq∏©dG ¿GE kÓFÉb
,É¡«dGE â°†aGC »àdG PƒØædGh á£∏°ùdG º°SÉ≤J á«∏≤Y
äÉ£∏°S ¤GE â∏chGC »àdG áª¡ŸG π°ûa ¤GE áaÉ°VGE
k’hO íÑ°üàd äÉfÉ«µdG √òg OGóYGE á¡÷ k’hGC ÜGóàf’EG
ájÉªM á¡÷ Ék«fÉKh »JGòdG ∫Ó≤à°S’G ≈∏Y IQOÉb
.á≤£æŸG √òg õq«“ »àdG ájOó©àdGh äÉ«∏b’CG
øµÁ ’ ¬fGE ∫ƒ≤dÉH ¬à∏NGóe ÓjÉe ºàNh
,á≤£æŸG ≈∏Y ÜGóàfÓd áª«NƒdG äGÒKÉCàdG QÉµfGE
á«dhƒD°ùe πªqëf ¿GC øµÁ ’ ,∂dP ™eh
§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG á≤£æe ‘ π°UÉ◊G ÜGô£°V’G
∫hódG √òg π°ûa ¤GE πH ,¬dhO OhóM º«°SôJ ¤GE
∂«gÉf ,á«≤«≤M áæWGƒeh á«æWh ∫hO AÉæÑH
á«°SÉ«°S áaÉ≤K ô°ûfh äÉ©ªàÛG ∞««£àH
ƒg ájhGOƒ°S ÌcGC IQƒ°üdG π©éj Éeh .ájƒ£∏°S
»eÓ°S’EG ôµØdG QÉ°ûàfGh »Hô©dG ™«HôdG π°ûa
™HÉ°UGC ¿GC ócGC PGEh .¬«æÑJ ∫hÉëj …òdG ±ô£àŸG
§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ‘ Ωƒ«dG …ôéj Ée ∫ƒM ΩÉ¡J’G
¤GE πH ¬dhO OhóM º«°SôJ ¤GE ¬LƒJ ’GC Öéj
¤GE ¥Gô©dG ‘ »cÒe’CG πNóàdG øe ·’CG áÑ©d
á°VQÉ©ŸG á«HhQh’CG ∫hódGh IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG ∑ôJ
øY ΩÉéM’EGh ≥jô£dG ∞°üàæe ‘ ájQƒ°ùdG
á¡÷ ¢†bÉæàŸG è«∏ÿG ∫hO ∞bƒe ¤GE ,É¡ªYO
âbƒdG ‘ ∞dÉëàdGh á«eÓ°S’EG äÉYÉª÷G ºYO
¿GôjGE PƒØf AGô°ûà°SG ¤GE ,Üô¨dG ™e ¬æ«Y
¤GE ,¬∏dG ÜõM Éª«°S ’ É¡d á«dGƒŸG äÉYÉª÷Gh
…Oôc ¿É«c ΩÉ«b ¢†jƒ≤J ¤GE ≈©°ùJ »àdG É«côJ
¿GE ∫Ébh .ÉjQƒ°S ‘ »°ShôdG πNóàdG GÒ
k NGCh
¬«£îJ ‘ øµdh ïjQÉàdG IOÉYGE ‘ øªµj ’ π◊G
áeƒ¶æe ∫ÓN øe ∂dòH Ωƒ≤f ¿GC øµÁh
IQhô°V GókcƒDe ,»WGô≤ÁO QÉWGE ‘ á«dGQó«a
πM OÉéjGEh §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ‘ ójóL QÉ«J ≥∏N
.á«æ«£°ù∏ØdG á∏µ°ûª∏d

ádhÉﬁ ¿GE kÓFÉb ¬àª∏c ÓjÉe ∞jRƒL GCóH
¿ƒµj ¿GC Öéj ¿Éc Ée ∫ÓN øe ïjQÉàdG ájhDQ
ájhDQh á«bÓN’CG ô¶ædG á¡Lh øe Éª«°S ’ ¬«∏Y
¿ÉàØ∏àﬂ ¿Éà¡Lh Éªg ,π°üM Éªc ïjQÉàdG
â©bqh ÉeóæY ¬fGC ±É°VGCh .ïjQÉàdG á©LGôŸ
Ée Qƒ¡X ó¡°ûj §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ¿Éc ,á«bÉØJ’G
¿Éc Éªc ,AÉªàf’ÉH Qƒ©°ûdG …GC äÉ«Ñ°ü©dG ¬Ñ°ûj
¿ƒµj ¿GC Öéj ¿Éc Ée ∫ƒM ihDôd OƒLh ∑Éæg
¿Éch ,ÉgGóMGE »g á«Hô©dG á«eƒ≤dG ,¬∏Ñ≤à°ùe
Éª«°S ’ á≤£æŸG ‘ á«°SÉ«°S ÜQÉŒ É°†jGC óLƒj
ájGóH ‘ ¬fGC ±É°VGCh .ô°üeh ¿ÉæÑd πÑL ‘
á«ŸÉ©dG Üô◊G AÉ¡àfG ó©Hh øjô°û©dG ¿ô≤dG
É°ùfôa ∑GòfGC ¿Éà«dhódG ¿ÉJƒ≤dG âfÉc ,¤h’CG
á≤£æe ≈∏Y Iô£«°ù∏d ¿É°ùaÉæàJ É«fÉ£jôHh
ä’É°üJ’G ó«©°U ≈∏Y É¡à«ªg’C ≈fO’CG ¥ô°ûdG
¤h’CG äÉ°VhÉØŸG äGCóH .á«dhódG IQÉéàdG ácôMh
∞jô°ûdG ´ÉæbGE É«fÉ£jôH ádhÉëÃ 1915 ΩÉY
¢û«÷G áªLÉ¡eh É¡ÑfÉL ¤GE ±ƒbƒdÉH Ú°ùM
RÉéë∏d »Hô¨dG πMÉ°ùdG ≈∏Y ÊÉªã©dG
IQƒæŸG áæjóŸG ÚH ójó◊G áµ°S §N áªLÉ¡eh
á«HôY áµ∏‡ AÉ°ûfÉEH √ÉjGE IóYGh ,∫ƒÑæ£°SGh
ÚH Ée OÓH »æãà°ùJ ¬JOÉ«b â– ¿ƒµJ
kÓ°†a ,É«fÉ£jôH Ió¡Y ¤GE •Éæà°S »àdG øjô¡ædG
øjò∏dG ¿ÉæÑd πÑLh …Qƒ°ùdG πMÉ°ùdG øY
∞jô°ûdG πNOh .É°ùfôa Iô£«°S â– ÉëÑ°ü«°S
ÉÃ 1916 ƒ«fƒj/¿GôjõM 5 ‘ Üô◊G Ú°ùM
¬fGC ™HÉJh .iÈµdG á«Hô©dG IQƒãdÉH ±ô©jo
É°ùfôa â≤∏WGC äÉKOÉÙG √òg ™e …RGƒàdÉH
á«FÉæK äÉ°VhÉØe 1915 ΩÉY ôNGhGC É«fÉ£jôHh
ƒµ«H êQƒL Gƒ°ùfGôa »°ùfôØdG »°SÉeƒ∏HódG ÚH
≥WÉæe ójóëàd ¢ùµjÉ°S ∑QÉe É«fÉ£jôH πã‡h
á«bÉØJÉH ±ô©j Ée ¤GE â°†aGC ,Éª¡æe πc PƒØf
»àdG 1916 ƒjÉe/QÉjGC 16 ‘ ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S
äQÉKGC á≤£æª∏d IójóL GOkhóM âª°qSQ
≈àM IóY ä’ƒ–h äó¡°Th IÒãc äÉ°VGÎYG
≈∏Yh .¿’BG ¬«∏Y »g Ée ≈∏Y Qƒe’CG â°SQ
‘ äOGC áãdÉK äÉ°VhÉØe äQÉ°S ,ôNGC ÖfÉL
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WHAT IF THERE WAS NO SYKES PICOT?
A COUNTER-FACTUAL REFLECTION

Let me begin by expressing my
thanks to La Maison du Futur, to
Sheikh Amine Gemayel, to Sam
Menassa for inviting me to participate in this very interesting conference today and tomorrow, and to
our moderator for the unenviable
task of hurdling cats to keep us all
on time. I do want to mention one
thing; I don’t reflect any kind of official perspective from Washington.
We have already begun a very interesting and rich conversation about
Sykes-Picot, its legacy, its effect, the
possibility for imagining alternative
orders in the Arab East and the
Hejaz, so you might find that there
is a bit of overlap between what I am
about to say and some of the issues
that have already surfaced in our discussion this morning. I think it is especially interesting and useful to
have a panel at this particular mo-
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ment in time, in which we would
have the opportunity to think about
what the Arab East might have
looked like if Sykes-Picot had not
happened. I know it is a stretch of
the imagination, but I think it is a
worthwhile exercise in imagining an
alternative. It’s especially interesting,
now I think, because we are at a moment – and we all recognize this –
when the State system that was created in part by the agreement that
was reached between Sykes and
Picot is under so much strain. We
know some of the forces that are creating the tensions and the conflicts
and are threatening the stability of
the State order established by SykesPicot, and therefore, to have the
chance to think through alternatives
at this moment, about what the region might have looked like had
France and Britain not imposed on it
the boundaries that we associate
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with Sykes-Picot, had they not pursued the path they did, and instead
adopted an approach that would
have made it possible to define the
political landscape of the Arab East
of the Levant and the Hejaz through
a process that gave more way to the
perspectives and preferences of local
populations, what might have been
different.. It is an especially important question.
We know of course, that the
British and French did not pursue
this initiative. Instead both governments indulged in what once a
historian said as the gleeful and
acrimonious partition of the Ottoman Empire. As a result, European
powers, as we heard this morning,
are widely perceived to have laid the
foundation for political and economic failure in the Arab East, to
have created a dysfunctional and
illegitimate State system, and ultimately to have created the conditions that set in motion the conflicts
that are now threatening that system. Consequently and precisely because we are at this political moment
in history, in which there is so much
uncertainty surrounding the state
order out in place by Sykes Picot,
not least perhaps, more prominently
because of the challenge that the rise
of ISIS poses to the stability and the
future of that State order. Over the
past couple of years especially since
2014, we have already begun to see
a number of speculative exercises in
designing alternative maps for the
Arab East and thinking about a possibility for a post Sykes-Picot future
for the region, should this potential
for collapse actually become reality?
I just decided that it might be interesting for you to see some of these

redesigns of the maps of the Arab
East that have already appeared and
presented as possibilities.
This is one of the maps for a post
Sykes-Picot Middle East that appeared since the rise of the Islamic
State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIS),
and I am moving on these quite
quickly, but I would be happy to circulate them if others might have interest in looking at them. This is
another one that has been developed
by a former colleague of mine
Robert Wright. You will notice, she
has 14 different territories that
emerged from the post Sykes-Picot,
and there is one more; an additional
conception of what the region might
look like in a post Sykes-Picot political order. There are only a few examples that have been put forward.
Remapping has become something
of a minor industry in the period
since the State order has begun to
appear at risk, and I won’t comment
at them at length, expect to pin out
something I am sure you all know it
as well, which is that all these
remapping exercises are very deeply
rooted in sectarian conceptions of
how to redraw boundaries in the
Arab East, and we should be mindful
that this is a strategy that has quite
a number of significant downsized
consequences attached to it. I added
those images, because I think they
give us a chance to think about ways
in which these remapping exercises
fall short. One of the things we always have to ask ourselves in trying
to build alternative images of the future is whether any of these imagined outcomes are truly possible, are
they truly plausible? What would be
needed to give any of them internal
or external legitimacy? What are the
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odds that these alternative arrangements would leave the peoples of
the Middle East more secure and
better off? None of these remapping
exercises have asked these kinds of
questions. As a result, I think they
appear to us far less as if they are
thoughtful exercises in the design
of alternative futures, than they are
simply wishful and speculative
thinking about possibilities that
the region might follow. A much
more productive strategy for thinking about imagined futures is
precisely what we have been asked
to do on this panel, and which is to
consider imagined paths, to go back
to that genesis moment in the
development of the modern State
system in the Arab East, the aftermath of the world war one, and to
develop a plausible Credible counterfactual about how the Arab East
might have developed had Sykes
Picot not existed.
Now there is one small digression
into social sciences that we need to
take before doing that. We need to
understand what constitutes a credible counterfactual; what makes a
counterfactual plausible, and I am
not going to go through that in details, but there is one fundamental
principal that researchers have developed to guide how we construct and
design plausible counterfactuals, and
researchers call this the minimal
rewrite of history rule. We only get
to rewrite history in minimal ways in
the design of plausible counterfactuals. Thus, in applying this to the
Sykes-Picot context to build a credible counterfactual, we cannot build
an alternative reality in which the
ambitions of colonial powers are simply not part of the picture anymore.
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We can’t wash away the rise of nationalism. We can’t assume that
world war one didn’t happen. We
can’t assume that the Ottoman empire somehow survived, and in addition we have to acknowledge that the
Sykes-Picot agreement itself, as other
have emphasized, was just one piece
of a much larger process of negotiations to define a post-war international order, stretching from the Paris
Peace Conference in 1919 to the
Treaty of Versailles later that year,
the San Remo Conference in 1920,
the Treaty of Lausanne signed in July
1923 and implemented a year later,
and I think it is to that broader critical moment between 1919 and 1923
that we need to look to see how a
world without Sykes-Picot might
have been, and whether it would
have led the Levant and the Hejaz to
move along a different more successful path than the one we have seen.
I have a theory which I will suggest to you, and we can later on discuss it. It seems to me, that the best
possibility for opening up a historical
trajectory rests on what might have
happened if Woodrow Wilson has
succeeded in securing his 14 points
as the basis of negotiation of the post
war settlement of territorial claims.
There are three of Wilson’s 14 points
that I think are extremely important.
The first is an end to the secret
diplomacy of the kind that produces
Sykes-Picot. The second was point 5
that concerned self-determination,
and the third was autonomy for minorities in what remained of the Ottoman Empire. These outcomes were
to be achieved through the establishment of an international commission
that would solicit the opinions and
preferences of local populations
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¿ÉeójÉg øØ«à°S

⁄ ƒd á≤£æŸG ™bGh πq«îJ ¿ÉÁó«g ∫hÉMh
É¡∏µ°T º°ùJÒd ¿Éc ∞«ch ,á«bÉØJ’G π°ü–
øe ¿Éc ¬fGC ÈàYGh .¤h’CG á«ŸÉ©dG Üô◊G ó©H
å«M øe π°†aGC á≤£æŸG ™bGh ¿ƒµj ¿GC øµªŸG
É¡Hƒ°ûJ ’ á∏YÉa ºµM áª¶fGC π«µ°ûJ
øY áªLÉædG ∫hódG âHÉ°T »àdG ä’ÓàN’G
äÉfÉª°V OƒLh Ωó©H ôqbGC ¬fGC ’GE .ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S
áµFÉ°T πFÉ°ùe ÖÑ°ùH ƒjQÉæ«°ùdG Gòg ≥≤qëàd
á«ªæàdGh ,äÉ«∏b’CG ´É°VhGCh ,Ohó◊G πãe
äÉ≤Ñ£dG èeOh ,á«YÉªàL’Gh ájOÉ°üàb’G
...»°SÉ«°ùdG ΩÉ¶ædG øª°V á°ûª¡ŸG á«YÉªàL’G
≈∏Y º≤j ⁄ É«kHôY Ébkô°T ¿GC ¤GE ¢ü∏Nh
⁄ ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG É¡à°SQGC »àdG ¢ù°S’CG
º°SôJ »àdG äÓµ°ûŸG øe ¢ü∏îà«d ÉÃQ øµj
.‹É◊G É¡©bGh ‘ á«Hô©dG á°SÉ«°ùdG ôWGC

around the region. That is the potential for a counterfactual pathway to
have opened. Could this pathway
have achieved any kind of support? I
think it could have. We know that a
Wilsonian scenario would have been
supported by people like TE Laurence who attended the Paris Peace
Conference. We know that it might
have tempted some prominent
British figures including Lord Curzon
who is known to have complained
about the Sykes Picot agreement that
he described as “the unfortunate
agreement that has been hanging like
a millstone around our necks ever
since”, and a Wilsonian scenario
might have even been validated by
an agreement that was signed by
Prince Faysal and French Prime Min-

É«fÉ£jôH Ò°ü≤J ¿ÉÁó«g øØ«à°S πé
q °S
‘ ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ó≤Y iód É°ùfôah
∫Ébh .É¡dÉeBGh á≤£æŸG Üƒ©°T äÉ©∏£àH òN’CG
ájQƒWGÈe’CG ácôJ º«°ù≤àH Éà∏¨°ûfG Éª¡fGE
á∏°TÉa ∫hO Aƒ°ûf ¤GE iOGC …òdG ôe’CG ,á«fÉªã©dG
äÉYGõæ∏d QÉW’EG â∏µ°T ,ÉjkOÉ°üàbGh Ék«°SÉ«°S
.Ék«dÉM Égó¡°ûf »àdG
zá«eÓ°S’EG ádhódG º«¶æJ{ ¿GC ¤GE âØdh
k ¨°V ódqƒj (¢ûYGO)
Ωƒ¡Øe ≈∏Y ÓkFÉg É£
áLQO ¤GE ,É¡dhO πÑ≤à°ùeh á≤£æŸG ‘ zádhódG{
GOkhóM º°SôJ IójóL §FGôN ‘ π°üM ’khGóJ ¿GC
.ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ¬àª°SQ ÉªY áØ∏àﬂ
ÉC°ûæJ ¿GC øµÁ Éªk«∏bGE 14 ô¡¶Jo á£jôN ¢VôYh
.ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á≤£æe ‘

ister George Clemenceau, in which
an independent State in Syria was to
be promised, leading to the pan Arab
Syrian conference of 1920, in which
an independent Syrian State was indeed declared. So there is a pathway
through where this scenario might
have unfolded, but what would this
scenario have created? In what respect might it have produced a better
or a more positive experience for the
Arab East and Hejaz over the following century? Well we can speculate it
might have accelerated processes of
decolonization; it might have slowed
down Jewish emigration to Palestine;
it would have most probably brought
to power nationalism elites or western modernizing elites that might
have gained legitimacy by their suc-
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cess in achieving independence.
These elites would have consolidated
their power before the rise of colonist
movements and Baathist movements, before the rise of the Ikhwan
as a significant force in the region,
before minorities had become powerful forces within the militaries of the
region in Iraq and Syria.
Taken together, what these possibilities suggest is that this alternative
pathway could have produced systems of rule that might have avoided
some of the worst dysfunctions that
are associated with the political
order created by Sykes-Picot, but
there are no guarantees that this
would have been the case. There are
many questions that would still have
needed to be resolved like borders,
how to address the demands of key
minorities, questions of economic
and social development, the integration of marginalized social classes
into a new political order, all of these
matters remained unresolved even
under the Wilsonian scenario that I
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have sketched out, and we really
have to recognize that there are no
room for confidence in imagining
how these nationalist elites would
have handled that problem. We saw
how they conducted themselves in
the inter-war period, and it was not
a very pretty picture, and I think we
have to recognize that even if this
Wilsonian scenario had unfolded,
the scope, depth and significance of
these issues, that would have tested
the capacities of these new nationalist elites governing independent
States, might none the less have reproduced some of the dysfunctions
as well as political and social failures
that were associated with a trajectory shaped by Sykes Picot. All of
which to say that there was no easy
way out, and this caution about
imagining a world without SykesPicot would have inevitably removed
from the agenda the core problems
that define Arab politics today cannot be taken for granted.
Thank you.
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WHAT IF THERE WAS NO SYKES PICOT?
A COUNTER-FACTUAL REFLECTION

It is hard to render the contemporary history and fates of peoples of
the Middle East in isolation from
the Sykes Picot agreement, in May it
will be 100 years since the signing of
a document known in history as the
Sykes Picot agreement. Although,
the Tsarist Russia entered a number
of military agreements on the division of the Ottoman Empire, it decided not to claim any Arab lands.
After the October revolution, Russia
seized its participation in the negotiations. The new Soviet State, in November in 1917, exposed in the
press these and some other secret
agreements found in the archives of
the Tsarist Russia.
We need to outline that this move
came as artificial for a government
that broke the policy of occupation,
annexation, and the European sharing of Arab wealth. Since then, Russia opposed this system of mandates

imposed by the League of Nations
on the Arab peoples. Moscow refused this participation in the parliament’s mandate commission of the
League. One cannot but mention
Moscow’s contribution to Arab obtainment of their political independence and national sovereignty after
the end of the Second World War. It
was proved that the Soviet stand
clearly demonstrated in the United
Nations’ debates, relevant to the
question of Lebanon’s, Syria’s and
Libya’s independence, that it supported the people’s liberation in
favor of the right cause of Palestinians, and all this did not pass unnoticed. Today’s politicians, experts
and scholars take a close look at the
turbulent events in the region which
have shaken a number of the states
in the Arab Spring and led to a number of conflicts. Some are seeking an
explanation by exploring the past,
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ÚæjR …Qƒj

∑Éæg{ ∂dP πc ºZQh .zƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG
¿GE k’hGC .á≤£æŸG ‘ â∏°üM IÒãc äGÒ¨J
¥ÎNG ádhódG AÉæHh á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG Ωƒ¡Øe
Ék«fÉKh ,äÉjƒà°ùŸG πc ≈∏Y á«Hô©dG OÓÑdG
‘h Iô£«°ùŸG iƒ≤dG ‘ â∏°üM »àdG äGÒ¨àdG
¿GC ¤GE QÉ°TGCh .z∫hó∏d ájOÉ°üàb’G ™eÉ£ŸG
É¡d íÑ°UGCh äÒ¨J §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ‘ äÉYGô°üdG
ÉakGôWGC ¿GC Éªc ,≥HÉ°ùdG øY ∞∏àﬂ ™HÉW
,É«côJh ¿GôjGE πãe äÉYGõædG â∏NO IójóL
™LGôJ ÉgRôHGC IóY πeGƒY ¤GE ∂dP Oƒ©jh
ìÓ°ùdGh §ØædG ¥Gƒ°SGC Öq∏≤Jh »ŸÉ©dG OÉ°üàb’G
.§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdGh »Hô©dG è«∏ÿG ¤GE ´ÉÑj …òdG
º°SÎd πeGƒ©dG ∂∏J πc ôaÉ°†àJ ¿GC ™bƒJh
.á≤£æŸG πÑ≤à°ùe

notably the Sykes-Picot agreement
concluded at the beginning of the
20th century. It is interesting that
this resentment or disaccord comes
out from several parties, for example
the Turkish call these ‘artificial barriers’, Muslim states that deprived
Turkey form its natural influence in
the region. Meanwhile, Isis repeatedly promised to make its best to
bury the Sykes-Picot agreement, but
unlike the situation in that past century, the present reality in the region
is seen differently.
Firstly, it seems that the spirit of
Statehood, national identity on a
country scale’s had penetrated sufficiently at various levels into different
stratum of structures of modern
Arab societies within its borders.
Secondly, the political configuration and alignment of forces in the
Middle East fall under an external
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ïjQÉàdG ∫õY{ øµÁ ’ ¬fGE ÚæjR …Qƒj ∫Éb
§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG á≤£æe Üƒ©°ûd ô°UÉ©ŸG
»àdG ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG øY ÉgôFÉ°üeh
í°VhGCh .zá≤£æª∏d á©æ£°üe GOkhóM âª°SQ
âfÉc É«°ShQ{ ,ÜGóàf’G ≥£æe ¢üîj Ée ‘ ¬fGC
É°kVhôØe ¿Éc …òdG ΩÉ¶ædG Gò¡d ÉªkFGO á°†aGQ
ácQÉ°ûŸG â°†aQ ∂dòd á«Hô©dG ∫hódG ≈∏Y
.záHóàæŸG ∫hódG ióMGE ¿ƒµJ ¿GC â°†aQh
≈∏Y ≈°VQ ΩóY Ék«dÉM ∑Éæg ¿GC ¤GE âØdh
≈∏Yh IóY äÉ¡L øe ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG
Ohó◊G ∂∏J ¿GC »YóqJ Ókãe É«cÎa{ ,AGóY
á≤£æŸG ‘ ÉgÒKÉCJ øe É«côJ âeôMh á©æ£°üe
øaóH ¢ûYGO º«¶æJ óYqƒàj Éª«a ,á«eÓ°S’EG

impact of direct and indirect military and economic interference. To
my mind, there is a multiplicity of
factors both local and global in the
region, and each has its own aims
and interests, though sometimes
they are not explicitly expressed.
The current conflicts in the Middle
East are of a new type and generation.
They are unfolding in a context of
transformable relations in the societies amid the global rivalry between
political poles like Turkey, Iran and
others. These conflicts are heavily affected by a number of factors notably
the decline of world economy, volatility of oil markets, growing flows of
weapons towards the Middle East and
the Arab Gulf. It can be expected that
the shaping of the future of the region, for the upcoming century, will
depend on the impacts of all these
factors cited above.
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LUNCH BREAK
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Mr. President, ladies and
gentlemen,

letter. A week later, on May 1916,
Grey replied.

First, I would like to thank the
Maison du Futur and the Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung for inviting me to
speak today. I want to discuss controversies from one hundredth anniversary to the next. Accordingly, I
am going to talk about how the
Sykes-Picot Agreement sowed the
seeds for the Balfour Declaration
during the five crucial months from
January to May 1916.

The tone of Grey’s letter is clearly
reluctant. The sense that the British
were unhappy with the deal is reinforced by an intriguing detail on the
infamous map that had arrived with
Cambon’s letter. This map was autographed by both negotiators in the
bottom right hand corner, and if you
look closely you will see an important difference. While François
Georges-Picot signed in black ink,
Mark Sykes preferred to use a pencil
to write his name and the date: 8
May, 1916.

As everyone here knows, the
Sykes-Picot agreement was finalized
by an exchange of letters a hundred
years ago. On 9 May 1916 the
French ambassador in London Paul
Cambon wrote to Sir Edward Grey.
His letter asked Grey to endorse the
deal reached by Sir Mark Sykes and
François Georges-Picot. This was
sent out on a map enclosed with the

Why did Sykes do that?
In my opinion, there is an obvious answer. He did not think the
deal would stand the test of time;
clearly there was a particular reason
why he had this in mind. According
to him, the agreement had failed
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to resolve the future of Palestine
satisfactorily.
Six months before he signed that
map, Sykes had entered the negotiations with Georges-Picot having set
himself a clear task. This was to establish “a belt of English-controlled
country” across the Middle East. Its
northern frontier ran along a line –
as Sykes infamously put it – from
the “E in Acre to the last K in
Kirkuk”. The aim was to protect
India, by creating a cordon that
stretched from the Suez Canal to the
Persian frontier, and cut across the
main east-west land route running
through Aleppo, down the Euphrates, to the Golf. However, this
plan was thwarted when Picot refused to give him Palestine. The two
men compromised by agreeing the
holy land should have an international administration but it was an
outcome that neither man liked, particularly Mark Sykes.
Measured against his own objective, Sykes had clearly failed, and he
quickly found his efforts being
criticized. “It seems to me that we
are rather in the position of the
hunters who divided up the skin of
the bear before they had killed it,
Britain’s director of military intelligence wrote on the 6th of January.
Six days later his admiralty counterpart, the director of naval intelligence, made a less-known but more
significant complaint. He warned
that the deal would be opposed by
“the Jewish interest throughout the
world”. This opposition, he continued, might be “partly placated by
the status proposed for the Brown
area, but it may not be wholly, or
indeed, very largely placated.”
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Why did that matter?
The British believed that the Jews
wielded “vast financial influence” at
a time when Britain needed to borrow money in America to pay for the
war. “They are an increasing power”,
claimed Bertie Clayton, the director
of the Arab Bureau in Cairo, “as the
war becomes more and more a question of who has the deepest pocket
and the longest credit.”
Sykes’s deal therefore potentially
had huge implications, especially
when it provoked the Jewish opposition that in turn made it harder for
the British government to borrow
money on Wall Street. In a speech
delivered in the Parliament on 15
February, which reflected his isolation, he implied that his job had
been made difficult by a lack of interdepartmental coordination, as he
remarked, “Personally, I have seen
criticisms of people, and I can see
this, that when you happen to know
the circumstances, you realize very
often how entirely unjustified are
the personal criticisms, and the
rather odious criticisms, that are cast
about outside this House, and how
very unjust they are.”
At this moment one man saw an
opportunity. Sir Herbert Samuel
had, a year earlier, circulated a memorandum around the Cabinet arguing that Britain should back the
Zionist cause for a mixture of sentimental and strategic reasons. A Jewish state in Palestine, he argued,
would keep the French away from
Suez. “Help given now… cannot fail
to secure, into a far distant future,
the gratitude of a whole race”, he
had claimed.
In 1915 Samuel’s paper had
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fallen flat. The then prime minister,
Herbert Asquith, noted at the time
that the only other minister who
had shown any interest was David
Lloyd George, only because the support for the Zionists offered a convenient way to deny France control
of Palestine.
A year on, a proposal that simultaneously excluded the French and
appeased the Zionists was precisely
what Sykes needed for little convincing. He told Samuel on the 26th of
February that he had committed the
memorandum to memory, to make
with François George-Picot. The two
men needed the approval of the
Tsarist Government for their deal.
While Sykes was in Russia with
George-Picot, the British Govern-

ment decided to sound out their allies about a more forthright declaration about the Jew’s future in
Palestine. The Russians indicated
that they had no objections, but the
French were not convinced, with one
French diplomat describing the proposal as “laughable… the less said
about this, the better.” Sykes’ who
by now thought the Zionists to be
“the key of the situation” tackled
George-Picot, trying to convince him
of the “inestimable advantages… of
active friendship of Jews of the
World”. Sykes believed that he had
made progress, but if anything he
only raised George-Picot’s suspicions. After the two men had left,
the French ambassador secretly persuaded the Russians to support
France’s claim to Palestine as and

متحدث رئيس
QÉH ¢ùª«L

ºgh ,Éªkî°V Ék«dÉe GPkƒØf ¿ƒµ∏Á Oƒ¡«dG ¿ÉCH
OGQÉCa ,Üôë∏d ∫Gƒe’CG ∂∏J ¤GE áLÉM ‘ GƒfÉc
É°VQ ≈∏Y ∫ƒ°ü◊G ∂dP ∫ÓN øe ¢ùµjÉ°S
.zÚ£°ù∏a øe GkAõL º¡FÉ£YGE ÈY Oƒ¡«dG
äôHÒg Ò°ùdG ºàZG ,âbƒdG ∂dP ‘{ :±É°VGCh
´Rhh Oƒ¡«∏d ¢VQGC øY çóëàdG á°Uôa π«Fƒª°U
≈∏Y ¿ÉCH ó«ØJ Iôcòe á«fÉ£jÈdG áeƒµ◊G ≈∏Y
ÜÉÑ°S’C á«fƒ«¡°üdG á«°†≤dG ºYO É«fÉ£jôH
ádhO ¿G ¤GE áaÉ°VGE ,á«ØWÉYh á«é«JGÎ°SG
øY Ú«°ùfôØdG ó©ÑJ Ú£°ù∏a ‘ ájOƒ¡j
¬æe ÉkæX ¢ùµjÉ°S ìÎ≤ŸG Gòg ºYOh .z¢ùjƒ°ùdG
GPGE Ú£°ù∏a IQGOGE ≈∏Y π°üëà°S É«fÉ£jôH ¿GC
Ée ,¢VQ’CG ∂∏J ‘ º¡àdhO ≈∏Y Oƒ¡«dG π°üM
º∏≤H zƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG{ ™bƒj ¬∏©L
.óª°üJ ød IógÉ©ŸG ∂∏J ¿G ó≤àYG ¬f’C ¢UÉ°UQ

‘ QÉH ¢ùª«L ÊÉ£jÈdG ÖJÉµdG ∫hÉæJ
Éækq«Ñe ,ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJ’ ôNGB ≈ëæe ¬eÓc
∂dPh ,zQƒØ∏H óYh{ QhòH âYQR á«bÉØJ’G ¿GC
ÊÉãdG ¿ƒfÉc øe áª°SÉM ô¡°TGC á°ùªN ∫ÓN
(∑QÉe){ ¿ÉCH ∂dP ô°ùq ah .1916 QÉjGC ≈àM
≥jôW ájÉªM á«bÉØJ’G øe ójôj ¿Éc ¢ùµjÉ°S
IÉæb øe óàÁ ¥ƒW AÉ°ûfGE ∫ÓN øe óæ¡dG
≥jôW ¬∏∏îàj ,á«°SQÉØdG Ohó◊G ¤GE ¢ùjƒ°ùdG
Üô¨dGh ¥ô°ûdG ™ªéj …òdG ¢ù«FôdG ÈdG
¿GC ’GE ,»Hô©dG è«∏ÿGh äGôØdGh Ö∏M øª°†àjh
É¡f’C á£jôÿG √òg ¢†aQ ƒµ«H (êQƒL Gƒ°ùfôa)
IQGOGE ¿GC ≈∏Y É≤ØJG ÉfÉc Éªgh ,Ú£°ù∏a øª°†àJ
.zá«dhO á¡÷ ¿ƒµJ ¿GC Öéj á°Só≤ŸG ¢VQ’CG
ájGQO ≈∏Y GƒfÉc{ Ú«fÉ£jÈdG ¿GC í°VhGCh
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when the negotiation was revisited.
Therefore, by May 1916, when
Sykes and George-Picot signed the
map, both men were looking in different directions for support over the
question of Palestine. The French
had a secret arrangement with the
Russians. Sykes was now enthusiastically courting the Zionists, hoping
that they would reciprocate actions
by endorsing British rule for Palestine. In these circumstances, he
signed the map in pencil.
It is worth pausing to speculate
for a moment about what might
then have happened had there been
no Russian revolution, nor the assignment of Minister Lloyd George
as a Prime Minister. The Sykes-Picot
agreement might have remained a
secret until the war’s end, and
France, with Russian back-up, might
have taken control of Palestine.
But that of course is not what
happened. David Lloyd George took
power in London, and three months
later the Tsarist government was
ousted. So far as Palestine wan concerned, the Zionists had just gained
the most powerful possible advocate
in London, while the French had lost
their backstop in Petrograd.
Lloyd George had grown closer to
the Zionists since he had first read
Samuel’s memorandum. Two
months later, in May 1915, he be-
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came minister for munitions, and
was introduced to the Jewish-British
scientist Chaim Weizmann who had
discovered a new way to make acetone, which was the key to the manufacture of cordite. In November
1915, after George-Picot’s early
meetings with the British had gone
badly, Lloyd George met Weizmann.
He predicted that France would not
cede Britain control of Palestine and
floated the idea of a condominium,
partly on the grounds that public appetite for additional imperial commitments was waning. Weizmann,
who thought this, was a recipe for
confusion, disagreed.
Given Lloyd George’s prediction,
Sykes’s failure cannot have come as
a surprise. But it became apparent
just as Weizmann had successfully
demonstrated that he could produce
acetone in industrial quantities. The
coincidence of these two events
seems important. During this time,
Lloyd George had changed his mind.
He now assured Weizmann that, if
Palestine came under British influence, Britain would grant the Jews a
charter in Palestine. This was the
pivotal moment: by the end of February 1916, the man who would be
Britain’s next prime minister had decided that imperial security required
an alliance with the Jews. That, of
course, had vast repercussions for
this region: but these would be the
topic for discussion on another day.
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RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE:
SYRIA AND LEBANON

First of all, I want to thank
Sheikh Amine Gemayel and Sam
Menassa for organizing this conference. It is a real pleasure to be here.
Like my colleague Steven Heydemann, the only other American in
the room, I would like to reiterate
that I only speak for myself; I do
not speak for any government including my own. My comments
today, and I am not a historian either, are based on my experiences of
seven or eight years living with you
here in Lebanon and Syria, more
often in Syria than in Lebanon. I
had the fortune to be able to spend
a lot of time working in the region,
and in the course of my work, addressing some of its recent political
and economic problems. Sam asked
me to address five different questions. It is always the easiest task to
go last in such presentations. So

without further ado, the first question was- what if any of Lebanon
and Syria’s weaknesses can be tied
back to the Sykes Picot agreement?
I think James [Barr] and some
other speakers outlined this- Sykes
Picot itself didn’t draw the boundaries of Lebanon and Syria. It was a
sort of steered influenced agreement
between two colonial powers who
had very specific interests at the time
as explained in earlier sessions. If we
look at the situation, it comes down
to the France State building and the
struggle of France to come up with
solutions both in Greater Lebanon
and Syria. In the case of Lebanon,
generally, and it is not a secret to
you, the sectarian balance on which
the Greater Lebanon was formed was
not ultimately sustainable. That
being said, I heard speculations over
the years that if the ‘mutasarifiyat’ of
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 لبنان وسوريا:قراءة في الماضي والمستقبل
ô∏HÉJ hQófGB

AGQh É°†k jGC ∞≤j Ék«aGôZƒÁO ÉkÑÑ°S{ ¿GC ±É°VGCh
Oƒ≤Y ∫ÓN âfÉc »àdG ÉjQƒ°S ‘ QGô≤à°S’G ΩóY
ƒªædG OÉjORG áÑ°ùæH ⁄É©dG ‘ ádhO 20 ´ô°SGC øe
¤GE ¿Éµ°ùdG øe IÒÑc OGóYGC √ÉŒGh ÊÉµ°ùdG
∂dP ‘ ájQhô°V âfÉc äÉMÓ°UGE ¿hO ¿óŸG
ádhO ÉjQƒ°S âfÉc ƒd{ ¬fGC ¤GE âØdh .zâbƒdG
,Üô◊G √òg äOÉØJ âfÉc ,ájõcôe’ á«dGQó«a
øe É¡«∏Y äôe »àdG áª¶f’CG äGÒKÉCJ øµd
k’ƒ°Uh ájô°UÉædÉH GQkhôe á«Hô©dG á«eƒ≤dG ácô◊G
.zäÉYGõæ∏d áÑ°üN É°kVQGC É¡à∏©L á«ã©ÑdG ¤GE
óëqàj ¿GC{ …Qƒ°ùdG Ö©°ûdG ≈∏Y ¿GC ócGCh
øe ó«H Gókj πª©∏d á≤ãdG É¡«∏Y »æÑj É°ùk °SGC óé«d
¿GC øµÁ …òdG QGô≤à°S’G ±óg ≥«≤– πLGC
IôqM äÉHÉîàfG ÈY ¬«dGE ¿ƒjQƒ°ùdG π°Uƒàj
ºµ◊G ≥≤ëàj πg{ :kÓFÉ°ùàe ,zá¡jõfh
?ájõcôeÓdG ΩGC á«dGQó«ØdG ÈY ÉjQƒ°S ‘ π°†a’CG
øe ºg ÚjQƒ°ùdG øµdh ,º©f ÜGƒ÷G ¿GC ó≤àYGC
.zÒ°üŸG Gòg Qô≤j

Lebanon was just Lebanon, a lot of
problems could have been avoided. I
am not really sure that we can say
that. Perhaps some things would
have been easier, but in many ways
the Lebanon of today would not be
the wonderful country it is today,
without the areas which were outside
the ‘mutasarifiyat’.
In Syria, I think the whole situation is more troubling from the start.
When I first came to Lebanon and
Syria in the year 1999-2000, Syria
was held up as the stable entity and
Lebanon the much less so, but much
more instability in Syria than in
Lebanon occurred in the mandate
era, both in terms of the divisions of
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º°qSôJo ⁄ ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S{ ¿GE ô∏HÉJ hQófGC ∫Éb
ÚJƒqb ÚH á«bÉØJG âfÉc πH ,Ohó◊G Ék«∏©a
∂dP ‘ IOóﬁ ±Góg’C ÉgÉà©bqh ÚàjQÉª©à°SG
IógÉ©ŸG ∂∏J ¿GC É≤k«bO ¢ù«d ‹ÉàdÉHh ,âbƒdG
1999 »e
n ÉY ÚH kÓãªa .ÉjQƒ°S ∞©°V ¤GE äOGC
É¡©°Vh ¿GC ≈∏Y ÉjQƒ°S ¤GE ô¶æjo ¿Éc ,2000h
ÉjQƒ°S ‘ ™°VƒdG ¿GC ºZQ ,¿ÉæÑd ±ÓîH ô≤à°ùe
øe ájƒ°Vƒa ÌcGC ¿Éc »°ùfôØdG QÉª©à°S’G âbh
∂dP øe Ée ÉYkƒf ó«Øà°ùj ¿Éc …òdG ¿ÉæÑd ™°Vh
.zQÉª©à°S’G
¢ù«d ÉjQƒ°S ‘ QGô≤à°S’G ΩóY ¿GC iGCQh
ó©H âfÉc ó≤a ,zƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S{ áé«àf
ΩóY øe âfÉY »àdG ∫hódG ÌcGC øe ∫Ó≤à°S’G
∫ƒ°Uh ™eh .IóY äÉHÓ≤fG äó¡°Th QGô≤à°S’G
ó©Hh 1963 ΩÉY á£∏°ùdG ¤GE zå©ÑdG{ ÜõM
ÉjQƒ°S äô≤à°SG ,1970 ΩÉY ó°S’CG ßaÉM ∂dP
GóH ¬fÉEa É°kûg QGô≤à°S’G Gòg ¿Éc øÄdh .Ée ÉYkƒf
.¿ÉæÑd ‘ á«∏g’CG Üô◊G ≈°Vƒa ÖÑ°ùH Éjkƒb

Syria into separate sub-states as well
as the pretty bad confrontations
with the mandate’s power including
the dramatic shelling of the parliament building, and to be fair, throwing off the colonial yoke with
independence in Syria did not bring
about stability. Syria was, after the
independence, arguably one of the
world’s most unstable countries with
many ‘coups d’état’, and for three
years, the country ceased to exist as
the northern province of the United
Arab Republic. With the coming to
power of the Baath party in 1963,
and Hafez Al Assad in 1970, this
brought some more “stability” to
Syria; a closer look indicates that
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this stability was paper thin, but at
the same time, it appeared much
thicker because it was juxtaposed
with the chaos of the Lebanese civil
war. In fact when looking at that instability in Syria, I think we should
not discount the role of the first uprising under Al Assad between 1979
and 1982 which culminated in the
Hama massacre, and that brought
about in many ways the huge demographic conditions that led to the
country’s worst uprising which is
still going on up to this moment.
When Assad used the Hama Massacre to arrest nearly all his opponents, like ‘AL Ikhwan Al
Mouslimin’ [Muslim Brothers], the
leftists and the Arab nationalists as
well, he essentially placed the country on lock-down for about ten
years. In Syria, there was the Middle
Eastern equivalent of the San Francisco earthquake effect, a huge spike
in birthrates over a decade. Syrians
stayed home, conceived many children, and in ten years following the
Homs Massacre, Syria was amongst
the 20 fastest growing populations
on the planet. What I thought was
very interesting in terms of looking
at governance, and I had some experience around the Assad regime for a
while, is that the Assad regime
which included many reformers,
knew of these problems. They were
very well documented by the different ministries such as the ministry
of economy, as well as ‘Asmaa Al
Assad’ charity in Syria; all of them
outlined this huge spike in
birthrates. The real concern was that
many people were moving towards
urban areas as a result of the
drought. What I thought was particularly interesting was that nothing

seemed to create the necessity for actual reforms that actually is at the
core of governance in Syria. They
were denying basic realities which
undermined the State and uprooted
Assad’s rule at two thirds of the Syrian territory.
The second question that Sam
asked me to address- Was the
Lebanese civil war the negative result of Sykes Picot? Or was it the result of the Lebanese resilience
against mayhem? I think that
Lebanon like most countries suffered
and benefited from sectarian communities. It suffered in terms of the
distinct identities it had and the dividing lines during the civil war, but
it also benefited from these individual communities since it kept health
and education services going for fifteen years during the civil war. If we
look at the same thing in terms of
the Syrian war being a result of the
Sykes-Picot agreement, the picture
would be a little bit different. I think
the Baath party and the Assad
regime ultimately undermined communal identities in favor of the minority-based regime, but as
communal identity was eroded so
were these communities’ responses
to the mayhem of the Syrian civil
war. This probably needs a long explanation to why, what is going on in
Syria looks more chaotic than what
was going on during the Lebanese
civil war, and that is a real shame.
Third question- Is the current
Syrian crisis an indication that the
French approach from Sykes Picot
on, planted the seeds of discord? Or,
was it a proof that the French attempt of the partitioning and the
federalization of Syria was the sound
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course that was not followed? As a
westerner attending in Lebanon
such a conference, I can get in real
trouble answering this question. I
will take a stab at it though. In my
opinion, a federalized, decentralized
Syria probably would have avoided
some aspects of the Syrian war, but
the influence of the Arab nationalist
movement, and later ‘Nasserism’
and the ‘Baath’ movement, made
Syria inevitably the battle ground
for what all of these three movements regarded as the future of this
region. All of this was going on for a
reason, and also in terms of the confrontation with Israel, and how this
was used to justify a horrific form of
government that did not lead Syria
to the right place.
Last but not least, what are the
prospects of survival of the nation
States of Lebanon and Syria? I
think that nation States are very important. The problem is that many
of them are breaking down. The
lines that were drawn by colonial
powers have stood the test of time. I
think it really comes down to governance. It is easy to say, we need better governance, and there shouldn’t
be corruption and so on, but in my
opinion, what is more interesting is
the question I still can’t answer-
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What creates the necessity to produce a government that is accountable? I think we need to find a basis
in which people trust each other and
are able to work together towards a
common goal. I think this involves
not only free and fair elections, but
also security and a form of governance that is accountable at the
same time – and it is not easy. The
question is – Does the creation of
this better governance require the
federalization or decentralization of
Syria? I think it does, but ultimately
that is up to the Syrians to decide.
Ladies and Gentlemen, power is
not something that someone gives
you, you have to organize and take
it, and when you take it, you can develop structures which you will find
easier for the international community to plug in. There is a lot of work
to be done, but there are a lot of
people here interested in doing this.
As we witness the end of the American administration that has been
very controversial, I think that concerning Syria’s policy, there are going
to be new individuals whether republicans or democrats, that will be
very interested in what you have to
say.
Thank you very much.
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RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE :
SYRIA AND LEBANON

I thank President Amine Gemayel
and Maison du Futur as well as Konrad Adenauer for inviting us and
hosting this very stimulating discussion on the Sykes Picot agreement.
It is often said that the original sin
for the majority of the region’s struggles lies with the Sykes Picot Agreement of 1916, the reason cited is
because it created States with artificial borders that did not take into
account ethnic, sectarian, religious
or tribal boundaries. This becomes
the reason why states are unstable or
volatile, and everybody blames that
over this agreement. I am going to
argue otherwise. I am going to argue
that the reason for this instability is
not necessarily because these states
were created with an ethnic, sectarian, religious or tribal mixture. There
are many examples in the region and
outside the region of states created

this way. Jordan is a perfect example
of what came out of the Sykes Picot
Agreement and divisions. Today if
you take a look at Jordan and the
way Jordanians feel about their
country, they feel ‘very Jordanian’,
despite the fact that they went
through a turbulent period of their
own. Why does it work in Jordan,
and it doesn’t work in Syria for example or Lebanon? My answer is
that the main reason behind this
volatility and instability is that there
has been a persistent policy in Syria,
by successive regimes, from the independence right until the present, to
suppress the emergence of a strong
national identity; this identity that
never had the chance to develop and
grow. This suppression of the national identity through the alienation of the majority of the Syrian
people from political, intellectual
and cultural institutions of their
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country is the real cause for this
volatility and instability.
Instead of the promotion of this
national identity, the concept of a
supra Syrian identities was developed and took the nature of sectarian identities (Sunnis and Shiites),
ethnic identities (Arab, Kurdish), political and ideological identities (one
party State system of the Baath).
These supra identities bestowed a
preferential position on those within
Syrian society who share the principal characteristics of this supra Syrian identity that is being promoted
over the core national identity that
should have been there. So whether
you are an Arab or a Baathist, it
gives you a clear advantage not only
in delineating the country’s political
system, but also its social and cultural choices in addition to its interaction with the rest of the world.
That is the real core of the problem.
That is where our challenge lays.
Due to this distorted representation that really failed to reflect the
realities on the ground, this ultimately ended up in destroying the
trust and understanding amongst
the citizens, and weakened the country’s ability to defend itself against
possible outbreaks of civil strife, and
this led to the disintegration of Syria
and to the crisis we witness today.
Every Syrian knows this and anyone who visited Syria during the last
30 to 40 years recognizes that when
you come to Syria you are greeted
by a statement- Welcome to Syria Al
Assad. So Syria is Al Assad, and Al
Assad is Syria. If I, as a Syrian, want
to consider my identity, I cannot
separate it from the supra identity of
Al Assad, and it is that thing that de-
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stroyed our country, not the idea
that this country was created out of
different ethnicities, different sects
and different religions.
So moving on to look at the future here, because that was the other
aspect of our brief here, in my opinion if a state like Syria is going to
survive, then it really requires Syrians to once again make it a priority
to establish and enhance a strong
sense of a Syrian national identity
and get rid of these supra identities.
Only then, we can work our way towards a process of reconciliation and
stability, but in order for this to happen, we are going to have to begin
by reforming the existing administrative, legal and economic institutions
of the country who have been unable in the past forty to fifty years
and up till now to play an effective
role in doing so. In order for that to
happen, we are going to need political reform, and for many of us in
Syria, we cannot have a viable Syria
without reintroducing a national
identity and not a supra identity
that will essentially make this agony
continue.
In conclusion, I will read a brief
quote from a dissident Syrian writer
and a prominent opposition figure
by the name of Yassine Hagge Saleh
because this means a lot to me. He
wrote this in 2006 and prophetically
predicted that “unless political and
institutional reform occurs, leading
to transition based around a Syrian
national identity,” which he defined
at the time as Syrianism, “the eruption of civil strife and national divisions leading to possibly decades of
instability is the likely outcome”. He
wrote this in 2006, and today this
warning haunts all the responsible
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 لبنان وسوريا:قراءة في الماضي والمستقبل
º¶©dG ôªY

ΩÉ¶ædG iOGC ó≤a{ ,ÉjQƒ°S ‘ ÉeGC .º¡©ªŒ
∫Ó≤à°S’G òæe GókFÉ°S ¿Éc ÉŸÉW …òdG »°SÉ«°ùdG
á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG ™ªb ¤GE ,Ωƒ«dG ≈àM ∫GR Éeh
ƒªæ∏d á°Uôa É¡£©j ⁄h ÚæWGƒª∏d ájQƒ°ùdG
»g ájƒÄØdG äÉjƒ¡dG âfÉc πH ,Qƒ£àdGh
π«ãªàdG ‘ π∏ÿG ¿GC ±É°VGCh .zIóFÉ°ùdG
ÚH ºgÉØàdGh á≤ãdG ΩGó©fG ¤GE iOGC »Ñ©°ûdG
É¡∏©éjh ádhódG ∞©°†j Ée Gògh ,ÚæWGƒŸG
Ée Gògh{ ,á«∏g’CG Ühô◊G Üƒ°ûæd á°VôY
ÉjQƒ°S ‘ áeR’CG ∫ÓN øe Ωƒ«dG π°üëj
.zÉ¡Ñ©°Th É¡°VQGC ¬d ¢Vôq©àJ …òdG ∂«µØàdGh
ÉjQƒ°S πãe ó∏H OGQGC GPGE{ ¬fGC ¤GE QÉ°TGCh
™°†j ¿GC Öéj ,GOkó› ±ƒbƒdGh IÉéædG
ájƒg AÉ°ûfGE ¬JÉjƒdhGC ‘ …Qƒ°ùdG Ö©°ûdG
ájƒÄØdG äÉjƒ¡dG AÉ¨dGEh Égõjõ©Jh á«æWh
.z¬«∏Y á°VhôØŸG

¥ô°ûdG ïjQÉJ ‘ PÉà°S’CG ,º¶©dG ôªY ∫Éb
ÊhÉ°T' á©eÉL ‘ É«LƒdƒHhÌf’CGh §°Sh’CG
á«bÉØJG ¿GE ,á«cÒe’CG ' »à«°SÒØ«fƒj âjÉà°S
âª°ùq bh 1916 ΩÉY â©bqh »àdG ' ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S'
QÉÑàY’G ‘ òN’CG ¿hO ÉgôKG ≈∏Y á≤£æŸG
á«∏Ñ≤dGh á«ÑgòŸGh á«æjódGh á«bô©dG äÉaÓàN’EG
»àdG äÉYGô°üdG øY ádhƒD°ùŸG â°ù«d{ ,É¡Hƒ©°ûd
∑Éæg πH ,™FÉ°T ƒg Éªc á≤£æŸG ‘ çó–
IQƒãdG ¤GE ÚæWGƒŸG â©aO iôNGC ÜÉÑ°SGC
Gòg ‘ á«dhƒD°ùŸG ¿GC ócGCh .z¢†©H ≈∏Y º¡°†©H
á«dÉààŸG áª¶f’CG ∫hƒDM ≈∏Y ™≤J ∫ÉÛG
ájƒg IÉC°ûf ¿hO ¿ÉæÑdh ÉjQƒ°S ‘ á°UÉîHh
…òdG ¿OQ’CG ‘ ¬fGC ¤GE âØdh .á©eÉL á«æWh
π°ü– ⁄ ,zƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S{ á«bÉØJG ¬à∏ª°T
™LQGCh ,ÉjQƒ°Sh ¿ÉæÑd ‘ â∏°üM »àdG äÉaÓÿG
…ƒ≤dGh ÒÑµdG Ú«fOQ’CG AÉªàfG ¤GE ÖÑ°ùdG
»àdG IóqMƒŸG á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dGh º¡æWƒd

Syrians, the regional countries, the
neighboring countries and Europe as
well. Finally it should be noted that
this sense of national identity, and
here I am going to rely on what you
once told me Steven, (Steven Heydemann), even when unconsolidated
and even uncontested, has proven
strong amongst Syrians, and that
gave me hope when we started to
deal with this issue- there is hope for

us. Perhaps, with the exception of
the Kurds, all sides of the conflict (I
am not counting Daesh for obvious
reasons), currently maintain that
they want a unified Syria, and this
opposes the narrative echoed in
some Western corridors of power,
that the solution to Syria is to partition it and change the map into
some other form.
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REND EL RAHIM
Former Iraqi Ambassador
to the United States

RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE:
IRAQ

I will speak in English if I may, because I prepared my paper in English. First of course, I would like to
join my voice to all those who have
thanked H.E president Amine
Gemayel and the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation as well as the organizers,
Sam Menassa, Hassan Meneimneh
and all the others who have put together such a stimulating conference,
thank you very much. I would like
to start with a couple of comments,
two comments actually, on things
that were mentioned yesterday due
to their relevancy to what I want to
say. I will start with what Andrew
Tabler said about the United States
and the other powers’ inability
today which opposes their prior abilities in 1916, the time of Sykes
Picot, when they implemented
plans, namely their implementation
of strategies on the ground. By im-
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plementing here, I mean enforcing.
Yes, it is difficult today for the US or
the EU and even the UN to implement or enforce anything. However,
the international community led by
the US can stir zests, shape opinions, and therefore, influence outcomes. Consequently, this brings me
to the maps that Steve made the terrible mistake of showing up there.
Of course, anybody who works in
Washington as I did, for at least half
a year, is aware of those maps and is
also aware that Senator Biden in
2007 proposed a de facto partition
of Iraq under a de jure confederation
of Sunni, Shia and Kurds. Moreover,
these maps did not come out of
nowhere but were the consequence
of the notion that the whole region
really ought to be divided along sectarian lines. Now, if you combine
this idea of the ability to stir, to in-
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fluence, and to sort by talk, but with
the full deniability of course of the
US, then you come to a conclusion
that there is no smoke without fire.
There are inputs and certain ideas
that could be utilized and implemented by the international
community to seek certain
outcomes or to encourage moves
towards certain outcomes, and I
think this is why people are afraid
of such maps Steve.
I was much disciplined, and I
took the question posed by the organizers very seriously, and therefore
I will speak about a number of
things. The first one is the artificiality, or the so-called artificiality, of the
Iraqi state, and I will then talk about
the issue of partition because that
was also raised in the question, and
finally, I will discuss-What if the partition into two or three entities wasn’t implemented, then what?
The issue of the artificiality of the
Iraqi state is of course espoused by
the Kurds for a very good reason.
One of the culminations that resulted of the Sykes Picot agreements
was that the Kurds believed that
they were promised a state while in
reality they were deprived of one,
and they were annexed or included
into the new Iraqi, Turkish and Syrian states. Of course nobody had
even thought of getting close to Iran.
However, the idea is that the Kurds
were denied what they felt was their
proper right, and therefore they considered Iraq as an artificial state. As
some lobbyists continue to talk
about Iraq being an artificial state,
Iraq was brought together by Sykes
Picot without any good reason. This
is not entirely true. First of all, Iraq

is no more artificial than other states
that were created after WW1 as
well, not only in the Middle East but
also in Africa and central Europe
and certainly in the Caucasus after
the fall of the Soviet Union, I think
somebody else mentioned that earlier. In my opinion, all the issue
about the artificiality of the states is
bogus. The question that should be
asked is the following, are the people
in a state content with being in that
state or not? I think in Iraq, nobody
at the time of the formation of the
state in 1921 refused to be within
the borders of Iraq, except for the
Kurds. Therefore, when I talk about
the Sunni, the Shia, the Yazidis, the
Christians and so on, there was an
acceptance that the three ‘Wilayats’
created by the Ottoman EmpireMosul, Basra and Baghdad- were
packaged by the British to form a
new state called Iraq. Most of the
people, except the Kurds, were content with this package. They were of
course not content with the mandate, and a revolution resulted in
1920 led by Shias and Sunnis. It
was not a one-dimensional, or a onesect revolution. Another example of
course is the treaty of Portsmouth in
1948 which actually brought down
the government of a Shia PM, Saleh
jabber. The protests began as he
stepped of the plan, and these
protests were organized by Shias,
Sunnis and even some Kurds. The
Iraqis, in general, united to protest
against the colonial interference in
the affairs of Iraq. In other words,
what I’m trying to drive at is that
Iraq is not perceived by most of its
population as an artificial state, and
that its borders are accepted as they
are. Yesterday, we talked about the
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 العراق:قراءة في الماضي والمستقبل
º«MôdG ófQ

’h ¢SÓa’G áaÉM ≈∏Yh Ò≤a ƒ¡a Ωƒ«dG ÉeGC
iód á≤HÉ°ùdG á«bGô©dG IÒØ°ùdG äócGC
øe ´ƒædG Gògh .∫Gƒe’CG âÑgP øjGC ±ô©f á«dÉ◊G ≈°VƒØdG ¿GC º«MôdG ófQ IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG
,ÚÑYÓdG øe π«∏b OóY √ôjój …òdG ºµ◊G ¬d É¡àª°qSQ »àdG Ohó◊G É¡ÑÑ°S ¢ù«d ¥Gô©dG ‘
.zIÒÑc á∏µ°ûe ‘ OÓÑdG πNOGC
á∏°TÉØdG äÉeƒµ◊G πH ,ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG
πg{ :âdÉC°Sh ,á£∏°ùdG ≈∏Y âÑbÉ©J »àdG
á«dGQó«ØfƒµdG øY åjó◊G ¤GE â∏≤àfGh
O
h
ó
◊G º«°SôJ IOÉYGE øY º∏µàf ¿GC kÓ©a Öéj
»àdG (ájOôµdGh á«©«°ûdGh á«æ°ùdG) á«KÓãdG
‘
º
∏µàdG Éæ«∏Y ΩGC OÓÑ∏d á«LQÉÿGh á«∏NGódG
ød{ :á∏FÉb ¥Gô©dG ‘ π°üëà°S É¡fGC øY ≈µëj
á«dÉààŸG äÉeƒµ◊G â∏°ûa GPÉŸh ºµ◊G ádÉC°ùe
ÜÉÑ°S’C äÉ«dGQó«Øfƒc çÓK ¤GE OÓÑdG º°ù≤J
»
æ¨dGh É«kbôY Oó©àŸGh ´ƒæàŸG ó∏ÑdG Gòg IQGOGE ‘
¥Gô©dG ‘ á°ù«FôdG äÉ¶aÉÙG ¿GC É¡dhGC ,IóY
.z?É«kaÉ≤K
ìÓ°Uh ’ÉjOh iƒæ«f πãe á«æ°ùdG á°UÉîHh
É¡«a QhÉéàJh á£∏àﬂ äÉ©WÉ≤e »g ,øjódG ¿ÉCH ±Î©j »bGô©dG Qƒà°SódG ¿GC ¤GE âàØdh
ƒg OGôc’CG ™e OÉ–’Gh{ á«dGQó«a ádhO ¥Gô©dG
ƒg ôNGB ÖÑ°S ∑Éægh .¿ÉjO’CG πc øe äÓFÉY
.¥Gô©dG πc ‘ ∂dP ≥≤ëàj ¿GC Öéjh ,»YƒW
¿GC ≈àM É¡°ùØf ∞FGƒ£dG ÚH äÉaÓÿG ójGõJ
ÉeGC .áYRÉæàe äÉ«°û«∏«e É¡jód íÑ°UGC áØFÉW πc äÉjƒ¡dG Éæ©aQ 2003 ΩÉY ÉæfG »g á∏µ°ûŸG øµd
,á«bGô©dG ájƒ¡dG ¥ƒa ájƒÄØdGh á«æjódG
¥Gô©∏d IQhÉÛG ∫hódG ¿GC ƒ¡a ,RôH’CG ÖÑ°ùdG
¿GôjGE πãe OÓÑdG ‘ IÒÑc ™eÉ£e É¡jód »àdGh á«æ°ùdG πãe äÉÄa ¤GE áª°ùq ≤e OÓÑdG âëÑ°UÉCa
...á«ë«°ùŸGh ájójõj’BGh ájOôµdGh á«©«°ûdGh
¢ûYGO ∂°ù“ ¤GE áaÉ°VGE è«∏ÿG ∫hOh É«côJh
,z∂dP çhóëH íª°ùJ ød ,á«æ°ùdG ≥WÉæŸÉH ºµ◊ IóMƒeh áë°VGh ájhDQ ∑Éæg øµj ⁄ ∂dòd
»¡àæà°S º«°ù≤à∏d ádhÉﬁ …GC{ ¿GC ¤GE áàa’ ¿GC ¤GE äQÉ°TGCh .z¬ªµëj ¿GC Öéj øeh ¥Gô©dG
.zá«∏gGC ÜôëH ,GókL á«æZ ádhO ¿Éc 2014 ΩÉ©dG ≈àM ¥Gô©dG{

invasion of Kuwait, our nationalism,
ISIS as being transcendental or a
transcendent vision. They all failed,
the Arab Nationalism failed, the invasion of Kuwait failed and ISIS, I
do agree, will also fail.
If we talk about a reconfiguration
of borders, I think that we have to
think in terms of external and internal borders, but I think we need to
have a nuanced approach to what we
mean by a revision of borders. The
next question is – Is the apparent
dislocation of Iraq a correction of an
artificial construct, or is it a result of
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that policy? Can we correct it by
changing this so-called artificiality?
The current disarray in Iraq is not a
matter of borders; it is a matter of
failed governance. Today, the news
about the storming of the green
zone, the parliament and even the
ministerial building, where Iraqi PM
Haidar al Abadi’s offices are, made
me wonder if it was worth it talking
about things like Sykes Picot. Is it
worth it to talk about the revision of
borders internal or external? Or
should we really be talking about
governance, about what has hap-
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pened in Baghdad in terms of efforts
to govern this country, this diverse
and rich country, and the failure to
do so. I think that’s what we really
need to focus on. I wanted to talk
about the Iraqi identity, but I think
that it has been sufficiently covered.
Yet I might add two things, the first
is that King Faisal was fully aware
that he was brought to govern a pluralist country, and the second, that
there was an imbalance in the governance as him being a Sunni elite appointed to rule a majority of Shias
alongside with a sizeable Kurdish
population. This imbalance was dangerous for the future of the Iraqi
state, and in a final will-testament,
the King recommended that it
should be corrected.
Indeed, I think that during the
thirties, forties and fifties there was
an enormous effort at building up
the Iraqi identity. People were
brought from the fringes; people
who felt that they were dispossessed.
They were brought to the center
through the educational system,
through offices in government,
through inclusion in a historical
sense, but that was disrupted by the
Arab Nationalism that prevailed in
the 1960s and 1970s. Moreover, the
notion that there is a transcendent
identity tended to submerge the
Iraqi identity, and I think that was
very damaging. In the 1980s, as
Hassan stated, there was an effort by
Saddam Hussein to rebuild the Iraqi
identity, and he did so precisely due
to the war with Iran. Saddam Hussein was very eager to bring back to
the front an Iraqi identity in order to
help with the war in Iran, and if anything that would have been addressed to the Shia. An enormous

mining of the Iraqi history was conducted, and it was taken all the way
back to the Sumerian times to recreate this Iraqi identity. In my opinion, at that point it was a little bit
too late, because Saddam had already started persecuting Shias and
Kurds, or actually anyone who opposed him, including Sunnis, but
most of the ills were directed or suffered by the Shias and the Kurds. I
should also mention here that it was
not just the Arab Shias but the Turkmen Shias as well. Consequently, we
had an Iraqi identity that was built
throughout the thirties, forties and
fifties, and revived again in 1980s,
but for the wrong agenda. In the
1980s and 1990s, we began to witness fissures within the Iraqi society.
Oppression always brings a backlash.
Prior to 2003, the two aggrieved
communities were distinctly the
Kurds and the Shias who were unfortunately represented by religious parties. They had been establishing
their political groups since the
1960s, perhaps even earlier. These
parties were initially formed as a reaction to the creation of a communist party which pulled away Shia
youth from the Marjaiya and from
religion, but in the 1990s, the Iraqi
opposition was made primarily of
Kurds and Shia religious parties. The
pact and the strategic alliance between the two groups were based on
the fact that Kurds wanted federalism and Shias wanted supremacy
over the Arab part of Iraq. This
strategic alliance worked, and to a
certain extent still exists, and was
the best fray along the ages, but this
strategic alliance is the one that
principally worked with the international community and with the US
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throughout 2003 and which was significantly responsible the foundation of a new Iraqi constitution.
The Iraqi constitution, as Raed
mentioned, is a constitution that
recognizes that Iraq is a federal
state, and that the alliance with the
Kurds is a voluntary one, and this
pact should be implemented
throughout Iraq. The problem is
that after 2003, we did not preserve
the Iraqi identity but created communal and factional identities. Iraq
became dependent, and identities
became politically defined, Shia,
Sunni, Kurd, Yazidi, Christian and
so on. There was not a unified vision of what it was to be an Iraqi,
nor a unified vision of how Iraq
should be governed and by whom.
The Kurds had been de facto independent since 1991. The Arab part
of Iraq including the Shias, religious
parties in particular, were guilty of
gross triumphalism which boarded
revenge. If you were Sunni, you
were prima facie guilty, and you had
to prove your innocence. There were
a number of Iraqi laws including the
de-baathification, which put all the
Sunnis on the defensive because not
only they were excluded, but they
were also accused of complicity with
the past regime, and consequently
considered as suspects who could
not participate in the new order. In
addition to this identity, politics had
torn the country apart which resulted in incompetent politicians,
inefficiency, gross corruption, nepotism, and a cliental system that benefited from enormous wealth. Until
2014, Iraq was an extremely rich
country, now it’s an extremely poor
nation; we’re almost bankrupt, and
nobody knows how the money was
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spent. A small number of political
actors now controls the country and
sees absolutely no interest in either
sharing or decentralizing and this
has been a very big problem in Iraq.
On another note, the issue of the
three-way partition, Shia, Sunni and
Kurdish confederation cannot be realized for many reasons; let me
summarize them if I may. First of
all, most provinces and particularly
the Sunni provinces, Nenawa,
Diyala and Salaheddine, are patchworks of communities, Sunni, Shia,
Kurds and Christians, and so on.
These communities do not live in
discretion, but they are a mix; they
are cheek and jaw; they exist village
next to village, and home next to
home. We have already witnessed in
2005-2006, during the Qaida period, a great deal of ethnic cleansing.
We have observed ethnic cleansing
today, in Diyala and Salaheddine.
Anbar is the only pure Sunni
province, but there is no such thing
as creating a confederation because
the extent of ethnic cleansing, civil
war bloodshed and dislocation
would be enormous, far more than
what we have seen today. The
human cost would be tragic. The
second reason, in what Mayson referred to, is the rise of conflicts
within each community, for each
one of them has its own militias.
They are all armed up to their teeth,
and none them can see eye to eye
on the future. The third reason is
that our neighbors have enormous
interests in Iraq and they will not remain neutral quiet. Iran, Turkey, the
Gulf region will all interfere. ISIS
will probably have an irreversible
hold in Sunni areas. Iran will probably use the Shia as a satellite region.
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In other words, we will have a regional conflict by proxy within Iraq.
I suspect that any attempt to partition will end in a civil war.
What is the solution? First of all,
I disagree with Mayson, and I think
that despite the difference in the
Kurdish region, the Kurds are very
serious about their independence,
and I believe that many Iraqi Arabs
would like them to become independent, but this leaves us with 15
provinces. The Constitution talks
about decentralization, and we have
not implemented it. The remedy for
the foreseeable future is devolution

to those provinces and truly implementing the laws that describe this
decentralization. At the same time,
strengthening the central government in Baghdad in all aspects of
governance is a must-security, intelligence, border security and strategic
planning. The central government
has none of these competencies
right now. I think that while we implement devolution, services and
representation of the provinces, we
will strengthen the central government in its core functions as a federal government.
Thank you very much.
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A NEW SYKES-PICOT FOR THE REGION

I will be as brief as possible, as it
is very difficult for everybody to
wait for the last session, pressure
will be building up and I will make
my intervention in a telegraphic
notes way.
First and foremost, we used to
consider the Ottoman Empire as
being the sick man of Europe in the
19 century. Today, since the first
decade of the 21st century, the Arab
World carries some symptomatic
features of becoming unfortunately
the sick man of the world not only
of the Middle east. My general remarks before raising couple of possible scenarios are as follows:
First, we are witnessing the emergence of an anarchical order in the
Middle East; the main reason is
what I called once the “desarabization of the Arab regional order”.
There is no more an Arab capacity
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made of one state or a couple of
states in a sort of an understanding
among these states to set the agenda
or to weigh heavily on setting the regional agenda and setting priorities
on how to deal with this agenda for
reasons that we can discuss later if
we have time.
This happened at a time when we
could see the return of two good and
great neighbors, Islamic countries
yet within Islamist [perspective] this
time, and thus attracting legitimizing and legitimate discourse: Iran
and Turkey. So what we are witnessing and have been witnessing is the
return to the Middle East of these
two regional powers, this time with
an Islamist discourse, and this goes
immediately to my second remark:
we are back at what we thought
ended up with the sixties: The return of ideologies cited by Mr. Roger
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Dib, [a return considered] as a disturbing factor in what usually should
be a normal interstate relations, normal regional state order.
There is a strong return of ideologies at the level of state order; one
country would say to another country: I will take back your letter of
credentials because you don’t have a
legitimate government, I will speak
over the head of the government. It
reminds me of the sixties. The difference between today and the sixties,
is that during the sixties we had instrumental ideologies: Arab Nationalism translated to socialism,
conservative Islamism, but still it
was political. Today we are having a
primary identity based ideologies,
not only in Islamism, but if we look
through this transparent veil we
could see that there are political
Sunnism and political Shiism in this
game, each of the two are used by
great powers to promote and serve
their own interests. So this return of
ideologies at a state order level combined with a power vacuum in the
Arab world, has reshuffled and recreated a reconfiguration of power in
the region, and I think this is a very
important matter to look at.
My third observation goes to the
Arab Spring; one of the main reasons behind what was called at one
time the Arab Spring, is the clash between the two Ds: The [first D is]
demographic expansion, we have the
highest percentage of youngsters in
the world, our Algerian friends developed a concept called the
“haytists” (¿ƒ«q£FÉ◊G), those who
stand behind the wall dreaming of
immigrating via geography and [because they can’t] they immigrant via
history to the past, trying to find so-

lutions in the past. [The second D]
is the under-development, the misbalanced development. The clashes
between these two Ds has produced
the sticking bombs, which since the
beginning of the first decade of the
21 century, three or four UNDP report on the Arab World warned
about this coming danger, but nobody wanted to listen. But immediately and unfortunately, this real
socio-economic issue was hijacked
by another clash, the clash of geopolitics and sociology, the clash of
the geo-politics attractiveness of certain countries; Syria is very attractive, Lebanon used to be attractive
unfortunately for the country geopolitically speaking, and sociology
in terms of vulnerability of the national society. Because also the secular ideologies of the past were
entirely discredited, and what we
have been seeing is the emergence of
sub-national loyalties, sectarian,
ethnic and religious loyalties that
were very much attractive and
inviting for the geo-political intervention and interference.
Ladies and gentlemen,
Sectarianism became unfortunately the name of the game, of
course being used and misused to
serve certain interests but it still
there; the clash of sectarianism is a
key factor, what I called once the
Karbala paradigm is there. We never
thought that this could happen in
the past, we never heard before of a
“Rawafed” and “Nawassib” concepts. I’m not saying that this is the
only factor, but it is used and misused, and for something to be used
and misused, it means it commands
certain legitimacy. So we have to rec-
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»àqM ∞«°UÉf

º«°ù≤àdG …GC ,áfOƒ°ùdG ƒg ∫h’CG ƒjQÉæ«°ùdG
á≤£æe ¬à∏NGóe ‘ ≈àM ∞«°UÉf ∞°Uh
ÒZ ƒjQÉæ«°ùdG Gòg ¿GC GókcƒDe ,∫hó∏d »∏©ØdG ¿ô≤dG ‘ z¢†jôŸG πLôdG{ É¡fÉCH §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG
á∏eƒ°U ƒg ÊÉãdG ƒjQÉæ«°ùdG .≥«Ñ£à∏d πHÉb
IOÉ«°S πX ‘ á°UÉîHh ,øjô°û©dGh óMGƒdG
∫hódG øe ójõŸG QÉ°ûàfG ÈY »Hô©dG ⁄É©dG
≈∏Y É¡æe á«ÑgòŸG á°UÉîHh á«YôØdG äÉjƒ¡dG
øª°V π°ûØdG Gòg èFÉàf AÉ≤HGE ™e á∏°TÉØdG »æ°ùdG »ÑgòŸG ´GõædG äÉH ≈àM á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG
áææÑd ƒg ådÉãdG ƒjQÉæ«°ùdGh .á«∏NGódG ÉgOhóM
ÉjQƒ°S âJÉHh á∏MôŸG √ò¡d ÉfGƒæY »©«°ûdG `
»WGô≤ÁódG ΩÉ¶ædG OÉªàYG hGC »Hô©dG ⁄É©dG Ö∏b ‘ Ωƒ«dG »g ÉjQƒ°S ¿GC ÈàYG PGEh .¬Mô°ùe
™e ™ªàÛG äÉfƒµe πc ¬«a ∑QÉ°ûJ »≤aGƒàdG
¢ùµjÉ°S ∫hóH ∞°ü©J »àdG äÉYGõædGh áeR’CG
¢ùµjÉ°S É¡à°SQGC »àdG ∫hódG OhóM ≈∏Y AÉ≤H’EG çó– ,É«kfGôjGE É«kcôJ ÉYkGô°U Ék«dÉM ¢û«©Jh ƒµ«H
Ωƒ≤j ,≈ŒôŸG ƒgh ™HGôdG ƒjQÉæ«°ùdG ÉeGC .ƒµ«H
πÑ≤à°ùe ô¶àæJ IOó©àe äGƒjQÉæ«°S øY
≈∏Y óªà©J á«fóe á«æWh ∫hO AÉæH ≈∏Y
:á≤£æŸG
.á£∏°ùdG ‘ áaÉc ±É«W’CG ∑Gô°TGEh áæWGƒŸG

ognize this very ugly situation and
explain how and why it did happen
before being able to address it. This
has led to the emergence of nonstate actors: militias, groups, fighting
groups who became currently much
stronger in setting the agenda in the
Middle East connecting national issues to transnational issues, we see
that in the fighting in Syria and over
Syria, they are playing a much bigger
role than the state. If we look from
Baghdad to Beirut, which is the region of out debate today, and beyond that from Sana’a to Sirte, we
could see the importance of these
non-state actors’ role and fighting
groups in this respect. Today, what
is interesting enough is that most of
the revolutions are not happening in
Monarchies, because Monarchies
have their traditional source of legitimacy, rather they are happening in
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what our friend Saad Eddine
Ibrahim called the “monarchical republics”, which suffered, suddenly,
over time but suddenly, from a sort
of legitimacy vacuum. The calls for
Arabic Nationalism, for fighting imperialism, for fighting or promoting
socialism are no more there, so they
found themselves in a legitimacy
vacuum looking for something else;
the emperor is naked ladies and gentlemen. And for these parties in
power, which basically came as modernists ideologies by civilians, and
once in power abruptly a military
monopolized power and after the
military its was [monopolized by]
families. What we have seen in these
countries, is not the “raison d’état”
it’s the “raison de la famille”, and
perhaps some parts of the family
who was directly governing here and
there, were using very thin and
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transparent slogans, veils unable to
cover things that should have been
covered in such experiences. At one
point of time, they even used Islam
to promote their legitimacy, and
there comes a moment when Islamist parties and forces have
sacralise politics and talked about
sacralization of politics. Politicians
used Islamism and now the sacralization of politics to say “I have the
answer don’t ever [doubt] what I’m
saying, it’s the answer”; such approach brought by different forms of
Islamist parties was extremely dangerous. What’s important here is in
most countries except for Egypt and
Tunisia, regimes were stronger than
the state: should the regime go
down, the state will also collapse.
That’s what happened in the Iraqi
experience.
My two other features: If we look
at Syria, the multidimensional fight
over Syria mirrors all the fights in
the region because firstly of the
country’s geo-politics; however, the
region is witnessing a big fight and if
we look closely, there is a strategic
confrontation between the two returning regional empires, Turkey and
Iran; for turkey, it’s the door to the
East, for Iran it’s the bridge to the
Mediterranean. Though I would
agree that this is happening in other
parts in the world, but Syria is very
attractive for that kind of fighting
because geo-politics never changes:
Actors do change but the fight is still
there. Patrick Seale reminded us of
this reality in his famous book about
the struggle for Syria in the sixties.
So, whoever in the end of the day
wins the game in Syria, he will have
the upper-hand in the Levant or
Levantine politics. These are some

basics matters; let me move fast to 4
possible scenarios in the region.
The first scenario and I don’t
believe that it’s going to happen let
me say it, is the Sudanization
scenario, which means the division
of a country or more than a country
into two de jure countries, leading to
the creation of a new country. There
are many reasons that would work
against this possibility in the Levant:
firstly it will not be limited to one
state, so it will break down everything and secondly it has not the
objective conditions for success.
We are even seeing now in the
newly created Sudan that the
minority of yesterday is becoming a
majority today, and a new minority
is rising and fighting the new majority that was a minority a day before.
So this is a vicious circle unable to
take us anywhere.
The second scenario is the Somalization scenario. From my personal
experience, I used to visit Somalia in
the early nineties for the sake of the
Arab League, nothing has changed;
names have changed but nothing
else and we are still in front of a
complete disintegration of the society, a dismantlement of the state apparatus as the state exist offshore:
The Somali Ambassador is everywhere treated as any other ambassador according to the Vienna
convention, but at home it’s stateless. This is the proliferation of failing states; we have to detect the
symptoms of failing states at an
early stage, and I think that we love
in one (Lebanon) which have the
symptoms of failing states and that’s
a very dangerous phenomena that
would lead us to the Somalization.
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The Somalization is a reflexion of
what we call the protracted social
conflict, an ongoing conflict with
low and high levels of intensity,
manageable with a great difficulty
and maintained within acceptable
borders, but again, it’s the breakdown of a whole society that takes
us nowhere but to a disintegrated society and fragmented state. However, all actors here are playing
within the same borders, and nobody is trying to create a new state,
a new de jure state; each one wants
to have a bigger share of the cake or
to have a new state to which he belongs in his nationalistic perception,
being reshaped according to his own
model, to generalize his identity on
the state.
I will move to third, the most
popular yet the worst of all models
except for the others as we say, the
Lebanization model, of course not of
the conflict but of the solution. The
Lebanization model or what my late
professor Kamal Salibi used to say
the house of many mansions or as
what also our friend Michael Hudson used to say the precarious republic. The model here is based on
the concessional democracy, or the
split of power among different communities; and here we have to make
the difference between normal federalism which is a secular federalism in
certain systems and the federalism
based on a community being concentrated in one area and having a
sort of de facto state, it could take in
certain instances that form or it
might be horizontal in terms of reconfiguration and split of power
among different communities. However this model necessitates succeeding and being established, and now
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I’m speaking about the Lebanese
model suggested for the last three
years to Syria and which is in a de
facto and shy way practiced in Iraq
(splitting power along sectarian and
ethnic lines), this model is extremely
dangerous because it requires two
things, first what I call a dual Taef
system (after Taef city when our –
Lebanese – MPs met to create the
new system). Before the internal
Taef, it needs an external Taef, it
needs, and here allow me to drop my
diplomatic language not being anymore a diplomat, a concert of power
or a concert of patrons to decide the
rule of the game: guys this is the
only game in town you play within
this margin, otherwise at your
“risques et périls”. So we need to establish a dual Taef system that will
require a regulator or regulators, it
needs a nanny! The child will never
grow up he will always be in need for
a nanny who sometimes takes over
the others, because it’s a dynamic
situation pending on the changing
within the concert of power that will
reflect on the configuration of power
at home or vice-versa… It is a very
important matter to be taken into
consideration. In this respect, borders, geographic borders, legal borders are not touched, but what
change all the time are frontiers as a
line of demarcation among different
influential countries. The countries
that extend their influence across
their borders lead to that kind of
changes. If you have an imaginary
line you could see for instance that
regional powers basically at this
stage, if you see the frontier divisions they are different from the borders division here and there.
Last but not least, what I call the
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way out model, which is apparently
improbable yet not impossible, is to
create a civil state, which is not
against the religion I have right away
to say that; it has nothing to do with
religion, but it’s based on the concept of citizenship. There is no
medium role of the communities
whether it’s ethnic or religious or sectarian, between the individual and

the state. It’s based on respecting diversity, it’s based on an all-inclusive
approach not a selective inclusion,
it’s based on integration not assimilation and finally on the rule of the
law. Otherwise, we will remain in the
same game of inviting interference
and intervention and more and more
balkanization of the region.
Thank you
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A NEW SYKES-PICOT FOR THE REGION

I would like to thank H.E, President Amine Gemayel, and the Konrad Adenauer for organizing this
conference, but until now, we have
[missed] the meaning of Sykes Picot
and the consequences of Sykes
Picot, and now maybe it’s high time
to discuss if there is any possibility
for a new Sykes Picot, or what is
next for the region. You know, the
discussion on the new Middle East is
not new; we are discussing this idea
in every part of conjunctional
change. So, I can trace back this
transformation in the Middle East to
9/11 events and the consequent US
invasion of Iraq. Those were the dramatic events that shaped the background of Arab uprisings. So we are
at a point that we so often discussed
whether the effect of regional competences in the region would be the
‘Shiite crescent’ or the ‘Brotherhood
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crescent’, once upon a time before
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al
Sissi’s coup d’état in Egypt, or neoottomanism from Turkey perspective
or ‘Salafi-Wahabi’ domination under
the leader of Saudi Arabia.
Now, we reached a point as we all
know where the Middle East will not
be the same any longer. So this discussion on a new Sykes Picot is a
discussion on the need to form a
new order for the region, but of
course this has some implications for
state sovereignty, territory issues or
federalism issues, and the place of
local actors in the future of this region. As you know, a discussion on a
new Sykes Picot is so much voiced
by two local actors actually, by ISIS
which claims to have created a
Caliphate which borders are between
Iraq and Syria, and Kurdish nationalists and their dream of an inde-
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pendent state. So their ideas are
based on a premise that Sykes Picot
has become obsolete, but you also
know, that we are at a time that not
just global powers but also regional
and local powers seek to dictate the
new rules of the games in the battlefields across the Middle East.
Consequently, the main problem
is that hardly anyone can guess what
exactly will replace Sykes Picot
order. Of course, we all know that it
was not the only agreement, but it
was the symbolic agreement that
triggered the other treaties and
agreements that shaped the modern
Middle East after the Ottoman
order. We have to understand the
nature of change or transformation
in the region to have some scenarios
or options for the future of the region; you know there are some arguments around this discussion of a
new Sykes Picot by saying that the
outside forces or external actors with
their putative influence in the region
are responsible for this mayhem, but
at the same time, we have other arguments blaming the issue on history making- an analogy with the
European history for Middle East.
For example, professor Hass’ “The
New Thirty Years War” argument is
an example to that. Explicating the
Middle East’s current political problem, Hass draws a parallel with one
of the most devastating periods in
Europe’s history, namely the Thirty
Years War, to contemplate the future
of the Westphalian order in the region. Well if we look at it from that
point, of course the three pillars of
the Westphalian International order,
sovereignty, territoriality and secularism, have actually failed and collapsed, and that is the main

challenge not only for the region but
for the international order as well.
The discussion on New Maps of
course is a problem not just for the
failed states in Syria and Iraq but
also for Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen
and even Turkey. Thus according to
those terms, the Nation States that
formed after the WWI, are feeling
the threat of divisions and are concerned over their territorial integrity
and actually national identity because of the chaos after the Arab uprisings. You may call it as
Lebanization of identity or Balkanization of identity issues, but this
time the issues in the region are between Sunnis and Shias and between other identities such as Arabs
and Kurds, Turks and Kurds. This is
a new challenge that includes the attempts of re-territorization process.
At the same time, there is another
challenge to the Westphalian system
on the issue of mass migration out
of Iraq and Syria towards neighboring and European states. I don’t regard so much the threat posed by
ISIS as going beyond nation states;
it seems that the threat of transnationalism is not as threatening as
that of the division of sectarian and
ethnic lines imposed on the region.
States’ sovereignties, territories and
division and polarization of identities are the current problems of the
region. If we underline the radical
transformation in the region, then
what are the solutions? And what
kind of solutions do we need?
Actually, we are not at the time of
the second decade of the twentieth
century when the Sykes Picot agreement was realized. We are in a different world, and it’s not easy to just
blame external powers, both US and
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¿GQhO øjódG ¿ÉgôH

iƒ≤dG ≈∏Y ™≤j ’ Ωƒ∏dG ¿GC ≈∏Y Oó°Th
,Ö°ùëa (IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdGh É«°ShQ) á«LQÉÿG
á«ª«∏b’G iƒ≤dG ÚH ¢ùaÉæJ ∑Éæg πH{
á«æ°ùdGh ájOôµdG äÉ©ªàÛG πãe á«∏ÙGh
á°UôØdG á«ŸÉ©dG iƒ≤dG »£©J »àdG á«©«°ûdGh
πbÉCH ádÉC°ùŸG º¡d π¡q°ùJh äÉYGõædG ‘ πNóà∏d
.záæµ‡ áØ∏c
çÓK ¿GQhO ≈£YGC ,á≤£æŸG πÑ≤à°ùe øYh
ôªà°ùJ ÜôM ‘ πãªàj ∫h’CG ,äGƒjQÉæ«°S
OÉéjGE ‘ πãªàj ÊÉãdGh ,GókL á∏jƒW äGƒæ°S
iƒ≤dG ÚH ¢ùaÉæàdG AÉ¡f’E âbƒe ƒdh πM
¿GôjGE ≈∏Y ¿GC »æ©j Ée{ ,á«ª«∏b’Gh á«ŸÉ©dG
¢ûbÉæàJ ¿GC É«°ShQh ÉcÒeGCh É«côJh ájOƒ©°ùdGh
ÉeGC .z¥Gô©dGh ÉjQƒ°S ¢üîj Ée ‘ ájƒ°ùJ ‘
πeÉµàdG ÈY äÉYGõædG √òg AÉ¡fGE ƒ¡a ådÉãdG
πÑb á≤£æŸG πcÉ°ûe ¤GE ô¶æjo å«ëH »ª«∏b’G
á«HÉéjGE ájhDQ ™°Vh IGRGƒe ‘ ,á«æWƒdG πcÉ°ûŸG
.kÓÑ≤à°ùe »ª«∏b’G πeÉµà∏d

⁄ ¿’BG ≈àM{ ¬fGE ,¿GQhO øjódG ¿ÉgôH ∫Éb
‘ ’h ƒµ«H ¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJGE ≈æ©e ‘ º∏µàf
¢ûbÉææd ¿ÉM âbƒdG ¿GC øXGC »ææµd ,É¡éFÉàf
¢ùµjÉ°S á«bÉØJG ∑Éæg ¿ƒµJ ¿GC ∫ÉªàMG Iôµa
GƒfÉcGC OóL ÚÑY’ ™e á≤£æŸG ‘ IójóL ƒµ«H
∑Éæ¡a .É¡∏NGO øe hGC ´Gô°üdG á≤£æe êQÉN øe
º«¶æJh ,á¡L øe É«°ShQh IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG
‘ á«eÓ°S’G áaÓÿG »Yój …òdG z¢ûYGO{
,á«fÉK á¡L øe ¥Gô©dGh ÉjQƒ°S ÚH á≤£æe
á∏≤à°ùe ádhóH ¿ƒª∏ëj øjòdG ¿ƒ«eƒ≤dG OGôc’CGh
§FGôN á°ûbÉæe ¿GC í°VhGCh .záãdÉK á¡L øe
ÉjQƒ°ùd §≤a ¢ù«d iÈc á∏µ°ûe »g' IójóL
øª«dGh ájOƒ©°ùdGh ¿OQÓCd É°†k jGC πH ,¥Gô©dGh
∫hódG äGOÉ«°S{ ¿GC iGCQh .zÉ«côJ ≈àMh
»g ,äÉjƒ¡dG ÜÉ£≤à°SGh äÉeÉ°ù≤f’Gh º«dÉb’CGh
∫ƒëàdG ÉfócqGC GPGEh .Ék«dÉM á≤£æŸG äÓµ°ûe
»g Éªa ,äÓµ°ûŸG ∂∏J ¬àÑÑ°S …òdG …Qò÷G
.z?É¡«dGE áLÉM ‘ øëf »àdG ∫ƒ∏◊G ´GƒfGC

Russia, for the problems in the region. Yes, they do have big responsibilities but in a different way. At the
same time, we have to think of it at
the level of competition between the
regional powers and the preferences
of local powers like Kurdish or Sunni
or Shia communities in different
countries that are making it very
easy for global powers to be involved
in the regional affairs with little cost
for themselves. We have to think of
this interplay among global and regional powers, in a sense that all of
them have a responsibility to form a
new order for the region. Well yes, it
seems that this competition between
global and regional powers as well as

the involvement of global powers in
regional conflicts will continue. To
what extent, and what are the scenarios to be expected?
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One scenario is the continuation
of this polarization and division
within the states along the lines of
ethnic and sectarian conflicts, and
this means that professor Hass’ argument will actually prevail for maybe
longer than 30 years; if we start with
the invasion of Iraq, we have already
covered 30 years. This is not an optimistic option but is still valid. The
other option is the feeling that the
global and regional powers competition should stop, and we have to
find a solution for all these problems
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even somehow a temporary one.
That means that Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Turkey, US and Russia should come
together to discuss a settlement in
Syria and Iraq. We have another option, a third one, which might be
taught in the future, you may call
me very optimistic, but I have the
responsibility to state this at least as
an option. The third option is regional integration to end these conflicts, to see the problems of the
region beyond territorial and to
make a prospective option for regional integration in the future.
What kind of attempts do we need
to achieve that?
Without solving some major
problems, we cannot talk about solutions. Firstly, we have to brake this
binary polarization between Sunnis
and Shias; there is the ISIS threat
and some people in Washington and
European capitals like to highlight
the Sunni radicalization and portray
the Shia radicalization as less evil,

but that is not a way to find a solution, on the contrary this becomes
more problematic. We need somehow to solve this representation of
Sunnis in Syria and Iraq; a federal
structure could be a good option to
achieve that. We also need to integrate the Kurdish people in Syria,
Iraq and Turkey as well, which
echoes what Mrs. Rend al Rahim
proposed in terms of unifying visions in Iraq and Syria. Due to the
failure of the state system, governance and integration, Sunnis and
Kurds are the significant actors to be
included in the future of the region.
As a conclusion, I should say that
if we don’t want a new Sykes Picot,
we have to create a cooperation system among global, regional and local
actors to generate a new order. We
cannot get rid of the urgent need of
establishing a new order just by
blaming new Sykes Picot arguments.
Thank you very much.
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